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ERRATA 1982-1985
Special Report 201
page 17, column 2, second paragraph, should read
"Tools also need -to change as the nature of options
changes significantly. Emerging policy options are not
largely focused on network-expansion investments,
whereas traditional models were developed long ago to
deal with such options."

For example, 1400 candlepower is directed at points on
the pedestrian's upper torso. For points between contour lines, it is necessary to interpolate."
page 50
Insert the following note to Figure 3:
"Where
p =the azimuth angle from the driver's

eye to a point P on the pavement;

Special Report 200
page 3, column 1
Change the caption for the bottom figure to
"A new AM General trolley bus starts down the 18 percent grade on Queen Anne Avenue North in Seattle in
October 1979 (photograph by J. P. Aurelius)".

Transportation Research Record 1040
page ii
Under" Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication
Data," delete "Meeting (64th: 1985 : Washington~ D.C.)"
and "ISBN 0361-1981"
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8 =the elevation angle from the driver's
eye to a point Pon the pavement;
EZ =the driver's eye height above the pavement; and
DX, DY, DZ =the longitudinal, horizontal, and
vertical distance between the headlamp
and eye point.
Then
EX = EZ!Tan 0
HZ= EX-DZ
H1 2 = EZ 2 + EX 2 HX = EX-DX
EY = Hl Tan p
HY= EY-DY
2
H2 = H1 2 + EY 2 H32 = HX 2 + HZ2
a= Tan- 1 (HZ/HX), ~ = Tan- 1 (HY/H3), H4 2 = H32
HY 2 "

page 7, Figure 1
The histogram should reflect that the rail mode is
represented by the black bar and that the highway
mode is represented by the white bar.

page 30, column 2, 22 lines up from bottom
Reference number (_§) should be deleted

Transportation Research Record 1017

page 31", column 2, 5 lines up from bottom
Reference number should be.§., not .1

Transportation Research Record 972

page 19, column 1, 7 lines above Tab le 1
Change "ranged from 1 in. 2 to nearly 30 in. 2 of runoff"
to "ranged from 1 area inch to nearly 30 area inches of
runoff"

page 34, column 2, 8 lines above References
Reference number (]2) should be deleted

page 22, column 1, last' line
Change "1 to nearly 30 in. 2 " to " 1 to nearly 30 area
inches"

page 31, reference 3
Change to read as follows :

page 22, column 2, first line
Change "13 in. 2 " to "13 area inches"

Transportation Research Record 1011
page 12, Figure 4
Figure does not show right-of-way structure for 0-Bahn.
Seed iscussion on page 11, column 1, paragraph 3.

Transportation Research Record 996
page 49
Insert the following note to Figure 2 :
"The contour lines connect points of equal candlepower."
page 49
Insert the following note to Figure 3 :
"The candlepower contours are superimposed on a
'headlight's-eye-view' of a road scene. The candlepower
directed at any point in the scene is given by the particular candlepower contour light that overlays that point.

Transportation Research Record 971

Merkblatt fUrlichtsignalanlagen an Landstrassen,
Ausgabe 1972. Forschungsgesellschaft fur das Strassenwes en, Koln, Federal Republic of Germany, 1972.

Transportation Research Record 965
page 34, column 1, Equation 1
Change equation to
ru = 'Yw · h/-y · z
where
'Yw =unit weight of water,
'Y = moist unit weight of soil,
h = piezometric head, and
z =vertical thickness of slide.

Transportation Research Record 905
page 60, column 1, 9 lines up from bottom
Change "by Payne (_§)" to " by us"

+
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page 47, Table 1
Replace with the following table.
T•ble 1. Summery of in•l'llCtlon1 i.tw.11 1i.,i81·
timing parameters and MOE1.

Emissions
Timing
Method
Manual

I.

-

"

•
•

•

..

TRANS YT

•

Parameter

Total
Delay

Cycle lensth
Speed of prosression
Priority policy
Split method

+
+
+

•

Note : +=main effect detected from TRANSYT output, and

•+•

+
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••

•+

Cycle length
K·factor
Priority policy

Stops

Fuel
Consumption

•

-

e
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page 25, column 1, line 5
Change "money" to "model"

Transportation Research Record 847

page 50, Figure 3
Add the following numbers under each block in the last
line of the flowchart:
R1, R2, R3, R4, D1, D2, D3, A1, A2
page 50, Figure 4
Make the following changes in the last line of the flowchart.

•

Change "R6" to "D3" and "Recognition" to "Decision"

e

-

Transportation Research Record 831

page ii, column 1
Cha'nge ISBN number to "ISBN 0-309-03308-X"

•••

-

page 6, column 1, third paragraph
Change "Marquette University" to "Northern Michigan
University"
NCH RP Synthesis of Highway Practice 87
page ii
Change !SBN number to 0-309-03305-5

page ii
Change ISBN number to 0-309-03273-3
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Transportation Ressarch Circular 255

NCH RP Synthesis of Highway Practice 84

•

I

+
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Change "R9" to "A1" and "Recognition" to "Action"

•

•+

e

Change "R8" to "D4" and "Recognition" to "Decision"

I I

•

+
+

Change "R7" to "R4"

Change "R10" to "A2" and "Recognition" to "Action"

NO,

+
+

Change " R4" to " D1" and "Recognition" to "Decision"
Change "R5" to "D2" and "Recognition" to "Decision"

co

O : maln erfect detected from NETSIM output.

page 54, authors' names ·
The second author's name should read
"Edmond Chin-Ping Chang"
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Fibrous Portland Cement Concrete Overlay
Research in Greene County, Iowa
R. M. BETTERTON, M. J. KNUTSON, and VERNON J. MARKS

ABSTRACT

The project was constructed in October 1973 to evaluate the performance of
steel fiber-reinforced concrete (fibrous concrete). The 33 fibrous concrete
sections, four continuous reinforced concrete sections, two mesh-reinforced
sections, and two sections with transverse reinforcing were rated relative to
each other on a scale of 0 to 100 at ages of 5 and 10 years. All sections are
essentially unbonded to or debonded from the underlying slab. All experimental
overlay sections experienced only limited additional deterioration in the 5-10
year period. The 4-in. thick, nonfibrous, mesh, continuously reinforced concrete pavement overlay sections provided the best performance in this research
project. A non fibrous, 5-in. thick, transverse bar-reinforced overlay section
with no longitudinal steel performed almost as well. The best performance of a
fiber-reinforced concrete section was obtained with 160 lb of fiber per yd'
of concrete. In the fibrous concrete overlays, 750 lb of cement per yd' provided no benefit over the use of 600 lb of cement per yd'. The performance of
the fibrous overlays was directly related to the fiber content of the concrete
mix. The 2.5-in.-long higher aspect ratio fibers produced a higher performance
rating than the 1-in.-long lower aspect ratio fibers. The 3-in. thick fibrous
concrete overlays performed substantially better than the 2-in. thick fibrous
over lays. In general, the thicker, nonf ibrous pavement over lay sections constructed at a lower unit cost than the fibrous sections performed better than
the fiber-reinforced concrete overlays.

The overlay project in Greene County, Iowa, which
was completed in October 1973, is the most comprehensive study undertaken of fibrous concrete as an
overlay for deteriorated highway pavement. The 3-mi
overlay project, constructed by Hallett Construction
Company, included 33 test sections of fibrous concrete, four test sections of continuously reinforced
concrete pavement (CRCP), two test sections of meshreinforced concrete, and two sections with transverse reinforcing. The mix and design variables (in
parentheses) for the fibrous concrete overlays include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concrete mix design (3)
Fiber type (2)
Fiber content (3)
Special cement (Chem Comp)
Overlay thickness (2)
Joint spacing
Type of bonding (3)

Replicate sections of several of the test sections
were constructed. Table 1 gives a summary of the
project. The 3-mi project site is located on Road
E-53 east of Jefferson, Iowa. The traffic count on
the pavement is approximately 1,100 vehicles per day
with 4 percent trucks. This partially reinforced
concrete pavement, which originally was Lincoln
Highway/U.S. 30, was constructed of 7- to 8-in.
thick and 18-ft wide pavement without joints between
1921 and 1922. At the time of the overlay (1973),
the old pavement was severely cracked and spalled.
Prior to the overlay, nonreinforced lean concrete
widening 4-in. thick and 2-ft wide was constructed
on each side of the old pavement to increase the
width from 18 ft to 22 ft.
Two basic concrete mixes were used in the major-

ity of the fibrous concrete sections. The mixes were
chosen to represent extremes in cement content,
namely, 600 and 750 lb of cement per yd'. Some
fibrous concrete research had indicated that a
greater cement content (750 lb) was needed to obtain
the total benefit of the steel fiber reinforcement.
Other fibrous concretes used in the project contained a cement/fly ash mixture (five sections) or a
shrinkage-compensating cement (one section).
The steel fibers used were 0.010-in. x 0.022-in. x
1-in.-long rectangular slit sheet supplied by the
u.s.
Steel Corporation and 0.025-in. diameter x
2.5-in.-long drawn fiber supplied by the Atlantic
Wire Company in Branford, Connecticut. Fiber addition rates were 60, 100, and 160 lb per yd'. Twentythree of the fibrous concrete sections contained the
0.010-in. x 0.022-in. x 1.0-in. fiber while 10 sections contained the 0.025-in. x 2.5-in. fibers.
All of the conventional portland cement concrete
(PCC) and CRCP sections were constructed using the
Iowa DOT Class A concrete mix proportion containing
569 lb of Type I cement, 1,499 lb of fine aggregate,
1,522 lb of coarse aggregate (1.5-in. maximum size),
and approximately 270 lb of water per yd' of concrete. Two test sections were constructed with No. 4
bars 12-ft long placed transversely on 3-ft centers
at a depth of 2.5-in. with no longitudinal steel.
Two test sections were constructed with FCC-reinforced concrete with 6-in. x 6-in. steel mesh (wire
diameter = 0.125-in.) placed at one-half the overlay
depth. Twenty-two of the fibrous concrete test sections were 3-in. thick and 11 were 2-in. thick• The
conventional PCC test sections were 4-in. and 5-ih.
thick and the CRCP sections were 3-in. and 4-in.
thick.
Most of the fibrous concrete sections had transverse joints sawed .250-in. wide to one-third of the
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overlay depth at 40-ft spacings. The centerline
joint (.250-in. wide) was cut to one-third the
thickness of the overlay in most of the test sections.
Transverse joints for the rebar and mesh-reinforced concrete sections were sawed .250-in. wide
and one-third of the over lay depth on 20- or 30-ft
spacings. The centerline joint was cut (.250-in.
wide and one-third of the overlay depth) in all of
these sections. The bonding conditions for the fibrous concrete test sections were as follows:

to use the Greene County Evaluation Form that had
been provided to them. Each evaluator was to assign
a rating to each section with a maximum value of 100
assigned to a section showing zero distress and
wear. The rating number was based on criteria previously noted with four general categories:

1. Five sections intended to be fully bonded
(cement spread on wet surface).
2. Twenty-five sections partially bonded
(old
pavement swept and cracks cleaned before overlay).
3. Three sections unbonded (double thickness of
polyethylene sheet between overlay and old pavement).

The 23 values for 1978 and the 25 values for 1983
were averaged to provide a final rating number of
each section. The ratings are given in Tables 1 and
2 where the sections have been listed in the order
corresponding to the panel rating. The highest rating is listed first, descending to the lowest rating. It is believed that the rating systems used in
the 5- and 10-year evaluation give a meaningful
ranking of the experimental sections based on their
current condition and on speculation concerning
their short-term future performance.
A careful analysis of project records indicates
that construction problems or the absence thereof
had a definite effect on performance ratings. When
few or no problems were noted in the project log and
paving progressed rapidly, the ratings were higher
than for sections where problems resulted in delays.
A correlation of this factor is not realistic, however, as numeric values were not assigned to the
problems.

Two
fibrous
concrete
sections
(3-in.
design
thickness) were placed on grade. The rebar and meshreinforced concrete sections were all partially
bonded. The CRCP sections were both bonded and unbonded (paraffin base cure). A detailed report on
the subject, which was prepared by the Iowa Concrete
Paving Association, gives job data on concrete mixture proportioning, concrete properties, test results, section locations, core locations, and costs
(1). A report on the subject was also written by
Lankard and Henager (ll·

1.
2.
3.
4.

75-100 (good with minor maintenance);
50-75 (above average--average maintenance);
25-50 (below average--repairs are needed); and
0-25 (poor condition--major repairs needed).

PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
The performance of the various overlay sections was
documented by crack surveys during the first 5
years. These surveys, which detail the location,
type (transverse and longitudinal), and length of
the cracks were made six times in the first 5 years.
The first crack survey was conducted in April 1974,
followed by crack surveys in October of the years
1974 through J.978. A report documenting these crack
surveys is available from the Iowa Department of
Transportation (3). Much of the cracking and deterioration is above-the longitudinal joints between the
original slab and the 2 ft of widening on each side.
In retrospect, an evaluation of fibrous concrete
overlay variables would have been better on a pavement without widening.
A 23-member rating panel evaluated all research
sections in October 1978 at an age of 5 years. The
5-year evaluation was an effort to rate the performance of the overlay sections on the basis of more
comprehensive performance criteria. There were 13
members on the original planning committee, twentythree participants in the 5-year evaluation rating
panel and 25 participants in the 10-year evaluation
rating panel. The current assessment of the condition of the Greene County overlay project at 10
years was made on October 12, 1983, by members of
the original planning committee and representatives
from the Iowa Department of Transportation, Iowa
County Government, FHWA, University of Illinois, and
industry. Each of the 41 sections in the project was
examined with particular attention given to
1. The type and amount of crackingi
2. The type and amount of other forms of pavement distress (spalling)7
3. ;rhe presence of repaired areas and the prognosis for ne eded repairs or removal of the entire
test sectioni and
4. Overall condition relative to the other sections on the project.
For

the evaluation,

each participant was requested

DISCUSSION
The data given in Table 1 were analyzed with a view
to identify the effect of a number of variable s on
the performance of the overlays through 10 years.
Using the rating number as an index of relative performance, the effect of major material and design
parameters on the performance of the overlay sections
can be assessed.

General Comparison
A schematic display of the variables of each section
is given in Figure 1. The bonding condition and the
admixture type were not considered major variables
and are disregarded for some evaluations within the
report. The section identification numbers are contained in the individual spaces in the schematic
display. A schematic display of the 10-year rating
numbers is provided in Figure 2. The bonding condition and admixture type were disregarded in this
schematic summary. Sections 23 (a bridge), 22 and
40A (on grade), and 25 (Chem Comp cement) were excluded from the rating summary.
By using this summary rating chart, the variables
of the fibrous concrete overlay can be compared.
These can also be compared with the nonfibrous sections listed beneath the schematic display with the
panel rating listed at the bottom of each block.
From this schematic summary, it can be noted that
the section receiving the highest 10-year rating was
sect ion 3, which was a 4-in. -thick mesh, CRCD. The
second h i ghest a ve rage rating wa s achieved by the
5-in.-thiok section with transverse steel (no longitudinal steel) and Type A concrete. The third highest rating (79) was given to a fiber-reinforced concrete section with 600 lb of cement and 160 lb of
1 - in. - long fiber. The fourth highest rating was obtained by a 4-in. mesh-reinforced jointed section.
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TABLE 1 Fibrous Concrete Overlay Summary
Fiber Content
(lb)
Section
No,

Cement
(lb)

569
569
569
569
569
569
569
600
750
600
750
750
II
12
750
13
600
14
500
500
15
16
600
750
17
18
600
19
600
20
750
21
750
22
500
23
750
24
600
25
750
750
26
27
600
28
750
750
29
30
750
600
31
750
32
33
600
34
750
35
750
36
750
37
600
38
569
39
569
40
500
40A
500
Grand average
I

2
3
4
4A
5
6
7
8
9
10

I-in.

2.5-in.

-a

-ab

-b
-c

-d

-d

-

d

-c
60

-c

-

-d

- dd
-c
-

100
100
100
100
60
100
100
60
60
160
160
160
100
160
160
100
100
160
100
100
100
160
100
100
160
160

-·

100
160

Overlay
Thickness
(in.)

563
559
575
565

5
4
4
4
Various

60

_b

14-Day
Flexural
Strength
(psi)

100
100
60

_b

-•

~Tro.n5verse :Unc:l .raJ nforced section.
Me•h· reinforccd section.

671
614
575
730
603
680
739
811
718
664
615
662
769
705
811
809
775
677
775
644
719
674
680
755
741
834
612
726
664
808
731
79 1
668
605
602
621
865

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2.250
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
4
5
3
3

~CRCP-:mchored section.

Partial
Partial
Bonded
Un bonded
Un bonded
Un bonded
Bonded
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Un bonded
Bonded
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Bonded
On grade
Bonded
Partial
Un bonded
Partial
Partial
Partial
Bonded
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Un bonded
Bonded
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
On grade

Joint
Spacing
(ft)

Center Panel Rating
Line
Joint
Oct. 1978 Oct. 1983

20
30

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

8
8
8
40°
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40°
40°
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
30
20
Various
40

90
81
84
78

86
80
82
72

52
54
64
69
69
59
68
64
56
40
42
60
55
86
82
83
68
69
83
79
69
79
65
55
56
70
56
50
72
69
44
63
71
84
82
59
Jj_
67

46
53
56
60
65
55
66
62
50
40
43
60
50
80
77
73
59
55
86
76
60
64
58
45
50
60
52
48
62
56
37
52
52
70
76
45

iL
60

eFull depth .

CRCP-J(lt:cion .

The average cost of the various overlay sections
(see Table 3) was determined by using 1973 prices.
The cost for the special sections is as follows:
S p e cial Sec t ion Descr i pt ion
5-in. Plain concrete
4-in. Type A concrete
with mesh
4-in. CRCP with elastic
joints
3-in. CRCP with elastic
joints

Intended
Bond

c os t per Yd 1 ($)
3. 5 7

3. 58

opinion that substantial rehabilitation would probably be needed at 10 years. The consensus of the 10year evaluation panel was that the pavement had performed quite well and a substantial effort should be
aimed at maintaining the research sections with further evaluation. A substantial patching project was
completed in June 1984 to repair the badly deteriorated areas and allow evaluation of the overlay
project through 15 years.

4. 41

3. 48

In general, the use of fibrous reinforcement results
in a unit price greater than that of thicker conventionally reinforced overlays.
Personnel who had been on the evaluation panel
for the 5-year evaluation were pleasantly surprised
with the condition of all overlay sections at the
10-year performance evaluation. It was the general
consensus that based on the 5-year performance evaluation, substantially greater deterioration between
5 and 10 years had been expected. The grand average
of the rating numbers of October 1978 (see Table 1)
was 67 and the grand average of all ratings of October 1983 had decreased to 60. During the 5-year
evaluation, many of the evaluators expressed the

Cement Content
Most of the fibrous concrete overlays were placed
with concrete made with either 600 or 750 lb of cement per cubic yard. There were, however, five overlay sections placed with 500 lb of cement and 234 lb
of fly ash as the binder material. One section was
placed using 750 lb of Chem Comp cement per cubic
yard. Comparisons of sections in which the cement
content is the only intended variable are given in
Table 4. In five of six comparative sections where
the only major variable is the cement content, the
600 lb of cement per yd' mix performed better than
that containing the 750 lb of cement per yd'. The
grand average also favored the 600 lb of cement per
yd'. This is a relatively small difference and may

Fibe r
Size (in.)

I

Fib e r
Content (lbs.) ,

TABLE 2 Overlay Sections Arranged in Order of the 10· Yr Performance Rating
Section
No.

Panel
Rating

23

86
86
82
80
80

1
3

2

18
19
24
39
20
4
38
II

9
26
12
33
8
25
30
16
21
27
34
7
10

22
6
36
37
31
40A
17
13
29
32

s

40
28
15
14
35

77

76
76
73
72

70
66
65
64
62
62
60
60
60
60
59
58
56
S6
55
55
53
52
S2
52
51

so
so
so

48
46
4S
45
43
40
37

Cement
Content
(ib/yd 3 )

750
569
569
569
600
600
600
569
750
569
569
750
600
750
750
600
750
750
750
600
7SO
600
750
600
7SO
500•
569
750
600
600
500•
7SO
600
750
750
S69
500•
750
500•
500•
750

asoo lb o f cement+ 234 lb of fly ash.

Reinforcement
or
Fiber Type

Amount
of Fiber
(lb/yd 3 )

Overlay
Thickness
(in.)

I in.

160

1-1/4
5

Transverse

CRCP
Mesh
I in.
I in.
I in.

160
160
100

Transverse

I in.
CRCP
Mesh
2.5 in.
I in.
2.5 in.
I in.
I in.
2.5 in.
2.5 in.
I in.
2.5 in.
2.5 in.
I in.
I in.
I in.
I in.
I in.
CRCP
2.5 in .
2.5 in.
I in.
Im.
I in .
I in.
I in.
I in.
CRCP
I in.
I in.
2.5 in.
I in.
2.5 in.

160

4
4
3
3
3
5
3
4

JOO
100
160
100
160
60
100
160
60
100
100
160
60
100
160

4
3

3
2
3
2
3

3
2
J
3
2
2
3
3
3

3
100
60
JOO
160
60
60
100
100
100
JOO
100
100
JOO

2

3
2
3
3
3
2

2
3
3
2

3
3

2

1

j

100

N

NI

R

i

R

I

0 IN

100

60

160
RIO

IN

0

R

160

N

R

0

I
I
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Type of
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Bridge
Partial
Bonded
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Un bonded
Partial
Un bonded
Partial
Partial
Bonded
Partial
Partial
Un bonded
Partial
Partial
Bonded
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
On grade
Bonded
Bonded
Partial
Partial
On grade
Partial
Partial
Bonded
Partial
Unbonded
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Un bonded
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1
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NON-FIBROUS SECTIONS

Sections

1 and 39
5 in.
Type A
Pl.:'lin

Partial
Bond
No Admix.

Sections
2 and 38
4 in.

Type A
6xG Mesh

Partial
Bond
No Admix.

Section
3
4 in.
Type A
CRC Mesh
Anchor
Bonded
No Admix.

Section

Type /\
CRC Mesh
Unbonded

Section
5
3 in.
Type A
CRC Mesh
Un bonded

No Admix.

No Admix.

4
4 in.

I

FIGURE 1 Schematic summary of the variables of each overlay section.

Section
6
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Anchor
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Size (in.)

1

Fiber
Content (lbs.)
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100
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160

60

100

160
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*Average Performance Rating at 10 Years
Note:
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Sections 22, 23, 25 & 40A were not included in the
average performance ratings.

., 0

NON-FIBROUS SECTIONS

Sections
1 and 39
5 in.
Type l\

Sections
2 and 38
4 in.

Pluin

GxG Mesh
Purtial

Partial
Bond
No Admix.

Section
3
4 in.
'l'ypc l\

'l'ypc l\

CRC Mesh
/\nchor
Bonded
No Admix.

Bond
No Admix.

*81

*75

*82

Section
4
4 in.
'l'ype l\
CRC Mesh
Un bonded

Section
5
3 in.
Type l\
CRC Mesh
Unbonded

No Admix .

No Admix.

*72

*46

Section
6
3 in.
Type A
CRC Mesh
Anchor
Bonded
No Admix.

*53

F1GURE 2 Schematic summary of overlay variables and performance ratings at 10
years.

TABLE 3 Average Cost of Overlays
Thickness
(in. )

Cement
(lb/yd 3 )

Fiber
(lb/yd 3 )

Cost Per
Yd 2 ($)

2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

600
600
750
750
500 + 234 fly ash
500 + 234 fly ash
750
750
750
600
600
600

100
160
100
160
100
160
160
JOO
60
J60
JOO
60

3.40
4.10
3.52
4.22
4.94
5.61
6.64
4.56
3.86
5.42
4.30
3.6J

not be significant when considering other variables.
The only explanation for this result would be the
drying shrinkage caused by the additional cement
with the relatively thin overlay sections that are 2
or 3 in.
The performance ratings of the sections with 500
lb of cement plus 234 lb of fly ash were somewhat
less than the sections with 600 or 750 lb of cement
per yd'. Direct comparisons of panel ratings can
be made between sections containing 500 lb of cement
plus fly ash (Sections 14 and 40), 750 lb of cement
(Sections 10 and 12), or 600 lb of cement (Sections
9 and 24), with ratings of 42, 59, and 70, respectively. The 500 lb of cement plus fly ash mix can
also be compared with the 750 lb per yd' mix with
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TABLE 4 Performance Ratings and Flexural Strengths of Overlay Sections Where Cement Content
Was the Only Major Variable
Comparative Overlay Section Nos.
by Ce ment Content (lb/yd 3 )

Flexurol Stre ngt h (psi)
By Cement Content (lb/yd 3 )

500( + 234 lb F.A.) 750

600

500(+ 234 lb F.A.) 750

600

500( + 234 lb F.A.) 750

600

14,40

9,24
33
37,16
7, 13
27,31
18,19

643

745
821
730
769
741
809
753
757
751

624
664
665
647
646
75 8
667

42

70
62
56
53
55
79
62

10,12
30,34
8
17
28 ,29,32
20

Grand Average
11,21

15
Grand Average

615
629

Avg 10-Yr Pcrformnnce Rating
by Cement Content (lb/yd 3 )

59
58
60
50
48
73
58
63
61

43
42

Note : F.A. =fly ash.

Section 15 versus Sections 11 and 21. Section 15 was
rated at 43 and Sections 11 and 21 averaged 63. Sections 11 and 25 provided a comparison of Chem Comp
expansive cement and a standard 750-lb cement concrete mix. There was no significant benefit derived
from the use of the Chem Comp expansive cement.
Fiber Content
Fiber contents of 60, 100, or 160 lb per yd' were
studied under this research. These fiber contents
were used with both the 1-in. and the 2.5-in.
fibers. A comparison of the overlay sections where
the only intended major variable was the fiber content is given in Table 5. There are two sets of sections in which all three fiber contents were used.
When averaging these two, the grand average shows
that the 160 lb per yd is superior to both the 100and 60-lb fiber contents with ratings of 76, 65, and
52 for the 160-, 100-, and 60-lb contents, respectively. The comparative sections would show that the
100-lb fiber content yields a rating number approximately 10 points higher than that of the 60-lb fiber
content and the 160-lb fiber content yields a rating
number approximately 10 points better than the
100-lb fiber content. It would appear that the fiber
content is one of the more important major variables
as two of the 160-lb-per-yd' fibrous sections compared favorably with the 4- and 5-in. nonfibrous
sections. Unfortunately, however, the 160-lb-per-yd'
substantially increases the cost of the overlay sections.

F ibe r Type
Two different fiber types were used in this research. There are six sets of comparative sections
(see Table 6) where fiber type is the only major
variable. In all six cases, the 2. 5-in. -long fibers
exhibited a performance superior to that of the
1-in. fiber in the comparative sections. The grand

TABLE 6 Performance Ratings of
Fibrous Concrete Overlay Sections
Where Fiber Type Was the Only
Major Variable
Comparative Overlay
Section Nos. by
Fiber Length (in.)

Avg 10-Yr Performance Rating by
Fiber Length (in.)

I-in.

2.5-in.

I-in .

2.5-in.

7,13
17
10,12
14,40
30,31
28,29,32
Grand average

16,37
8
11,21
15

53
50
59
42
58
48
52

56
60
63
43
64
64
58

26

35,36

average yields a rating six units higher
2.5-in. fibers than for the 1-in. fiber.

for

the

overla y Thicknes s

TABLE 5 Performance Ratings of Fibrous Concrete
Overlay Sections Where Fiber Content Was the Only
Major Variable

Co mparative Overla y Section Nos.
by Cc111c111 Con tcnl (lb/ yd 3 )

Avg I 0-Yr Performance Rating by
Cement Content
(lb/ yd 3 )

60

160

60

100

160

18,19
20

53
50
52

70
59
65

79
73
76
62
58
64
67

60
54

55
48
45
55
63
64

100

7,13
9,24
17
10,12
Grand average
27,31
28,29,32
35,36

33
30,34
26

Grand average

11,21
Grand average

The thickness of the overlay was intended to be
either 2 or 3 in. except for transition sections.
This 2- or 3-in. thickness was to be a nominal
thickness and because of the irregular surface of
the underlying original concrete, there was substantial variation in the thickness. Some thicknesses of
only 1 in. were cited. There were five sets of sections in which the only intended major variable was
overlay thickness (see Table 7). In all five comparative sets, the 3-in. overlays provided substantially better performance ratings than did those of
their comparative 2-in. sections. The grand average
is 69 for the 3-in. sections versus 54 for the 2-in.
sections or a 15-point superiority for the 3-in.
overlays.
Type of Bonding
There are a few sections in which the type of intended bonding is the only variable (see Table 8).
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TABLE 7 Performance Rating of
Overlay Sections Where Overlay
Thickness Was the Only Major Variable
Comparative Overlay
Section Nos. by
Thickness (in.)

Avg 10-Yr Performance Rating by
Thickness (in.)

3-in.

3-in.

2-in.

78
63
70
S9
73
69

62
4S
SS
48
58
S4

2-in.

33
18, 19
I 1,21
35,36
9,24
27,31
10,12
28,29,32
20
30,34
Grand average

TABLE 8 Performance Ratings of Fibrous Concrete Overlay
Sections Where the Only Intended Variable Was the Type of
Bonding
Comparative Overlay Section Nos.
Bonded

Un bonded

12
21
36
29

11
3S

Partially
Bonded
10

Avg 10-Yr Performance Rating
Bonded

59

so

Partially
Bonded
SS

62
S2

28,32

Un bonded
66
37

47

At the time of construction, no equipment for determining the degree of bond was readily available and
no testing of this aspect was conducted. During the
5 years following construction, a Delamtect testing
device was developed to identify delaminations in
bridge decks. This device was capable of indicating
relatively thin delaminated layers. In October 1978,
the entire length of the project was tested in the
outside wheel track of both lanes. The project was
almost completely delaminated except for the 4- and
5-in. sections. The bonded sections exhibited no
greater degree of bonding than the partial or unbonded sections. Experience has shown tha t overlays
are either bonded or unbonded as a partial bond
yields an unbonded overlay. Research has shown that
a cement grout "squeegeed" onto a properly prepared
dry concrete surface before placing the new concrete
results in a well-bonded overlay. For this reason,
the type of bonding was not considered as a major
variable in this evaluation. There are, however,
four sets of comparative sections where the type of
bonding is the only intended variable. Because of
the limited number and the variation among the rating numbers on those comparative sections, no conclusions can be reached.

1. The 4-in.-thick nonfibrous mesh CRCP provided
the best performance in this research project. A
nonfibrous 5-in.-thick concrete section with transverse steel only performed almost as well.
2. The best performance of fiber-reinforced concrete was by those sections containing 160 lb of
fiber per yd 3 •
3. In general, the fibrous concrete overlays
have provided relatively good performance through 10
years.
4. The performance ratings of the fibrous concrete overlays containing 600 lb of cement per yd'
were somewhat better than those of the overlays with
750 lb of cement per yd'. In this project, increasing the cement content from 600 to 750 lb per
yd 3 did not significantly improve overlay performance.
5. The performance of the over lays was directly
related to the fiber content of the concrete mix
with the mixes containing 160 lb of fibers per yd'
providing the best performance followed by those
mixes containing 100 lb of fiber per yd', and the
poorest performance being exhibited by the mixes
containing only 60 lb of fiber per yd'.
6. The 0.025-in. x 2.5-in. higher aspect ratio
fiber (aspect ratio of 100) produced a higher performance rating than the 0.010-in. x 0.022-in. x
1.0-in. fiber (aspect ratio of about 63).
7. The 3-in.-thick fibrous concrete overlays
yielded substantially better performance than the
2-in.-thick fibrous overlays.
8. Satisfactory bonding was not achieved on any
of the fibrous concrete overlay sections and, therefore, no conclusions can be reached with regard to
type of bonding.
9. The additional cost of the fibrous reinforcement cannot be justified based on the 10-year comparative performance of the fibrous and 4- and
5-in.-thick nonfibrous sections.
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CONCLUSIONS

3.

Based on the results of the current survey using the
rating numbers of the panel as the relative performance of the experimental overlay sections after 10
years of service, the following can be concluded:
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The Concrete Resurfacing of Existing Asphalt on
I-30 in Rockwall County, Texas
LONNY G. TRAWEEK

ABSTRACT

Interstate 30 is a controlled access freeway that has deteriorated to such an
extent that it has become a maintenance problem. Before this highway could be
restored to a first-class facility, however, there would be problems with the
design of the pavement structure, traffic control, and construction. The existing highway was built over expansive clays. After considering several designs
including bituminous pavement, the design was chosen of sealing the existing
asphalt, overlaying with a level-up asphalt, and resurfacing with 11 in. of
concrete pavement. The methods of offsetting the longitudinal contraction joint
2.5 ft onto the shoulder and using concrete shoulders were incorporated to
lower maintenance costs and better distribute heavy wheel loads near pavement
edges. Traffic control would be accomplished by reconstructing the south frontage road, diverting eastbound traffic to it, and constructing an eastbound
freeway. The westbound traffic could then be diverted to the newly constructed
eastbound pavement and the westbound pavement could then be constructed. However, there were problems with the at-grade intersections of the frontage road,
the alignment and typical section of the frontage road, and the areas of the
frontage road that are prone to flooding. The 38-ft pavement is being constructed full-width in one pass. The production is controlled by the plant capacity and not the placing operation. The full width pass slows the speed of
concrete placement along the highway enough to cause problems with finishing
and texturing.

Interstate 30 (I-30) is a 4-lane, controlled access
freeway with 12-ft lanes, 4-ft inside shoulders, and
10-ft outside shoulders. Construction began in May
1982 and the estimated completion date is December
1985. This $27 million project is 10. 8 mi long and
begins just east of the Da-lias, Texa·s, metropolitan
area within the city limits of Rockwall (population
5 ,939) continuing northeast through a mostly rural
area. The existing highway was constructed between
1955 and 1958 and has deteriorated to such an extent
that it has become a maintenance problem. Before
this highway could be restored to a first-class facility, there would be problems with the design of
the pavement structure, traffic control, and construction.

GENERAL PAVEMENT DESIGN
The original roadway section was 11 in. of sandstone
base, 9 in. of limestone base, and 2 in. of asphaltic concrete pavement built over a subgrade of
Taylor Marl and Houston Black clays. These clays
have high plasticity indexes (one sample of the
Taylor Marl was 82) and are poor subgrades. The base
is primarily in good condition but the top 2 in.
contain cracks. The addition of subsequent asphalt
overlays and seal coats have increased the asphalt
thickness to approximately 8 in. The asphalt is soft
and cracked and deflects considerably when loaded.
There is transverse and diagonal cracking of the
pavement throughout the entire project, and portions
of the roadway as deep as 24 in. have had to be removed and repaired by maintenance crews.
An asphaltic pavement design was consideredi however, the cracked, deteriorated surface with the
cracks in the base underneath would cause reflective

cracking through the flexible overlay and would only
be a short-term solution . The proposed design was to
first cover the existing highway with a seal coat,
then level-up the pavement with an asphaltic concrete overlay and, finally, to place 11 in. of portland cement concrete pavement over the asphalt to
provide two lanes of traffic in each direction with
concrete shoulders (Figure 1). Although the initial
cost is higher, th'is design would best utilize the
existing base and pavement structure. The final base
and pavement structure would thus be deeper, resulting in a higher safety factor and lower maintenance.
This project has three overpasses, two underpasses, and two sets of bridges (eastbound and westbound) across major streams. The three overpasses,
being of steel beam design, were reconstructed and
raised approximately 2 ft to accommodate the higher
pavement and to provide additional clearance underneath. The stream crossing bridges, however, being
similar to a rigid concrete design, could not be
readily raised, and there f ore the approaches were
designed to be lowered, thus undercut, as were the
freeway lanes under the two underpasses (Figure 2).
The concrete pavement is of the contraction design. It has load transmission devices at contraction joints, but does not have reinforcing steel.
The load transmission devices are 1.375-in. dowels
at the transverse joints and tiebars at the longitudinal joints (Figure 3). (This design was chosen
over reinforced concrete because of its normally
lower price and better past performance in the
Dallas area.) The inclusion of concrete shoulders is
essential to the overall design. For virtually the
same cost as flexible shoulders, the concrete shoulders would not only provide lower maintenance and
better distribution of heavy wheel loads near pave-
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FIGURE 3 Contraction joints.
ment edges, but also would be conducive to future
expansion.
Another design feature incorporated to better
distribute the wheel load was that of offsetting the
sawed longitudinal joint between the outside lane
and the shoulder (Figure 3) • It was offset 2. 5 ft
onto the shoulder, but the striping for the edge
line is at the normal lane line. This offset removes
the j oint and possibly a water source from the wheel
load ther eby reducing pavemen t deflection and the
possibility of a pumping problem .
One of the questions that arose from the idea of
us ing concrete shoulder s was "What should be used to
back f ill the vertical edge of the concrete s houlders?" If earth embankment is used adjacent to the
shoulder and any erosion occurs, a vertical face
would remain and be a hazard for traffic. If material other than earth is used, how far out should it
be taken--partial extension or the full extension of
the slope (Figure 4)? On this project, it was dee ided to use asphalt on a 6: 1 cross-slope for a
distance of 3 ft on a typical overlay section (Figure 1) and 3 ft-6 in. on a typical undercut section
(Figure 2). The full extension would have allowed
the use of conventional railers, but the cost would
be considerable. The 3-ft dimension was a compromise
that would not only produce a 6: 1 slope, but the
first couple of lifts would serve as a platform for
the paver.
The basic problem with the 3-ft asphalt extension
is compaction. The narrow width and the 6: 1 cross-

slope will not allow normal rollers to be used. A
small vibratory roller and a modified tractor (Figures 5 and 6, respectively) were used on the lower
lifts with the addition of a pneumatic roller finishing the top lift. The speed of the small roller
was slow because the steep cross-slope required lateral support. Normally, two workmen were required to
maintain its position on the asphalt.
One interesting note is that all the asphaltic
pavement used on the freeway is a recycled mix containing 40 percent reclaimed bituminous pavement and
60 percent virgin materials. Most of the reclaimed
material was recovered from various asphaltic overlays that had been previously placed in thin mats
throughout the Dallas area. The mats had been placed
over concrete pavement and were removed by coldmilling and then stockpiled. By blending AC-5 asphalt
with the existing reclaimed asphalt, a suitable asphaltic pavement design was produced. Future highway
contracts in the Dallas area are proposing both the
full asphalt extension and the use of earth embankment so, hopefully, the solution to these problems
will be obtained in the near future.
TRAFFIC
The average daily traffic for 1983 was 22,000 vehicles per day and projected traffic for 1997 is
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2. Divert eastbound freeway traffic to the south
frontage road and reconstruct the eastbound freeway
including the eastbound half of overpasses.
3. Divert westbound traffic to the completed
eastbound freeway and then construct a westbound
freeway.
The existing south frontage road has operated as
two-way traffic and had to be reconstructed (Figure
7) and changed to one-way to accommodate the eastbound freeway traffic. Because the frontage road has
no area for stalled vehicles to park due to the lack
of shoulders, and it was not known whether the pavement would hold up to traffic, the detoured traffic
was limited to approximately 2-mi sections. There
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FIGURE 7 Frontage road typical section.

FIGURE 6 Modified tractor,

47,000 vehicles per day. A traffic analysis by state
forces revealed that a large percentage of trucks
(20.3 percent) used the roadway.
TRAFFIC CONTROL
There were two primary methods of traffic control
considered for this project. One was to leave freeway traffic on the freeway at all times and the
other was to detour freeway traffic to the frontage
road while constructing the freeway.
To leave the freeway traffic on the freeway, the
lanes would have to be r _educed from two to one, day
and night, for long periods of time. The 1983 average daily traffic was 22, 000 vehicles per day resulting in a design hourly volume of 1,975 vehicles
per hour, which is almost capacity for one lane.
This means that 1-lane-traffic operating speeds will
be low during the peak traffic periods and could be
hazardous at night unless barricades, lights, and
signs are placed and maintained properly. Because of
the inconvenience to traffic and the dangerous situation that would result by restricting traffic to
one lane, the freeway traffic was detoured to the
frontage road.
The basic sequence of proposed construction is as
follows:
1. Reconstruct the south frontage road on existing alignment.

was, however, a prov1s1on to enable the engineer to
combine two particular sections due to their rural
nature if the pavement in the previous sections had
withstood the traffic. Consequently, because the
frontage road has held up well under the traffic,
the two sections were combined.
The length of time the traffic was detoured to
the frontage road was also a primary consideration.
In this contract, each of the 2-mi sections had a
maximum number of working days allowed to construct
the highway and return traffic to its normal operation. This maximum varied between 52 and 104 days.
To insure expediency, the contractor would be
charged $1,000 in liquidated damages for each day
the traffic remained detoured to the frontage road
past the allotted time.
ACCIDENTS
There have been primarily two causes of major accidents attributed to the use of the frontage road as
a detour. The first was the addition of traffic signals and the second was the alignment of the frontage road.
The problem with the addition of traffic signals
is that they are located where none previously existed and the frontage road was changed from two-way
to one-way. Even though the one-way aper at ion had
been in effect for a month before the signal was installed, several accidents a day would occur when
traffic in the right lane would attempt left turns
and collide with through traffic in the left lane.
This type of accident occurred for a couple of
months after the installation of the signal.
The alignment of the south frontage road consisted of several reverse curves that were of adequate radii to accommodate the posted speed limit of
40 mi per hr but not much faster. Because of the
rural nature of some stretches of this highway, the
average traffic speed tended to be much faster than
this despite efforts of law enforcement agencies.
The lack of shoulders, higher speed, and alignment
combined to cause many accidents.
Because of the
higher speed, the cars would begin to "cut the corner" of the curvature causing a tire to roll just
off the edge of the pavement. When the tire regained

Traweek

traction, the driver usually had over steered. This
caused the car to dart to the opposite side of the
frontage road and the driver to lose control. Some
of these accidents were fatal. In addition, there
have been several instances where the lack of shoulders has resulted in stalled vehicles remaining
parked in the right lane instead of pulling off onto
the earthen side slope. Thus far, this has not
caused any major accidents.
Two sections of the proposed frontage road detour
are through areas prone to flooding. One such area
inundated the frontage roads nine times in 1983 with
an average duration of almost a half-day. Although
construction has not yet reached these areas, an
emergency plan has been prepared to maintain traffic
flow during these periods. The plan is to close the
inside lane of the westbound traffic and divert the
eastbound, detour traffic to the closed lane, creating one lane in each direction. To accomplish this,
emergency ramps connecting the south frontage road
and the westbound traffic would have to be constructed prior to detouring traffic and barricaded
until needed.
It should be noted that the contractor is required to select an early warning system to enable
him to complete all traffic changes prior to the
flooding of the detour. As of this writing, the system has not been proposed.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION METHODS
The H.B. Zachry company constructed a central-mix
concrete plant within the project limits. A paving
train with a 50-ft Gunter-Zimmerman slipform paver
was brought in and modified to handle the crossslope break at each shoulder edge . This modification
would enable it to place the concrete pavement the
full 38-ft width in one pass. The placing operation
began by leaving out the center section of the dowel
baskets to leave room for the dump trucks to back up
and discharge (Figure 8). The final dowel basket was
placed after sufficient concrete was ahead of the
paver to pass that particular transverse joint (Figure 9).
By using th is technique, many people would th ink
that the placing operation would control the speed
of opera ti on. H.owever, th is was not the case . The
batching time at the ready-mix plant controls the
operation speed. The specifications for this project
requir:e a minimum of SO sec of actual mixing and a
mixing time of 55 sec was actually used. By the time
all the material is conveyed to the drum, the total
time between batches is almost 2 min. The paving

FIGURE 8 Placing operation.
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FIGURE 9 Placing dowel basket.
operation has been averaging between 25 and 30
batches an hour with a good day's production of approximately 2,000 yd'. The batch size is limited
to 6.5 yd' by the legal load limits on this project because the trucks have to haul over existing
highways. With the plant capacity at 9 yd' and the
trucks limited to 6.5 yd', there is a loss of production of more than 35 percent--a major disadvantage in resurfacing existing highways.
The main advantages to paving full width are that
it is quicker and usually cheaper. It is quicker because of the deletion of the curing time between
adjacent slabs and the larger volume of concrete
that can be placed per man-hour worked. It is usually cheaper because of (a) the same reasons, (b) no
delays in equipment use, and (c) a higher volume per
man-hour. The cleaning and straightening of tiebars
between adjacent slabs are also eliminated, and although there is no difference by the specifications
the slumping edge of a slipform paver is not a~
critical on the outside of the shoulders as it would
be betwee~ adjacent slabs. One of the disadvantages,
however, is that the paver would have to be modified
to ~he particular typical section designed for each
pro~ect.
This modifi cation cost $20,000 on this
proJect.
Because of the higher volume of concrete, the
speed of the operation along the roadway is much
slower. On I-30, the speed needed to maintain a pace
of approximately 100 ft per hr during warm weather
(to assure proper finishing and texturing) would
create problems with the texturing, as would delays.
The type of texture used on the surface was produc~d by dragging .125-in metal tines spaced every
.5-in. transversely across the pavement (Figure 10).

FIGURE 10 Texture operation.
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approximately
.188
in. When these
depths
were
reached, a harsh surface developed because of pulled
aggregate. Statewide research was ordered. After the
result of this research was analyzed, the texture
depth was lowered by field change to produce a texture similar to Figure 11.
This project was the first concrete resui::facing
project in the Dallas area. Because several similar
projects have been proposed, it is hoped that the
information gained from the work on I -3 0 will benefit those projects.
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FIGURE 11 Finished texture.
This type of texturing would increase skid resistance and reduce hydroplaning by allowing the water
to drain across the pavement inside the grooves. To
produce the desired texture required by the specifications, the average depth of the grooves would have
to be nearly .250-in. deep with a minimum depth of
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Portland Cement Concrete Pavement Overlay
Over a Bituminous Pavement
ANDREW J. GISI

ABSTRACT
The initial stage construction completed in 1970 on Interstate 70 in western
Kansas consisted of a 10-in. asphaltic concrete pavement. At the time of the
second stage, 10 years later, the pavement exhibited signs of load and nonload
associated cracking. A 3-in. second stage overlay had been planned during the
initial design. Based on current conditions, traffic, and distress, a structural design called for a 5-in. asphaltic concrete overlay. overlays generally
do not control reflective cracking for appreciable periods of time. Therefore,
additional rehabilitation strategies were proposed. Based on life cycle costs,
a Value Engineering Committee selected an 8-in. portland cement concrete pavement to be placed over the existing asphaltic concrete base. That 10-mi overlay
was constructed in 1983 and an additional 17 mi were let to contract in 1984.

The interstate pavement structure in Kansas was
built using bituminous pavement in the western half
of the state and portland cement concrete pavement
(PCCP) in the eastern half of the state. The primary
reason for those choices was close proximity to
available resources (i.e., limestone and cement in

the east and sand, gravel, and oil in the west). The
initial design term for the pavement structure for
the Interstate Highway System was set at 20 years.
Minor imperfections such as raveling, rutting, polishing, and flushing of asphaltic concrete pavement,
however, usually required that an overlay be placed
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at approximately 10 years into the design term to
cover those imperfections. As a consequence, asphaltic concrete pavements on the Interstate System
were generally stage-constructed. It was normal
practice to construct the first stage of the pavement l. 5 or 3 in. less than the ultimate design
thickness. The remaining 1.5 or 3 in. was then applied as a second stage of construction approximately 10 years later. The project in question is
located 17 mi east of the Kansas State line that
borders Colorado and extends east 10 mi. It was
originally constructed in 1970. In 1979, plans were
initiated for the second stage resurfacing project.
An evaluation of the condition and the expected performance of several rehabilitation strategies resulted in the Kansas Department of Transportation
(KsDOT) constructing its first PCCP overlay on an
asphaltic concrete surface.
PAVEMENT DISTRESS
A condition survey conducted in late 1979 showed
that the primary distress was transverse cracks. The
secondary
distress
was
longitudinal
wheelpath
cracks, and represented the beginning of fatigue
cracks. The transverse cracks were up to 2 in. wide
and extended through the 10-in. asphal tic concrete.
An investigation showed that the transverse cracks
were tapered with the dimension being widest at the
top. In addition, the material adjacent to the crack
was stripped in the shape of a triangle (Figure 1).
Bacteria capable of utilizing asphalt (1) was found
associated with the stripped material.- These wide
cracks were usually depressed, which caused considerable roughness. The distress survey showed that,

r·L~
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FIGURE 2 Cross section of original
pavement.

be constructed during the second stage after 10
years.
The base course material consisted of 90 percent
sand, 8 percent volcanic ash, and 2 percent sand/
gravel. It was a dense, graded mix with 5 percent
retained on the .375-in. sieve and 88 percent retained on the #200 sieve (Figure 3). The surface
course material consisted of 20 percent crushed
sand/gravel, 71 percent sand, 8 percent volcanic
ash, and l percent hydrated lime. The aggregate size
ranged from 100 percent passing the .75-in., 15 percent retained on the .375-in. and 91 percent retained on the 1200 sieve (Figure 4). The average asphalt content was 5.6 percent and 5.9 percent for
the surface and base course, respectively.
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FIGURE 3 Typical gradation of surface course
material.
STRIPPED MATERIAL

FIGURE 1 Typical cross section at
transverse crack.
on the average, there existed 35 lineal ft of transverse cracks and 36 ft of longitudinal cracks per
lane per station.
ORIGINAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
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The original design was based on the Kansas Triaxial
Method (~). For the Interstate System, adjustments
were made to the design procedure. In anticipation
that heavier truck traffic would be expected on the
Interstate than was recorded on the Federal and
State System, the traffic coefficient was increased
and the strength values of the materials used were
decreased. Both of these adjustments resulted in a
thicker pavement section. A 20-year analysis period
was used to determine the ultimate pavement thickness. The procedure resulted in selecting a 7-in.
asphaltic concrete surface and a 6-in. asphaltic
concrete base course.
As mentioned previously, the bituminous pavement
generally required an overlay during the analysis
period to cover minor imperfections. consequently,
the first stage was constructed of a 4-in. surface
and a 6-in. base course (Figure 2) over a loess subgrade soil classified according to the Kansas system
as a silty clay loam and a CL according to the Unified Classification System. A 3-in. overlay was to
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FIGURE 4 Typical gradation of base course
material.
DESIGN ANALYSIS FOR OVERLAY
Even though a 3-in. overlay was planned for the second stage, an evaluation and analysis of the existing pavement condition was made to determine the
structural thickness required for the second stage
overlay. As previously stated, considerable distress
was evident. In addition, truck traffic had become
heavier than had initially been projected. AASHTO
guidelines were used to analyze the structure required under current conditions (]). An estimate of
the soil support was made by expressing the triaxial
modulus and the soil support number of the design
soil and the AASHTO Road Test soil as the following
ratios.
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Triaxial Modulus
Design Soil
Triaxial Modulus
Road Test Soil

Soil Support
Design Soil
Soil Support
Road Test Soil

The result was a soil support number of 3.1 for the
design soil.
The flexible design analysis resulted in a structural number (SN) of 5. 0 for the soil and traffic
conditions. The SN of the overlay (SNol) was determined from the difference between the SN required
(SNr) for a new pavement and the SN of the existing
(SNe) pavement (that is, SNol = SNr - SNe). The SN
of the existing pavement structure was determined by
using a component analysis of the layers. This required data on both the layer thickness and current
conditions of the existing materials. If the materials showed no distress, then the coefficients
would be the same as those that would be used in the
initial design. However, this was not the case. As
stated previously, visible distress was noted i consequently 1 the distress was considered in selecting
the existing structural coefficients.
Literature
references such as th e AASHTO Design Guide (3) along
with engineering judgment wer e used in selecting the
structural layer coefficients. The SN for the existing pavement was determined to be 2. B. (Note that
the SN is the summation of the product of layer coefficient, a, and the layer thickness, D.) The following are the values used to arrive at the SN of
the existing pavement structure:
(1)

Ma t e r i a l Type
Old asphalt concrete
surface
Old bituminous base
Total

Thickness
(in.)
4

....§..

Coefficien t
x .34
x .24

1.36
1.44

2.80

10

Th" SN for an <>.11 new pavement structure translates into a 12.5-in. asphaltic concrete pavement.
The following are the values used to satisfy the SN
requirements;
Material ~Ee
Asphalt concrete
surface
Asphalt concrete
base
Total

Thickness
(in.!

Coefficient

4

x .44

~
12.5

x .38

£.!!
1. 76

SNr

3.23
4.99

The SN for the overlay translates into a 5-in.
asphaltic concrete layer. The following is an example of the calculations:
SNol

SNr - SNe

SNol

2.19

SNol

aol

*

Dol

Dol

2.19 -i- 0 .44

Dol

4.98 in. " 5 in.

(2)

(3)

An analysis for a rigid pavement was also made
because of the heavy overlay required. The analysis
for the rigid pavement reemlted in a thickness of
B.B in. The results from a Portland Cl!!ment Association study (!l of Minnesota rigid pavements that
had widened lanes or tied concrete shoulders showed
that deflections and stresses were reduced signifi-

cantly with as little as 18 in. of additional pavement width. The reduced deflection and stresses of a
widened pavement could be offset by reducing the
pavement thickness. That is, if the deflection or
stress were the criteria used to compare the structural sections, then a wider but thinner pavement
would be equivalent to a narrower but thicker pavement. The 8.B-in. thickness required was reduced to
an 8-in. x 26-ft pavement.
The problem was not just to find the structural
thickness required to carry the proposed traffic,
but to also find a strategy that not only would
carry the traffic but that would also result in low
long-term maintenance costs and provide the highest
level of serviceability. The KsDOT has abundant experience with overlaying transversely cracked pavements. Generally, overlays in Kansas are designed
for a 10-year traffic period. However, 3-in. overlays on pavements with the type of distress recorded
on th is p r o j ect usual ly exh ibit reflec tive cracking
in l e ss t ha n 3 y e a r s with a resul t i ng l o ss in servic e a bil ity and an increase in mainte nance costs.
Conside r ing that the overlays were a n ticipated to
last 1 0 y ea rs, a 3- to 4-ye ar service li f e is disappointing .
Strategies to reduce or retard reflective cracking were developed. The KsDOT had tried repairing
transverse cracks by partial depth routing or milling and backfilling with rubber asphalt and asphaltic concrete, but experienced limited success .
Generally, 1-2 cracks redeveloped along the edges of
the routed or milled slot. Another strategy would be
to remove the dry surface, repair the cracks in the
base (thereby restoring continuity), and then overlay with the appropriate thickness. The ultimate
strategy would be to remove the existing pavement
structure and replace with a new pav emen t structure.
This would certainly eliminate reflect i ve cracking
caused by asphalt oxidation.
Even though the initial concept was to complete
the stage construction, it was evident that a longterm solution would be beneficial to th e KsDOT and
the citizens of Kansas. Based on the structural
needs and the goal to reduce or stop reflective
cracking, several flexible and rigid p~vement strategies were developed . The alternates considered were
as follows:
1. Mill out cracks, backfill, and overlay with 5
in. of A.C.;
2. Mill top 4 in. and replace with 9 in. of A.C.;
3. Remove the existing pavement and replace with
12.5 in. of A.C. i
4. Mill top 4 in. and replace with 8 in. of
PCCP; and
5. Remove existing pavement and replace with 8
in. of PCCP over a 4-in. treated base.
(The alternates are illustrated in Figures 5-9.)

ALTERNATE 1

F1GURE 5 Repair cracks in surface, then overlay.
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ALTERNATE 2

FIGURE 6 Mill top 4 in. and replace with 9-in.
overlay.

ALTERNATE 3

BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT

FIGURE 7 Reconstruct entire pavement section,
asphalt.

ALTERNATE 5

transverse cracks in the base, and then overlay with
9 in. of new or recycled asphaltic concrete: and
3. Mill top 4 in. and overlay with 8 in. of PCCP.
All the proposals were designed for a 20-year traffic analysis period. The assumed mode of failure
would be fatigue damage. However, there was a strong
feeling among engineers in the KsDOT that the mode
of failure or cause of unacceptable performance relative to bituminous pavements would be transverse
and/or block cracking, both of which are nonload associated. They further believed that the failure
would occur sooner than the 20-year analysis period.
The alternates were presented to engineers in the
construction, maintenance, materials, research, and
design fields who, based on their knowledge and experience, estimated the time to unsatisfactory performance and, therefore, time to major rehabili tation or resurfacing. The results of the survey
showed that the 12.5 in. of new bituminous pavement
would probably perform satisfactorily for 12 years,
as would the recycled bituminous pavement. An estimate of 8 years was obtained for the mill top 4 in.
and overlay with 9 in. of recycled bituminous pavement. An estimate of 18 years was obtained for the
mill top 4 in. and overlay with 8 in. of rigid pavement. After the initial terms, a rehabilitation
cycle would begin. For the bituminous pavements, it
was estimated based on previous experience that
heavy maintenance (crack sealing and leveling over
the cracks) would be required on a yearly basis or
crack repair and thin overlays (less than 3 in.)
would be required every third year. On rigid pavements, which are not plagued by D-cracking aggregate, little maintenance is required or performed.
Figures 10-12 graphically show the life cycle of
each alternate.
The initial construction costs showed a wide difference in the cost of alternates. However, once
rehabilitation costs were added to each alternate so

REMOVE 10"
4" TREATED BASE

ALTERNATES 1A & 18

FIGURE 8 Mill top 4.in. and replace with 8-in.

PCCP.
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FIGURE 10 Remove existing pavement and
replace with 12.5-in. new or recycled bituminous
pavement.
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FIGURE 9 Reconstruct entire pavement
section, concrete.

ALTERNATE 3A & 38
5

The alternates were submitted to a Value Engineering (VE) Committee for final recommendations.
Additional rehabilitation strategies were considered
by the VE Committee. Initial construction costs for
the strategies were obtained. Consideration was
given to costs of additional work resulting from
grade changes such as shoulder work or flattening
slopes, guardrail, and so forth. The final proposals
considered by the VE Committee were as follows:

>

1. Remove the existing pavement and replace with
12.5 in. of new or recycled asphaltic concrete:
2. Remove the top 4 in. of the surface, repair

FIGURE 11 Remove top 4 in. of existing surface
and replace with 9-in. new or recycled bituminous
pavement.
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being carried on one roadway. Only two accidents,
both noninjury, were recorded during the two-lane,
two-way traffic conditions. Both were rear-end collisions.

ALTERNATE 4
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FIGURE 12 Mill top 4 in. and overlay with 8-in.
PCCP.

that the service life would approach 20 yeJrs, the
cost differential changed dramatically. After obtaining these life cycle costs for the alternates
based on initial costs and subsequent expected maintenance and rehabilitation action costs, the VE Committee chose the alternate to mill 4 in. and overlay
with 8 in. of PCCP.
THE RECONSTRUCTION
The 10-mile r econstruction b egan by milling a nominal 2 in. fr om the eastbound driving surface and
shoulder while carrying traffic through construction. Once the 2-in. mil l i ng had b een comp leted,
two-way traffic was -: :arr ied on the westbound lan~s
and the final 2 in. were milled off. The 8-in. plain
PCCP was paved 26 ft wide in a single pass. The
pavement surface was transversely tined and contraction j oin ts were s awed on a skew e v ery 15 ft. The
joints were sealed wi th silicone s ealant . After the
concrete had cured, traffic was switched over to the
new concrete pavement and the westbound lanes were
milled and paved with PCCP. After the PCCP was
placed, recycled bituminous shoulders were constructed to complete the project,
To minimize road user costs and shorten the accident e xpos ure per i od, a $1 0,000- per-day incentive/
disince n tiv e c la use was i ncluded in the contract.
The contractor had 20 days in which to complete the
final milling, place and cure the concrete, c omplete
one bituminous shoulder, and return traffic to the
completed lane. One disincentive day was charged to
the contractor on the eastbound lane and one incentive day was awarded to the contractor on the westbound lane paving. The net result was that the contractor came out even.
TRAFFIC CONTROL
In the t wo-lan e , t wo-way t r af fic control situat ion,
4-in. sol i d ye llow line s were used to del i ne ate the
centerline. Twenty-four-in. gravity base and fixed
base reflective tubular markers were spaced every
100 ft along the centerline. Ceramic raised reflective road markers were spaced at 100-ft intervals
between the tubular markers. Epoxy was used to attach the fixed base markers to the old asphalt pavement . A double-stick adhesive pad was used to attach
the fixed base markers to the new concrete pavement.
Both adhesive systems worked well. The exposure time
to traffic f or the workers wa s grea t er whe n r e placing the f ixe d base mar kers tha n it was f or t he gravity base mar ke rs . However , whe n t h e gr av i ty base
markers were struck, they move d--ge neral l y into the
traffic l ane t hereby beco mi ng a traffic hazard.
Special "'l'WO- WAY TRAFFIC NEXT __Ji MI LES " s igns at
2-mi spac i ng s were u s ed to s e r ve a s p e r iod ic r eminders t o t h e motorists t hat opposi ng traffic was

One of the problems encountered during construction
was the breakup of the existing milled bituminous
pavement in isolated areas under construction traffic. These areas were associated with abnormal
amounts of moisture in the subgrade. The contractor
was required to patch these at his expense if the
breakup was less than 100 ft'. Patches larger than
this were paid by force account.
During the joint sealing operation, it became apparent that the transverse tining and the skewed
contraction joints were not compa t ible. Du ring the
sawing, cleaning, or sealing, a wedge of c onc rete
made by the tine and the saw cut broke off ma k i ng it
difficult to draw a good bead of sealant and resulted in contaminating the surface of the sealant
with chips of concrete. On the westbound lanes, the
method of tining at the contraction joint was
changed. A strip of cotton webbing approximately
4-in. wide was laid on a skew a cross the pavement at
the contraction joint location before the tines were
pulled across the plastic concrete. This left a
smooth surface into which the contraction joint
could be sawed.
After just over 1 year's service, some minor distress has been recorded. A longitudinal crack approximately 1 ft from the centerline was recorded.
The crack was found occasionally throughout the
project. The total length of all longitudinal cracking is approximately 200 ft. The location of the
crack coincides with the terminus of the centerline
tie bars. Three l ocations less than 100 ft in length
each have tran s ver se , di agonal, and longitudinal
cracks. One ar e a is located over a d;:ainage structure. The other two appear to be associated with
areas where the underlying bituminous pavement broke
up under construction traffic.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
Several resurfacing and reconstruction alternates
resulted from an analysis of the existing pavement
conditions and the expected needs of the system.
Each alter nate was dete r mi ned to have a life cycle
based on past performance. The initial and subse.quent resurfacing or restoration costs were determined for those life cycles. It has been shown that
life cycle costs can be used to select the most economical solution.
In addition to this project, another contract to
overlay an additional 17 mi immediately west of this
project was let and completed in 1984. The bituminous pavement was milled to a depth of 2.75 in. and
then an 8-in. PCCP was placed. The depth of removal
was selected to balance the amount of reclaimed bituminous mater i al that was required for the recycled
bituminous should ers.
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Recycled D-Cracked Portland Cement Concrete
Pavements in North Dakota
STANLEY HAAS

ABSTRACT
This paper presents the North Dakota approach to recycling portland cement concrete pavements (PCCP) on the Interstate system. The first PCCP placed on the
system was in 1958 and it was recycled in 1984. A committee was appointed to
develop a rehabilitation philosophy and a program that would get a fast start on
project lettings. The philosophy recognizes the need for recycling and the need
for an interim repair strategy to keep the system in reasonably good driving condition. The program that came out of the committee started the recycling process
and also developed concrete pavement restoration (CPR) projects consisting of
joint repair, grinding to improve ride, asphaltic concrete shoulder recycling,
and interchange overlays. The committee started its work by inspecting the entire
Interstate system in February 1983 followed by a second inspection in April 1984.
The 1984 inspection revealed a rate of deterioration greater than had originally
been anticipated and this caused some rethinking concerning the cost effectiveness of scheduled CPR projects. The amount of joint repair, especially on the
pavements with 20-ft joint spacing, will drive the cost up substantially. Originally, the CPR treatment was expected to extend pavement life from 10 to 15 years,
but if joint deterioration keeps accelerating, 7 to 10 years may be a more realistic estimate.

With the passage of the 1982 Surface Transportation
Assistance Act and the good possibility that the
North Dakota legislature would provide additional
funding for the state highway department, the development of an Interstate rehabilitation program became
a priority item. The assignment was turned over to a
committee consisting of: the five Interstate district engineers, a design engineer, a maintenance
engineer, and an FHWA representative. The committee
started its work by making an inspection of the entire Interstate system in February 1983 and submitted
a program to the chief engineer on March 30, 1983.
The system consisted of plain concrete pavements with
20-ft joint spacing, reinforced pavements with 39.5
and 61.5 joints and continuously reinforced. The
initial program that was submitted contained a suf-

ficient number of projects to cover Fiscal Year (FY)
1983 4-R (reconstruction/rehabilitation/rebuilding/
resurfacing) funding. The first recycled PCCP project was let to contract in July 1983. During May
1983, the committee completed a program that would
carry through FY 1988.
The 1983 field inspection identified D-cracking
as the major problem with most jointed pavements and
some continuously reinforced sections. A lack of
joint maintenance has accelerated the deterioration
to the point where some pavements may be recycled
before they are 20 years old. Corroded steel in some
sections of continuously reinforced pavement is reducing the life of these pavements. The first joint
pavement to be recycled has been in service for 25
years. During the 1984 inspection, it was evident
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that the D-cracking phenomenon was accelerating
pavement deterioration at an alarming rate in some
cases. There was a noticeable change in one particular section that was originally scheduled for repair
that now will have to be recycled.
The committee adopted a rehabilitation philosophy
that PCCP should be recycled in kind, and an i nterim
repair strategy should be used to keep pavements in
service until recycled. Asphaltic concrete overlays
have been ruled out for the present because of a
rutting problem. The department has been unable to
develop an asphalt pavement using local aggregates
that will not rut under traffic volumes carried by
the Interstate. Eventually, some overlay system will
be needed to keep in service those continuously reinforced pavements that are structurally sound but
that have a poor ride.
Concrete pavement repairs would include joint repair, broken slab repair, grinding to improve ride
(when necessary) , and selected recycling of asphaltic
concrete shoulders and interchange overlays. The
original thought was that pavements could be kept in
service from 10 to 15 years with one repair-type
project. The controlling factor in deciding whether
a pavement should be repaired or recycled is generally the amount of joint repair that is necessary.
Initial planning was based on the assumption that
repaired pavements could serve for 10 years and recycled pavements could serve for 30 years. When the
cost of repairs (joint repair, broken slab repair,
grinding, and asphaltic shoulder recycling) approaches one-third the cost of recycled pavements
then recycling is considered. Availability of funding
and scheduling then become the controlling factors.
Recycling is the better of the two options, if
cost effective, because by this process, a new system would exist rather than a patched-up model. The
only further construction activity that should be
necessary, which would occur in 15-20 years, would
be grinding for ride improvement, along with an
asphaltic concrete overlay of interchanges.
The question that had to be answered before a
program could be developed was whether the existing
pavements should be kept fn service with asphaltic
concrete overlays or the recycling process should be
started. There were two major factors that dictated
recycling. The inability to design an asphaltic concrete overlay that would not require frequent milling
and recycling because of rutting, and the fact that
it looked like PCCP should last at least 25 years.
The first recycled pavement has been in service for
25 years with no joint maintenance, so with adequate
maintenance, recycled pavements should provide equal
or better performance. In fact, 30 years looks reasonable barring any unforeseen problems with the recycled concrete. Life-cycle costs also support the
recycled options. There are other advantages to recycling as follows:
• Clearance under structures may be increased.
• Substandard ramps and tapers can be upgraded
at the same time.
No rutting problem would exist.
Few traffic interruptions would exist.
• Subgrade problems can be corrected.
• No widening is necessary.
• Less aggregate is required.
Portland cement concrete shoulders are an option.

Salvaged value = assumed equal for all alternatives,
Annual maintenance = $1,000 per mi,
Interest rate = 10 percent,
Inflation rate = 6 percent,
Value of salvaged bituminous shoulder material
$73,000 per mile.
The cash flow diagram (cost per mile) is as follows:
Maintenance = $1,000 per year per mi,
$386,129 - $73,000 (salvaged bituminous shoulder)
$313,129,
Present worth = present cost + future cost x
((1 +inflation)/(!+ interest))n =
$313,129 + USPWF x [ (1 + .06)/(1 + .1))1
$331,129 + ($1,000 x (8.883) x (0.963664)) =
$313,129 + $8,560 = $321,689,
where USPWF is the uniform series present worth
factor.
Annual cost per mi = present worth (capital recovery
factor at 10% - 25 yr) = $321,689 x (.11017) =
$35,440.

=

A typical life-cycle cost analysis of one project
that has been let to contract is as follows for hot
bituminous pavement overlay:
First cost pavement overlay
$202,975 per mi,
First cost recycled overlay
$73,626 per mi,
Service life = 7 years,
Salvaged value = assumed equal for all alternatives,
Annual maintenance = $1,000 per mi,
Interest rate = 10 percent,
Inflation rate = 6 percent.
The cash flow diagram for 21 years is as follows:
O (year)
$1,000
(Maintenance)
$202,975

7

$1,000
(Maintenance)
$73,626

14
$1,000
(Ma in tenance)
$73,626

21

Present worth = annual cost of the USPWF at 10 percent - 6 years = $1,000 (4.355) = $4.355.
The equivalent cash flow diagram for 21 years is as
follows:

0 (year)
$202,975
+
$4,355

7

$73,626
+
$ 4,355

14
$73,626

21

+
$ 4,355

Present worth = present cost + future cost x
[ (1 + inflation)n/(l + interest) Jn =
$207,330 + 77,981 x ((1 + .06)/(l + .1))7 +
((1 + .06)/(1 + .1))4 = 212,330 + 60,170 =
46,427 = $313,927 per mi.
Annual cost per mile = present worth (capital
recovery factor - 10 percent - 21 years) =
$313,927 x (.11562) = $36,296.
Three projects were let to contract in 1983 and
were completed in 1984. The first project on Interstate 94 (I-94) was let to contract in July 1983
with the stipulation that a part of the project had
to be completed in 1983. The reason for this was to
have time over the winter to deal with any problems
that developed in the process. Table 1 gives data
from the three projects.

A typical life-cycle cost analysis of one project
that has been let to contract is as follows for recycled PCCP:

DESIGN DETAILS

First cost pavement overlay
Service life = 25 years,

Design specifications for Projects 1-3 are given i n
Table 2. Further design details are as follows:

$386,129 per mi,
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TABLE I

Project Costs

Project
No.
Location

Length
(ft)

Year
Constructed

Total Cost
Cost($)

Cost per 9-in Pee•
Mile($) Removal($)

8-in. VRPCb
Re moval( $)

I

12.2
10.7
13.2

1983-1984
1984
1984

4,732,565
4,520,159
5,193,014

387,915 2. 10/yd 2
442,444
393,410 4.00/yd 2

4.37 /yd 2

2

3

l-94-Route N.D. 30 to Cleveland
I-29 Hillsboro north and south
I-94 Eckelson to Route N.D. I

Placing Recycled
10-in. PCC ($)
IO. l 5/yd 2
J0.56/yd 2

Placing Recycled
9-in PCC ($)
7.90/yd 2

a Portland cement concrete.
bVirgin recycled cement pavement.

TABLE 2 Design Specifications

Typical sections
Inside shoulder width (ft
Total lane width (ft)
Outside shoulder width (ft)
Inside shoulder width (in.)
Slab thickness (in.)
Outside shoulder thickness (in.)
Surface finish
Transverse joint dowels
Rumble strips outside shoulder
I 00 ft c-c
Granular Subbase (in.)
Recycled hot bituminous base (in.)
Longitudinal joints
Saw depth (in.)
Joint width (in.)
Tie bars (Number 5 x 2 ft x 6 in at 4 ft
0 in. c-c)
Hot pour joint sealer

Project
No. I

Project
No. 2

Project
No. 3

4
24
10
10
JO
10
Tined
No

4
24
10
9
9
9
Tined
No

4
24
JO
10
10
7
Tined
No

Yes
4

Yes

Yes
4

2
2.75
.125-.375

2.5
.125-.375

2.75
.125-.375

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
14-18
Yes

Yes
12-16
Yes

Yes
14-16
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Transverse joints

Performed or sawed
Spacing staggered (ft)
Skew I to 6
Material requirements
Concrete crushed to 1-in. maximum size

60 percent crushed PCC retained No. 4
sieve

Coarse and fine aggregate must meet
standard material specifications
Recycled concrete mix proportions
45 percent recycled coarse aggregate
15 percent recycled fine aggregate
15 percent virgin fine aggregate
30 percent virgin fine aggregate
517 lb cement per yd3
31.6 gal maximum water content per yd 3

profilograph was used to check riding quality of the
mainline pavements where the posted speed limit is
40 mph or greater. The specification requires a
pavement surface with a profile having 0.7 in. or
less of roughness per 0 .1 mi to quality for full
contract unit bid price per yd 2 • For pavement having less than 0.5 in. per 0.1 mi, the contractor
earns a bonus and for pavement having over 0. 7 in.
per mi, a penalty is applied. For pavement having
over 0.9 in. per 0.1 mi, corrective action such as
grinding or replacement is required. Unit bid price
adjustments are as follows:
Less than 0.5 in. per 0.1 mi = $0.50 per yd 2 bonus
0.5 to 0.9 in. per 0.1 mi = bid price
0.9 to 1.0 per 0.1 mi = $2.00 per yd 2 deduction
1.0 to 1.1 per 0.1 mi = $3.00 per yd' deduction
Over 1.1 per 0.1 mi = corrective work

Construction Procedures
Project 1 was started in August 1983 and completed
in 1984. All construction procedures used were those
that are considered normal in North Dakota except
for the breaking and removing of old concrete, and
the crushing of old concrete to produce concrete aggregate.

Pavement Breaking

1. All salvaged material is the property of the
state.
2.
Recycled concrete aggregate must meet the
regular concrete aggregate specifications of the
North Dakota State Highway Department.

The first operation after the contract signing was
pavement breaking. Three types of pavement breakers
were tried and the unit that did the best job of
breaking and crushing was a
Resonant
Pavement
Breaker, which became the production unit. The rate
of breakage is dependent on the stability of the
subgrade, and since the subgrade in this case was
very wet, production was considerably slower than
originally anticipated. Considerable downtime was
experienced because of machine failure, but considering this was a new machine, the mechanical
problems had to be solved. The results were very
good.

Construction Requirements

Cleaning Joints a nd Load i ng

1. Bituminous shoulder material should be salvaged before PCC removal.
2. Contractor
shall be
required
to conduct
operations so as not to contaminate materials.
3. All bituminous patching and bituminous joint
filler shall be removed prior to PCC pavement removal.
4. PCC concrete shall be crushed and split on
Number 4 screen.
5. Crushing operation shall produce material
that has 65 percent retained on Number 4 sieve. All
foreign material and steel shall be removed.
6. All concrete shall be placed in accordance
with normal department specifications.
7. Pavement surface riding quality: A California

Immediately following the breaking operation, labor
crews hand-picked approximately 90 percent of the
old joint filler material with the remaining 10 percent removed at the crushing plant. (The front-end
loaders worked very well loading out the broken concrete, leaving little that needed to be hand-picked.)

Yes
Yes

Special Provisions for Material

Subgrade Preparation
The subgrade preparation was a normal operation
except that the depth had to be increased because of
the high moisture content. The plan called for 12
in. of scarification and recompaction, but it became
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necessary to work 24 in. in a number of areas and,
in a few areas, lime was added to provide the necessary stability. The subgrade was disked to dry, laid
with motor grader, compacted with a vibratory
sheepsfoot roller, and trimmed to final section with
a subgrade finisher.
Crn s h i ng Broken eo rtland Cemen t Conc r e t e
The crushing plant consisted of one primary crusher,
one cone crusher, and one screening plant to split
the material on the Number 4 sieve. Both fractions
met the department standard specifications for concrete aggregate except for the minus 200 material.
The coarse aggregate for the last project let tQ
contract in 1984 called for washing the recycled aggregate to remove the 200 material.
Absorption was much higher than expected for the
recycled aggregate, running 4.5 percent for the
coarse fraction and 10.3 percent for the fine fraction. Moisture contents were running 3. 2 percent in
the coarse fraction and 7.2 percent in the fine
fraction. Apparently, the rate at which the aggregate
absorbed water varied considerably from batch to
batch making it difficult to control the water-cement
ratio. Prewetting the aggregate on the conveyor while
loading the mixer was tried, but was not helpful.
Mi x Design
The plans specified that the concrete aggregate shall
consist of 60-percent recycled coarse aggregate, 20percent recycled fine aggregate, and 20-percent virgin fine aggregate. Originally, 5.5 bags per yd'
of laboratory mixes produced strengths of 4,200 psi,
but subsequent laboratory mix designs using all job
materials produced strengths of only 3,500 psi, which
is the pavement concrete design strength. Specifications allowed the contractor to replace 15 percent
of the portland cement with fly-ash, and fly-ash was
used in the laboratory mixes. Field data reveals
considerable variation in 28-day-plus strengths between cylinders and cores taken from the pavement.
Core samples taken in fall 1983 averaged approximately 2,900 psi, while samples taken from the same
locations in July 1984 showed a strength gain of approximately 700 psi. Apparently, strength gain is
slowed by the particular fly-ash used when temperatures drop in fall.
Subsequent projects allow the use of fly-ash, but
at the state highway department's option. Fly-ash
will not be used if design strengths cannot be obtained. In addition, all virgin fine aggregates will
be used in the future, which will make it easier to
obtain the design strengths in the field.

harsh and along with the problem of controlling the
watercement ratio because of the high absorption rate
of the recycled material, finishing was difficult.
To improve the strength and finishing characteristics
for the 1984 work, the mix design was changed to use
55 percent coarse and 45 percent fine aggregate with
the fine fraction consisting of 20-percent recycled
and 25-percent virgin. Results in 1984 were much improved over 1983.
Concrete Shoulders
The 4-ft inside shoulder was placed with the 24-ft
of driving lanes and the 10-ft outside shoulder was
placed in a separate operation. Conventional finishing methods were used and rumble strips were installed at 100-ft intervals. Most recent designs
provide for 6-ft rumble strips spaced at 60-ft
intervals.
Longitudinal and Transverse Joints
All joints were sawed with the transverse skewed at
a ratio of 6 to 1 and randomly spaced between 14 and
18 ft. Longitudinal joints were filled with a rubberized hot pour sealing and preformed compression
seals for the transverse joints. More recent projects
are using skewed joints randomly spaced at 12, 13,
14, and 15 ft.

SUMMARY
In general, the recycling of PCC would appear to be
a viable option to present-day overlay systems because of the following advantages:
1. It is a cost-effective procedure.
2. The procedure encourages material conservation.
3. The procedure provides an opportunity to correct design and structural deficiencies economically.
4. The number of construction cycles over the
life of the pavement can be reduced.
At the present time, the most critical factor is
the durability of the recycled concrete. There is no
data at this time that would lead one to expect less
durability than was developed by the original concrete with proper maintenance.

Mixing a nd Plac ing
Mixing was done in a conventional stationary plant
and placed by slipform paver. The recycled mix is
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Recycling of Concrete Freeways by
Michigan Department of Transportation
GERALD J. McCARTHY

ABSTRACT

Presented in this paper are the design and construction history of four major
concrete recycling projects completed in Michigan in 1983 and 1984. These projects totaled approximately $27 million in construction costs and were completed
on I-94 in western Michigan and I-75 south of Detroit. The criteria for design,
the construction methods, the equipment used, and the utilization of materials
are discussed. Two areas are discussed in detail: (a) The type of equipment
used to break up the concrete and process the broken concrete, and (b) the mix
design (for utilization of the broken-up concrete aggregate) used for the finished portland cement concrete pavement.

The evidence is compelling that future highway construction work will involve rebuilding old roads,
rather than building new. The volume of rebuilding
to be done makes it urgent that new economical
methods be found.
The benefits of recycling pavements have been
publicly discussed during the past few years and
have been readily accepted. Asphalt recycling _ has
evolved into a widely accepted technique, but concrete pavements, especially those with reinforcement, seem to have been more intimidating and have
lagged behind in recycling potential. However, thousands of miles of concrete roadway lie begging for
treatment and the traditional overlay is not always
the best response. This is especially true for urban
freeways where bridge clearances present problems
for thick overlays or where a long-term (35 years or
longer) rehabilitation is desired. In these cases,
some type of reconstruction is the best solution.

BACKGROUND
Some of the enthusiasm on the part of the Michigan
Department of Transportation (MOOT) arises as a result of success in recycling asphalt pavements. The
first asphalt recycling research projects were done
in-place in 1974 and hot-mix recycling was first
done in 1977. In 1982, 43 percent of all our hot-mix
contained some recycled materials and recycled hotmix now averages about $4.00 per ton less than virgin mix. With the success of asphalt recycling being
so striking, it is easy to see why the MOOT research
engineers
began
planning
a
concrete
recycling
project.
The researchers had planned to recycle a concrete
pavement more than 5 years ago, but the national
economic recession forced a reordering of priorities; consequently, MDOT's only field experience
with concrete recycling, until 1983, was the MOOT
testing and research laboratories providing guidance
on two projects done by city and county agencies,
wherein distressed concrete pavements were crushed
and used as aggregates in fresh concrete.

SELECTION OF PROJECTS
MOOT' s research engineers believed that sufficient
laboratory and fieldwork had been conducted to indi-

cate that quality concrete could be obtained by using recycled aggregates. The major problem was to
develop specifications and production methods for
economically and reliably getting the desired product. Therefore, one of the criteria in selecting
candidate projects was size--a project's size had to
be lar~e enough to warrant use of a contractor and
the best equipment and methods available.
By selecting Interstate projects, the state could
recycle the projects with its available matching
funds, and the federal government would provide an
additional 5 percent in federal aid for recycled
concrete paving projects. Thus, for the Department's
first project in 1983, a 5.7-mi section of I-94 near
Battle Creek was selected. This dual 24-ft roadway
section of I-94 was constructed in 1958. The original design provided for
transverse joints with
dowel-bar load transfer constructed at 99-ft intervals. The pavement was 9-in. thick and reinforced
with welded mesh and expanded metal. Transverse
joint problems, including blow-ups, were numerous
and classic manifestations of D-cracking were also
widespread. Many slabs had cracks that were open and
faulted, Ride quality, as measured by the MOOT Research Laboratory using the MDOT Rapid Travel Profilometer, ,was poor.
There were
some
bituminous
patches existing along the center line and at transverse cracks and joints. The total average daily
traffic (ADT) for both directions of the roadway in
1980 was 28,000, with 23 percent of the vehicles
classified as commercial,
Three additional projects were selected and reconstructed in 1984. One of the projects was on I-94
near Paw Paw, Michigan, and had characteristics that
were similar to the project completed in 1983. Two
additional projects on I-75 south of Detroit were
also completed in 1984. These projects had ADT
counts near 40 ,000 with 30 percent of the vehicles
classified as commercial and were existing 6-lane
freeways.
SPECIFICATIONS AND TESTING
Excepting the requirement for using crushed concrete as aggregate for the new mix, standard specifications were used for controlling the work. This
meant, among other things, that 28-day minimum compressive strengths for the pavement would be expected to be at least 3,500 psi and, for the shoulders, 3,000 psi.

I
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The MOOT specifications for
controlling
the
crushed concrete aggregates was used for the 1963
project (_!). Because the tests made on the original
virgin coarse aggregate had shown it to have poor
durability and the existing slabs showed extensive
D-cracking, MDOT's testing and research laboratories
decided to reduce the allowable maximum coarse aggregate size1 the propensity of aggregate to manifest D-cracking is diminished by reducing particle
size. Recycled coarse aggregate was required to have
95-100 percent passing the .75-in. sieve, rather
than the 95-100 percent passing the 1-in. sieve
specified for virgin aggregate. The 1964 projects
permitted 95 to 100 percent passing the 1-in. sieve.
In addition to the usual job control testing,
additional information was needed to thoroughly
evaluate strength and durability of the recycled
mix. Table 1 gives the sampling plan for obtaining
information for evaluating the research study. Dura-

TABLE 1 Sampling Plan
Number of
Samples per
Site

Number of
Sampling Sites

Type of
Sample

1/mi of 24-ft
pavement

6 x 6 x 20
in. beams

6

1/mi of 24-ft
pavement

6 x 12 in.
cylinders

6

I /mi of 24-ft
pavement

3x4x16
in. beams

6

Purpose
Flexural strength testing at 7,
28, and 90 days. Two beams
per test.
Compressive strength testing
at 7, 28, and 90 days. Two
cylinders per test.
Durability testing.

bility tests were made following the provisions of
ASTM C-666(B) 1 that is, where water-soaked beams
were frozen in air and thawed in water through 3,000
cycles. Both elongation and sonic modulus were used
to evaluate changes in the concrete.

TRAFFIC CONTROL
For the 1963 and 1964 projects, except the northerly
I-75 project where southbound traffic was directed
to another state trunk line, all construction work
was performed on closed-off roadway sections while
the other roadway carried two-way traffic. At the
request of the contractor, a mid-job crossover was
added to the I-94 projects. Originally, crossovers
were to be built only on each end of the project.
With the mid-job crossover, the work could be sequenced in quarters rather than halves. According to
the contractor, 4-6 weeks were saved through this
added flexibility.
Precast concrete median barriers were used to
help guide traffic at the crossovers. Throughout the
remainder of the job, plastic reflectorized delineators, spaced 100 ft apart, were used to separate the
two-way traffic. Such delineators were mounted on
plastic posts fit into bases that had been cemented
into place. For night delineations, reflectorized
buttons were cemented to the pavement to supplement
the posts. At job-end crossovers, street lights were
installed to add to the safety of vehicles making
the transition from a dual to a single roadway.
The southerly I-75 project attempted to carry 2
lanes each direction on a 3-lane pavement, plus the
shoulder. After a few accidents, it was determined
to run 1 lane of traffic in each direction which,
because of shear volume, slowed the traffic down
and, in fact, backed the traffic up during peak
hours. However, it resulted in a safer situation.

CONSTRUCTION METHODS
For the 1963 project on I-94, Eisenhour Construction
Company, headquartered in Aurora, Colorado, was the
low bidder, contracting to do the 5. 7-mi job for
$4.47 million. For this $764,000 per mile, Michigan
motorists received a new dual 24-ft roadway with
concrete shoulders replacing the old bituminous ones
and with 10-in. slabs replacing the old 9-in. ones.
A subcontractor, Molesworth Contracting Company,
headquartered in Port Huron, Michigan, did the pavement removal and crushing. Two 16, 000-ft-lb diesel
pile hammers, each mounted through the bed of a
scraper, were used to break the existing pavement
into chunks 12-15 in. wide. Next, a backhoe pulled a
30-in., curved, pointed, hard-steel picker tooth
( "rhinohorn") through the chunks to remove as much
reinforcing mat as practical. A front-end loader
shook out more mesh and windrowed the rubble. More
mesh was removed during loading of the rubble into
trucks by more shaking and by dropping the material
to the ground. The rubble was then stockpiled and
crushed to size using a jaw crusher followed by tworoller crushers.
Crushing did not go smoothly, however, and production was slow. Therefore, the contractor began
slip-form paving using a mix consisting entirely of
virgin aggregates. When enough crushed concrete was
stockpiled, the contractor began using 100-percent,
recycled coarse aggregate with 20 percent of the
total fine aggregate being recycled. The proportion
of fine aggregate that consisted of crushed concrete
was increased to 50 percent, then to 75 percent, and
even to 100 percent for a small quantity.
Five oz. of water reducer was used in all the
pavement, and fly ash was used in about 22 percent
of the concrete. Where fly ash was used, it was 5.1
sacks of cement and 72 lb of fly ash per yd'.
For the 1964 project on I-94, Eisenhour Construction Company was again the low bidder, contracting
to do the 6.96-mi job for $7.99 million or $666,765
per mile. The Michigan Department of Transportation
added $100,000 per mile in costs to this project by
adding a new 4-in. open-graded draining aggregate
and continuous edge drains, so the costs of the
basic recycling were almost the same on the 1963
project.

RECYCLING CONCRETE PAVEMENT ON I-94, WEST OF
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
The project was 6.96 mi in length, consisting of two
24-ft pavements.
The subcontractor for crushing (spartan aggregate) was responsible for actually processing the
broken concrete into commercial aggregate, having
started approximately 3 weeks before the paver
started and finishing approximately 2 weeks before
the paver finished. By dividing the job into quarters, it was possible to complete the main 24-ft
pavement, which takes a considerable amount of
coarse aggregate. Then, the contractor was able to
complete the shoulders (tapered 10-ft, 6-in. thick),
which required considerably less coarse aggregate
and allowed the subcontractor responsible for processing the aggregate to catch up and provide a
stockpile of coarse aggregate for the paving contractor to use for the remaining work on the main
roadway.
On recycling projects, it is absolutely necessary
to have complete coordination between the processing
of the coarse aggregate and the production of the
concrete paver. For example, on this particular job,
the capacity of the g r ave l p l ant was appr ox i mate l y
150 t per hr, while the paver would use between
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3,000 and 3,500 t of coarse aggregate per day. (The
aggregate processing plant is the key item in a recycling project.)
This particular project used a primary and secondary system for breaking up the concrete. The primary crusher jaw had a 21-in. x 42-in. opening, and
worked well in removing 95 percent of the reinforcing steel from the concrete pavement. The equipment
used at the aggregate processing plant is given in
the following table.
Crushi ng Equipment
1 21-in. x 42-in. Hewett Robbins
Primary
5 50-ft Conveyors
2 Stacking Conveyors
1 42-in. Vibrating Feeder
4,339 Secondary and Screen
+ Power Unit
350-kW Generator
1 6-yd' Loader
2 Dings Magnets
1 Stockpiling Crawler Dozer
Total

Cost
{$ thousand)
250
150
150
30
350
60
220
40

---1..Q..Q.
1,450

However, it is interesting to note that the estimated cost for this crushing plant would be approximately $1.5 million. The total labor required at the
plant consisted of five persons as follows:
• Bulldozer operator,
• Loader operator,
• Person assisting in picking the steel,
Person running the primary, and
• Foreman-mechanic-type person on each shift.
The material used in the existing concrete pavement was a 4A limestone and a lOA natural aggregate,
with a 2NS sand and 5.5 sacks of cement per yd. The
material, as it was reprocessed through the plant,
resulted in 85 percent of a Michigan 6A material,
with 100 percent passing the 1.25-in. sieve and 90
percent passing the 1-in. sieve. This left 15 percent of the recycled material in fines passing the
.375-in. sieve. {Actually, it is interesting to note
that after grinding up and processing a 24-ft wide,
9-in. thick concrete pavement, there was enough
coarse aggregate left to construct a new 24-ft wide,
10-in. thick concrete pavement with a 9-ft concrete
shoulder and a 5-ft concrete shoulder.)
To date, none of the recycling jobs in Michigan
have resulted in having any value to the left-over
temperature-reinforcing steel that had been in the
concrete and, in fact, the material is a detriment
and must be hauled to a dump site. It also bulks
considerably, so the truckloads are not efficiently
loaded.
In the plant production itself, the primary jaw
reduced the material to a 4-in. minimum diameter. As
previously stated, this separated more than 95 percent of the steel from the concrete. The large
pieces of steel were thrown off the belt by hand.
Those that got by were taken off by two electromagnets. The material, after it left the primary
jaws and passed under an electro-magnet, went
through a feeder and into a surge pit, which resulted in a metered uniform flow to the secondary.
In this particular area of Michigan, the coarse
aggregate would have cost, depending on the exact
haul distance, between $7.00 and $9.00 per ton at
the job site. The contractor has estimated somewhere
between a 50 percent and 65 percent savings by using
the recycled material. It was also felt that there
was a good chance that the recycled coarse aggregate
would be more durable than the original aggregate.

The reason for this would be all of the freeze-thaw
cycles that the existing pavement has gone through,
in addition to the fact that the concrete has an
ultimate set and many of the pieces of new aggregate
sheered in the existing aggregate as compared to
sheer in the mortar. Therefore, the mortar is
stronger than some of the existing aggregate. Fine
aggregate would have cost between $4.00 and $5.00
per ton in this area of Michigan. Core measurements
on the new concrete indicate strengths of 3, 600 to
5,800 psi at 28 days.
The secondary crusher was a set of three rollers,
with the first reducing the size down to approximately 2 in. and the third down to approximately
1.125-in. There was little or no recirculation and
practically no evidence of any pieces of steel left
in the finished product. The aggregate plant was run
one shift for the first one-half of the job and two
shifts for the second one-half of the job to coordinate with the production of the paver. Approximately
2 mi of 9-in., 24-ft pavement was crushed and
screened per week on two shifts.
TWO RECYCLING PROJECTS ON I-75, SOUTH OF DETROIT
The first project, 6.7 mi of dual 36-ft roadway, is
located approximately in Woodhaven, Michigan. The
contractor is Midwest Bridge Company from Williamston, Michigan, with a low bid of $9.8 million. The
second project is 6 mi of 1 36-ft roadway, located
further south in Monroe County. The contractor for
this project is John Carlo, Incorporated, from Mt.
Clemens, Michigan, and the low bid was $4.8 million.
The Levy Company was the subcontractor for crushing
the aggregate on both jobs.
On the northerly job, southbound traffic of I-75
was re-routed for the duration of the job to an adjacent state trunkline with a minimum type adverse
distance. There have been no traffic-handling problems on this particular project, but the public relations problem has resulted in complaints from adjacent businesses that have been deprived from the
southbound traffic at the interchanges in this approximately 7-mi long recycling project. The project
was coordinated with the local government agencies
and the elected local officials before taking bids
on the project, which helped to alleviate--but not
eliminate--the problem of detouring traffic.
In addition, the contractor set up his plant at a
site that was not zoned for concrete plants or concrete crushing operations and this resulted in a
court action that finally was resolved by the contractor agreeing to perform certain tasks for the
adjacent property owners and residential homes, such
as wash their homes when the project was completed,
provide air conditioning and dust control, only work
certain hours with operations that caused a lot of
noise, and so forth.
The recycling job to the south provided only for
recycling the northbound roadway, and two-way traffic was maintained on the southbound roadway. At the
beginning, through the use of a shoulder, the attempt was made to carry two lanes of traffic in each
direction. Several accidents occurred that were attributed to the inability to slow down the traffic
caused, in turn, by the large amount of commercial
vehicles and the absence of refuge-shoulder areas.
This particular section of I-75 carries in the vicinity of 50,000 vehicles per day, with 30 percent
being commercial vehicles traveling between Toledo
and Detroit.
The primary difference on these projects as compared to the I-94 project was the use of an impact
crusher-hammer mill, which is an entirely different
method of breaking up the existing concrete. The
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existing aggregate in the northerly 36-ft concrete
pavement was a slag aggregate, and in the southern
project was limestone. The impact crusher-hammer
mill was specially built for a project such as this,
is extremely portable, and could be operated running
down a grade. It is even designed to operate and go
underneath bridges. This is a one-sequence type of
operation and does not require a secondary. Thus,
the area for the actual plant operation is considerably less than the primary-secondary process.
The end result of this material being ground up
was a much higher capacity than the plant previously
discussed. Approximately 250 t per hr is the capacity of this type of an impact crusher. However, the
end result is 65 percent 6A coarse aggregate and 35
percent sand. The method for breaking up the material in the field was a diesel drop bar, which waa
somewhat similar to that used on the other jobs, had
a brand name of "Thumper," and was pulled with a D9
engine. The capacity of the removal from the street
was approximately 500 yd' per hr, and the materials picked up using a backhoe probably resulted in
more fines being carried back to the plant than
would a front-end loader-type operation.
The crushed material, when it leaves the crusher,
comes out onto a magnetic belt that picks up the
steel, and eliminates almost 100 percent of it. No
hand-picking was required. This also would have the
advantage of picking up any aggregates with an iron
content, should it be desirable to remove them from
the mix, also.
In this particular job, the economics appear to
have been approximately even as compared to using
virgin aggregates or using the recycled material,
and this is also considering that 50 percent of the
recycled sand can be used in the final mix. On the
southern-most job, which was limestone aggregate,
the highway department determined that rather than
permitting a use of 50 percent of the recycled sand,
only 25 percent would be permitted and the water
reducer would be increased from 5 to 8 ozi however,
50 percent of crushed fines would be permitted in
the shoulder.
On the northern project, in an effort to eliminate a strength problem in the cores taken on the
first one-half of the job, the contractor was permitted to continue to use 50 percent recycled sandi
however, he switched to lA-P cement and doubled the
water reducer from 5 to 10 oz.

RESULTS
Test results have shown the concrete to have high
durability with respect to freeze-thaw cycling.
Tests showed that some samples have lower strengths
than desired--pr imar ily where a high proportion of
crushed concrete was used in the concrete fines.
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MDOT's research laboratory is completing tests to
determine why
that happened.
Also,
compressive
strengths of concrete made at the site proved
greater than cores taken from the pavement on 2 of
the 4 jobs. One possible reason for this, although
it was not obvious at the time, was that consolidation in the pavement may not have been as thorough
as in the cylinders. Or, perhaps the cylinders'
higher strengths reflected a different method of
curing.
Life-cycle cost studies completed by MOOT for
these high-volume,
heavy commercial-vehicle-usage
freeways indicate an advantage to the recycled concrete process versus other design-construction pro/
cesses or materials.
The results of 2 years of major concrete recycling projects in Michigan indicate the problems
with breaking up the concrete, removing the temperature steel at the plant, and processing the aggregate have not been a major consideration or problem.
However, the mix design of new concrete is still a
critical item and all of the variables must be taken
into account. These are: (a) the type of aggregate
used in original pavementi (b) the condition of the
existing pavement (i.e., D-cracking) i (c) the amount
of recycled fines to be permitted in the new concretei (d) the use of fly ashi and (e) the amount of
water reducer-super plasticizer in the mix. The recycling process, as used on these projects, must be
considered successful. Although problems were encountered in the operation, they were not insurmountable.

SUMMARY
Based on coQstruction costs, state-of-the-art improvements in equipment, and the excellent end product, it is safe to assume that expanded use will be
seen on a national basis of the process of recycling
old concrete for use in the new pavement structure.
In fact• Michigan plans five more major interstate
concrete recycling projects in 1985 as part of rebuilding their transportation infrastructure.
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Construction and Performance of an Experimental
Thin-Bonded Concrete Overlay Pavement 1n Houston
MOUSSA BAGATE, B. FRANK McCULLOUGH, and DAVID FOWLER

ABSTRACT

The use of thin-bonded concrete overlay (TBCO) pavements is rapidly emerging as
a viable means of rehabilitating concrete pavements. In recent years, several
projects have been constructed, and valuable information has been gathered with
the Iowa Department of Transportation leading the way. A survey of the available literature, however, reveals that the information is scattered and, in
most cases, it is difficult to make statistical inferences because either the
information was not collected for any particular purpose (i.e., not taskoriented) or there is no prior well-defined experiment design. During the summer of 1983, an experimental 1,000 ft of thin-bonded concrete overlay pavement
was placed on Interstate 610 (Loop 610), a 4-lane divided freeway in Houston,
Texas. The original pavement structure is a continuously reinforced concrete
pavement. Five design sections were constructed. Concrete reinforcement and
overlay thickness were used at three and two levels, respectively. Presented in
this paper are several aspects of the experimental project. First, the experiment design is discussed, along with project specifications, and a measurement
program. Second, actual construction is presented, and salient features outlined. Third, initial results (including field and laboratory tests, Dynaflect
deflections, and road profile data) are analyzed. Fourth, a 6-month performance
report is made. In closing, conclusions and recommendations derived from the
study are presented for those individuals and agencies contemplating the use of
TBCOs for the rehabilitation of portland cement concrete pavements.

During the summer of 1983, an experimental 1,100 ft
of thin-bonded concrete overlay (TBCO) was placed on
Interstate 610 (Loop 610), which encircles downtown
Houston and was built 14 years ago. The original
pavement structure is a continuously reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP) , 8-in. thick with a percent
longitudinal steel reinforcement, Ps, of 0. 5 percent. The CRCP rests on a 6-in. thick cement-treated
subbase. The natural material comprising the subgrade is a silty clay (Figure 1). At the project location, Loop 610 carries an estimated average annual
daily traffic (ADT) of 113,000, 8 percent of which
is trucks. It is a heavily trafficked freeway experiencing near continuous traffic flow during morning
and afternoon rush hours when most downtown workers
commute. The site selected for the experiment is
located in the southeastern part of Loop 610 between
Cullen Boulevard and Calais Street, approximately
3. 5 mi after the amusement park complex of Astrowor ld/Waterworld, eastbound. At this location, Loop
610 is an 8-lane divided highway. Only the 4 eastbound lanes were overlayed in this experiment. To
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FIGURE 1 Typical cross section of pavement
structure.

date, the original CRCP has generally performed
well. However, in certain areas, increasingly heavy
maintenance is required. Innovative repair techniques have been tried with mixed results. These
include polymer concrete patching and epoxy injection. It was felt that some form of rehabilitation
would be necessary in the near future. At the site
of the experimental project, the types of surface
defects were primarily spalled transverse cracks,
longitudinal cracks, and patches. While these were
not seen as an immediate threat to the load-carrying
capacity of the structure, they required increasing
amounts of maintenance dollars at increasing inconvenience to the freeway users in order to protect
the original investment.

OBJECTIVES
The Loop 610 experiment was designed as part of a
cooperative research effort between the Center for
Transportation Research of The University of Texas
at Austin, the Texas State Department of Highways
and Public Transportation (SDHPT), and the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA). The primary objective
of this study was to develop a methodology for evaluating the performance of a TBCO over an existing
portland cement concrete (PCC) pavement with special
attention paid to: (a) experimental projects construction and monitoring,
(b) laboratory experiments, and (c) theoretical analyses.
The Loop 610 experiment met the first of these
objectives. It was designed as an experiment to gain
some understanding in the interactions of the many
variables
(i.e., materials, construction, design)
that affect the performance of a TBCO. The following
table gives the experiment design.
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Nonreinforced
x

Steel Mat
Reinforced
x

x

Steel
FiberRe inforced

x
x

It was thought that only a properly designed experiment with the subsequent appropriate statistical
analyses would yield the proper answers.
SCOPE
Presented in this paper are several aspects of the
Loop 610 experiment. First, design considerations
are discussed along with specifics of the experiment
design. Next, the actual construction is presented
and salient features outlined. Subsequently, analysis and evaluation of initial results are presented.
These include profile and Dynaflect deflection data.
Statistical analysis and data interpretation of
deflections data emphasize the advantages of using
TBCOs.
Finally, a performance report is made of the test
sections after 6 months of intense traffic and the
harshest winter Houston has experienced in years.
Conclusions derived from this experiment are presented and recommendations are made to those contemplating the use of TBCOs for the rehabilitation of
PCC pavements.
THE LOOP 610 EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Des ign Conside r a tio n s
Rigid (concrete) pavements are particularly appropriate when fuel spillage, high traffic volumes, and
low maintenance are of concern; major distress manifestations occur less often on rigid pavements as
compared with flexible (asphalt) pavements. In most
cases, these distress manifestations can be related
to poor construction practices, poor workmanship, or
inferior materials (1). In recent years, most of the
rigid pavements on interstate highways and at major
hub airports have reached the end of their service
lives and, consequently, need some type of rehabilitation.
To this end, an overlay pavement will normally be
used. Typically, overlays for rigid pavements vary
in thickness from 1 to 6 in. (2) and they are either
flexible or rigid. The thinner- overlays are used in
a number of instances to include:

1. Restoring ride quality.
2. Improving skid resistance of original pavement s .
3. Fulfilling a need for a temporary remedial
measure when funds are lacking for more definitive
structural overlays.
4. Curtailing maintenance requirements that may
have become excessive; also, the amount of patching
may have led to a rough ride.
5. Correcting minor grade problems.
The thicker overlay pavements are used primarily
to restore structural capacity and minimize reflect ion cracking.
Many agencies having responsibility for pavements
have traditionally used asphalt concrete overlays
over rigid pavements. However, life-cycle costing,
advances in the state of the art in pavement construction (e.g., paver types and production rates,
surface preparation techniques and equipment, and

concrete additives and reinforcements), and better
understanding and modeling of overlay pavement behavior have brought about increased use of concrete
as a viable rehabilitation alternative. Because of
thermal and structural compatibility, it seems reasonable to rehabilitate a PCC pavement with a concrete overlay. The concept of a TBCO is appealing
because it has the potential to increase the structural capacity of the original pavement in addition
to the many uses discussed above. As a result, many
TBCO projects have been built in the recent past
(l-~.l. A compendium of many of these projects was
prepared by the FHWA (6). A critical review of the
literature reveals good- performance in the projects
constructed to date (Iowa, Louisiana, and New York)
with only a few exceptions (California and Georgia).
To be effective, a TBCO must be properly bonded
to the original pavement surface. In doing so, the
original pavement overlay system will function as a
monolithic block, thus using to the fullest extent
the load carrying capacity of the original pavement.
This may result in a thinner overlay pavement, thus
saving a considerable amount of money in material
costs. A design methodology for a TBCO must encompass wheel load and environmental (temperature and
moisture) stresses. A reflection cracking analysis
must be considered as it is bound to occur.
In the Loop 610 experiment design, several factors were considered that were thought to have an
impact on performance. At the same time, an effort
was made to factor out unnecessary error opportunities. Two effects that were factored out this way
are traffic and temperature differentials due to
coarse aggregate type. For the traffic, the project
loGation was selected such that no entry or exit
ramp existed for the entire length of the project.
Therefore, assuming but a few lane changes and weaving, a given lane and section (one cell of or factorial design) receives the same number of load applications as the cell adjacent to it in the same
lane; this design eases out the interpretation of
performance results= For the temperature d i ffe r ential on the other hand, the same type and source of
coarse aggregate is specified, in this case Colorado
river gravel (i.e., a quartzite). Coarse aggregate
type is known to have a significant impact on concrete strength but also on concrete coefficient of
thermal expansion, and thus on concrete movement and
CRCP performance. It is important to note that by
using the same coarse aggregate source, the chances
of differential movement between original pavement
and overlay are decreased and, therefore, possible
debonding due to interface shear failure is decreased.
The main factors considered in this experiment
were material type and concrete thickness. The following design sections were constructed (see Figure 2):

1. Two-in. thick plain concrete overlay (section
2-in. NR).
2. Two-in. thick steel-reinforced (welded wire
fabric) concrete overlay (section 2-in. R).
3. Three-in. thick steel-reinforced (welded wire
fabric) concrete overlay (section 3 in. R).
4. Three-in.
thick
steel
fiber-reinforced
(Bekaert Dramix ZP 50/50) concrete overlay (section
3 in. F).
5. Two-in. thick steel fiber-reinforced (Bekaert
Dramix ZP 50/50) concrete overlay (section 2 in. F).
(Note that the factorial experiment design did not
include a 3-in. plain concrete section.)
Simplicity of the design was sought as a desirable feature for this experimental project~ This
would expedite and ease construction. It was thought
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FIGURE 2 PLAN VIEWS of the Loop 610 and Houston test
sections.

that any concrete paving contractor with reasonable
experience could handle this project without specialized equipment. Also,
the material selected
would be readily available.

Project Specifications
Project specifications were written for
ing areas:

the follow-

• Description
Materials
• Equipment
Construction method
• Measurement
Payment

TABLE 1 Concrete Mix Design Specifications for the Loop
610-Houston Experiment
Characteristic

Fiber Sections

No-Fiber Sections

Cement type
Cement factor (sacks/yd 3 )
Coarse aggregate factor
(S.S.D.)
Fine aggregate (S.S.D.)

I or II
8
0.375-in. maximum
at 1,335 lb/yd 3
1,320 lb/yd3

I
7
0.60 (see table of gradation
requirements)
(see table of gradation
requirements)

5.0
As directed by manufacturer
4-6
3-4-1

4.5

Water factor (gal/sack of
cement)
Water reducer
Entrained air(%)
Slump (in.)
Bekaert Dramix Fiber ZP
50/50 or equal (lb/yd 3 )

4-6

85

Note: S.S.D. ==saturated surface dry.

The concrete mix designs under the Materials category were different for fiber versus no fiber
(i.e., steel-reinforced and nonreinforced concrete)
sections. The following table gives the gradation
requirement for the steel-reinforced and nonreinforced sections
Sieve Size
.750-in.
.SOD-in.
• 375-in.
No. 4
No. 8

Percent Retained
0-less than 1
1-less than 15
15-less than 40
40-less than 98
98-100

and Table 1 gives the concrete mix design specifications.
Selected information that may be of interest is
as follows:
1. Overlay placement temperature should not
exceed 85°F.
2. Concrete overlay should be cured above 40°F
for a period of 4 days.
3. Minimum flexural strength of concrete at 7
days should be 700 psi.
4. Wire fabric size should be as follows:
3-in. overlay--6 x 12 - Dl2 x D4.2
2-in. overlay--6 x 12 - DB x D4
permitted end lap--12-in. minimum
permitted edge lap--6-in. minimum
5. Scarification depth should be .125 in. Additional depth of scarification up to a 1-in. minimum

shall be required at each end of concrete overlay
sections to be effected over 40-ft-long transitions.
6. After scarification, the concrete surface
should be sandblasted and then airblasted just before the grouting-paving operation.
7. Cement grout should consist of 1 bag of
portland cement and 7 gal of water and may contain a
water-reducing plasticizer at the option of the engineer •
8. Fibers that are added to the mix at the job
site should be added in 66-lb bags at the rate of 2
bags per min. After all fibers are added (85 lb per
yd'), the batch should be mixed for another 2 min
at 16 rpm before placement.
9. Concrete overlay should receive a metal tine
finish.
10. Membrane curing should be conducted at the
rate of 120 ftz per gal.
11. Longitudinal
joint
should
be
between
.250-in. minimum and .375-in. maximum in width by
1-in. minimum in depth.
12. Longitudinal joint should be saw-cut and
filled with sealing material (class lA or lB) or
silicone sealant with backer rod.
13. Transverse joint should be cut and sealed in
the overlay to match any transverse construction
joint in the existing pavement.
Meas ur e men ts Program
Measurement of several variables was considered in
this experimental project. They can be thought of as
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response variables, CRCP-TBCO system output variables, or performance variables. Photologging was
conducted to visually record the pavement surface
condition before and after overlay construction.
This was accomplished by mounting a modified Nikon
camera on a horizontal pole attached to a truck.
The Dynaflect is a device that is widely used for
measuring pavement surface deflections. In pavement
engineering practice, surface deflections are used
for many purposes (e.g., material characterization,
void detection underneath slabs, and evaluation of
load-carrying capacity of pavement structures). In
this case, the latter application was sought. Specifically, it was desired to know how surface deflections were affected by the various TBCO designs.
The GMR digital profilometer was used to measure
the road profile before and after overlay construction. By using roughness data, the profilometer permits the engineer to estimate serviceability index-a user-oriented performance measure of the roadway.
Visual condition surveys were conducted before
and after overlay construction. The detailed method
used in this case is called the "small sections"
method whereby a crew walked along the pavement and
recorded any visible distress manifestations. Cracks
were mapped and spalls were counted and classified
as minor or severe. Condition survey is the single
most important factor of the pavement monitoring
activities and will usually dictate the course of
action (routine maintenance or major repair) to be
taken.
Concrete movement across cracks and, therefore,
crack width is a major contributing factor to the
performance of CRCP. A mechanical strain gauge was
used in this project to monitor concrete movement
after overlay placement. To this end, metallic boxes
were inserted at quarter points within each of the
five design sections. The boxes had removable metal
tops. Gauge plugs were placed in the boxes on the
original CRCP and above the boxes across the same
cracks. Before overlaying, crack widths were read
wi th a graduated microscope. The data are given i n
Table 2.
During construction, field tests were performed .
They included testing for concrete and air tcmpera ture, concrete air value, slump test, and casting
of beams for the flexural strength test. After construction, 4-in. field core samples were taken for

laboratory testing. The tests were to determine
CRCP-TBCO interface shear strength using a modified
shear collar, and splitting tensile strength.
THE LOOP 610 EXPERIMENT CONSTRUCTION
Construction began on July 22, 1983, and was completed on August 27, 1983. After a 6-day curing
period for the last pour, all four lanes were opened
to traffic. Much of the delay incurred is attributable to waiting out hurricane Alicia, which struck
the Houston-Galveston area on August 18, 1983, and
the subsequent lack of ice used to control concrete
placement temperature. Construction proceeded in two
phases: (a) phase 1 consisted of the placement of
overlays on lanes l and 2 (the inside two lanes);
and (b) phase 2 consisted of the placement of overlays on lanes 3 and 4 (the outside two lanes).
Ttaffic Ha ndlin g
For approximately 1 mi in advance of the project
location, high visibility flashing signalization was
used in addition to appropriate traffic signs to
notify the drivers of the closure of two lanes along
with portable arrows to indicate which lanes to use.
Portions of the existing 10-ft asphalt shoulders
were temporarily used. Barrels partially filled with
sand, often surmounted by caution flags effectively
closed off three lanes at a time. Removable 4-in.,
white, lane delineators were used and speed limits
posted. Traffic lanes were reduced from 12 to 10 ft.
In phase 1, the inside two lanes were closed to
traffic and an additional lane was used for separation and protection of workers from traffic. This
lane was also useful in expediting construction. In
this way, approximately a 25-ft width of pavement
was available for construction.
In phase 2, the outside two lanes were closed to
traffic. 'rraffic was rerouted on part of the i nsi(t e
asphalt shoulder and the completed overlay pavement.
There was no accident reported for the duration of
the construction. Note that a similar scenario was
used later for monitoring the test sections.

Sequence of Operations

TABLE 2 Selected Crack Width Measurements
With Microscope at Quarter Point Within Each
Section, Before Roto Milling

Location
l
2
3
4

s

6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
Mean
SDEV

Distance from
Outside Edge
(in.)

Microscope
Reading'
(divisions)

Crack Width
(in.)

18
39
37
34
32
25
32
39
37
34
34
35
31
39
31

7
17
12
21
15
6
8
10
13
14
8
11
12
10
8

0.014
0.034
0.024
0.042
0.030
0.012
0.016
0.020
0.026
0.028
0.016
0.022
0.024
0.020
0.016

11.47
4.09

0.023
0.008

Note: Average temperature was 80°F; SDEV =standard deviation.
Same cracks were instrumented for Berry strain gauge measurement.
3

0ne division on micrnscopc eq uals 0.002 in.

Surface preparation consisted of Roto milling to a
nominal depth of • 250 in., which proved to be the
minimum attainable given the equipment and pavement
material. Dust control was a problem when it was
windy. An estimated three passes were required to
cover the width of pavement to overlay. After milling, the pavement surface was swept with a stiffbr istle broom to remove all chippings. Thereafter,
the longitudinal joint sealing material was removed
by using jack hammers. Finally, the surface was
thoroughly sand-blasted to remove all contaminants.
At this stage, clean, sound concrete was exhibited. Transverse cracks that had had a bad appearance at the surface, now looked tightly closed; this
was a sign that the original CRCP was structurally
adequate. It was also revealed that the polymer concrete patching material had indeed penetrated deeply
into the cracks.
The last phase of the pavement surface preparation consisted of air-blasting as close as possible
to the grouting and paving operations. Following
air-blasting, double polyethylene sheet protection
was spread in the middle of the two lanes to overlay. Concrete ready-mix trucks were then allowed to
b a ck up on these shee t s. I n this way, the prepared
pavement surface was free from their tire imprints
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and engine and transmission oil drippings. It should
be noted that no repair work (e.g., joint or crack
sealing, deep patching, and slab jacking) was necessary on the prepared CRCP surface, which appeared to
be in excellent condition.
Immediately before paving, a water and cement
grout was uniformly swept onto the full width of the
prepared CRCP surface. The grout consisted of water,
cement, and a water-reducing plasticizer. The watercement ratio was approximately 0.62 by weight or
seven gal of water per sack of cement. The plasticizer used gave the bonding grout a creamy aspect.
The concrete was then batched at a central plant and
hauled in ready-mix trucks to the construction site.
The trucks were loaded at 6 yd', or less than BO
percent, of capacity. The concrete was dumped onto
the grouted pavement surface and spread manually. A
transverse concrete finisher guided by rails was
used to consolidate and finish the concrete to
grade. The inspector took frequent readings to insure that the nominal specified thicknesses were
obtained. Surface texturing .consisted of transverse
metal tine finish (i.e., wire combing), and was accomplished by hand from a working bridge.
Following surface texturing, a white pigmented
impervious curing component was spread uniformly
onto the overlay surface from a second working
bridge. Within 24 hr of a pour, the pavement edge
and centerline longitudinal joints were saw cut. The
centerline longitudinal joints were cut to a nominal
1-in. depth and sealed with a hot-poured asphaltic
material.
In either phase of the construction, the last
pour was allowed to cure for a minimum of 6 days
before the lanes were opened to traffic.

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF RESULTS
Concr.ete Field Tests
During overlay construction, a number of tests were
conducted for concrete quality control. These included slump test, determination of concrete air
content, concrete temperature, and casting of beams
for a 7-day flexural strength test. The results of
these tests are presented in Table 3 for both
phases. Note that lanes are numbered outwardly from
the median. Thus, lane 1 is the lane adjacent to the
median and lane 4 is adjacent to the outside
shoulder.
As can be seen, the flexural strength of concrete
for the 7-day test is well above the specified 700

TABLE 3 Concrete Quality Control Data During
Overlay Construction

Design
Section

Avg Slump
(in.)

Avg Flexural
Strength
(psi at 7 days)

Avg Chase
Air Value
(%)

Range of
Concrete
Temperature
(°F)

Phase 1: Lanes 1 and 2 (inside lanes)
2-in.
2-in.
3-in.
3-in.
2-in.

NR
R
R
R
R

3.6
4.5
5.5
5.2
5.1

889

878
992
870
920

4.1
2.4

3.0
5.3

4.6

75-82
76-78
79-85
79-85
79-83

Phase 2: Lanes 3 and 4 (outside lanes)
2-in.
2-in.
3-in.
3-in.
2-in.

3.4

NR
R
R
F

4. 1
3.7
5.0

840
838

4.9

F

4.3

898

5. 1

Note: NR

= nonreinForced,

730
798

3.8

4.2
3.1

77-82
78-83
75-82

72-78
80-84

1' =fiber reinforced, and R = reinforced.

psi

for

the

entire

population, the

mean flexural

strength, f, is 864 psi with a standard deviation,
Of of 75 psi. Although no durability test (e.g.,
freeze - thaw) was performed, it can be inferred
from the chase air value (2.4 - 5.3 percent) that
this concrete property would most likely be adequate.
Workability, as measured by the concrete slump,
varied between 3. 4 and 5. 5 in. This made for a concrete that could easily be placed. The fiber sections did not present any particular difficulty in
that respect. In general, the fibrous concrete was
easily cast and surface-finished. The metal tine
finish that was adopted was particularly appropriate
in that it would rearrange the steel fibers at the
surface in a direction perpendicular to traffic,
thus, effectively eliminating any potential tiresteel fiber interaction problem.

Interface Shear Strength
After construction, a sample of 4-in. cores was
taken through the overlay and CRCP for laboratory
testing. Because effective bonding between CRCP and
TBCO is critical, it was first decided to test the
interface in shear. A sliding two-part shear collar
similar to the one used in Iowa <2.l was used with
one major difference: in this study, the shear force
is induced in compression instead of tension. The
summary statistics for these data are given in Table
4. As can be seen, the interface shear strength
varied from 79 to 377 psi with a grand mean, µ, of
201 psi and a standard deviation, a, of 100 psi.
Under the worse scenario, researchers at the Texas
A&M University at Austin concluded that a shear
stress of 64 psi could be expected for a bridge deck
overlaid with 2-in. bonded concrete subjected to
impact loading (8). The calculations using elasticlayered theory show that a maximum of 24 psi can be
expected under a standard 18 kips single-axle load
on dual tires at the interface of a 2-in. TBCO and a
Highway CRCP on weak foundation. This leads to the
conclusion that once the bonding is achieved, the
bonding capacity is usually not a problem.
Finally, it should be noted that the wide range
of shear strength data suggests capping the 4-in.
core samples with a thin, high-strength gypsum plaster to smooth out surface irregularities before
testing; this has been shown to reduce variability
resulting from testing in the case of indirect tensile strength test, and resulting in a lower coefficient of variation overall (~).
Profile Data
Road profile measurements were conducted with the
old GMR profilometer in all four lanes. The analog
data thus obtained was subsequently digitized at the
Center for Transportation Research and finally processed through the computer program VERTAC, version
4. The VERTical ACceleration program computes road
profile statistics and estimates the serviceability
index (SI), which is a user-oriented performance
measure based on combined information obtained under
both trailing wheels of the profilometer.
Table 5 affords a comparison of the mean SI obtained for two consecutive runs of the profilometer
before and after overlay construction. In general, a
decrease of SI has occurred after construction,
ranging from 6 to 44 percent. Only two units show an
increase. This, it appears, can be attributed to
lack of stringent grade control during construction,
shorter "as-constructed" transitional sections, and
relatively small sections that may have induced
sampling error. Also note that the adopted surface
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TABLE 4 Summary Statistics of Shear Strength Data-Loop 610-Houston
Concrete Overlay Type

Interface
Bon ding
Condition
Grout
and
Daraweld-C

Inside
Lane

Outside
Lane

238

Reinforced (2-in.)

Plain (3-in.)

Plain (2-in.)

Fiber-Reinforced
(2-in.)

Fiber-Reinforced
(3-in.)

Inside
Lane

Outside
Lane

Inside
Lane

Outside
Lane

Inside
Lane

Outside
Lane

Inside
Lane

m=377

m=243

165

79

m=i06

m=l03

m=207

130

s=42

s=l 18

s=l5

s=l l

s=57

Inside
Lane

Outside
Lane

Reinforced (3-in.)

m=219
s=31

No
grout

Note: Grand Mean,µ (m) = 201 psi, Standard deviation, er, (s) = 100 psi, and Total number of cores, n

SI

2

4

Design
Section

SI
Before

SI

Decrease

After

(%)

2-in.
2-in.
3-in.
3-in.
2-in.

NR
R
R
F
F

2.37
3.67
2.68
3.57
4.22

3.49
3.35
2 .78
2.44
2.36

-47
9
-4
32
44

2-in.
2-in.
3-in.
3-in.
2-in.

NR
R
R
F
F

3.70
3.58
3.72
3 .77
4.42

3.66
2.96
3_23
3.33
3.03

17
13
12
31

2-in.
2-in.
3-in.
3-in.
2-in.

NR
R
R
F
F

4.11
3.93
3 .90
4.08
4.44

3.07
3.23
3.45
2.62
3.25

25
18
12
36
27

2-in.
2-in.
3-in.
3-in.
2· in

NR
R
R
F
F

3.30
3.62
3.94
3.95
3 93

3.19
3.40
3.11
2.70
3 7.4

3
6
21
32

= 19.

Calais Street overpass bridge (i.e., at the end of
the design sections). The test points were located
approximately on the center line of each lane. Nine
to twelve points were selected both at cracks and
midspans within each section (Table 6). For each
lane, the test points were located using a rolling
tape. The objective was to test the same points before and after construction. Because the interior
loading position was selected for this experiment,
no temperature correction was required.
As can be seen from Table 6, the number of test
points for the total population was 410 and the number of test points by lane was as follows:

TABLE 5 Mean SI Change Before and
After Construction
Lane
No .

Outside
Lane

Number of
Test Points
100
104
104
102

Lane
Number
1
2
3
4

The number of test points by section was as follows:

1R

Section
2-in. nonreinforced
2-in. reinforced
3-in. r ·e inforced
3-in. fiber-reinforced
2-in. fiber-reinforced

Note: Minus sign indkates an Sl increase; lane n u mbers
increase From median to outside shoulder; NR = nonreinrorced, R =reinforced, and F = fib er reinforced.

texturing technique may have had an impact: for the
original CRCP, surface texturing was achieved by
burlap drag, whereas for the TBCO, it was achieved
by metal tine (i.e., wire combing) . Note however,
that the SI values in all units are still high
(greater than 3.0 in most cases), which indicates an
overall good riding pavement.
Dynaflect Deflection Data
The Dynaflect test points were located with respect
to an expansion joint at the approach slab of the

The number of test points at time of cracking was
205 at crack (c) and midspan (m) •
To analyze the data thus obtained, two methods
were used: (a) hand calculations of mean deflections
before and after overlay construction, and of the
percent reduction achieved: and (b) a multivariate
analysis of variance using a statistical computer
package, SPSS, which provided a further check on the
hand calculations.
The weighted means deflections at cracks and at
midspans were calculated for the before and after

TABLE 6 Factorial Design for Dynaflect Deflections Data Interpretation:
Number of Test Points

~

2" NR

211 R

M

c

3" F

3"B
M

c

M

c

211

M

c

F

M

J

9

9

11

11

9

9

11

11

10

10

2

10

10

11

11

10

10

11

11

10

10

3

9

9

12

12

11

11

11

11

9

9

12

12

10

10

11

11

9

9

4

9

9

Number of
Test Points
74
92
80
88
76
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construction conditions, respectively. From this set
of calculations, the data were further aggregated by
section and by lane. Finally, the percent reduction
in deflections was calculated for all five sensors
of the Dynaflect. This information is given in Table
7 for the five design sections and in Table 8 for
the four lanes.
From Table 8, the effectiveness to reduce surface
deflections of the various TBCO designs used in this
experiment can be ascertained. This, in turn, could
be related to fatigue life of the pavement structure. As is apparent from examining Table 7, the
greatest reduction in deflection is achieved in the
3-in., steel-reinforced section at cracks for all
five sensors of the Dynaflect. Also note that the

TABLE 7 Percent Reduction in Mean Deflections
per Design Section
Cracking Condition
Design Section
2-in. nonreinforced

2-in. reinforced

3-in. reinforced

3-in. fiber reinforced

2-in. fiber reinforced

Dynaflect
Sensor

% 2<1
% 2'2
% 2'3
% 2'4
%Xs
%X1
% 2<2
% 2'3
% 2'4
%Xs
% 2<1
% 2'2
% 2'3
%X4
%Xs
%X1
%X2
%X3
%X4
%Xs
%X1
%X2
%X3
%X4
%Xs

Cracks

Midspan

13
9
6
4
1

10
8
4
3
-3

20
18
18
10
9

17
17
13
8
8

24
22
17
14
10

21
19
15
11
8

17
15
10
8
5

15
13
10
7
3

12
9
7
6
3

11
9
7
5
-0 . J

TABLE 8 Percent Reduction in Mean Deflections
per Lane
Cracking Condition
Lane No.

2

4

Dyna fie ct
Sensor

% 2(,
% 2'-2
% 2CJ
% 04
% Xs
%X,
% X2
% X3
% 2(4
% Xs
% )(,
% X2
% 2(3
% X4
%Xs
%X1
% X2
%X3
%X4
% Xs

Cracks

Midspan

14
10
5
1
-0.2

4
1
-4
-7

14
12
14
9
7

15
13
11
9
5

23
21
16
13
9

22
20
16
13
10·

19
16
13
11
7

16
15
11
9
5

s

maximum deflection as recorded by sensor 1 ranges
from 10 to 24 percent, indicating that, overall, the
various TBCO designs resulted in significant increases in pavement remaining life.
Table 8 gives the main effect "lane." The percent
reduction per lane ranges from -.07 to .23. It appears that lane 3 exhibits the greatest reduction in
deflection, thus indicating that it may be the
heaviest-trafficked lane at the project site, which
would confirm an informal observation of traffic.
The multivariate analysis of variance was conducted with two main objectives: first, to check the
hand calculations and second, to make inference on
the effectiveness of the design sections from a statistical point of view. The first objective was fulfilled by running subprogram ANOVA of the SPSS library. By requesting three-way interaction terms in
the model, tables of means were generated and
checked against hand calculations. Also, it was
found at this stage that only the two-way interaction "lane by section" was significant at the 5percent confidence level.
Finally, subprogram MANOVA of the SPSS library
was run with the difference from "before" deflections minus "after" deflections and a few contrasts
were studied. Basically, MANOVA uses the general
linear hypothesis model to fit a plane to all five
Dynaflect sensor deflections simultaneously. Four
test statistics were used to make multivariate tests
of significance for each effect in the model as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pillai's criterion,
Hottelling's trace,
Wilk's lambda, and
Roy's largest root criterion,

The effect section was partitioned into single
degrees of freedom and the unique sum-of-square feature was used to account for all of the effects in
the design model when any particular effect was being investigated. Again, it was found that the 3-in.
reinforced TBCO was the most effective design for a
surface deflection criterion,

6-MONTH PERF'ORMANCE REPORT
Performance as measured by the condition survey variables is presented herein, The method used for the
visual condition survey was the small
section
method. The survey team walked onto the pavement in
the lane to be surveyed throughout the project
length (l,000 ft). In doing so, cracks were mapped,
spalls counted, and their severity noted. The condition survey was conducted within all four lanes
(eastbound) before and after overlay construction.
The results are presented in two forms: as sorted by
sections, and as sorted by lanes. The first form
primarily indicates the effectiveness of the various
designs (Tables 9 and 10). Table 9 gives the lineal
feet of cracking. As can be seen, a significant reduction in cracking has been achieved, ranging up to
99 percent after 6 months' worth of traffic. Percent
reduction is calculated as
"before"
construction
deflection

"after"
construction
deflection

before
construction
deflection

and is expressed as a percentage (i.e., a departure
from initial conditions). Note that the 3-in. fiber
has performed best for longitudinal cracking, and
the 2-in. fiber for transverse cracking. Table 10
gives the amount of spalling before and after overlay construction. As can be seen, no spalls had been
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TABLE 9 Cracking in the Various Design Sections
Longitudinal Cracking (ft)

Transverse Cracking (ft)

Design Section

Before
(May 1983)

After
(February 1984)

Reduction
(%)

Before
(May 1983)

After
(February 1984)

Reduction
(%)

2-in.
2-in.
3-in.
3-in.
2-in.

323
200
291
393
348

245
202
247
4
60

24
-1
15
99
83

264
305
289
288
119

81
116
223
28
11

69
62
23
90
91

nonreinforced
reinforced
reinforced
fiber reinforced
fiber reinforced

TABLE 10 Spalling in the Various Des!gn Sections (actual count)
Minor Spalling

Severe Spalling

Design Section

Before
(May 1983)

After
(February 1984)

Before
(May 1983)

After
(February 1984)

2-in.
2-in.
3-in.
3-in.
3-in.

17
18
9
15
4

0
0
0
0
0

109
82
103
87
17

0
0
0
0
0

nonreinforced
reinforced
reinforced
fiber reinforced
fiber reinforced

noticed thus far, indicating an overall good performance of the project.
As sorted by lane in the second form of presentation, the data primarily indicate the effect of
traffic (Tables 11 and 12). Note that in '.I'able 11,
the percent reduction in cracking is more homogeneous than in the first form, especially for transverse cracking where a narrow range (i.e., 58-66
percent) is observed. The data indicate that the
TBCO project was effective in that it achieved a
high percent reduction in cracking (about 60 percent) and also that traffic was fairly uniformly
distributed across the four lanes.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following conclusions have been drawn from this
study:
1. The constructibility of the various TBCO designs has been amply demonstrated; with current paving materials and equipment, it is possible to build
TBCO of rigid pavements as a viable rehabilitation
alternative.
2. In TBCO construction, water and cement grout
is an adequate bonding agent.
3. Once bonding has been achieved, bonding ca-

TABLE 11 Cracking in the Various Lanes
Transverse Cracking (ft)

Longitudinal Cracking (ft)

Lane No.

Before
(May 1983)

After
(February 1984)

Reduction
(%)

Before
(May 1983)

After
(February 1984)

Reduction
(%)

1 (innermost)
2
3
4 (outermost)

149
402
602
402

102
363
146
147

32
10
76
63

283
319
344
319

118
108
121
112

58
66
65
65

TABLE 12 Spalling in the Various Lanes (actual count)
Severe Spalling

Minor Spalling
Lane No.

Before
(May 1983)

After
(February 1984)

Before
(May 1983)

After
(February 1984)

1
2
3
4

II
12
19
21

0
0
0
0

139
131
51

0
0
0
0

77
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pacity,
as
determined
by
the
interface
shear
strength test, is usually not a problem.
4. In this experiment,
significant reduction
occurred in surface deflections as measured by the
Dynaflect device. Maximum deflection measured at
sensor Number 1 decreases from 10 to 24 percent, indicating a substantial increase in fatigue life.
5. The 3-in. steel-reinforced design was most
effective in reducing Dynaflect surface deflections.
6. The fiber sections were most effective in reducing cracking.
7. Plastic shrinkage seems to be the leading
cause of cracking after 6 months; reflection cracking is not yet a problem.
The following
this study:
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A Laboratory Evaluation of the Effects of Retempering
Portland Cement Concrete With Water and a
High-Range, Water-Reducing Admixture
R. K. SMUTZER and A. R. ZANDER

ABSTRACT

This laboratory evaluation study was initiated to appraise the general amount
and rate of slump loss of portland cement concrete (PCC) and to determine the
effects of retempering concrete with water and a high-range water-reducing
(HRWR) admixture. Three different concrete mix designs were considered in this
laboratory evaluation: (a) air-entrained, Type III PCC; (b) air-entrained, Type
III PCC with a type A chemical admixture (for conventional water reduction);
and (c) air-entrained, Type III PCC with an HRWR admixture system. The evaluation consisted of eight concrete batches with concrete testing and sampling
being done for the initial concrete conditions and the final (retempered) concrete conditions. One HRWR admixture system was evaluated during this study
because, at the present time, the Indiana Department of Highways (!DOH) has
approved only two HRWR admixture systems, and the two HRWR admixtures that are
used in these systems are generically similar in form. It was concluded that
PCC with an HRWR admixture system should not be retempered with an additional
HRWR admixture to regain concrete slump after its initial loss for concrete
applications that require a good freeze-thaw durability, (i.e., the majority of
the highway concrete applications that are exposed to the elements). This
recommended limitation has already been adopted by the !DOH.

The term high-range water-reducing (HRWR) admixture
system refers to a specific system of concrete admixtures that has been approved for use by the
Indiana Department of Highways
(!DOH). An HRWR
admixture system includes a specific air-entraining
admixture (AEA), a given ASTM C-494, Type A or a
given ASTM C-494, Type D admixture, and a specific
HRWR admixture. The !DOH publication, Special Provis ions for the Use of High-Range Water Reducers in
Precast/Prestressed
Concrete
Structural
Members
covers .the approved HRWR admixture systems, the
sequence of batching, admixture approval, and limitations <.!l.

SEQUENCE OF CONCRETE BATCHING AND SAMPLING
Table 1 gives a summary of concrete batch weights
for the portland cement concrete (PCC) retempering
study. Contained in it is a list of the weights and
dosages for each of the eight cement batches. The
portland cement, Type III, which was used for this
study, consists of a blend of surplus Type III cement
from the IDOH's Cement Laboratory, and may be a blend
of several cement sources. The coarse aggregate used
in this study was especially chosen because of its
low absorption
and
good
freeze-thaw durability
characteristics. The Number 14-2 sand, which was
used as the fine aggregate, was the gradation specified by the !DOH Standard Specifications (~) at the
time this evaluation was conducted. Subsequent to
the time of this evaluation, the !DOH Standard
Specifications has been changed to require the use
of Number 23 sand for PCC fine aggregate.
The sequence of concrete batching and sampling
was as follows:

1. The coarse aggregate, cement, and fine aggregate were charged into the concrete mixer;
2. The air-entraining admixture (AEA) was added
to the required mix water;
3. The Type A chemical admixture (if required)
was poured on the fine aggregate;
4. The mixer was started and the mix water/AEA
was added as it agitated;
5. The mixing continued for approximately 120
sec;

6. If an HRWR admixture was required, it was
added at this time with the mixer running;
7. The mixing continued for another 60 sec and
then the mixer was turned off;
8. The concrete mixture was allowed to rest in
the mixer for 3 min;
9. The mixer was then turned on again and continued to mix for 2 min at which time the mixer was
again turned off;
10. The plastic concrete tests were then conducted for the initial concrete condition and the
initial concrete specimens were cast at this time;
11. PLastic concrete tests were conducted to
determine:
concrete air
content,
concrete
unit
weight, and slump;
12. The concrete specimens cast are listed below:
3 rapid freeze-thaw beams (3 x 4 x 16-in.), 3 compressive strength cylinders (6 x 12-in.), and 1
air-void analysis cylinder (4.7 x 8-in. or more);
13. The concrete remaining in the mixing pan was
dividt:d into three sections so that "undisturbed"
concrete could be sampled at 10, 20, and 30 min after
the mixing was completed for slump testing;
14. After the 30-min slump test was conducted,
the mixer was turned on again, and the remaining
concrete was mixed;

TABLE 1 Summary of Concrete Batch Weights for PCC Retempering Study
Concrete Batch Weights for l .75-Ft 3 Mixer
PCC Chemical Admixtures
Batch
No.

Date of
Batching

Type of Concrete

PCC
Type III
(lb)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

12-20-82
12-20-82
12-21-82
12-21-82
1-27-83
1-27-83
1-27-83
1-27-83

AE, Type III
AE, Type III
AE, Type III
AE, Type III
AE, Type III
AE, Type III
AE, Type III
AE, Type III

36.55
36.55
36.55
36.55
36.55
36.55
36.55
36.55

PCC
PCC
PCC with HRWR system
PCC with HRWR system
PCC with Type A admixture
PCC with Type A admixture
PCC with HRWR system
PCC with HRWR system

Fine
Aggregate
Number 14-2
Sand (lb)

Coarse
Aggregate
Number 8
Stone (lb)

Mix Water
(lb)

Air-Entraining
Daravair-R
(ml)

Type A
WRDA
W/Hycol (ml)

HRWR WRDA
19

Concrete
Retempering
Agent

Amount of
Retempering
Agent Added

79.4
79.4
81.0
81.0
80.2
80.2
81.0
81.0

117.0
117.0
119.5
119.5
118.2
118.2
119.5
119.5

20.0
20 .0
17.5
17.85
19.0
19.S
18.0
18.0

14
14
18
IS
14
14
14
14

0
0
35
35
35
35
35
35

0
0
130
130
0
0
130
130

Water
Water
HRWR
HRWR
Water
Water
HRWR
HRWR

1.2 lb
1.0 lb
50 ml
50 ml
1.8 lb
1.5 lb
50 ml
40ml

admixture
admixture
admixture
admixture

Note: AE = air-entrained, PCC = port land cement concrete, and HRWR = high-range, water reducing.

TABLE 2 Summary of Plastic Concrete Parameters for PCC Before and After Retempering
Initial Plastic Concrete Parameters

Concrete Slump

(%)

Unit
Weight
(lb/ft 3 )

After IO
Min.
(in .)

After 20
Min.
(in.)

6.3
6.5
7.3
7.7
5.5
6.9
6.1
6.3

139.4
139.7
140.6
139.1
143.4
140.7
142.5
142.2

2•
4.250
1.5
2.5
0.75
2.375
2.375 2.25

1.875
3.625
1.125
1.5
1.125
2.375
1.75
1.75

Batch
No.

Date of
Batching

Type of Concrete

Concrete
Slump
(in.)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

12-20-82
12-20-82
12-21-82
12-21-82
1-27-83
1-27-83
1-27-83
1-27-83

AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,

4.5
4.25
2.5
4.5
2.125
3.75
4
4.25

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III

PCC
PCC
PCC with HRWR system
PCC with HRWR system
PCC with Type A admixture
PCC with Type A admixture
PCC with HRWR system
PCC with HRWR system

Air
Content

Final Plastic Concrete Parameters
Concrete
Slump
(in.)

Air
Content

(in.)

Concrete
Retempering
Agent

(%)

Unit
Weight
(lb/ft 3 )

2
3
0.75
1.25
0.75
1.75
1.125
2

Water
Water
HRWR admixture
HRWR admixture
Water
Water
HRWR admixture
HRWR admixture

5.125
4.75
5.5
7
4.25
4.25
6.5
5.25

5.7
5.2
5.9
5.7
5.9
6.0
5.0
5.0

140.8
141.9
143.3
143.8
141.4
141.2
145.9
144.3

After 30
Min.

Note: AE =air-entrained, PCC = portland cement concrete, and HRWR =high-range, water-reducing.
8

Slightly remixed.
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15. At this time, either additional water or
additional HRWR admixture was added to the remaining
concrete in an effort to bring the concrete's slump
back to its initial value;
16. The concrete was mixed for approximately 2
min during the retempering operation;
17. The mixer was turned off and the final
(tempered) plastic concrete tests were conducted
(the same tests as previously listed under item 11)1
18. The concrete used for the plastic concrete
testing was placed back in the mixer and remixed for
approximately 1 mini and
19. The mixer was turned off again and the concrete specimens were cast for the final (tempered)
concrete condition (the same number of specimens
were cast as previously l i sted under item 12 of this
section).
All of the plastic concrete test results and the
retempering agent used are tabulated for each of the
eight concrete batches in Table 2. The actual amount
of re tempering agent used for each batch is listed
in Table 1. The concrete mixer used for this study
was a Lancaster Counter-Current with a 1.75-ft '
capacity.
HARDENED CONCRETE LABORATORY TESTING
The concrete test specimens were left in place overnight (covered with wet burlap and plastic sheets)
and then removed from their molds the following day,
All of the specimens were cured in a lime-saturated
water tank until the time-testing began. The following hardened concrete tests were run during this
investigation:
1. Compressive Strength--The 8-day compressive
strengths were determined on 6 x 12-in. cylinders in
accordance with ASTM c-39, Compr essive St r e ng th of
Cyl indrical conc r ete Spec i mens . The density was
determined for each cylinder before the compressive
strength

testing

was

initiated .

The

compressive

strengths and the unit weights are presented in
Table 3.
2. Air Void System Parameters--The air void systems were evaluated in accordance with ASTM C-457,
1.Ucroscopi c a l Determinat i on of Ai r vo i d Conten t , a nd
Pa rame ters o f the Air void Sys tem in l:lardened Concrete, following the Modified Point Count Method.
Air void determinations were made on 1-in. thick
disks that were prepared from the air sample cylinders. The air void system analysis results are given
in Table 4.
3. Rapid Freeze-Thaw Durabilities--The freezethaw testing was conducted in accordance with ASTM
C-666, Resistance of Concrete to Rapid Freezing and
Thawing, following Procedure B, Rapid Freez ing in
Air and Thawing in Wat er . The rapid freeze-thaw test
results, as well as related concrete parameters are
given in Table 5. The rapid freeze-thaw testing began
when the concrete was 28 days old (i.e., 1-day cured
in the molds covered with wet burlap and plastic
sheets, and 27 days submerged cured in a lime-saturated water tank),
DISCUSSION OF DATA
The following discussion is based on the results of
the tests performed during this investigation, and
the author's interpretation of them.
Concrete Slump Loss
The concrete slump loss versus time tabulated (Table
2) has been presented for information only. These

slump losses occurred under laboratory conditions
(i.e., no wind and at room temperature). The actual
rate and amount of final slump loss are related to
many factors, such as initial amount of water reduction, initial concrete slump, existing environmental
exposure conditions, type of concrete transit equipment, and so forth.
General Concrete Parameters
In reviewing the laboratory data compiled for this
PCC re tempering study, the following trends can be
observed:
1. In the plastic concrete state for all three
concrete mix designs tested, (a) the concrete air
contents decreased after retemper ing, and (b) the
concrete unit weights increased after retempering.
2. In the hardened concrete state for all three
concrete mix designs tested, (a) the concrete air
contents decreased after retempering, and (b) the
concrete unit weights increased or remained approximately the same after retempering.
3. The concrete compressive strengths for the
air-entrained, Type III PCC with an HRWR system had
a significant increase after retempering for all
four of the batches, whereas the other two concrete
mix designs had slight and varied changes (i.e.,
slight increases or slight decreases).
4. Comparing the plastic concrete parameters to
the hardened concrete parameters, the plastic concrete air contents were consistently higher than
their respective hardened concrete air content (i.e.,
two exceptions in sixteen comparisons). The plastic
concrete unit weights were slightly lower than their
respective hardened concrete unit weights for all
sixteen comparisons. These trends are consistent
with most previous comparisons of this nature.
Harde.~ed

Conor e e A"t vo ' d Sys t ems

Table 6 gives the criteria for hardened concrete air
void systems. Based on these criteria, the hardened
concrete air void systems can be relatively grouped
as to their freeze-thaw durability. From this information, it can be seen that for the initial concrete
conditions for all three of the concrete mix designs
tested, the hardened concrete air void systems would
predict an essentially adequate concrete for freezethaw durability; whereas, for the final concrete
condition after retempering, the air-entrained, Type
III PCCs with an HRWR system (retempered with additional HRWR admixture) consistently possessed a
marginal concrete air void system for freeze-thaw
durability. The other two concrete mix designs (retempered with additional water) consistently remained
in the adequate criteria group with minor changes
from the initial condition to their respective final
condition.
Rap id Fre_e ze-Thaw Durability Testing
Considering the rapid freeze-thaw durability data,
it can be seen that the initial concrete conditions
for all three concrete mix designs possessed essentially similar average durability factors within the
range of approximately 78 to 80. Table 7 gives a
summary of rapid freeze-thaw durability factors for
initial concrete conditions. Considering the relative
durability factors [defined for this evaluation
study as the percentage of the final (retempered)
concrete condition relative to the initial concrete

TABLE 3 Summary of Hardened Concrete Unit Weights and Compressive Strengths
Final (Retempered) Concrete Properties

Initial Concrete Properties
Avg Unit

Relative Avg
Unit Weight
Change (%)

Relative Avg
Compressive
Change(%)

143.9
143.1
143.0

143 .3

4,840
4,530
4,830

4,730

0.2

5.1

Water

4,890
5,080
4,990

4,990

82-17526
82-17527
82-17528

143.4
143.5
143.2

143.4

4,890
4,660
4,710

4,750
4,750

0.6

-4.8

Water

145.9

5,760
6,520
6,150

6, 140

82-17540
82-17541
82-17542

147.7
148.0
147.9

147 .9

7,260
7,310
7,330

7,300

1.4

18.9

HRWR admixture

143.8
144.0
143.6

143.8

5,870
5,620
5,830

5,770

148.4
147.5
147.9

147.9

7,050
6,660
7,220

6,980

2.9

21.0

HRWR admixture

83-10016
83-10017
83-10018

145.1
144.8
145.0

145 .0

4,980
5,545
5,650

5,390

82-17554
82-17555
82-17556
83-10024
83-10025
83-10026

142.6
142.1
143.0

142.6

4,645
4,700
4,535

4,630

-1.7

-14.1

Water

AE, Type III PCC
with Type A
admixture

83-10030
83-10031
83-10032

143 .0
142.7
142.8

142.8

4,910
4,985
4,985

4,960

83-10037
83-10038
83-10039

142.5
142.6
142.8

142.6

4,810
4,880
4,720

4,800

-0.1

-3 .2

Water

AE, Type III PCC
withHRWR
system
AE, Type III PCC
withHRWR
system

83-10044
83-10045
83-10046

144.8
145.2
145.0

145.0

6,210
6,360
6,005

6, 190

83-10051
83-10052
83-10053

147.5

7,215
6,460
7,215

6,960

1.7

12.4

HRWR admixture

83-10058
83-10059
83-10060

146.0
144.8
144.2

145.0

6,365
6,245
6,265

6,290

83-10065
83-10066
83-10067

147.2
146.8
148.6
146.6
147.9
147.2

147.2

7,250
7,250
7,360

7,290

1.5

15.9

HRWR admixture

82-17505
82-17506
82-17507

143.1
143.0
142 .9

143.0

3,480
5,210
4,800

AE, Type III PCC

82-17519
82-17520
82-17521

142.3
142.9
142.3

142.5

AE, Type III PCC
withHRWR
system

82-17533
82-17534
82-17535

146.4
145.9
145.4

AE, Type III PCC
withHRWR

82-17547
82-17548
82-17549

AE, Type III PCC
with Type A
admixture
6

7

system

8

Avg
Compressive
Strength
(psi)

82-17512
82-17513
82-17514

AE, Type III PCC

4

Compressive
Strength
(psi)

4,500

Lab. No.

2

Avg
Unit
Weight
(lb/ ft 3 )

Lab No.

Type of Concrete

Batch
No.

Avg
Compressive
Strength
(psi)

Unit
Weight
(lb/ft 3 )

Compressive
Strength
(psi)

Unit
Weight
(lb/ft 3 )

Note : AE =air-entrained, PCC

= portland

Weltll
(lb/ ft )

Concrete
Retempering Agent

cement concrete, and HRWR =high-range , water-reducing.
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TABLE4 Summary of Hardened Concrete Air-Void System Evaluations-AS TM C-45 7 Modified Point Count Method

Batch
No ,

Type of Concrete

Cylinder

Sample

Hardened
Concrete
Air
Content

Lab No.

No.

(%)

(%)

transverse)

(in .. ')

(in)

82-17508
82-17522
82-17536
82-17550
83-10019
83-10033
83-10047
83-10061

LT-547
LT-549
LT-551
LT-553
LT-555
LT-557
LT-559
LT-561

7. 1
5.7
4,3
7. 1
4,6
3.9
3.3
5.5

22
27
22
26
26
26
26
25

14.4
13.8
9.8
10. 7
10. 7
10 . 1
6.6
8.3

820
1,000
1,000
570
1,000
1,000
810
600

0.004
0.005
0.005
0.006
0.005
0,005
0,007
0.007

82-17515
82-17529
82-17543
82-17557
83-10023
83-10040
83-10054
83-10068

LT-548
LT-550
LT-552
LT-554
LT-556
LT-558
LT-560
LT-562

4, 1
5.5
4.0
3, I
4.3

23

II I
12 .3
5.5
4.4
84
8.6
4.0
4.8

1,080
1,000
570
570
800
720
570
500

0,005
0.005
0.008
0.009
0,007
0.007
0.010
0,010

Paste
Content

(per in. of

Specific
Surface

Spacing
Factor

Air Voids

Initial Concrete Properties

AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

lII
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
lII
Ill
lII

PCC
PCC
PCC
PCC
PCC
PCC
PCC
PCC

with
with
with
with
with
with

HRWR system
HRWR system
Type A admixture
Type A admixture
HRWR system
HRWR system

Final (Retempered) Concrete Properties

AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,
AE,

I

2
l
q

s

6
7

s

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

111 PCC
Ill PCC
Ill PCC
111 PCC
Ill PCC
lII PCC
lII PCC
lil PCC

with HRWR system
with HRWR system
with Type A admixture
with Type A admixture
with HRWR system
with HRWR system

Note: AE =air-entrained, PCC

= portland cement concrete, and

27

20
20
28
27
25
23

4. ~

2. 8
3.8

HRWR =high-range, water-reducing.

TABLES Summary of Rapid Freeze-and-Thaw Durability Test Results for PCC Before and After Retempering
ASTM C 666 B
Sample Weight, SSD,(g)
Batch
No.

Date of
Batching
12-20-82

Type of
Concrete

Concrete

Laboratory

Condition

No.

AE, Type lII PCC Initial
Waterretempered

(final)
12-20-82

AE, Type Ill PCC Initial
Waterretempered

(final)
12-21-82

AE, Type III PCC Jnitial
with HRWR
system

HRWR
admixture
re tempered

Initial

Unit Weight (lb/ft 3 )

Avg

Relative
Durability

Durability

Durability

Final

Change Initial

Final

Change

Factor

Factor

Factor(%)

142.9
143.3
144.0
143.8
143.9
143 .2

143 ,6
143 ,9
144.0
143.9
144.l
143.2

+0. 7
+0.6
0.0
+0.1
+0.2
0.0

78.22
83.77
72.72
84. 15
74,60
76.03

76 .44

Control for

78.26

102

82-17502
82-17503
82-17504
82-17509
82-17510
82-17511

7 ,422
7 ,497
7 ,425
7 ,428
7,416
7,397

7 ,426
7,506
7,442
7,412
7 ,417
7 ,399

+4
+9
+17
-16
+l
+2

82-17516
82-17517
82-17518
82-17523
82-17524
82-17525

7 ,311
7 ,328
7,343
7,384
7 ,417
7 ,378

7,317
7,344
7 ,359
7 ,391
7,424
7,386

+6
+14
+16
+7
+7
+8

142 .9
143.3
142.6
143.7
143.7
144.2

142. 8
143. 3
142, 9
143.7
143 5
144.0

-0. 1
0.0
+0,3
o.o
-0.2
-0,2

81.22
82 .62
75.39
79.56
83 .88
71. l 7

79. 74

Control for

78 .20

98

82-17530
82-1753\
82-17532
82-17537
82-17538
82-17539

7 ,613
7,645
7 ,587
7 ,643
7 ,646
7,604

7 ,628
7,665
7 ,610
7,676
7 ,678
7,637

+15
+20
+23
+33
+32
+33

146 .2
145 ,9
146.4
149 . 1
148 .7
148.9

146.6
146.6
146.8
148.8
148.8
148 .6

+0.4
+0.7
+0,4
-0_3
+O.I
-0, 3

80 .82
79 .7 5
76.34
49 .68
48 .98
47.99

78,97

Control for

48.88

62

82-17544
82-17545
82-17546
82-17551
82-17552
82-17553

7,490
7 ,505
7,440
7,608
7,605
7 ,598

7,500
7,541
7 ,468
7 ,637
7,627
7,633

+10
+36
+28
+29
+22
+35

144,8
144.7
144.3
148 .8
149 . 1
149 ,0

144.9
144.3
144.1
148.6
149.1
148.4

+0. 1
-0.4
-0.2
-0.2
0,0
-0.6

77 .35
77 .97
72.78
49.84
47.05
55 .82

76 .03

Control for

50.90

67

83-10013
83-10014
83-10015
83-10020
83-10021
83-10022
83-10027
83-10028
83-10029
83-10034
83- l 0035
83-10036

7,604
7,565
7,510
7,491
7,452
7 ,442

7,617
7,573
7,524
7,481
7,450
7,433

146 2
146.3
145.9
144.1
144.1
143. 7

146.3
146.5
146.4
144.3
144. 2
144.1

+0 ,1
+0.2
+0. 5
+0.2
+0. 1
+o 4

79 .82
86.98
73 48
84.97
77 .94
75. 17

80.09

Control for

79 .36

99

7 ,393
7,442
7,440
7 ,381
7,393
7,427

7 ,394
7,455
7,456
7 ,381
7,393
7,424

+13
+8
+14
-10
-2
-9
+I
+13
+16
0
0
-3

143 .6
143 ,3
143 .7
j 43.3
143.1
143.3

143 .9
143.7
144.0
143.4
143.3
143.3

+0.3
+0.4
+O 3
+0. 1
+0.2
0,0

88.25
76.93
77 ,27
83.12
82.58
88.41

80.82

Control for

84. 70

105

83-10041
83-10042
83-10043
83-10048
83-10049
83-10050

7,461
7 ,564
7 ,559
7 ,660
7 ,582
7,554

7,471
7 ,581
7 ,578
7 ,683
7,607
7,574

+10
+17
+19
+23
+25
+20

145 . 3
145.8
145 ,8
148. 7
147 .9
147.9

145 .8
146.1
146.0
148.8
148.0
148.3

+0.5
+0.3
+0 .2
+0. 1
+0. 1
+0.4

81.18
79.64
78.27
37.22
39.90
39. 34

79.70

Control for

38.82

49

83-10055
83-10056
83-10057
83-10062
83-10063
83-10064

7 ,490
7,527
7 ,590
7,707
7 ,702
7 ,635

7,504
7,547
7,614
7 ,733
7,726
7 ,656

+14
+20
+24
+26
+24
+21

144 ,9
145.9
146. I
148.6
149.0
148 .5

145.5
146.3
146.5
148_5
149,0
148.6

+0.6
+0.4
+0.4
-0. 1
0.0
+0. 1

80. 53
75.0 I
7473
44.03
46,32
46.70

76.76

Control for

45 .68

60

Batch 1

Batch 2

Batch 3

(final)
4

12-21-82

AE, Type Ill PCC lnitial
with HRWR
system

HRWR
admixture
re tempered

Batch 4

([inal)
1-27-83

AE, Type lil PCC Initial
with Type A
admixture
Wetterretempered

(final)
1-27-83

AE, Type lII PCC Initial
with/Type A
admixture
Waterretempered

(final)
1-27-83

AE, Type \11 PCC Initial
with HRWR
system

HRWR
admixture
retempered

Batch 5

Batch 6

Batch 7

(final)
1-27-83

AE, Type Ill PCC Initial
with HRWR
system

HRWR
admixture
re tempered

Batch 8

(final)
........... 1\E =air-entrained, SSD =saturated surface dry, PCC = portlanct cement concrete, a net HRWR = high-rnnge, water-reducing. The curing history cons!sted of a
1-day laboratory curing in the molds covered with burlap and plastic sheets, followed by a 27-day submerged curing in lime-saturated water.
a Based on initial concrete conditions relative to retempered concrete conditions.
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TABLE 6 Hardened Concrete Air Void Systems

TABLE 8 Summary of Rapid Freeze-and-Thaw Durability
Factors for Initial Concrete Conditions

Relative Freeze-Thaw
Durability Category

Air Voids (per in.
of traverse)

Specific Surface
(in.-- 1 )

Adequate
Marginal
Inadequate

> Percent of air 2
> Percent of air 2

;.6 00
> 400
< 400

< Percent of air 2

Spacing
Factor (in.)
<.008
<.010
>.010

Note: Th e criteria for the "adequate" group are the recom mended values for each
pJJrameter, as devt!'loped by the Poriland Cement Association (Or conventional frostrc11J tant concrete: and the hard~n(ld-air concrete should be ~quo t to or greater than 3.0

percent.

TABLE 7 Summary of Plastic Concrete Parameter Changes
Between the Before and After Retempering Conditions

Type of Concrete
Air-Entrained, Type III PCC
Air-Entrained, Type III PCC with
Type A admixture
Air-Entrained, Type III PCC with
high-range water-reducing system

Avg Plastic
Concrete Air
Content
Change(%)

Avg Plastic
Concrete Unit
Weight Change
(Ib/ft 3 )

-1.0

1.8

-0. 9

0.5

-1.4

3.2

a Batch S was not included because it appeared to be an outHer,

Type of Concrete

Batch
No.

Air-Entrained, Type Ill PCC

Durability
Factor

Avg
Durability
Factor

76.44
79.74

78.l (control)

Air-Entrained, Type III PCC with
Type A admixture

5
6

80.09
80.82

80.5 (103%)

Air-Entrained, Type III PCC with
HRWR System

3
4
7
8

78.97
76.03
79.70
76.76

77 .9 (I 00%)

Note: Freeze-thaw testing conducted in accordance with ASTM C-666, Method B.

3. The addition of more HRWR admixture to the
FCC with an HRWR admixture system in order to retemper the concrete (i.e., achieve a workable concrete mix after some slump loss) appears to detrimentally affect the concrete's air void system,
resulting in a significant reduction of the concrete's rapid freeze-thaw durability. This air void
system change is also accompanied by a higher concrete unit weight gain than conventional concrete,
and a significantly greater concrete compressive
strength.

condition), however the air-entrained, Type III PCCs
with an HRWR system (retempered with additional HRWR
admixtures) consistently possessed a significantly
lower relative durability factor within the range of
approximately 50-70 percent. Whereas, the remaining
two concrete mix designs (retempered with additional
water) consistently possessed essentially the same
durability factors for both the initial and final
(re tempered) concrete conditions
(i.e., relative
durability factors within the 98-105 percent range).
These test results and those of the hardened concrete
air void system analysis complement each other very
well.

In reviewing the preceding test results and conclusions offered, it is recommended that FCC with an
HRWR admixture system not be retempered with additional HRWR admixture to regain concrete slump after
its initial loss for concrete applications that require a good freeze-thaw durability, (such as the
majority of the highway concrete applications that
are exposed to the elements). This recommended
limitation has already been adopted by the !OOH.

CONCLUSIONS

1.

Based on the test results conducted for this evaluation, the following conclusions are offered:

2.

1. The HRWR admixture systems that are presently
being approved by the !OOH for use in precast/prestressed concrete structural members will lose slump
with time without agitation. However, because of the
inclusion of a conventional Type A or D chemical
admixture for the initial water reduction in the
HRWR admixture system, the concrete slump should not
revert to a zero slump consistency (i.e., very
stiff).
2. The addition of a small amount of additional
mix water to achieve a workable concrete mix after
some slump loss has occurred and prior to initial
set, does not appear to significantly affect the
concrete's compressive strength, hardened concrete
air void system, or rapid freeze-thaw durability.
Even though there is a slight concrete air content
loss in conjunction with a slight concrete unit
weight gain (see Table 8).
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Moisture Loss and Abrasion Resistance of
Grooved Concrete Surfaces Cured With a
Liquid Membrane-Forming Compound
PRAHLAD D. PANT and MARWAN M. SAADEH

ABSTRACT

The moisture loss and relative abrasion resistance of grooved concrete surfaces
cured with a liquid membrane-forming compound are examined in this paper.
First, the moisture loss and the loss in mass of concrete by abrasion for nongrooved concrete surfaces, cured with a membrane-forming compound as specified
by AASHTO and ASTM, were determined. Next, the compound application rate was
kept unchanged and the effects of various groove depths on the moisture loss
and the relative abrasion resistance of concrete surfaces were examined.
Finally, the groove depth was kept unchanged and the effects of higher compound
application rates were examined. The analysis of variance showed that both
groove depth and compound application rate were significant variables. A
regression analysis showed the existence of a fairly strong relationship between compound application rate and moisture loss. However, loss in mass of
concrete surfaces by abrasion had no linear relationship with compound application rate, indicating that the relative abrasion resistance of grooved concrete
surfaces is not affected by higher amounts of liquid membrane-forming compounds
employed in curing the surface.

Necessary tire-pavement friction under variable environmental and vehicle-operating conditions can be
obtained by providing the pavement surface with textures. A burlap drag finish is not satisfactory as
the sole means of providing surface texture on roadways with a design speed of 40 mph or greater.
Grooving of unhardened concrete by using devices
such as a cylindrical tube with ribs on the outside,
steel-tined combs, and wire combs produce a deeper
texture with better drainage. Grooving leads to an
increase in the pavement surface area. This surface
area increase is directly related to the length,
width, and spacing of the grooves. To secure the intended strength of the concrete, however, it must be
properly cured. Liquid membrane-forming compounds
are widely used for curing portland cement concrete
(PCC) pavements. AASHTO and ASTM standard specifications [AASHTO M 148-82 and ASTM C 809-81 (1) i and
AASHTO T 155-82 and ASTM c 156-80a (£)] require that
for testing purposes, the curing compound be applied
at the rate of 200 ft 2 /gal (or rate specified by
purchaser) and that the moisture loss be not more
than 0.55 kg/m 2 of surface in 72 hr. It should be
noted, however, that grooving of the concrete surfaces can cause sagging of the curing compound and,
hence, disproportionate amounts of the curing compound will accumulate at the bottom of the grooves.
The top, bottom, and vertical surfaces of the
grooves, therefore, do not receive an equal amount
of curing. A previous study has shown that moisture
loss for grooved concrete surfaces cured with liquid
membrane-forming compounds is considerably higher
than that for nongrooved surfaces and, in many instances, exceeds the allowable amount of 0.55
kg/m 2 in 72 hr (3). The AASHTO Guide specifications suggest an application rate of not more than
150 ft 2 /gal for use in the field (4), but this
application rate should not be compared with use on
test specimens. More coverage is specified in the

field because there is more variability. Examined in
this paper are the moisture loss and the relative
abrasion resistance of grooved concrete surfaces
cured with a liquid membrane-forming compound. The
tests prO\'ide a better understanding of the variations in surface properties as affected by various
compound application rates and groove depths.
TESTS
Three types of curing compound are specified by
AASHTO. One of these, the white-pigmented Type II,
was selected. A test was conducted to examine the
moisture loss of nongrooved concrete surfaces in 72
hr, in accordance with the AASHTO standard method of
test (AASHTO T 155-82) • Standard sand and Type-1
portland cement that satisfied AASHTO requirements
were used. The mold dimensions were 6 x 12-in. inside area and 1.875-in. inside depth with a flat rim
of 0.25-in. at the top. The curing compound was applied by the use of a hand-operated spray gun with a
detachable air connection. A total of 9. 4 g of the
curing compound was used, which corresponds to the
application rate of 200 ft 2 /gal as specified by
AASHTO. The specimen was sealed against moisture
loss between the edges of the specimen and the mold.
It was weighed and placed in a curing cabinet that
supplies a temperature of 100 ± 2°F (37.3 ± l.1°C)
and a relative humidity of 32 ± 2 percent, according to the AASHTO standards. The specimen was removed from the cabinet in 72 hr and weighed again.
The specimen was then removed from the mold and
its mass was recorded. It was placed into the abrasion machine and locked in place under the center of
the dressing wheels. The dressing wheels turn freely
on a horizontal axle at the bottom of a freefloating vertical steel shaft. The set consisted of
42 dressing wheels that produce a circular abrasion
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path of approximately 5 in. in diameter. The test
duration is 60 min, but the machine was stopped
every 15 min and the loose materials were brushed
off the surface. The specimen was removed from the
abrasion machine in 60 min and its mass was again
determined. Three specimens were tested for the concrete surface to be evaluated.
Before calculating the moisture loss of the concrete surfaces, the loss in mass of volatile matter
from the liquid membrane-forming compound was determined. Three metal molds were weighed and 9.4 g of
the curing compound was sprayed on the surface of
each mold. The molds were placed in the curing cabinet at the temperature and relative humidity previously described. The molds were removed from the
cabinet in 72 hr and their mass was again determined. The average loss in mass in 72 hr was found
to be 32 percent, which has been used as a correction in calculating the moisture loss of concrete
surfaces for all tests (see Table 1 for test results).

TABLE 1 Moisture Loss and Loss in Mass
by Abrasion of Nongrooved Concrete
Surfaces
Sample
No.

Moisture Loss
(g/cm 2 )

Mass Loss by
Abrasion(%)

I

0.021
0.025
0.044
0.030

0.6
1.04
1.76
1.13

0.012

0.58

2

3
Average
Standard
deviation

For the test described in the preceding paragraph, the average moisture loss of nongrooved concrete surfaces in 72 hr and the standard deviation
were 0.0303 g/cm 2 and 0.0124 g/cm 2 , respectively,
which are less than the respective amounts of 0.0550
g/cm 2 and 0.0130 g/cm 2 allowed by the AASHTO specifications (M 148-82 and T 155-82). It can thus be seen
that the application of the curing compound at the
rate of 220 ft 2 /gal indeed satisfies the AASHTO
requirements.
Several tests were conducted to examine the effects of groove depths and compound application
rates on the moisture loss and on the abrasion resistance of grooved concrete surfaces. The width and
spacing of the grooves were 0 .1-in. and 0. 75-in.,
respectively, which conform to the suggestion contained in the FHWA Technical Advisory !2l· In addition, the FHWA suggests that the depth of grooves
range from 0.125-in. to 0.1875-in. Different states
employ different groove dimensions, but these dimensions seem to lie within the limits suggested by the
FHWA. Two sets of tests concerning grooved concrete
surfaces were performed. In the first set, three
different groove depths were selected: 0.125-in.,
0.15-in., and 0.1875-in. The grooving device consisted of a 20-in. long metal rod, 0.1-in. thick
metal washers, 0.65-in. long metal tubes (that exactly fit the metal rod, as the spacers) , two screws
for controlling the washer's depth, two rails that
assist the groover to slide on the edges of the
mold, and two wooden handles (Figure 1) • Thus the
width and spacing of the grooves were kept constant
at 0.1-in. and 0.75-in., respectivelyi however, the
depth of the grooves could be changed by means of
the adjustment screws. The amount of the curing compound applied on the concrete surface was 9.4 g as
before. The average moisture loss and the average
loss in mass of concrete surfaces by abrasion were

FIGURE 1 Groover components and its assembly.

determined for each specimen. Three specimens were
tested for each groove type. In the second set, the
depth of groove was kept constant at 0.15 in. This
depth has been employed by several highway agencies
including the Ohio Department of Transportation. The
compound application rate increased from 5-40 percent above the specified rate in increments of 5
percent. Tests were conducted as before to determine
the average moisture loss and the average loss of
mass by abrasion. Three specimens were tested for
the evaluation of each application rate.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
As seen before, the moisture loss in 72 hr of nongrooved concrete surfaces was .0303 g/cm 2 , which
is lower than the moisture loss of • 0550 g/cm 2 allowed by AASHTO, indicating that the specified moisture loss restriction for the curing compound is
satisfied (Table 1). For the nongrooved concrete
surfaces, the loss of mass by abrasion was 1.13 percent. Because no previous standard for loss in mass
by abrasion is available, the percent loss of mass
found previously will be used as a base value in the
examination of the relative variations in concrete
surfaces as affected by different groove depths and
compound application rates.
For concrete surfaces with 0.125-in. deep grooves,
the average moisture loss increased sharply to
0.1042 g/cm 2 --more than a threefold increase. The
loss of mass by abrasion increased to 1.22 percent-an increase of a mere 0.09 percent. When the depth
of the grooves was 0 .15-in., the average moisture
loss increased by an additional 17 percent, but the
loss of mass by abrasion increased by a full 100
percent.
Finally,
when
concrete
surfaces
with
0.1875-in. grooves were tested, the average moisture
loss increased to 0 .1446 g/cm 2 --an increase of an
additional 18 percent. The loss of mass by abrasion
was found to be 2.22 percent, which is twice the
loss for nongrooved surfaces. However, for reasons
that cannot be explained, the loss in mass for the
concrete surfaces with 0 .1875-in. grooves is lower
than that for the concrete surfaces with O.15-in.
grooves (Table 2).
In general, the tests have shown that moisture
loss increases with deeper grooves and that the relationship between moisture loss and groove depth
may be linear. The loss of mass by abrasion for
grooved concrete surfaces is higher than that for
nongrooved concrete surfaces, but mass loss and
groove depth exhibit no linear relationship. It may
be noted that the only factor being varied in the
first set of tests was the depth of grooves and all
other factors (e.g., curing compound) were kept constant. An analysis of variance was performed to examine the significance of groove depth. As shown in
Table 3, groove depth was found to be significant at
the 0.01 level. (Note: all statistical analyses de-
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TABLE 2 Moisture Loss and Loss in Mass by Abrasion of Concrete Surfaces with
Various Groove Depths
Moisture Loss (g/cm 2 )
Groove Depth
(in.)

Sample

0.125
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3

0.089
0.091
0.132

0.15
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
0. 1875
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3

Average

Mass Loss by Abrasion(%)
Standard
Deviation

Sample

Average

Standard
Deviation

0.024

1.15
1.41
1.12

1.22

0.16

0 .02 1

2 .22
2. 51
2.63

2.45

0.21

0.014

2.14
2.18
2.34

2.22

0.10

0.104

0.097
0.130
0. 139

0.122

0.131
0.142
0.160

0.144

TABLE 3 Analysis of Variance of Groove Depth
Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

3
8

0.022
0.003

Total
Between groups
Within groups

II

3
8

0.025
4.108
0.848

Total

11

4.956

Analysis of Variance

Source

Dcplh of gtoovc (in.)
Moisture loss (g/cm 2 )

Between groups
Within groups

Depth of groove (in.)
Mass loss (g)

scribed in this paper were performed with the SPSS-Statistical Package For Social Sciences--computer
programs.)
In the next set of tests, the only factor being
varied was the compound application rate and all
other factors (e.g., groove depth) were kept constant. The amount of liquid membrane-forming compounds increased from 5 to 40 percent above the

F Ratio

F Probability

0.007
0.000

20.5 1

0.000

1.3 69
0.106

12.92

0.002

specified rate. The results show that the moisture
loss was minimum when the curing compound application rate increased to 40 percent above the specified rate (Table 4). However, the data indicate that
a higher application rate does not necessarily reduce the moisture loss of grooved concrete surfaces,
indicating that groove depth has effects of different magnitude for diffe r e nt application rates. The

TABLE 4 Moisture Loss and Loss in Mass of Grooved Concrete Surfaces Cured with Higher Compound Application
Rates
Moisture Loss (g/ cm 2 )

Increase in Curing

Compound
Application Rate
(%)

Curing
Compound
per 72 in. 2 (g)

Sdmple
Number

Sample

Average

Mass Loss by Abrasion(%)
Standard
Deviation

5(1 gal/192ft 2 )

9.87

1
2
3

0.1 02
0.110
0.121

0.111

0.009

10 (I gal/183 ft 2 )

10.34

I

0.130

0.015

15 (I gal/175 ft 2 )

10.81

2
3
1
2
3

0.115
0.130
0.146

20 (I gal/168 ft 2 )

11.28

I

0.114
0.13 1
0.146

0.131

0.015

0.099

0.008

0.112

0.021

0.006

1.76
1.98
2. 19

25 (I gal/161 ft 2 )

11.75

1
2
3

30 (I gal/l 5 5 ft 2 )

12.22

1
2
3

0.087
0.093
0.100

35 (I gal/149 ft 2 )

12.69

1
2
3

0.077
0.08 1
0.087

0.082

40 (I gal/ 144 ft 2 )

13 .16

I

0.073
0.076
0.08 2

0.077

2
3

1.32
1.52
l.7 6
2.15
2.37
2.64
1.8 1
2.04
2.3 0
2.54
2.68
2.84
2 .19
2.58
2 .74

0.09 1
0.098
0.107
0.092
0.107
0.13 6

2
3

Sample

0.094

0.005

0.004
2

Note: Groove depth= 0.15 In. Base application rate== 9.4 g/72 in. 2 , that is, l gal/200 ft .

1.78
1.7 6
l.90
2. 06
2.01
2.23

Average

Standard
Deviation

1.53

0.22

2.38

0.24

2.05

0.24

2.68

0.15

2.50

0.28

1.97

0.21

1.8 1

0.07

2.1

0.11
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TABLE 5 Analysis of Variance of Compound Application Rate
Analysis of Variance

Source

Degrees of
Freedom

Compound application rate (g) and
moisture loss Wcm 2 )

Between groups
Within groups

Compound application rate (g) and
mass loss (g)

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

18

0.009
0.003

Total

26

0.012

Between groups
Within groups

8
18

3.283
0.762

Total

26

4.045

8

loss in mass by abrasion did not show any consistent
pattern when the compound application rate increased
from 5-40 percent above the specified rate. The data
concerning abrasion resistance and compound application rate seem scattered. As before, an analysis of
variance was performed to examine the significance
of the compound application rate. As shown in Table
5, the compound application rate was found to be
significant at the 0.01 level.
Although the analysis of variance indicates the
existence of the effects of compound application
rates, it does not give information on the overall
strength of association between the compound application rates and moisture loss or loss in mass by
abrasion. Regression analyses were therefore performed to measure the associations between the independent (compound application rate) and dependent
(moisture loss or mass loss) variables. The analysis
shows that moisture loss and compound application
rate are related to each other, and that the correlation coefficient is 0. 71 (Table 6 and Figure 2).

F Rati o

F Probability

0.001
0.000

6.21

0.0006

0.410
0.042

9.69

0.000

0.14

0

0.13

0

0

~

0

__, o. 11

-

....,

0

"'v>
::0

I-

~

0

0.10

TABLE 6 Regression Analysis of Compound Application Rate
and Moisture Loss
0

Variable

0.09 -

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Samples

B
Coefficient

F Ratio

0.106

0 .022

27

-0.01275

25.66

11.28
0.2506

1.23

27

0

Moisture lossdepe ndent

(g/cm1 )

Curing compound
independent (g)
Constant

Note: Multiple R = 0 .71, R

2

= 0.50, and standard error= O.OJ.

0

0.08
0

0

0.07

~---~----~---~----~---~

9.0

10.0

11.0

12.0

13.0

14.0

CURING COMPOUND (GRAMS)

The coefficient of determination, R 2 , is 0.50, indicating that 50 percent of the variation in moisture loss is explained by the compound application
rate. The F value of the regression equation is
25. 66, which shows that the equation is significant
at the O. 01 level. The linear relationship between
moisture loss and compound application rate is
Moisture Loss

FIG URE 2 Scatter diagram and regression line of moisture loss and
curing compowtd.

analysis showed that mass loss by abrasion
related to compound application rates.

is not

0.2506 - 0.01275 (curing compound)

where moisture loss is expressed in g/cm 2 , and
curing compound is expressed in g.
A similar regression analysis of loss in mass by
abrasion and compound application rate showed that
mass loss by abrasion had no linear relationship
with compound application rate. The coefficient of
determination (R 2 ) was 0.01 and the F value was
0.27. It is clear that the compound application rates
have no linear effects on the abrasion resistance of
the grooved concrete surfaces. The correlation coefficient of moisture loss and mass loss was 0.40, indicating that the observed mass loss tended to increase with higher moisture loss.
However,
the

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The moisture loss and abrasion resistance of grooved
concrete surfaces cured with liquid membrane-forming
compounds have been examined. First, the moisture
loss and mass loss by abrasion for nongrooved concrete surfaces cured with the specified amount of
membrane-forming compounds were determined, which
provided base values for the examination of moisture
loss and abrasion resistance as affected by different groove depths and compound application rates.
Next, the compound application rate was kept consta nt and the effects of three types of groove
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depths--0.125-in., 0.15-in.,
and 0.1875-in.--were
examined. Finally, the groove depth was kept constant at 0 .15-in., and the effects of higher compound application rates were examined by increasing
the application rates from 5-40 percent above the
previous amount. The width and spacing of grooves
for all tests were 0.1-in. and 0.75-in., respectively--a practice suggested by the FHWA and adopted
by many states.
The tests have shown that the relationship between moisture loss and groove depth may be linear,
but mass loss and groove depth exhibit no such linear relationship. An analysis of variance showed
groove depth to be significant at the 0.01 level,
indicating that the effects of groove depths should
not be ignored in any future analysis concerning the
curing and abrasion resistance of concrete surfaces
cured with liquid membrane-forming compounds.
For tests involving different compound application rates, the analysis of variance showed that
compound application rate is a significant variable
in the determination of moisture loss and loss in
mass by abrasion of the grooved concrete surfaces.
Separate regression analyses were performed to examine the linear associations between the compound
application rate and moisture loss, and between the
compound application rate and mass loss by abrasion.
The compound application rate and moisture loss were
found to exhibit a fairly strong linear relationship. However, the analysis showed that mass loss
had no relationship with the compound application
rates.
The moisture loss data support the findings of a
previous study (3) in which the regression analysis
of moisture loS""s and compound application rate
showed an R 2 of 0.57. In this study, the R 2 is
0.50. It can be seen, therefore, that approximately
50-60 percent of the variation in the moisture loss
is explained by the compound application rate.
The tests have shown that abrasion resistance of
grooved concrete surfaces is lower than that of nongrooved concrete surfaces. No attempt is made here
to provide a quantitative measurement of the length
of service that may be expected from a specific sur-
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face. However, the tests have shown that the relative abrasion resistance of grooved concrete surfaces is not affected by extra amounts of the liquid
membrane-forming compound employed in curing the
surface.
It is suggested that in future studies, both factors (compound application rate and groove depth) be
varied in the experimental set-up, which will allow
an examination of the main effects of the separate
factors as well as the interaction effects resulting
from the unique combination of the factors. The information obtained from such a study will assist in
determining compound application rates for concrete
surfaces with different groove depths. It seems that
the efficiency of a curing compound on a grooved
surface will depend on its viscosity, but this character is tic has not been covered by AASHTO M 148-82
or ASTM c 309-81. It is further suggested that the
viscosity of curing compounds be examined in future
studies.
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A Value Concept for Pavement Construction
Pay Adjustment Schedules
ROBERT P. ELLIOTT

ABSTRACT
A value concept is presented that can serve as a basis for developing rational
payment schedules for pavement construction. Provisions are made for incorporating both the average and standard deviation of material test results into
a pay determination scheme that is based on the relative pavement life effects.
the concept is based on the recognition that at the time a pavement is considered to have failed, only a small percentage of the surface actually exhibits
severe distress. As a result, the life of the pavement is controlled not by the
average or fiftieth percentile of the material, but by a lower percentile
representative of the actual surface distress.

In an effort to develop asphalt construction pay
adjustment schedules on a rational basis that would
be fair to both the contractor and the highway
agency, a research study was undertaken at the University of Illinois for the Illinois Department of
Transportation <.!.>·The study consisted of laboratory
testing, analysis of construction quality control
data from previous construction projects, and the
development of a rational basis for establishing
payment schedules. This paper contains a discussion
on the portion of the study that was undertaken to
develop a general concept for the development of pay
adjustment schedules for pavement construction.
The result was the development of the "value concept." The major emphasis in developing the value
concept was to identify a method for incorporating
both the average and the variability of quality control test results into the pay determination in a
manner that reflects their impact on pavement performance. As developed, the basic concept can be
applied to any type of pavement construction i f the
appropriate pavement life-material property relationships are developed.
NEED FOR A VALUE CONCEPT
A recent survey conducted for the Oregon Department
of Transportation contained the finding that, of the
47 highway agencies responding, 43 accepted "out-ofspecification" construction in some situations, and
39 of these had formal methods or schedules for
establishing pay adjustments for the work <I>.
Nevertheless, there is no method for establishing
these schedules that is generally accepted by all or
even a significant number of agencies. Further, there
appears to be a general consensus that the currently
used schedules are not fully rational or fair. In
the Oregon survey, for example, only 12 of the 39
agencies with pay adjustment schedules indicated a
belief that their pay adjustments were equivalent to
the value of the reduced pavement serviceabilityi
and the majority of these stated that their belief
was based solely on engineering judgment. Similarly,
the following statement was made in an NCHRP Synthesis "All of the present systems for determining the
amount of reduction in pr ice are arbitrary to some
extent" (.2_).

The lack of a rational basis for the pay adjustment schedules currently in use is also evidenced by
the fact that most schedules consider only the mean
or average value of the material properties in question. Of the 68 different pay reduction schedules
summarized in Reference 3, 43 of the schedules based
payment on only the average of test values with no
consideration given to the range or any other measure
of the overall material variability. Obviously, a
construction feature can be acceptable "on the average" while still being unacceptable because of extreme variability (e.g., an acceptable average concrete compressive
strength
resulting
from
low
strengths
that
are
compensated
for
by
high
strengths).
Some of the earliest work in developing payment
schedules and quality assurance specifications was
conducted by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in
conjunction with the FHWA (4). This work established
payment schedules and sampling procedures based on
statistical approaches commonly used in industrial
applications. These approaches typically establish
limits of acceptability and cateqorize a product as
either "acceptable" or "unacceptable". The payment
schedule using this approach is based on the percentage of the completed work that is within the
limits of acceptability (percent within limits).
Although this incorporates a consideration of material variability, the developed payment schedules do
not consider and, consequently, do not necessarily
reflect, the relative effect of the deviations from
the target properties on the service life or value
of the completed facility.
VALUE CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
The value concept was based on the recognition that
the overall performance of a pavement is a function,
not of just the average value of a material property,
but of the entire distribution of the property. This
concept provides a framework within which laboratory
testing data, theoretical and empirical pavement
life relationships, and field construction variability data can be combined in developing payment schedules.
The value concept establishes the worth of any
construction as a function of its effect on the ser-
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vice life of the pavement. In this respect, pavement
service life is identified as that period (or number
of load applications) from completion of construction until the condition of the pavement surface is
considered to be unacceptable and rehabilitation or
resurfacing is needed. The value concept was developed with the recognition that at the time, the entire pavement surface had not failed. In fact, only
a small percentage of the surface area can be categorized as "failed". However, it is important to
note that the amount failed is enough to give the
rider a feeling that the entire pavement is bad and
that something must be done to improve its character is tics.
The value concept can be explained in a general
fashion by considering Figure 1. Figure l(a) shows a
general relationship between material properties and
material service life such as might be established
by laboratory fatigue testing and mechanistic modeling. For explaining the concept development, this
relationship is illustrated as being linear and the
general concept was developed accordingly. However,
more complex relationships could be incorporated if
warranted by data and future analysis considerations.
The material property referred to on the horizontal
axis may be any appropriate property such as asphalt
content, density, or gradation. The expected life
may be in terms of time, number of load applications,
or any other appropriate measure.
Figure l(b) represents the distribution and variability of material from a pavement construction
project. At this point, it should be noted that the
distribution of material properties is depicted as

being normally distributed. As developed,
this
distribution is assumed to be a reasonable representation for highway materials. Data reported in
the literature show this assumption to be reasonable.
Kennedy, Hudson, and McCullough reported in a study
of material variability that the distribution of
various properties of asphalt concrete and portland
cement concrete are approximately normal (~). Darter
and Hudson reported that the distribution of the
properties of several other materials also conform
closely to the normal distribution (6). Nevertheless,
if some other distribution was found to better represent some material property, the general concept
could be reworked to incorporate that distribution.
Based on the normal distribution, the development
of failures in the material depicted can be represented by a curve such as is shown in Figure 1 (c).
Such a curve can be developed by using the relationship represented by Figure l(a) with the variability
and distribution of material property shown as Figure l(b). From Figure l(c), it is apparent that although the pavement is usually considered to have a
single service life, there is no "one" service life
for the material in the pavement. Instead, there is
a continuous distribution of lives depending on the
amount of pavement failed which, in turn, depends on
the range and variability of the material properties.
It is this distribution of lives that contributes
to, and controls the life of, the pavement and that
must be evaluated to establish a value relationship.
In this respect and considering the development
of failures in a pavement surface such as is represented in Figure 1 (c), the pavement service life is
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that period (or number of load applications) that
lasts until the percentage of failed area [ represented as "a" on Figure 1 (c) I becomes unacceptable.
Considering this in relation to Figure l(d), it can
be seen that the mix property level that controls
pavement life is not the average or fiftieth-percentile level, but rather some lower percentile that
is consistent with the percent of the surface area
actually failed in an unacceptable pavement. For
purposes of this report, this level will be referred
to as the "controlling property level."
Although the a's in Figures l(c) and l(d) are not
the same, they are related: and, if it is assumed
that all of the failures are of the same type and
related to the same material property, the two a 's
will have the same numerical value. Although this is
an admitted simplification of reality, it is deemed
to be an acceptable simplification for purposes of
developing the general value concept.
Assuming the variation in the mix property is to
be normally distributed, the controlling property
level can be identified as shown in Figure 1 (d) as
some number, z, of standard deviations, Sb, away
from the mean. The number of standard deviations is
a function of the failed area percentage, a. In
developing the value concept, this percentage was
left undefined with the number of standard deviations represented by z.
To establish a base condition for the value concept, the distribution depicted in Figure l(d) is
considered to represent the variability from a "good"
or "acceptable" project having some acceptable degree
of variability (standard deviation = Sb) and with a
mean property level denoted as Pb, From the preceding
discussion, the material property level that will
control the performance (or life) of this project is
a value that is z standard deviations away from the
mean. The controlling property level is then
Cb

= Pb

- Z x Sb

(1)

By using this property level with the relationship
represented by Figure l(a), a relative value for
other controlling property levels (from projects
having different means and standard deviations) can
be established based on the ratio of life expectancies. This requires the establishment of some
relationship between "value" and the life expectancy
ratio. Weed has suggested a relationship based on
future rehabilitation costs (7). Others have suggested using the life expectancy ratio directly.
That is, if Nb represents the life expectancy at the
acceptable project controlling ptoperty level, Cb,
and Na is the expectancy at any other controlling
property level, Ca, then the relative value, v, of
Ca expressed as a percentage is
V

= Na/Nb

x 100

(2)

For simplicity in developing the value concept, this
approach was adopted. However, a more complex relationship could be incorporated into the concept if
desired. The value relationship based on the life
expectancy ratio is represented in Figute l(e) as a
modified plot of Figure l(a).
To illustrate application of the value concept,
Figure 1 (f) is presented. The solid plot on Figure
1 (f) represents the distribution of material from
some project for which a value, V, is to be estab1 ished. Because the value concept is primarily of
interest for construction lots that exhibit variability and deviations from specification targets
that are greater than acceptable, both the mean, Pa,
and the standard deviation, Sa, of the material are
depicted as being greater than those of the acceptable mix. For clarity, the disttibution of this

matet ial is shown super imposed over the acceptable
project distribution that is represented by the
dashed plot. This acceptable distribution is the
same as that represented in Figure 1 (d). As was
established for the acceptable material, the controlling property level, ca, for this distribution
can be defined in terms of its mean, Pa, and standard deviation, Sa, as follows:
Ca

Pa -

z

x Sa

From Figure 1 (e),
expressed as

v

= 100 -

av

(3)

the value relationship can be

x (Cb - ca)

(4)

where av is the slope of the value relationship.
Equation 4 serves as the basic value concept and
provides a ftamework for establishing the value of
any pavement construction.
It may be noted that when the actual propetty
level, Ca, is better than the acceptable level, Cb,
the value determined from the equation will exceed
100 percent. As a result, the value concept can be
used for establishing bonus pay for exceptional work
as well as penalties for inferior work.

CONCLUSION
The value concept presented in this papet provides a
basis for developing realistic pay schedules for
pavement construction that consider both the average
and the variability (standard deviation) of the construction. The concept is based on the fact that
when a pavement becomes "unacceptable," only a small
percentage of the pavement is truly failed. consequently, the life of the pavement is controlled
not by the average value of the material properties,
but by some lower percentile consistent with the
percentage of failed pavement surface. The value
concept provides a way to develop pay schedules based
on this lower percentile and pavement life relationships.
The concept, as presented up to this point, is
not complete. It considers, for example, a material
propetty-life relationship that decreases in only
one direction, and is based on population parameters
without taking into account the fact that these
parameters will be unknown and must be estimated
from the results of a small number of tests. In addition, the concept gives no clue as to how an acceptable distribution can be identified, nor how the
ptoperty-life relationship can be established.
Nevertheless, the concept, as presented, can be
used to establish realistic pay schedules for pavement construction. A ptactical approach for applying
the concept to small samples and without fully defining the acceptable distribution has been demonstrated <!&l. (This demonstration involved labotatory testing, analysis of field quality control data,
and the application of theoretical pavement behavior
models.)
The labotatory testing was used to identify the
effects of variations in contractor-controlled material properties on the material's structutal characteristics. These effects were evaluated using theoretical pavement models to establish relationships
between material variability and relative pavement
life. Field quality control data were used to select
a range of normal variability based on actual contractor performance, Penalty and bonus pay schedules
were then developed for construction variability
that is "poorer" and "better" than this "normal"
tange based on the variability-life relationships,
In this way, the value concept provides a means
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for combining real-world construction variability
with laboratory and theoretical pavement life relationships for use in establishing useable and fair
payment schedules.
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FOREWORD
The papers contained in this RECORD focus on new and emerging techniques in travel
forecasting that supplement traditional techniques and extend the potentials of forecasting technology.
Difiglio and Reed describe a transit sketch planning process that uses an aggregated data base. A logit modal-choice model is adapted to operate at a level of aggregation that produces transit demand estimates consistent with detailed estimates.
Difiglio and Reed state that policy alternatives can be evaluated with respect to various
levels of impact, and that, with cost analysis, the degree of subsidy for each policy
alternative can be estimated. Policies that appear most promising can be further
tested in the traditional urban transportation planning system to evaluate the detailed
impacts at zone-to-zone and facility levels.
Brand focuses on research related to improving the understanding of travel behavior.
The paper discusses 7 major research issues around which research on travel behavior
may be structured. Recent findings related to each question are presented, and current
uncertainties and untested hypotheses are exposed for discussion.
Lerman and Ben-Akiva describe a series of disaggregate behavioral models that
forecast the probability of a household's selecting various automobile-ownership and
mode-to-work combinations. The model assumes that workplace and residential location are predetermined. The paper describes the considerations in choosing independent vai·iables and specifying utility functions. The estimation results for each of
7 distinct socioeconomic groups or market segments with different behavioral distributions are presented and analyzed.
Burns, Golob, and Nicolaidis focus on automobile-ownership behavior that is modeled
as a function of socioeconomic factors and the availability and levels of service of
public transportation systems. According to the authors, the results from the initial
tests of some hypotheses of the automobile-ownership theory are encouraging. Estimated coefficient values of the variables of the models derived for the theory are
correctly signed in all cases, and the traditional goodness-of-fit measures are at
values that are acceptable for nonlinear estimation equations of the multinominal logit
type. In conclusion, Burns: Golob, and Nicolaidis state that the models help to begin
to identjfy causal mechanisms in urban-ho:u sehold travel behavior but that much remains to be done before the models can be effectively applied in predicting automobileownership changes that result from transportation system changes.
Smith and Cleveland use data from 1953 and 1965 home-interview surveys in Detroit
to test the time stability of disaggregate trip-generation and predistribution modalchoice models. According to Smith and Cleveland, initial cross classification analysis
showed 4 to 18 percent increases in household trip generation for households with cars
available. A statistical test of the overall time stability of multiple, linear-regression
trip-generation equations indicated that the equations were not stable unless non-tripmaking households were removed. The individual regression coefficients also were
tested for time stability, and, despite the lack of overall statistical time stability,
disaggregate wol'k and home-based trip-generation equations for 19 53 produced reasonable estimates of 1965 zone-level trips.
Zaryouni and Kannel discuss research results related to trip-distribution functions
that may be appropriate for estimating zone-trip interchange in small- to mediumsized urban areas. The proposed model is one in which trip-generation and tripattraction estimates can be obtained primarily from census data. Although the validity
of the distribution model has been tested, the total synthetic modeling approach must
still be examined.
Berg, Koushki, Krueger, and Bittner discuss a recreation-travel simulation model
developed for use in analyzing the impact of outdoor recreation travel by residents of
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a 9-state Upper Midwest r egion to Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. Travel data
wer e collected for 6,441 r a ndomly selected households by using a telephone homeinterview s ur vey procedur e.
Ben-Akiva and Richards describe a disaggregate modal-choice model with 6 travel
modes. A number of alternative model specifications were tested, and the results of
these tests were analyzed. The model specification that was considered to be most
satisfactory overall is based on treating in-vehicle travel time as a generic variable
and out-of-vehicle travel time as a series of modal-specific variables.
Peers and Bevilacqua discuss a set of direct-demand models for estimating intercity
trans it travel for a Sacramento-Stockton- San Francisco Bay Area corridor study. A
series of judgments are described that identify why structural models were chosen instead of operational models and why direct-demand models wer e used r ather than
probabilistic-choice models. The methodology of calibration, including various se lection and equation development, validation, and forecasting, is outlined.
Adler and Ben- Akiva discuss a joint frequency-, destination- , and modal-choice
model for shopping trips that is an extension of models developed earlier. Estimation
of the expanded joint-choice model proved to be feasible and resulted in acceptable
parameter values. Adler and Ben-Akiva also give an example of an application of the
shopping m0del.
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TRANSIT SKETCH PLANNING PROCEDURES
Carmen Difiglio and Marshall F. Reed, Jr., Highway Users Federation
The current urban transportation planning process is highly dependent on a
complex set of travel demand models that operate at a relatively fine level
of detail. These models ultimately produce travel assignments on alternative modes of travel. Unfortunately, these travel demand estimates are
often insensitive to policy variables, and the process is often too cumbersome and time consuming to be used to test a wide range of transportation
policy alternatives. This paper describes a complementary analytical
method called the transit s ketch planning process. Its pur pose is not to
supplant traditional, more detailed urban transportation planning but ·to extend the range of existing procedures. The transit sketch planning process
uses a much more aggregated data base. A logit modal-choice model is
adapted to operate at such a level of aggregation while producing transitclemand estimates that are consistent with detailed estimates. Policy alternatives can be evaluated with respect to their overall impact on central
business district, city center, and suburban transit demand. With a complementary cost analysis, the degree of subsidy required for eachpolicy alternative is estimated. Those policies that appear to be most promising
can be further tested in the traditional urban transportation planning system to evaluate the detailed impacts at a zone-to-zone and facility level. The
procedures do not attempt to advance the state of the art of transportation
demand forecasting. Rather they attempt to use the best of existing procedures in a fram ework that can provide quick responses to transit policy
questions that local planner s must anffiver.
•SEVERAL urban areas, especially those of moderate size, are confronted with difficult planning problems precipitated by the need to plan for public transit. Many urban
area planners, in the past, have concentrated their efforts entirely on highway planning
and have left public transit issues to the private sector or the public operating agency.
Even the largest regional planning agencies that have been involved in planning public
transit typically have not developed policy-sensitive procedures for evaluating public
transit.
The current urban transportation planning process is highly dependent on a complex set of travel demand models that operate at a relatively fine level of detail. These
models ultimately produce travel assignments on alternative modes of travel. Unfortunately, these travel demand estimates are often insensitive to policy variables and
the process is often too cumbersome and time consuming to be used to test a wide
range of transportation policy alternatives. A complementary analytical method,
called the transit sketch planning process, is suggested to fulfill the need for a
streamlined, policy-sensitive planning procedure. Its purpose is not to supplant traditional, more detailed urban transportation planning but to extend the range of existing procedures.
At the center of this process (Figure 1) is a model or formula that, when calibrated,
synthesizes current ridership from base-year trip information and then is used to forecast future transit ridership. The primary objective of the model is to simulate the
potential changes in transit ridership resulting from alternative transit capital and
operating policies. Because of this, the model is designed to be sensitive to variables
that reflect transportation planning policy such as transit accessibility, transit speed
and fares, automobile speed, and parking charges. The other nonpolicy variables used
are population, work force, and automobile availability, but these are used only to
1

2

determine captive transit ridership.
MODAL-SPLIT MODEL
Although several transportation supply variables theoretically could be identified as
having an impact on the choice of travel mode, only time and cost of travel have been
statistically tested. It certainly would be desirable to evaluate other characteristics
of transit, such as travel comfort, but without new data sources these variables can not be handled quantitatively. Their consideration must be addressed in a more qualitative marketing analysis performed at a more detailed planning level.
All modal-split-model variables used are either travel cost or travel time. Travel
cost includes the out-of-pocket automobile costs for gas, oil, and parking charges and
transit fares for transit travel.
Travel time for the transit mode is divided into 2 types: (a) access and wait time
and (b) line-haul (on-board) time. These are converted into monetary values by using
value-of-time estimates that are substantially different for each type of time spent in
traveling. Automobile travel time also converts to a monetary value.
The difference between the total cost of transit travel and automobile travel is used
to determine the percentage of noncaptive trip makers who select the transit mode. A
nonlinear modal diversion curve is used for this purpose:
P = ___
1
1

_o·

( 1)

where
P 1 =probability of transit mode choice for trip purpose i ,
a = calibration factor, and
Xi = difference between automobile and transit cost for purpose i (equation 2).
Xi = Chwy - Ctr - W Ai Atr + W Li (Lhwy - Ltr)

(2)

where
Chwy =out-of-pocket automobile costs= D at $0.05/ mile ($0.03/ km) +parking+ tolls
where D = typical trip distance,
Ctr = transit fare,
W Ai = value of wait or walk time for each trip purpose i,
Atr = accessibility time to and from transit service (includes half headway time),
W LI = value of vehicle trip time for each purpose i,
Lhwy = automobile trip time, and
Ltr = line-haul trip time on transit.
The modal-split formula is a logit probability model. When graphed as a function
of its independent variables, Xi, the resulting diversion curve appears as shown in
Figure 2. It should be noted that the possible values of the dependent variable (probability of modal choice) range between 0 and 1. This formula has certain properties
that are consistent with common sense or intuitive notions regarding modal choice.
For example, a cost differential of 0 between automobile and transit (Xi = 0) implies
an equal split between automobile and transit use (Pi= 0.5). Also, at this point where
transit and automobile are equally attractive, changes in either automobile or transit
costs will have the largest impact on modal use. At the point on the diversion curve
where P 1 = 0.5 and X1 = 0, the curve has the steepest slope.

3

The slope of the diversion curve is quite flat at the extreme values of Xi. When
transit service is poor relative to automobile travel, the variable takes on a large negative value. In that range, improvements in transit service bring about a very small increase in transit diversion. Similarly, if transit service is far better than automobile
service (Xi has a large positive value), improvements in transit service also bring
about a small increase in transit diversion.
Because the logit function is asymptotic to the extreme probabilities 0 and 1, the
estimated probability of transit usage is never 0 and 1. Even under the most extreme
cost differentials, some individuals may choose to take the most costly mode even
though the probability of such a choice is low.
MODEL CALIBRATION
The modal-split model can be calibrated by using a trial-and-error process instead of
the usual approach of using regression analysis when thousands of travel interchanges
are involved. Only 3 parameters need to be determined:
1. WA, the value of wait or walk time,
2. W L, the value of in-vehicle time, and
3. a, the exponential factor in equation 1.
In all of the applications of the model thus far, the exponential factor a has been set
equal to 2. This factor can be interpreted as determining the spread of the diversion
curve in Figure 2 along the x axis. A high value of a produces a diversion curve that
is quite steep, which indicates a great sensitivity of modal choice to the differences in
transit and automobile trip costs. A low value of a produces a gradual diversion curve
that shows a relative insensitivity of modal choice to travel cost differences. These
effects are shown in Figure 3.
The value-of-time parameters WA and W Lare unknown but are reasonably bounded
by the research already available on the value of traveler's time. Often this research
determines the value of time as a function of the traveler's income. However, because
of the large areal aggregations used in this sketch-planning process and the uncertainty
involved in forecasting future income levels, income was not used explicitly to set the
value of time.
Initial trials for the value-of-time parameters used $3.00/h for walk and wait time
and $1.00/h for in-vehicle time. The final value-of-time parameters selected differed
only slightly from these levels.
Calibration Process
The overall process of calibrating the model to estimate base-year transit trips is illustrated by using work-trip data for Nashville, Tennessee.
The Nashville urban area was divided into 3 sectors (Figure 4).
1. Sector A is the central business district ( CBD).
2. Sector B is the remainder of the Nashville city center.
3. Sector C is the suburbs.
A 9-cell trip table showing the number of base-year trips made between and within
all sectors was assembled from home-interview travel survey data for the home-towork and home-to-nonwork trip purposes. The base-year home-to-work trip tables
for total trips and transit trips are given in columns 2 and 3 of Table 1.
The modal-split model estimates the probability of choosing the transit mode over
the automobile mode. It presumes that there is a choice of mode, but many individuals
do not have access to the automobile mode for many of their trips and are captive transit riders. To properly calibrate the modal-split model, one should subtract captive

Figure 1. Transit -sketch planning process.
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rider trips from observed total transit trips. Unfortunately, adequate survey data on
captive ridership are not generally available. But, it is widely acknowledged that captive ridership is, in many instances, a significant proportion of total transit patronage, especially when transit service is unattractive. An estimate of captive ridership,
however compromised by the lack of reliable data, is superior to no estimate at all.
No estimate is implicitly an estimate of no captive ridership. A 0 estimate would
likely bias the calibration of the modal-split model in low-income trip corridors.
The number of captive transit travelers making a work trip in each sector was estimated by analyzing automobile ownership and work-force data. The excess number
of work-trip origins over automobile seats available for the work trip was determined
by using estimates of the automobile occupancy rate and the proportion of automobiles
used for the work trip.
Having determined the number of captive transit trip origins in each sector, we
distributed the trip destinations by using information regarding the commuting patterns
in Nashville by socioeconomic class in the base year. This information was not quantitative but rather was based on the predominance of domestic workers traveling between certain sectors. The resulting captive transit demand trip table is given in
column 4 of Table 1.
The model variables for each of the 9 trip interchanges were aggregated from baseyear highway and transit "networks" for the Nashville area. Each model variable was
averaged over all zone pairs "in each sector-to-sector interchange. The model inputs
for Nashville are given in Table 2.
Aggregation Bias
Typically, modal-split models are used in the urban transportation planning process
to determine the percentage of transit use between pairs of zones. The zone is a very
small area compared to the sectors used in this sketch-planning process.
It is desirable for the modal-split model to be accurate regardless of the level of
areal aggregation. Consequently, the modal-split model was calibrated by using both
zone-to-zone travel characteristics and sector-to-sector travel characteristics. However, because of the nonlinear nature of the modal-split model, the forecasted sectorto-sector modal split tends to be biased downward relative to the modal splits calculated at the zone -to -zone level.
This effect is especially large for suburban trips because the degree of variation of
suburban transit service is very high, and many areas have no transit service at all.
Fortunately, accurate estimation of the degree of bias from available Nashville
transit data was possible. Each input variable in Table 2 was aggregated from zoneto-zone travel characteristics. For example, in sector A to sector C, the average
transit line-haul time was 24 min. Of the zone pair interchanges that comprise the
sector A to sector C interchange, the transit line-haul times could vary substantially.
The degree of variation can be measured by the standard deviation cr. The cr of each
input variable therefore was determined.
Calculating the amount of aggregation bias in any particular instance by using modalsplit model calibrations at both the zone-to-zone and sector-to-sector level is also
possible. The calculated bias (expressed as a ratio) was regressed with the cr of all
model variables. The ratio was calculated for individual observations of the regression by performing a number of individual zone-to-zone modal-split estimates and an
aggregate estimate based on the average zone-to-zone characteristics in Nashville.
Because of the relatively large variance of the variable for transit access (wait and
egress time), explaining 96 percent of the variance of the bias ratio by using only the
standard deviation of that variable was possible.
p

:;--- = 0.41656
p

+ Q,Q9530(0'A..)

(3)
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for all aA h such tlrat 6.12214 aA h < 30 and the coefficient of determination r 2 = 0.962
where
A

P = average of zone-to-zone

modal-split estimates selected at random (observation i),
P =aggregated zone-group-to-zone-group modal-split estimate-all independent
variables used to estimate P 1 were averaged to a single set of independent
variables, and
aA,, = standard deviation of the independent variable aAi, used in the modal-split
A

A

A

model that produced both P and P.
An alternate aggregation correction equation, also based on the variance of the logit
model variables, is:

A

P1

=

P1 + [Var(X1.)JP 1(P 1 - l)(Pi - 0.5)

(4)

where
Pi = expected value of Pi aggregated from zone-to-zone modal-choice estimates;
Pi = value of P 1 evaluated at the average sector-to-sector travel characteristics for automobile and transit-the mean values of all model variables
are used to calculate X1, which is used to determine P 1 ; and
Var(X 1,) =variance of X1 for each zone-to-zone interchange-the function X1z would
be used to calculate an individual modal choice for zone pair z.
A

This formulation is an approximation based on a Taylor expansion of the logit estimator of Pi about the mean of X 1, provided by Talvitie (18). It requires estimating a
more complex variance than does the regression approach, but the estimates can be
used over any range of P 1 , and the regression relationship can be applied only over a
range of P1 within that used to estimate parameters. The variance of Xu can be more
easily calculated by assuming that the model variables are uncorrelated ( 18) so that
Var(X1z) = Var(Chwy) - Var(Ctr) - ((WA1) 2 [Var(Atr)J} + ((WL1) 2 [Var(Ltr)J}

(5)

Nashville Modeling Results
After several trial-and-error iterations to account for the aggregation bias and several
estimates for time values, the modal-split model was calibrated to produce base-year
choice transit ridership within acceptable limits. The estimates of modal split and
choice transit demand are given in columns 5 and 6 of Table 1. The estimated choice
transit demand plus the estimated captive transit riders (column 4 in Table 1) produces
a total transit demand estimate that can be compared with observed transit demand in
the base year and in column 7 in Table 1. The error of the estimated versus the observed transit demand is best expressed as a percentage and an absolute number because either may be misleading unless total trips are taken into account. These errors
are given in column 8 and column 9 in Table 1.
SELECTING TEST ALTERNATIVES
Ridership tests of alternative systems are a relatively simple and quick procedure.
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Therefore, depending on the scope and the time limitations of the transit planning
project, a great many alternatives can be analyzed at least for their impact on ridership. However, because of constraints on time and personnel to develop cost estimates,
the number of test plans subjected to the complete analysis should be limited to those
that are likely to show discernible differences in either ridership or cost effectiveness.
In designing alternative test systems, the number of changes to transit service variables should be limited. Ideally, only 1 variable at a time should be changed in each
test to fully assess the effects of the change. Both significant reductions in fares and
increases in line-haul speed will enhance ridership, but taking both into account in 1
test will make it difficult to assess the cost effectiveness of either service change.
A likely candidate for the initial test of the future of transit is the extension of current or base-year service levels (accessibility, speed, and fares) to target-year populations and land areas. This initial test serves as a base for comparing ridership,
costs, and benefits of service improvements in other alternative plans. This was
identified as alternative A for forecasts that were based on the Nashville application
of this sketch-planning method.
Because improved accessibility (the average time to get to the rail station or bus
stop plus the average wait time for a transit vehicle) has been found by transit planners
and researchers to be the most important factor in enhancing ridership, a basic test
alternative is one that improves accessibility. In physical terms, improved accessibility means either increased route miles (kilometers) or decreased headways or
both.
Cutting transit-vehicle headways in half will cut the average wait time· for patrons.
Wait time, because of its problem in inclement weather and its general uncertainty, has
a significant influence on transit ridership. This improvement means a doubling of
transit vehicles in service. This was identified as alternative D; a more modest reduction of headways by a third was identified as alternative B.
New freeway express-service corridors were selected in appropriate Nashville
corridors from sector C to sector A. On the basis of the available freeway corridors,
30 percent of the suburban market was assumed to be served by the express bus service. Alternatives C and E were then defined to be alternatives B and D respectively
with express bus service added.
In general, the current bus or rail transit systems in the large urban areas provide
regularly scheduled service to all parts of the city center but relatively little service
in suburbs. The density of city center development makes scheduled service efficient
in the city center but inefficient in the lower density suburbs. To narrow the suburb and
city center difference in transit service levels, demand-responsive, small-bus service was added in the suburbs of each test plan. The dial-a-ride service included in
the test plans closely approximates existing systems in the United states and Canada.
Some of the dial-a-ride trips generated are merely a short link in a longer trip in
which line -haul bus or rail service is the principal service mode. These are accounted
for in the ridership estimates for the principal mode. Other dial-a-ride trips were
principally nonwork, suburb-to-suburb trips and were estimated to attract 2 percent
of the total suburb-to-suburb trips. The modal-choice model was not used to estimate
these trips because the wait time characteristics of this type of service cannot be compared with scheduled, fixed-route service.
Fare policy also could be tested by using additional alternatives. However, for the
purposes of this exercise in applying the sketch planning procedure, fares were not
changed. Many studies (2, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 19, 20) have shown that reducing fares
has less significant influence on transit ridership thanother service improvements
have. The resulting fiscal deficit from fare reduction (caused by a relatively low demand elasticity of transit fare) requires additional funding that might better be spent
on further service improvements to gain ridership. Consequently, fares were held at
the calibration-year level, but we emphasize that the sketch planning method we have
described can quite easily account for different future-year fare policies.
The 5 test alternatives can be summarized as follows:
1. Service for alternative A is the same as 1959 service but with routes extended
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to serve the expanded urban area and population;
2. Service for alternative B is the same as for alternative A but with a 33% percent
decrease in bus headways, a 50 percent increase in buses, and dial-a-ride service
added throughout most of the suburbs;
3. Service for alternative C is the same as for alternative B but with freeway express bus service;
4. Service for alternative D is the same as for alternative A but with a 50 percent
decrease in bus headways, 100 percent increase in buses, and dial-a-ride service
added throughout most of the suburbs; and
5. Service for alternative E is the same as for alternative D but with freeway express bus service.
Transit fares for all 1990 alternatives equal 1959 levels adjusted to 1970 dollars.
NASHVILLE STUDY RESULTS
The results of the travel demand analysis for the 5 alternative plans are given in
Table 3. The largest increases of ridership result from wait time reductions provided by alternatives B and D. The express bus service provided in alternatives C
and E does not change the overall ridership estimates as significantly, but the proportion of suburb-to-center-city riders does increase quite significantly (Table 4).
In Table 4, ridership by each sector-to-sector interchange by available mode of
travel is given for each forecast alternative. Because work trips and nonwork trips
were estimated separately (peak and off-peak travel characteristics were different in
the base year), the impact of each alternative on peak-hour CBD-oriented travel can
be identified as follows:
Average Daily Work Trips to and
From CBD
Alternative

Transit

Automobile

A

21, 713
25,073
28,877
27,599
30,977

98,287
94,927
91,123
92,401
69,023

B

c

D
E

Percent
Transit
19
21
24
2~

26

No attempt is made here to analyze the competing alternatives and make any recommendations. The numbers produced show the kind of planning data yielded by the
sketch planning process. Other considerations, including cost and income and, ultimately, detailed network-level testing, should be taken into account before specific
public transit programs are implemented.
The sketch-planning process does not account for various qualitative changes in
transit service that should be evaluated (air conditioning, carpeting, and reduced
noise). Also any directly related financial analysis would not necessarily account for
possible improvements in operating efficiency of transit operators. Similarly, proposals to deregulate the urban transit industry to allow paratransit competition (jitneys)
with current scheduled bus and regulated taxicab service must be evaluated outside the
context of the described procedures.

Table 1. Actual and estimated trip demand .

Sector-toSector Trip
Interchange
(1)

Captive
Transit
Demand
Estimate
(4)

ModalSplit
Estimate
(5)

232
232
162
6,095
3,707
1,861
1,144
266
80

0
34
137
313
1,251
1,564
0
0
0

0.325
0.150
0.054
0.225
0.083
0.016
0.085
0.016
0.005

13, 769

3,299

Observed
Transit

Total
Demand11.
(2)

Demand a

A-A
A-B
A-C
B-A
B-B
B-C
C-A
C-B
C-C

1,205
1,337
473
25,898
29,953
10,547
13,256
12,621
13,677

Total

108,967

(3)

Choice
Transit
Demand
Estimate
(6)

Choice+
Captive
Transit
Demand
Estimate
(7)

Percentage Error
of Estimated
Versus Observed
Transit Demand
(8)

Absolute
Overestimate
or Underestlmate of Observed Transit
Demand
(9)

392
201
26
5,827
2,486
167
1,127
202
68

392
235
163
6,140
3,737
1, 731
1, 127
202
68

+69.0
+1.3
+0.6
+0.7
+0.8
-8 .5
-1.5
-10.6
-15.0

+160
+3
+l
+45
+30
-166
-17
-24
-12

10,496

13, 795

0

+26

•From 1959 Nashville home-interview survey, internal trip file,

Table 2. 1959 work-trip characteristics.

Sector-toSector Trip
Interchange

Transit
Fare
(cents)

A-A
A-B
A-C
B-A
B-B
B-C
C-A
C-B
C-C

15
15
20
15
15
20
20
20
15

(min)

Transit
Line-Haul
Time
(min)

Highway
Time
(min)

Parking
Cost
(cents)

8
15
32
15
20
41
32
41
45

8
15
24
15
24
34
24
34
25

4.4
9.3
17.0
9.3
11.6
19.0
17.0
19.0
14.0

24
0
0
24
0
0
24
0
0

Transit
Access"'

,.Wait and egress time.

Table 3 . 1990 average daily work trips on transit.

Alternative
A
B

Freeway
Bus

-

c

5,352

D
E

5,352

-

Bus

Demand
Responsive

57,587
75,627
74,079
92,038
90,070

6,920
6,920
6,920
6,920

-

Total

Modal
Split

Increase
Over
Plan A
(percent)

57,587
82,547
86,351
98,958
102,342

5.2
7.5
7.9
9.0
9. 7

43
51
72
77

Table 4. 1990 average daily passenger trips.
Sector-toSector Trip
Interchange

Service

Alternative A

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D

Alternative E

A-A
A-B
A-C
B-A
B-B
B-C
C-A
C-A
C-B
C-C
C-C

Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Express bus
Bus
Bus
Dial-a-ride

2,416
1,254
291
27,337
16,321
2,894
4,372
0
1,248
1,454
0

2,668
1,433
391
30,425
25,001
4,544
7,131
0
2,848
1,186'
6,920

2,668
1,433
391
30,425
25,001
4,544
5,583
5,352
2,848
1,186
6,920

2, 796
1,547
485
32,457
31,361
6,009
9,503
0
4,272
3,608
6,920

57,587

82 ,547

86,351

98,958

2, 796
1,547
485
32,457
31,361
6,009
7,535
5,352
4,272
3,608
~
102,342

Total
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SKETCH PLANNING PERSPECTIVE
The p r incipal purpose of this t r ansit sketch planning process is not to determine the
future with precision but to compare the probable impact of alternative transit planning
policies. We understand that relationships such as those used in the modal-split
model may explain a given set of data for a particular time period but may not always
hold true when used to forecast future activity. Even with the most sophisticated procedures, cause-and-effect relationships between current and future behavioral data
cannot be determined. The future is always full of imponderables-and indefinitely
numerous sets of possible courses of development-that never can be determined with
certainty.
More sophisticated modeling procedures are certainly possible, and some are being
advanced in many large, urban, regional transportation planning studies. However,
the sketch planning process described here serves a different role, one in which alternative transit policies can be quickly evaluated, which is a task that no detailed urban
modeling process has yet accomplished.
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APPROACHES TO TRAVEL BEHAVIOR RESEARCH
Daniel Brand, Department of City and Regional Planning, Harvard University
Research approaches to improving the understanding of travel behavior are
outlined in this paper. The objective of the travel behavior research is to
make more informed judgments concerning trade-offs between the basis in
behavior, and thus the logic and plausibility of travel forecasts , and the
time, money, a nd skills required to carry out the forecasts. The behavioral assumptions to be evaluated l'elate to the perceptions, valuation, and
structure· of choice and possible conditioned or learned behavior resulting
from the stimuli that give rise to travel decisions for various household
and individual travelers. The paper focuses on 7 major issues around
which research on travel behavior may be structured. Some recent findings related to each issue are presented, and current uncertainties and untested hypotheses are e>..lJOsed for discussion. The significance of the
research issues also is discussed. Cl'iteria for evaluating alternative behavioral approaches to travel theory are presented.
•THE PURPOSE of this paper is to describe various travel behavior research ap proaches for evaluating the behavioral assumptions underlying the different models
curre1itly in use and models being proposed for passenger travel demand fore casting.
The behavioral assumptions to be evaluated rel ate to the perception, valuation, structure of choice, and possible conditioned or l earned behavior resulting fro m the stimuli
that give rise to travel decisions for various households and individual travelers.
In transportation planning, planners have come to take for granted the detailed simulations and forecasts of travel on multimodal transportation networks that current urban
travel estimating procedures make possible. Social scientists are awed by the boldness of planners in applying at different times and places relationships derived by using
data from choices exercised over limited sets of travel and householcl-loca:tion opportunities. Psychology, for example, is much more tentative and fundamental. Models
of pe1·ceptiou and preference are derived from precisely defined axioms. Behavior is
observed under controlled and fully described conditions. Burnett (27) said, "What
knowledge we possess of the relations between human learning, perception, and choice
derives from experimental psychology, and the couu..::(;Lions between the simple nonspatially- oriented decision-making tasks of the laboratory and real life spatially oriented
decision-making are tenuous . " Travel modelers working on transportation studies have
not enjoyed such luxury.
Nevertheless, transportation planning has made sizable strides in recent years io
applying a variety of travel models that replicate urban ttavel patterns. The models
address a great variety of transportation policy issues arising at both the aggregate
policy level (for exrunple, free t ransit) and the more fi ne-grained network levels or
detail.
Recently, travel modelers have analytically derived several of ·the rules of travel
behavior implied (or required) by the alternative travel modeling approaches that have
been taken (21). These rules allow them to evaluate how well alternative travel models
match their understanding of travel behavior. What travel modelers lack, of course,
is the basic understanding of travel behavior.
TRAVEL MODELING
Except for the arrows from box 1, the current state of understanding of the interactions
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Figure 1. Travel modeling diagram.

1.

Travel Behavior and
Human Opportunities

2.

Observed Choices:
Individual travel choices
and aggregate travel

4.

The rules of behavior

implicit in alternative

replicate travel choices

trave 1 mode 1s

of travel behavior, travel models, and observed travel data may be represented as
shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, travel behavior and the set of spatially distributed
lmman opportunities (box 1) drive the travel choices observed in urban areas (box 2).
These, together with critical criteria such as time, budget, and available .work-force
skills, drive the travel models (b~x 3) that should be used in a particular transportation
planning situation. Recently acqmred knowledg_e ~f the chc~ice_behavior implicit in alte:rnative travel models (box 4) allows use of this information m selecting and using alternative travel models. Notice, however, that no arrows go from the remaining boxes
back to the fravel behavior box. Statistics cannot demonstrate causality. In this case,
statistics cannot discern the reasons why particular travel choices have been made.
New approaches to understanding travel behavior are needed. These approaches will
have to corne from outside the traditional data collection and statistical methods in
which transportation planners and researchers become quite expert. Because data can
be used ultimately only to x·eject hypotheses, powerful theoretical development accompanied by ca~·eful and il~ormed dat~ c?ll~ction procedures clearly is needed. Skills
and techniques will be required from d1sc1plmes that have developed experience in understanding human motivation and behavior.
As transportation planners and economists move toward psychology in trying to undel·stand travel-choice behavior, they find psychologists and other behavioral scientists
moving to meet them in exploring ways to mesh individual-level data with aggregatelevel data in real-choice situations. The main focuses to .date have been where
aggregate-level data were readily available (primarily in the fields of election forecasting and market research), but the trend is also apparent in other substantive areas
such as demographic research that uses family-planning attitudes and behaviors in various cultures. These developments have become possible only recently mainly because
of the increasing availability of high-speed, large-capacity computers and problemoriented software that implements many of the new psychometric techniques.
The ultimate objective of the research approaches outlined in this paper is to allow
trade-offs to be made in specific planning situations between the basis in behavior (and
thus the logic and plausibility of travel forecasts) and the time, money, and skills required to carry out the forecasts. For certain kinds of situations, some models will
dominate·. That is, they will be better on all counts and thus should be used. In effect,
a certain kind of code or set of recommendations of "what models to use when" must
be a pragmatic and hopefully not naive goal of travel behavior research. Such recommendations and modeling choices always are being made, implicitly or explicitly, based
on one's knowledge of all factors in a particular planning situation. However, because
of the great variety of pla1mi11g circumstances, a complete code of recommendations ill
obviously an elusive goal.
TRAVEL BEHAVIOR

Travel behavior may be defined as the observable reactions of people when they are
confronted with choices involving travel. Travel choices include staying in one place
or acqµil'ing for the long term either the means of transportation (a car 01· a prepaid
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. the spatial pre1·equisites for travel (residence and employment locatran.s1t pass) 0{ bserved in the aggregate is the summation of all individual decisions
tionsL Trav~ .~,rel at a particular frequency and time of day by a particular mode and
to locate and 1. cular destination.
route to a parb t number of variables could be used to describe the array of individual
Clearl~, a va~ individual and household opportunity and need structures. The cirtravel options a; ive rise to travel and changes in travel behavior are as varieq as life
~umstances_ tharo;.ed understanding of these ci~cumstances (tri~ purpose, the_ P:r:'oposed
itself. _An
el-choice environment, physical and nonphysical character1sb.cs of
change m the_ ~~~dual traveler characteristics, and length of time at place of residence)
households, lilt atic and well-structured research program . In this paper, such a
requires a sys em is structured around a list of research problems.
research program

imf .

RESEARCH PROBLEMS
earch problems or issues.
The re are 7 res
alin -specification problem asks the question, What attributes of the
1. The. sc
~ onment give rise to or influence amount of travel?
travel-choice ~nv~bstract versus choice-specific problem, which is a subset of the
2. The c~o~cet·on issue asl,<s the question, Are the attributes influencing trave1
scaling-specifica 1d to produce transportation, perceived together with travel choic~
modes use
.
sueh as ·
of travel choice?
or independently ·ement problem asks the questions, Are pe1·ceived values of attributes
3. The ineasuxel related to "objectively measured" values and, if so, how?
that influence travb.lity issue asks, What is the structure, or set, of alternative travel
4. The separ.a 1~ the traveler actually chooses; are travel decisions decomposed;
chOices from ~lu~ral" partitionings such as by frequency, ti.me of day, destination
and are there na
'
mode, and ?ath?endent-choice issue asks, Do attributes influencing travel choices 'V'ai·y
5. The m?ep d absolute effect from one travel choice, or subchoice, to another
in their relative ~~l choice to destination choice in a p1·esumed hierarchy of subchoic~s
such as from mo lete travel decision?
to make up a . comp t' c issue asks, can travel be considered to be the manifestation of
6. The st.o~hasd\ehaviors that involves learning and changes in behavior over titne?
a set of condibont ld behavioral unit and competing demands issue asks, What are the
7. The house/~ouseholds, or other basic behavioi·al units to be identified, that afcircumstanc.es o . items 1 through 6?
feet the findmgs in
.
. h approaches together constitute an initial attempt to list the
These 7 1 eseat~e study of travel behaviol". The questions go beyond the scaling of
issues relevan~ to l' that govern travel behavior, their relative and absolute importance
the kinds ?f st~~ ~·1 nships (problems 1 and 2) and include questions relating to mea- ,
and their rnteue a ~) choice struchu·e (problems 4 and 5), learning and conditioning
1
surement (probl~ ~1 e lnfluence of the household and other decision units on travel be(problem 6J, an )
havior (problem ~·research problems is i.mportant in its ow~ right. All of the. probEach of these
e interrelated. The first 5 are pragmatically stated quest10ns
lems, of course, .a~ i·ecuirementi:i of the travel models in use today or proposed for
brought aboul b~ th tin~. The last 2 describe more fundamental approaches to underuse i1~ travel f~I;~~:vior. The following sections outline the substance and significance
~~a;~~~go~~:~e research problems.
problem 1: scaling
A general statement of the scaling problem is that it is the problem of defining the di-
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mensions of the travel-choice environment th;;a..t influence travel heh .
nificance of the scaling problem is certainly \'1'i.7~ll recognized. The avior. The.sigfying the important stimuli that influence the ~ ~lection of travel ch prob~em of identibetter understanding of travel behavior. The r iext few paragra hs ~ic~s is central to a
1
!em of scaling intersects with other researcD.. q_uestions and ho! it ~di~at~ how the probmately be affected by data limitations.
s so ution" may ultiDefinition of Behavioral Variables
Long lists of attributes that may influence tra:V"el abound in the lite
travel times and costs are behavioral variab1es just as are comf ~ature. i:owever,
liability, safety, weather, number of transfers, and joui·ney unit°r' convemence, remodel is not one that identifies a new behavior-al variable but does. ~usable behavioral
well enough for it to be measured (problem 3) and forecast. Inf: ~o charact~rize it
of comfort and convenience in transportation :i.nclude time and co 8 ; ' many defmitions
measured relatively easily (162).
components that are
Path analysis (151), a technique for rejecting on the basis of ob
.
ta.in causal orderings in an assumed complete1y recursive travel served behavior cerappear to hold some promise for defining independent behavioral mo~e~ structure, would
it has seen only limited application in travel demand modeling (B~aria les. However,
The last 10 years have seen a sudden proli'.:feration of psychomet' .
.
niques for dealing with data on perception and preferences. At fi ~ic analysis techanalysis was used primarily in academic psychology, but more r:s ' psyc~ometric
into favo1· in market research. The techniques of psycho:Uetric a :ien~ly, .1 t ha~ come
ways perceived similarities are represented and in the ways the n Ys 15 d1ffe: in the
havior in particular choice situations. Of substantial interest iny are i:iapped mto beproblem are techniques that allow the mapping- of aggregate or inf.u:~ui~~,the scaling
domains" of items in multidimensional spaces from data on perce·ivi u~ psy~~ological
characteristics, preferences for items, and substitutability of ite::e~ s;mllarities,
initial applications of psychological scaling techniques in travel res!arc:h 106 .~). The
cent (44, 135, 162) and certainly do not exhaust the capabilities of th t rch ~re very redimensional scaling is an important research technique that will see . ec mque. Multition in travel behavior research in the near future.
e mcreased applica-

6

Limits on Human Discrimination Among Attributes
The number of variables that should be inqluded in models of tra
.
limited to the number among which humans can discriminate. T;el ~ehav10r must be
discrimination and choice indicate the presence of a minimum va ~ories of human
discrimination and that the number of variables that can be consi~iance. needed for
decision is finite (160). One of the contributing factors to making ~red.m ~ny single
the most difficult OTTI1e short-term travel choices to model is the estmati~n choice
ternative destinations that are available and the subtleness and te great variety of alattributes needed to differentiate among possible destinations ( 7o)mpzal n~~re of the
whether the traveler, when confronted with a large munber of tra · 1 s~, it is unclear
down the choice into smaller subchoices (problem 4) each of whic:~ choices, b~eaks
by a larger number of attributes, or whether all choices are cons· dis cha~acterized
but in terms of a smaller number of attributes.
i ered simultaneously
Deducing Values From Behavior
.
The major emphasis to date in travel-choice modeling has been ind
impol'tance of modal attributes through people's revealed preferenceeducmg the relative
erences are what one may deduce about people's preferences or val s. Revealed p1·efhavior. The values are deduced by relating people's observed tra ues ~rom their beve 1, eitl1er as indi-
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viduals or in the aggregate, to measured changes in transportation system characteristics. For e.xa1Uple, the well-known value-of-time studies (108, 167) generally relate
travel behavio1· in a simple model to measurement values of fraveTUme a11d cost by
alternate modes and routes.
However, deducing values from travel behavior is not entirely satisfying because
travel choices depend not only on people's values but also on the travel and other opportunities open to them. Boulding (23) said that choices are "necessitated when the
elements in the set of choices are scarce, in the sense that there is a limitation in the
quantities that can be obtained which prevents the chooser [from] reaching the point of
satiety" and revealing his or her true values or p r eferences.
Value-of- time studies deduce activity-specific, time-cost trade-offs for the linlited
set of choices (often only 2) that have been defined for the particular study . In reality,
travel choices, although limited, are not nearly so restricted. In this sense, value ofti.n1e ll1odels are in danger of being seriously misspecified. Lansing, Mueller, and
Barth (102) stated that "the .fact [is] that there is a tradeoff and what that tradeoff is,
depends on where you are. Thus, wha:t is a good tiling at one point becomes a bad tiling
at another, and vice versa."
Also, in deducing values from behavior, there is the problem of the limited available
measurements of transportation system characteristics. A severe limitation on the
use of the most widespread available data on observed travel, namely existing horneinterview su1·vey data, is the la.ck of data on, fo1· example, alternative travel choices.
There are and likely always will be severely limited resources with which to measure
everything about available travel choices.
In summary, in deducing values from travel behavior, there is the dual problem of
limited choices and limited measurements of the characteristics of the available choices.
J30th severely hamper the ability to deduce preferences and obtain the underlying values
a,nd trade-offs that govern travel behavio1·.
peducing Values From Attitudes
~ttitudes

may be defined as people's "tendencies to respond in a particular manner to
ocial or physical objects" (74), or their "disposition to react towards alternatives
either positively or negativelY' (70). In the sense of defining· and filling in the gaps in
tbe existing and potential output space witllin which travel decisions are made, information from the so-called transportation attitude survey literature can pe helpful. Measll1·e1nent problems with existing and contemplated surveys can be bypassed for imJ'.l'l.ediate travel-research purposes, and the limitations of current m.odes can, lo a
JjJl'litecl extent, be ignored. However, the use of attitude survey results assumes that
e~rP.ssed attitudinal values can be related to behavioral and to corresponding measurexnent values.
On the relationship of attitudinal values to behavior, the most ambitious study to
date, the Maryland study, foun.d "a modest positive linkage between expressed attitudes
and reported behavior, particularly for the work trip" (130). Wachs (176), in another
studY, reported,
5

Drivers seem to be able to satisfy their preferences for many route characteristics. Drivers who
express preferences for many route characteristics actually tend to travel on routes which possess
them, whereas drivers who express little preference for such characteristics tend to drive on
routes which do not possess them.

watson (180) reported observing a positive relatio11sllip belween estimated coefficients
on 111oda:f.Clioice variables and the stated i·elative importance of those variables from
single attitudinal question asked together with those on behaviOJ:. Such positive gena1·al
statements of the relationship are supported by the variations, in reported attitudes
e
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t :r.node- and route-user groups toward the modes and routes in question and
of differen. r attributes (83).
toward thei eJ.ationship benveen attitudinal values and corresponding measurement values,
O~ the. r j.S not so clear. The results of attitude surveys must be used with caution.
the p1ch:1 ~ nd study reported that "the importance of a particular attribute is a function
The MaIY a o.nderlying strength of the human need or needs it is related to, and its
of both the :tisfaction level" (83). This function shows up in the results of many of the
pr~sent sa dies in the literature. It requir_es that the use of att~tude ~tudy results on
attitude ~~ importance of attributes be weighted by current satisfaction levels. Otherthe i·elativ_ "O'lPortance of current, poorly satisfied modal attributes will be overestiwise, the;nis means that r:lative attri?ute importance ratings from one survey ca~not
mated.
attribute weighting factors m a travel demand model separate from or mdebe used
the values of the attributes in proposed transportation system. Unfortupendent 0 same can hold true for revealed preference (economic) models. We may
nately the ee with Wallace (177) that "one area which still needs considerable research
safely agrf the need for demand elasticity estimates is that of determining the relationbecause 0 een attribute satisfaction r atings and the levels of attributes."
ship betw
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Choice Abstract Versus Choice Specific

blem of choice abstract versus choice specific is a subset of the scaling probThe pr~ . s the question of the relationship of the stimuli to the travel choices: Are
lem. 1 t~ributes perceived by themselves, or are they mapped on particular supply
travel a . ces such as mode and route or choice of technology? The question similarly
side cho~ended to attributes of alternative destinations. These alternate perceptions
can be e aV'el environment imply that attributes of the ti·ansportation system can be inof thedt! travel-demand models in 1 of 2 ways: as choice-abstract or choice-specific
0
clud_e :es
(21). For example, the gravity model as conventionally applied in transattrib~on studies is a choice-~bstract de~tinatio~-choice model both with respect to its
po_rta raction variables and its travel-tune variables.
tr1p-att significance of the question as a separate research focus in this project is that,
. Th~butes are choice abstract, then the numbers of interaction terms in a travel
if att 1 1 will be greatly reduced and the model will be much simpler to estimate and apply.
mode1the possible payoff is great, and the question becomes well worth researching.
Thus
aster (97) provided the classic statement of the choice-abstract conce•)t in
Lane

-

"

economics.
Utilit y or preference orderings are assumed to rank collections of characteristics and only to
nk collections of goods indirectly through the characteristics that they possess. . . . Further~ore, the same characteris~ic may be included among the joint. outputs .of many consumption
. ctivities so that goods which are apparently unrelated in certain of their characteristics may be
aelated in others. (The traveler is assumed to derive utility, U, from the attributes, Z, consumed
:nd obtained as a result of the transportation activity.)

variation on the choice-abstract concept overlaps research problems 4 and 5,
.A relate to choice structure. This is the possibility that at least some attributes
wluc11be considered independently not only of 1 choice (such as mode) but also of all subrna~ es · The atfributes may themselves provide the choice structure. For a
c~101~taneous-choice model, the resulting choice-abstract model would be the same
sti: sill1ultaneous model of cho.ice- absu·act a!tributes. Howe_ver, if the choice-abstract
as .-butes are themselves considered sequentially, a new choice structure results that
attI~esponds to a recent model in mathematical psychology, the elimination-by- aspects
cor~el {173). The model is relatively eas y to apply to travel choices (21), and, for this
mo
alone, problem 2 becomes significa nt and worth investigating. Ii1 addition, the
rea.5 011

'\
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elimination-by-aspects method may have its greatest
.
(strict-utility) model.s (problem 4) (21).
use!ulness m defining sepaxable

problem 3: Measurement
-erceived values of attributes relate to physically measured values of
whether a1?'d how 1rd scaling issue and has specific measurement implications . The
attribute~ 1s the
Transportation studies over the last 20 years confronted it, not
question 1s not n~w. plotting perceived travel times from home-interview surveys
very direc~ly,. w en ineering estimates from skimmed trees. The correlation was
against ob1ective enfaerablY less than 1. Some data have been collected specifically
observed to be co;s elating perceived and engineering estimates of the times and costs
for the purpoir 0 H rw ever the problem generally has been ignored until recently when
0
of travel (l?O '. ·a al tra.:e1er level used to estimate (disagg1·egate) models have shown
data at the mdivi u ing the issue can result in biased para.meter estimates with aggrepoor results. Idgnor significant parameters with disaggregate models. The issue can
gate models an non
be ignored no lon~e~;easui•em ent if a classic problem in psychophysics, the branch of
The problem 0 tology tbat relates stimulus to sensation or, in more conventional
experi1nent~ psyc 1 ·nology the physical measurement of the stimulus to t he perceived
transportation ter~~ens p~wer law (159), which relates the magnitude of the sensation
magnitude .. The Sf the stimulus, may have impo1·tant ramifications for the mathematical
to the mag~tude 0 ·cally measured variables should be included in travel models. It
form in which physi lied to travel forecasting (with as yet uncertain results) by
already has been app
Ewing (5~).
tal psychology and the newer subfield of psychogeography, a s ubstanIn env1ro0:men tu e relevant to travel has been accumulated (48). For example, it
tial body of liter~ t ~patial judgements are influenced by traverse time and the quality
has been found a: (l 3S) found that "if two parts of a journey are of equal distance,
of that tim~- OrmealIVSeem greater which is traversed at a slower speed for a longer
that part :v1n g~ner an~ active participation in complex activity (driving, £or example)
time.". Filled ti~e ass faster and possibly at considerably lower behavioral cost or
make time seem 0 Perse may be expected to be true for passengers in cars or transit
disutility. Th~ c~nvl if they are not permitted (or not inclined) to read or engage in
vehicles, parbc~.a~t; or stimulation. Recent work With children (73) shows that we
some form of ac iv\onment by active ma11ipulation of it (for exampre, by driving rather
ieal'n abou_t the ~nvi) which indicates some profoundly different consequences on
than by being dl~~en ~nd car-purchase decisions of h·avel time IJy different available
residential-loca ion is an overlapping with research problem 2.)
lllodes. (Thus theret problem can be attributed, at least in part, to a lack of informaThe measuremena d opportunities as distance increases. Thus travel may decline
tion on travel _co~~s a~sence of any additional travel costs of distance. If information
with distance in .e distance, then travel models may be falsely attributing declining
levels decreas~ wi~~tes entirely to increased travel costs. Hanson (70) reports that
ti·avel interaction 1 ortunities (the cognitive opportunity set) constit:Ufes a rather
"the set of lrnov:n
the total opportunity set."
limited proportion t problem relates also to the question of how changes in the transThe measurem:I'tect perceptions of the cost of movement. A better understanding
portation system t ·oblem as an aspect of travel behavior could lead to an ability to
of the ineasureme~l l~n
1 improvements in such a way as to transform the spatial pattern
organize transpodr. a otentially more desirable ways for society.
of travel deman in p

J·

°Pj

°

and 5· Choice structure
problems 4
·
e the major choice-structure research problems. Are travel deproblems 4 and 5 a:into smaller decisions and, if so, how? Problem 4 relates to the
cisions decompose
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Figure 2. Sample presumed hierarchy
of travel choices.
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issue of separable choice, and problem 5 relates to the issue of possible independence
among travel choices (and the mobility choices of problem 7). Quite different travel
demand models can be derived analytically from or shown to be consistent with alternate behavioral assumptions on whether and how travel decisions are decomposed or
partitioned into choice subsets between or within levels in the choice hierarchy shown
in Figure 2 (21).
There arebasically 3 levels of assumptions relating to the choice-structure issue.
These are described in the context of the hierarchy of the short-run travel choices
shown in Figure 2.
1. Simultaneous choice means that all attributes of the choice situation confronting
the traveler are considered simultaneously. The complete trip is 1 decision. The
relative valuation or relationships among the attributes are constant in any travel choice
in the hierarchy shown in Figure 2. The hierarchy and the assumption could, of course,
be extended to include longer term automobile-ownership and residential-location
decisions.
2. In separability there is a set of travel decisions in which certain travel decisions
a.re considered and may be modeled separately from other decisions. However, the
relative valuation of choice attributes is constant in any complete travel decision (that
is, any single path through the travel-decision tree shown in Figure 2).
3. In independence there is a set of travel decisions (choices) in which certain travel
decisions are made independently of other decisions. Thus the relative valuation of
choice attributes common to 2 or more travel choices is not likely to be the same in
successive travel choices.
The first structure assumption is the simultaneous-choice assumption. The number
of explanatory variables and the allowable interactions among variables that may be
needed to explain (model) simultaneous travel behavior can multiply rapidly for realistic travel-choice situations in urban areas. The second and third assumptions restrict
the attributes the traveler is assumed to evaluate in making his or her travel decision.
Restricting the choices that are presumed available to the traveler is an appealing and
popular way in which the complexity of travel demand models can be reduced. However,
this involves making some important assumptions on the separability and possible independence of travel choices. The second assumption (separability) requires that the
relative valuation of choice attributes be constant throughout the set of travel choices.
Models of some subset of travel decisions can be calibrated based only on the subset of
attributes describing those choices (33). The estimated utilities are then included in
the models of the larger set of choices. Use is made of the separability property of
strict-utility models derived from the independence of irrelevant alternatives axiom
(110) under this recursive modeling method. Separability is a property (and therefore
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a behavioral assumption) of all share models in use today including the gravity model
and the logit model (21).
There is some uncertainty and disagreement in the field on whether and when the
assumption of sequential behavior is a requirement for the previously mentioned method
of estimating or applying recursively estimated models. One school of thought holds
that, when utilities are preserved in later estimated models of a larger set of travel
choi ces , the sequence is a ssumed that is implied by the order of the conditional statement used to determine the choice attributes input to the utility function. That is, if,
in Figure 2, utilities are estimated for the modal-choice decision by using modal travel
costs that are defined by, or conditioned on, destination choice [that is, P (MI n)J, a nd
these utilities are preserved later in models of the larger set of choices, then sequential behavior is a required assumption. However, the opposite view is that the sequential estimation of utilities implies no such sequential behavior assumption. According
to this second school of thought, the method of inclusive prices is simply a first approximation to the utility function estimated simultaneously over all the travel choices,
and no sequential behavior is assumed (47).
There is, however, no disagreementon the requirement that separability must be
assumed when one estimates share models on a subset of the entire set of travel choices
or when one forecasts to a set of choices (such as destinations) that is larger or is a
different partitioning from the choice set used in model estimation. Separability (the
property that the relative probability of choice between 2 alternatives is independent of
the presence of third or additional alternatives) constitutes a strong behavioral assumption by itself. Travel choices must be defined that may be considered substitutable for
each other and not special cases of each other, or the separability assumption will be
too strong. For example, the results of a gravity model forecast (which presently assumes destination choice a s being separate and independent from t he remaining choices)
are vitally dependent on which destinations are considered to be substitutable for each
other and which are considered to be special cases of each other. In current practice,
all destinations are considered simple substitutes for each other. This is clearly contrary to the previously stated finding that "the set of known opportunities ... constitutes
a rather limited proportion of the total opportunity set" (70). Modal-split and pathchoice models make the same complete substitutability and pe rfect information assumptions. Rules for logically 2·estl'icting choice sets could considerably simplify the mechanics of travel forecasting as well as greatly improve the accuracy of travel forecasts.
The third assumption is the current assumption of urban transportation planning
models that sequentially and independently estimate the different travel choices with
different valuations of the independent variables in each model. The assumption does
not by itself place restrictions on choice ordering. For example, the place of modal
split in the order of trip-choice decisions has been called "the most actively debated
issue in modal split" (181) . Howe, re r, appli catio n of the models in different sequences
results in different sets of travel predictions. Also the assumJ?tion does not necessarily
restrict independently modeled choices to levels (such as mode) in the choice hierarchy
shown in Figure 2. They could be sets of alternative complete travel decisions. The
t hird assumption may not be rejected on any sequence assnmption so much as on the
requirement that, for utilities derived from separately modeled travel decisions to be
considered additive, their component attributes must be neither substitutes nor complements (have no interaction terms) (112). That is, if the utilities are assumed to be,
strictly speaking, additive and independent sets of attributes governing each separate
travel choice, the choices may indeed be modeled separately and independently. For
example, some would say that automobile manufacturers appear to have successfully
separated consumption of the automobile from consumption of travel. That is, at least
until the current concern with energy-supply limitations came about, the attributes
governing car-purchase decisions may have overlapped only insignificantly with attributes governing travel decisions.
In fact, if travel choices may be modeled separately only if their attributes are
neither substitutes nor complements to attributes in the utility functions of other sep arately modeled choices, then the whole discussion of separately modeling the usually
defined ehoices (Figure 2) perhaps should give way to structuring travel choices for
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modeling purposes by independent sets of choice-abstract attributes themselves (problem 2). If it can be demonstrated that travel choices are considered sequentially by
travelers, the powerful evidence can be applied to support nonsimultaneous models of
travel decisions. Three researchable hypotheses supporting sequential travel behavior
have already been described (21):
1. Sequential choice ordering based on timing,
2. Sequential choice ordering based on adjustment time, and
3. Sequential choice ordering based on experience.
Other rationales for choice sequences no doubt also exist. There is considerable
overlap here with the stochastic issue (problem 6) as well. That is, the results of research on problem 6 may provide considerable support for assuming certain kinds of
choice structures under various circumstances.
The significance of the choice-structure issue is that considerable economies in
time, money, and the use of existing skills and computer programs can be achieved if
certain behavioral assumptions relating to travel-choice partitions can be shown to be
acceptable under certain conditions. Also, to minimize some possibly grievous errors
in application, the appropriate set of choices over which travel models should be applied in prediction is vitally dependent on an early resolution of this issue.
Problem 6: Learning
Problem 6 relates to the almost totally ignored possibility in transportation that travel
patterns may be the manifestation of a series of conditioned behaviors and not simple
behaviors stationary over time. Behaviorists, such as Skinner (152), would seriously
question the integrity of anyone who thought otherwise. The basic truth of the "learning"
hypothesis can hardly be questioned. Boulding (23) asserted that "a most serious defect" in transportation is to "assume simple preference or welfare functions on the one
hand and opportunity functions on the other, without further inquiry and particularly
without inquiring as to how these functions came into existence." Boulding accused
most practitioners of believing in the "doctrine of the immaculate conception of the indifferent curve." He cited the well-established theory that,
as people communicate with each other, individual preferences and value systems tend to converge into something which might almost be called a common value system .... Most people .. .
are socialized into the society in which they grow up, accepting its preference structures and
learning its technology.

Hartgen (74) reported that, "of all groups, the family is perhaps the most important in
influencingindividual behavior." Outside the household there are important differences
in people's values, conditioned by the opportunities to which they have been exposed.
On a very small scale, Wachs (176) found that "people's preferences for various route
characteristics do vary, and the variations can be related to the characteristics of the
people, their trips and the routes to which they have been exposed." On the urban scale,
McMillan and Assael (123, 124) found that
people in the five rail mass transit cities (in the U.S.) placed a higher value on public transportation compared to people in the rest of the country. They held (relatively) less favorable attitudes toward the automobile both as a mode of transportation and in relation to the satisfaction of specific transportation and personal needs in terms of its social role.

Similar examples of differences in values and relative attitudes toward public and pri-
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vate transportation between cities have been reported (71, 101). Because of learning
and conditioning, therefore, potential limitations exist on
complete transferability
of even a behavioral travel demand model from one population to another. The major
issue of problem 6, therefore, is not so much whether travel can be considered to be
a set of conditioned behaviors but what conditioning theory can tell us about changes in
the transportation system and other circumstances surrounding travel that are likely to
.Produce changes in travel behavior. Research on this issue, althougb it may be difficult
(27), can be of great value in identifying attributes that influence travel choice (the scaling problem) and in yielding evidence on the structure of choice (as noted for problems
4 and 5). However, more specifically, research on this question can identify specific
nonlinearities in the effects of certain attributes (threshold effects), variability or reliability from trip to trip in attributes (effect of reward schedule), and changes in direction or change in the circumstances surrounding the travel. With regard to the last,
Shaffer (147) reported that, in the field of job and personnel research, it has been
"demonstrated that job satisfaction is a function of the presence of variables different
from those that are present in job dissatisfaction .... Correction of the dissatisfying
elements is not enough to produce satisfaction."
Support for the hypothesis that improvement in the travel-cost dimension (dissatisfiers) achieves limited results in increasing mode usage was suggested by Rosinger
et al. (144):

me

It should be recognized that lists of negative attributes of transit do not necessarily imply appropriate positive actions. There may be better ways to generate demand than simply to concentrate on making transit 'unbad' .. .. There is no a priori reason why transit might not develop its own set of positive attributes in comparison with the auto. Certainly such an approach
is more likely to generate patronage than is an absence of negative orientation.

Unfortunately, it is not clear that transit currently has any of its own set of positive
attributes (such as attributes on which users score it higher than the automobile) (83).
Attitudes and behavior such as this appear to be explainable by the concepts of conditioning theory.
There are several concepts from learning and conditioning theory that provide fruitful
approaches to research on problem 6.
1. In stimulus generalization, the traveler may generalize conditioned travel behavior even in different circumstances. For example, the car that was used to "find"
the residential location (active manipulation of space) continues to be used for the journey to work even though the utility of the trip by transit is greater than the utility by
automobile.
2. In discrimination learning by contingencies, the traveler may learn to associate
a different set of utilities with work trips than shopping trips and a different set with day
trips than night trips.
3. In the reward schedule, the resistance to behavioral change by the traveler is a
function of both quantity of rewards (the utility set consists of time, cost, comfort, and
the like) and the frequency and pattern with which rewards are administered. In general,
partial rewards are more difficult to extinguish than full rewards; for example, some
bad trips will not extinguish certain behavior.
4. Satisfaction generally results in a conservative bias in the system of choice. That
is, over time, levels of aspiration tend to adjust to levels of achievement. (The difference in levels is said to motivate search for new alternatives.) A new alternative may
or may not change the traveler's perception of difference between current and possible
(future) alternative states if he or she changes travel behavior. The reward schedule
will have an important effect.
The 2 primary objectives of research on problem 6 are whether and how to incorporate learning into travel models and to discover whal cumliliou.i.ng can tell us about
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travel behavior as it relates to all the other research questions (such as the formation
of values governing travel-choice decisions in households, which is problem 7).
Problem 7: Decision Making by Large Behavioral Units
Problem 7 concerns how the circumstances of the household or other units affect travel
behavior. Certain kinds of research questions relating to long-term household behavior
and short-term travel behavior are similar. For example, just as short-term travel
models may or may not assume that the marginal value of time and money is the same
over the various travel choices (separability issue of problem 4), long-term models of
household- and employment-location and car-purchase decisions may or may not assume the same marginal value of time and money for all categories of expenditur es
(including travel). And long- term choices may or may not be i nterdepende nt on each
other or on s hor t-term (travel) choices (problem 5) depending on the s timuli affecting
those choices, their interactions, and their correlations.
It may be hypothesized that individual travel behavior results from the individual's
perception of the quality of the transportation choices available to him or her that he
or she evaluates in light of the requirements of a set of tasks or activities assigned by
the household. rt may be further postulated that these tasks are selected by the household through a decision process that considers the various needs of its members and
the various alternative activities that may satisfy those needs and the constraints imposed by the cultural and financial circumstances of the household. The process may
be said to have 3 components. First, through past experience, the individual selects
alternative activities that satisfy his or her needs. Second, the activities and resources
allocated to each household member are defined. Third, the elements of individual
travel behavior are structured and performed to complete the assigned task.
Hartgen and Tanner (75) summed up the interplay of individuals and the groups to
which they belong:
Each individual has associated with him a set of needs defined by the roles he assumes in his
interaction with other persons and groups. Through experience, individuals and groups develop
both awareness of and attitudes toward alternate courses of action that may satisfy needs.
Through awareness, a person or group recognizes the existence of those particular actions
offering some potential for satisfying needs.

Various categories of needs (such as physical, social, and psychological needs)
exist, and the circumstances of the household will affect the awareness of and attitudes
toward alternative courses of action to satisfy those needs. For example, physical
and nonphysical characteristics of individuals and groups will have an effect on the
for mulation and perception of their needs(~ 116) and on the information levels that
they have on alternative trip-end opportunities (17).
It can be hypothesized that the family decision=-making process evaluates the activities preferred by its members along 2 dimensions: the importance of the need that
the activity is intended to fulfill and the resources and opportunities available for the
activity. The task of child rearing may be completed within the physical confines of
the household. However, other tasks such as income earning normally are accomplished in other locations, which gives rise to travel.
In the context of household needs and allocation of scarce resources (time and money)
each individual must make subsequent decisions for completion of his or her assigned
tasks. It is hypothesized that he or she reviews these activities and resources in relation to his or her own needs and experiences and determines those tasks that will best
satisfy both the household's and his or her personal requirements. He or she then arranges these activities in a sequence for completion.
This social psychology stream of research already has been the subject of reviews
as it relates to travel and car-purchase decisions (76). A second stream of research
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is the set of more purely economic investigations of household budgets, their changes
over time, and their changes with respect to varying household circumstances, location
in the metropolitan areas, and proximity to public transportation services. Such consumer budgeting studies at the household level, can be helpful in determining how
changes in circumstances at the household level affect travel behavior.
A research approach that included household-level examination of problems 1 through
6 allows considerable perspective to be gained on the behavior of individual travelers.
Households have sets of final demands and ways of accomplishing those final demands
that are not available to individual travelers. The trade-offs within the household for
time, money, and other resour ces are not visible and r esearchable at the individualtraveler level. Research on problem 7 can be expected to yield findings and insights
that will be valuable both in terms of developing substantially new approaches to
household-level travel modeling and in terms of clarifying issues and approaches to
research on the scaling, structure, and learning questions.
CONCLUSIONS
Each of the 7 research problems is important in its own right, and all, of course, are
interrelated. An improved understanding of travel behavior as articulated by each
question can be a great help in efficient use of travel-forecasting models, and in appropriate selection of what forecasting model to use in the first place. Lack of knowledge of how travelers behave under different circumstances when confronted with highversus low-capital-intensive transportation alternatives may be requiring the profession
to always apply very complicated models. This has been called model overkill.
Four types of criteria are appropriate for evaluating alternative behavioral approaches to travel theory:
1. Travel behavior criteria ("truth");
2. Ability to incorporate behavior in a model;
3. Ability of the behavioral model to improve the accuracy of the conditional forecasts (policy and issue responsiveness); and
4. Planning process considerations (such as time, cost, data needs, and trans parency).
The 4 tyPes of criteria are divided into endogenous (item 1) and exogenous (items 2,
3, and 4) classes. Endogenous means evaluation on the basis of internally generated
indicators. A travel demand model, like any model, is ultimately a subjective imitation of reality. Ultimately the modeler's understanding of behavior in the system of
intereet must be the starting point. Evaluating the "truth" endogenously means evaluating how well the theory incorporates the essential phenomena addressed in the first
place. The 7 research problems represent 7 useful perspectives from which to evaluate endogenously the alternative behavioral approaches. It may be superfluous to indicate that each of the resulting 7 endogenous criteria incorporates the usual list of
internal evaluation criteria such as adherence to theory, internal logic, reasonableness, conformance with prior knowledge, and the like. The remaining 3 types of criteria are essentially exogenous to the research questions. They are the wholly pragmatic considerations of the usefulness of incorporating alternative behaviors in models
applied to relevant policy issues.
The second criterion (modeling ability) is important becaus e only a limited number
of tractable models that employ behaviorally different underlying assumptions for making operational alternative approaches to travel behavior appear to exist (10, 16, 21).
Three related issues are involved in the third criterion; they fall under theheadings
of accuracy, option responsiveness, and effects. Accuracy issues relate to the ac curacy and the detail in space and time with which models implementing the behavioral
assumptions can replicate and forecast travel. Option-responsiveness criteria are,
of course, central to the concerns of travel forecasting and transportation planning.
That is, for behavioral models to estimate travel and related consequences of trans-
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portation options, variables (attributes) describing those options must be i ncluded in
the set of stimuli influencing travel behavior (the scaling problem). However, option
sensitivity is only 1 criterion. If the option truly does not affect travel, the model
should not be abandoned or distorted in some way to make it policy responsive. Knowledge of such travel-behavior insensitivity will have important consequences in policy
analysis and evaluation. Effect-related criteria are a third type of policy-responsiveness
criteria. It is important to clearly draw the distinction between travel forecasting and
forecasting other effects. However, insofar as improved forecasts of travel can lead,
for example, to improved air quality forecasts, the effect criteria are important for
evaluating alternative behavioral approaches to travel theory.
The fourth criterion for evaluating alternative behavioral approaches to travel theory
is planning process considerations. The practicing transportation planner is confronted with a bewildering proliferation of travel forecasting models and an increasing
array of transportation planning options on whose consequences he or she must provide
information. The growing number of options and the growing involvement of citizens in
planning are resulting in greatly increased information requirements for decision making,
shrinking time available for travel forecasting and forecasting other than strictly travel
consequences, and greatly increasing "transparency" requirements placed on technical
transportation planning procedures. Travel forecasting is not standing up well to any
of these new developments. Although the second and third types of criteria act to a
certain extent as constraints on what behaviors can be modeled and what policy issues
can be accurately addressed, it is on the basis of this fourth criterion that the decisions
in the field are going to be made concerning which travel forecasting techniques will be
used in particular planning situations. An initial list of types of process criteria might
include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Time requirements,
Cost requirements,
Forecastability of independent variables,
Transparency of the models,
Hardware (computing) requirements,
Skill requirements,
Universalityof the modeled behavior (suchastransferability over time and space),
Reproducibility of the forecasts,
Ptovision of intermediate output, and
Ease of aggregating or disaggregating output.

It is clear that considerable research on travel behavior and the application of behavioral travel models will be requi red before specifi c planning frade-offs between the
basis in behavior (and thus the logi c and pl aus ibility of travel fo recast s ) and the time,
money, and skills required to carry out the forecasts can be made. However, such
trade-offs are made either knowingly or unknowingly each time a travel-forecasting
technique is applied. The research approaches suggested in this paper are directed
toward making these trade-offs from a more informed basis.
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DISAGGREGATE BEHAVIORAL MODEL OF
AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP
Steven R. Lerman, Cambridge Systematics, Inc.; and
Moshe Ben-Akiva, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Cambridge Systematics,
Inc.
This paper describes a series of disaggregate behavioral models that
forecast the probability that various combinations of automobile ownership
and travel modes to work will be selected by households. The models assume that workplace and residential location are predetermined. The
multinomial logit model is used in a joint structure that captures the complex interrelationship of automobile ownership and travel-t9-work decisions. The paper describes the considerations in the choice of independent
variables and the specification of the utility functions. The estimation results for each of 7 distinct socioeconomic groups, or market segments,
with different behavioral characteristics are presented and analyzed. One
of the models then is used to examine the shifts in automobile ownership
for a suburban household resulting from alternative levels of transit service improvements.
• FORECASTING automobile ownership has always played an important role in the
transportation planning process. The car ownership of a household is a major determinant of its trip-making behavior. For example, car ownership has been found to be
the single most important variable in trip-generation models (10, 12) and a major determinant of modal choice (3, 5, 7). Thus, to predict trip-making oehavior adequately,
one must first ;model the process underlying car-ownership decisions.
In most major transportation studies, car ownership typically has bridged the gap
between urban land use models, which focus on the spatial pattern of urban activities,
and the traditional 4-step transportation planning process of trip generation, trip distribution, modal split, and traffic assignment. This relationship between car ownership
and the traditional transportation forecasting cycle is shown in Figure 1. Note that,
in this figure, the transportation level of service should enter into the factors determining car ownership. However, despite its fundamental importance as a determinant
of how people use an urban transportation system, forecasting car ownership often has
been treated outside the basic forecasting cycle. It has been relegated to a side calculation made with simple models that rely on trend extrapolations or correlations between 1 and 2 variables and car ownership rather than on a strong causal theory. Few
studies have ever addressed the basic behavioral factors underlying the household's
car-ownership decisions, and still fewer have attempted to embody a behavioral perspective in a valid econometric model. Furthermore, no modeling efforts have attempted to incorporate in a behaviorally consistent way the interaction of the way in
which households choose the number of cars they own and the other transportationrelated decisions they make. This paper describes a study that developed a series of
models that represent car-ownership behavior in a way consistent with a credible
theory of the choice process at the household level. This series therefore can be used
with reasonable confidence in a broad range of policy-testing situations.
The basic objectives of the study were
1. To formulate and test behavioral hypotheses about the relationships between car
ownership and the transportation system,
2. To develop and estimate models of car ownership that can be used as part of an
34
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overall transportation planning process and that are behaviorally structured a nd statistically valid,
3. To provide a tool for transportation policymakers to assess the impacts of policies on car ownership and in particular to assess the role that transit level of service
plays in determining car ownership, and
4. To develop models that allow policymakers to separate the impacts of various
transportation policies on different socioeconomic gr oups.
ISSUES IN MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Car ownership is a household-level decision that is highly dependent on how workers
in that household choose to travel to work. Previous models (4, 6, 11) have failed to
treat this interaction in a credible way; they have either ignored Tt entirely, assumed
some arbitrary sequence of decisions, or used other highly simplistic behavioral
assumptions.
Each household makes its car-ownership decision as part of a larger range of
transportation-related choices. How many cars one owns depends on where one lives
and how orie uses those cars. For this reason, considering car ownership as part of
a complex group of decisions that are hierarchically structured is desirable; that is,
car-ownership decisions are made conditional on the outcome of some household choices
and are made before the outcome of other decision processes. Figure 2 shows the
choice hierarchy on which this study is based. The choices of employment location,
residential location, and housing are assumed to be made on the longest term basis.
Car ownership and travel mode to work, the medium-term choices, are made conditionally on the results of the long-term decisions. The short-term travel decisions of
trip frequency, destination, mode, and the like, for various non-work-trip purposes
are made last conditionally on the locational, work-trip, and car-ownership decisions.
This general hierarchy of choice has important implications for the way in which car
ownership decisions should be modeled. Car ownership and mode to work are closely
rela ted and, therefore, to model them as jointly determined is most appropriate. (For
this study, only the mode of the primary worker was considered. The primary worker,
also termed the breadwinner, was defined as the working member of the hous ehold with
the highest socioe conom ic status on a scale developed during the study.) The overall
model structure representing this choice hierarchy can be termed block conditional.
This means that a block of lower-level choices is made conditionally on higher-level
choices but that the choices within each block are determined jointly.
Another hypothesis on which the study was based is that households have very different underlying behavior depending on both the stage of life that they are in and the
occupation of the primary worker. For this reason, different models are estimated
for different market segments. The empirical results indicate that such market segmentation isolates groups of households that make car-ownership decisions by using
very different sets of values and that previous modeling efforts that pooled all households may be biased substantially when used in forecasting.
In the initial model development, 9 distinct market segments were considered. These
consist of 4 life cycle groups:
1. Households
2. Households
without children,
3. Households
4. Households
without children.

consisting of single persons without children,
with a married couple both of whom were younger than 45 years
with children, and
with a married couple 1 or more of whom were older than 45 years

Two occupational groups were defined as
1. Occupation A, which was made up of the blue-collar primary workers; and
2. Occupation B, which was made up of the white-collar primary workers.
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These provided ;: market segments each labeled by life cycle and occupation. A
ninth segment consisting of households with no full-time workers also was defined and
labeled life cycle 5. In addition, a random sample of households in life cycles 1
through 4 was used in model estimation for comparison with the separate marketsegment models.
The models described in this paper use disaggregate data from the 1968 Washington,
D. C., home-interview survey to estimate a series of multinomial logit models. Choice
theory and the logit model are not reviewed in this paper. Excellent discussions of the
theory and use of disaggregate choice models are available elsewhere (2, 3, 8, 9).
The models developed in this study predict the probability with which a-household
will select each of a number of available alternative car-ownership and travel-modeto-work combinations. Thus, by the multinomial logit form, the probability of a household's choosing to own a given number of cars a and traveling to work by mode mis

exp (v.a)_.

p (a, m) = I: r; exp (Von)

(1)

am
where .Vu is the utility of a car- ownership and travel-mode-to-work combination.
Given the joint model for the probability P(a, m), one can de rive any desired conditional or marginal probabilities. For example, a simple car-ownership model with
indeterminate modal choice will be
P(a) = E P(a, m)

(2)

m

and a model of modal choice given a car-ownership level will be
P(m Ia) = P(a, m)
p(a)

(3)

The utility functions Vam are restricted to be linear in the coefficients .
CHOICE OF VARIABLES
There are 6 basic categories of variables that influence a household's car-ownership
and travel-mode-to-work decision:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Transportation level of service to work,
Car-ownership costs,
Locational attributes,
Housing attributes,
Spatial opportunity variables, and
Socioeconomic variables.

Each of these categories represents important factors that determine car ownership
and travel mode to work. Therefore, none should be ignored completely. However,
the level of detail with which each category can be treated can vary widely. For example, housing can be treated as a 0-1 dummy variable to represent whether the household lives in a single-family dwelling, or it can be treated as a broad range of variables
describing rent, type of tenure, years at residence, type of structure, age of structure,
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and type of lot. The trade-off between level of detail and relative ease of use in forecasting was basic to the problem of variable selection, particularly when one of the objectives of the study was to capture as much of the behavioral process as pos sible.
Note that not all the variables appear directly in the utility functions. Sor:ne variables are combined in ways that reflect a theory about how they interact. Others enter
into the utility functions of some car-ownership and travel-mode-to-work pairs and not
others. Thus this section is not intended to be a discussion of the actual independent
variables used for estimation, but rather it is a list of those variables that in some
form affect the probability of a household's selecting any alternative. What follows is
a discussion of each category of variables and the actual measures used in the models
to represent it.
Tr ansportation Level of Service to Work
The variables for transportation level of service to work influence directly the primaryworker' s choice of travel mode to work, and therefore influence car ownership through
the interdependency of car ownership and travel mode to work represented by the joint
structure of the model. It was decided to use the traditional level-of-service measures
commonly included in modal-choice models: in-vehicle time, out-of-vehicle time, and
out-of-pocket cost. Empirical tests indicated that the time spent out of vehicle apparently is perceived to be far more onerous for short trips than for longer ones.
Hence the ratio of out-of-vehicle time to highway travel distance was used. The levelof-service measures of both the car and the transit mode appear in the model in their
respective utility functions.
Even when these 3 types of level-of-service variables are used, certain effects that
influence modal choice, such as the frustration of being in congested traffic and the
high variance of peak-hour travel time in heavily used travel corridors, are not measured. It is these factors that typically cause modal choice for downtown-oriented
trips to be different from non-central-business-district (non-CBD) trips (13). To capture this effect, we used a dummy variable for CBD-oriented work trips.
Car-Owne rship Costs
Car-ownership costs are the primary deterrent to high car ownership for households
with more than 1 driver. However, the cost of owning a car is highly dependent on the
type of car owned. Small cars with their low purchase prices and good fuel e co nomy
are far cheaper to own on an annualized basis than are larger, less efficient cars .
However, the focus of this study is on the to tal num ber of cars a household w ill own
rather than on their type, age, or quality. Thus, some value representing the average
cost of owning a specific number of cars must be used.
An average figure of $1,000 ownership cost/ car/ year was used in the models to be
described under socioeconomic variables. However, because this figure was selected
somewhat arbitrarily, tests were made to determine the sensitivity of the results to
large changes in that cost. These results indicate that large va riations in this assumed
value do not substantially alter the parameter estimates.
Locational Attributes
The way in which locational attributes affect the car-ownership and travel-mode-towork decision is far more subtle than the effects of the first 2 types of variables discussed. At the simplest level, differences in personal property taxes and insurance
will add to the monetary cost of owning cars; however, these variations in the Washington, D.C., area were deemed too small to be relevant . What is more significant is
that implicit in a household's location decision are important restrictions on the way in
which households may travel to work or to shop. For this reason, no specific var iables
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were introduced into the utility functions to represent locational effects; instead, location was reflected in the other variables , such as those for spatial opportunity a nd
level of service to work, and in restrictions on the alternatives available to each household as described under spatial opportunities.
Housing Attributes
Housing attributes can be r epresented by a large number of possible variables. However, on careful consideration of the way in which a household selects the number of
ca.rs it wishes to own, it was decided that only 1 major influence, whether the household resided in a single-family dwelling, merited consideration . Single-family houses
tJpically have d1·iveways and generally are located in areas that have readily available
on-street parking; multiple-family dwellings generally are characterized by the J'everse.
Thus one would a nticipate that, if all else is equal, the utility of multiple-car ownership would pe substantially higher for those r es iding in single-family homes than for
those residing in apa rtments.
Spatial Opportunities
Spatial opportunities make up perhaps the most difficult class of variables to rep resent
and measure . These variables are a composite of the attributes of all nonwork t rips ,
and some way of combining the characteristics of various possible trips with the relative likelihood of tbe household's malting them must be found. The approach used in
this study relies on a behavioral means of combining the level of service to different
nonwork destinations. In the choice hierarchy shown in Figure 2, when a household
selects its car ownership and mode to work, its actual pattern of nonwork travel is indeterminate. However, given any choice of car ownership and travel mode to work,
the household then would be able to determine the prnbability with which it would travel
to each destination. These probabilities depend on the transportation level of service
and the attractiveness of each destination, but they also depend on the characteristics
of the household. Therefo re, it makes theoretical sense to use an estimate of the
household-level probabilities to weight the level of service for nonwork travel. Expressed mathematically, this spatial opportunity measure is determined as follows [a
more detailed discussion of this type of composite variable is available elsewhere (_g_, ~] :
Accessibility of a household in zone i by mode m = E t 1 dm

•

P (i, d, m)

(4)

d

where
p(i, d, m) =probability of the household ' s t raveling from i to d by modem, and
t 1d • = some measur e of the level of se r vice from i to d by mode m.
Actually measuring this type of accessibility gives rise to a number of practical
issues such as what types of spatial opportunities s hould be us ed. It was decided that
the most relevant nonwork travel purpose is shopping and that other spatial opportunities play a secondary role and reasonably can be igno1·ed. This greatly reduced the
computational problems of creating the a ccessibility measures without substantially
sacrificing important car-ownership effects. Another practical issue concerns what
measure of level of service is most appropriate. Although each travel-time and cost
measure can be used s eparately, this gives r ise to a n unwieldy number of variables.
Hence generalized prices that a re a weighted linear function of in-vehicle time, outof- vehicle tim e, and 011t-of-pocket cost were created. Furthermore, the value of time
used in the weighting process was itself a function of income, reflecting the hypothesis
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that high-income households would be willing to pay more to save time than low-income
households would. Because all the level-of-serv:ice measures are for shopping trips,
which typically are made in the off-peak hours, 'f:lley are substantially different from
the work-trip level-of-service measures.
The last practical issue that arises from the 1..1se of this type of accessibility measure is how the probabilities P (i, d, m) and the pa...rameters of the generalized prices
can be estimated. Because the underlying motivation for using this type of variable is
its behavioral, disaggregate interp1·etation, it seems logical that a previously estimated
disaggregate choice model should be used. This is precisely what was done in this
study. By using a model developed by Ben-Akiva. (~), we determined based on off-peak
level-of-service data the probabilities of every household in tl1e sample to select each
shopping destination. Ben-Akiva's model(~ is in itself a simultaneous-choice model;
in this case, choice of mode and destination for shopping trips are considered. By
using the joint probability of mode and destination, P{d,m), we derived the conditional
probabilities P(d!ca.r) and P(d!transit). The weighting parameters of the generalized
prices were taken from the utility function of this joint probability model. By using the
forecasting probabilities, we determined the attributes for the expected shoppillg trip
by both car and transit. These values are a function of both the home zone and the income of ·tl1e household and hence are highly disaggregate measures of spatial opportunities.
Socioeconomic Variables
Socioeconomic variables are a special class of attributes in that they do not vary across
car-ownership and travel-mode-to-work alternatives. For this reason, these variables
must somehow be transformed in the utility fun.ction either by combining them with other
variables or by making them alternative specific (including them in the utility function
of some car-ownership and travel-mode-to-work combinations and not in others). These
transformations of the actual measures will be considered in the next section of this
paper.
Household income clearly plays an important role in determining automobile ownership. Simple tabulations of automobile ownership for different income groups indicate
a strong and positive correlation. Higher income w0uld increase the relative utility of
the more expensive alternatives such as owning more than 1 car and taking a car to
work.
Household size also should play a role in the car-ownership decision. Large households tYPically will require a greater portion of their available income for essentials
such as food, housing, and clothing, thus leaving fewer family resources for expenditures on automobiles.
The number of licensed drivers represents the competition among household members for the use of cars. Th.e greater the competition is, the more likely it should be
that the household will own a greater number of automobiles and the more likely it
should be for the primary worker to use transit to work. Furthermore, a household
is extremely unlikely to own more cars than it has drivers in a household; this places
an upper bound on car ownership. Table 1 gives a summary of the variable categories
that are introduced into the joint car-ownership and modal-choice model.
SPECIFICATION OF THE JOINT UTILITY FUNCTIONS

The previous sections consider only the variables included in the model. This section
will address the equally important qltestion of how these variables are represented in
the utility functions of each car-ownership and travel-mode-to-work combination. AU
of tl1e models discussed in this section assume that a maximum of 5 alternatives a.re
available to any household:
1. 0 cars owned and transit taken to work,
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2. 1 car owned and car taken to work,
3. 1 car owned and transit taken to work,

4. 2 or more ca1·s owned and car taken to work, and
5. 2 or more cars owned and transit taken to work.

.

For convenience, the alternatives in items 4 and 5 will be referred to as having 2 cars
even though they consist of 2 01> more cars. Thus 5 utility functions (1 for each possible
alternative) are to be considered. However, not every household in the sample has
every alternative available.
Even when the restriction that the utility !unction must be linear in its parameters
is imposed., the number of ways in which variables can be formulated is virtually limitless. Variables can be multiplied, added, or divided, or their logarithms can be used.
some variables may appear in one utility function and not in others. Fu1·thermore,
socioeconomic variables, because their values do not vary across alternatives, must
be transformed somehow either by combining them with other variables or by making
them alternative specific.
The first group of variables selected represents a constant term added to each utility function. A different constant term can be introduced into all but 1 of the utilities.
These constants measure pure alternative effects, that is, the attributes of the alternative relative to the one without a constant term that are not measured in all the other
variables. A constant term was introduced into each utility except for the case of cars
owned and transit taken to work. This choice of which utility should not have a constant term is completely arbitrary and has no effect on the probabilities of selecting
each alte.r uative.
The next variable used reflects the fact that the level of car availability a household
would have if it chose any puticular alternative affects its perception of the desirability
of the alternative modes to work. The number of cars per licensed driver pertaining
to each alternative was used to measure this effect. Because this variable was selected
to measure the modal-choice aspect of the decision process, it was defined as follows:

Cars per
licensed
driver

number of cars in
the alternative
number of licensed drivers for car-to-work alternative
in the household

I

0 otherv:isc

A variable of this type frequently appears in simple modal-choice models because
of the presumed effect of car ownership on whether to take car or transit for a trip.
As it is defined here, it plays precisely the same role, except that it now affects both
modal choice (directly) and ear ownership (through the simultaneity in the model structw·e). In addition, in modal-choice models, this variable reflects the cl1osen car
ow11ership rather than the various levels that might have been selected. Thus an increase in the numbel' of Ucensed drivers will cause a decrease in the value of the variable. One would expect that this should decrease the probability that the household will
have its primary worker take the car mode to work; therefore, the coefficient of this
variable should be positive.
The next variable requires some explanation. It arises from the fact that a la~·ge
number of monetary measures are in the model, including household income, carownership costs, and out-of-pocket travel costs for the work trip. F\trthermore, it
was hypothesized that the way household size affects cal' ownership is by altering the
atnount of gross income available for nonessential expenditures. Clearly, one would
like to avoid introducing a sepai·ate variable for each of these monetary factors . The
question is how these attributes can be combined into a single variable repi·esenting the
money that would be available to the household if it selected eacb alternative. This was
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done by formulating a variable, termed for reference as the remaining income variable,
as follows:
Remaining income

=

household annual income - 800 (household size)
- 1,000 (number of cars in the alternative)
- 2 50 (out-of-pocket cost of the work trip of
the alternative)

Thus the value of this variable is an approximate measure of the amount of money a
household has left over after expenditure s on esse nt ial goods [ assumed to be $ 800 /
household member/ year based on work by Mudarri (11 ) and Hoxie ( 6)], car-ownership
costs ($ 1,000/ car owned), and wo rk-trip cost (2 50 r ound- trip wor ktrips / year>. An
alternative with 0-car ownership results in a high value of remaining income, representing the availability of income the household otherwise would have to allocate to the
purchase, maintenance, and operation of a car if it had chosen to do so. The coefficient of this variable in the utility function always should be positive to reflect the fact
that, if all else is equal, households would rather have more money than less money.
The use of the remaining income variable is a classic case of the application of variable
selection criteria based on deductive reasoning. Its justification is based on the theoretical considerations rather than empirical ones . However, the motivation for developing this variable in the first place was that reliable estimates of the coefficients
of the separate cost components could not be obtained, and excellent estimates of the
remaining income variable coefficient could. At first glance, this would seem to be
contradictory. However, by collapsing all costs into a single variable, we have added
an extra piece of information to the model formulation; the marginal utility of any cost
component has been assumed to be the same, regardless of the type of expenditure considered. Stated more simply, the household has been assumed to view a dollar as having the same value regardless of where it is spent. It is this assumption that improved
the estimate of the cost-term coefficient. To do this, a piece of deductive information
has been used.
It was decided that this variable should not enter the utility functions linearly; the
utility a poor family derives from an extra dollar is probably much greater than that
which a wealthy family derives. Thus the marginal utility of money should decrease
as the value of remaining income increases. This hypothesis was reflected by using
the natural log of remaining income as an independent variable rather than by using
simply the value itself.
The next variable is the type-of-housing dummy variable. This was defined to be
equal to 1 only in the 2-car alternatives for households residing in single-family dwellings. Thus the coefficient of the single-family-housing dummy represents an added
utility to the multiple-car options for a specific group of households and leaves the
utility of the remaining options unaffected. Presumably, the coefficient of this dummy
variable should be positive.
The next variable is the in- vehicle travel time in minutes for the round-trip work
trip. This variable reflects the disutility of travel time, and hence should have a negative coefficient. Note that this variable has the same value for all alternatives with the
same mode to work for the p r imary worker and is independent of the car ownership associated with the alternative.
The other time variable, out-of-vehicle time, is measured with respect to the distance of the work trip. This variable is defined as follows:
out-of-vehicle time for round-trip
work trip in minutes
Excess time/ distance r atio =
-way travel distance in
miles (kilometers)
1
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This choice of an out-of-vehicle time measure was made largely on empirically based
cr iteria. Other forms of the variable typically produced results that were les s satisfactory, and no strong theoretical reason existed for selecting one over the other.
Travel distance was measured along the highway network. As with in-vehicle time,
the value of this variable is invariant among car-ownership levels.
The next variable was designed to reflect another effect of the number of licensed
drivers within a household. Although number of licensed drivers affects choice of
mode to work through the cars-per-licensed-driver variable, it also should affect the
level of car ownership directly. The more licensed drivers there are in a household,
the more likely it should be to select a high car-ownership level independently of the
travel mode to work taken by the primary worker. This effect was measured by introducing a variable that reflects the number of licensed drivers into each utility function
with a different coefficient for each car-ownership level. These variables were de.fined for 1-car alternatives as follows:

1

number of licensed drivers
in the household

Inverse
licensed =
drivers1

for 1-car alternatives

0 otherwise

1

Inverse
licensed =
drivers2

number of licensed drivers
in the household

for 2-car alternatives

0 otherwise
When these variables originally were introduced into tl1e model, it was hypothesized
that the effect for the 2-car alternatives (as measured by the coefficient value) would
be twice as great as the effect for the 1-car alternatives. Statistical tests indicated
that this was indeed the case, and, for the models ultimately selected, the 2 licensed
driver variables were combined into a single variable, defined as follows:
Inverse
licensed
drivers

=

I

0 for the 0-car and transit-to-work alternative
inverse licensed drivers1 for the 1-car alternatives
2 (inverse licensed drivers) for the 2-car alternatives

The use of the inverse of the number of drivers rather than simply the number of
drivers reflects the hypothesis that, as the number of drivers increases, the marginal
effect of an additional driver on the need for automobiles decreases. Clearly, the coefficient of the inverse licensed drivers variable should be less than 0.
The next 2 variables represent the spatial opportunities for nonwork travel. In the
household's selection of car ownership, the absolute level of shopping accessibility is
of little importance. What is actually relevant is whether the household will typically
use car or transit for shopping trips; therefore, the cost of using a car relative to the
cost of using transit influences car ownership. For this reason, the following variable
was developed.

Generalized
price ratio

expected generalized car cost for shopping travel
expected generalized h·ansit cost for shopping t r avel
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As defined, this variable does not change value for different alternatives and therefore
must be introduced into the utility function as alternative specific. (This would not have
been true had the shopping-trip model used car ownership as an explicit dependent variable. However, it still might have been desirable to capture differences in the way
accessibility is perceived for different car-ownership levels.> Thus the following 2
variables appear in the model.
Generalized
price
ratio 1

generalized price ratio for 1-car alternatives
0 otherwise
generalized price ratio for 2-car alternatives

Generalized
price
ratio 2

I

0 otherwise

Note that the cost of taking transit when transit is not available (as in many suburban
zones) is for practical purposes infinite; in such cases, the value of the generalized
price ratio is 0. As generalized shopping travel cost by car increases, the value of
the generalized price ratib increases. One would anticipate that this increase in car
cost would result in greater use of transit. Consequently, the likelihood of high car
ownership should decrease. To reflect this hypothesis, the coefficient of both these
variables should be negative because they both measure the effect of shopping accessibility relative to the 0-car and transit-to-work alternative. FUrthermore, the effect
should be greater for the 2-car alternatives than for the 1-car options. This should
result in a larger coefficient for the 2-car alternative than for the 1-car alternative.
The last variable used in the models is the work-trip-destination dummy variable,
which is used to reflect the added disutility of traveling downtown by car not entirely
captured by the level-of-service measures. This variable is defined as follows:
CBD
work-place
dummy

I1

if work place is in CBD for car-to-work alternatives

=

I 0 otherwise

Note that this variable is defined as specific to the car mode. Therefore, the coefficient reflects the difference in utility between car and transit for downtown work trips
if all else is equal, and it should be negative.
Table 2 gives a summary of the variables and their definitions. However, the precise
structure of each utility function is not clear and can best be illustrated by writing out
the utility functions with the variables that are always 0 eliminated. For example, if
the coefficients of the 13 variables are denoted B1 , B2, and so on, the utility of variable
2 is as follows:
Va = f32 + f3s + f3s + f3g + f310 + f311

The remaining 7 coefficients do not appear in the utility because the value of the variable with which they are multiplied is by definition 0. A more complicated utility function is that of variable 3 and is given in the following equation:
Va = f3a + f3s + f3s + {31 + f3s + {Jg + f310 + f312 + f31a

Figure 1. Relationship of car-ownership model to conventional
transportation forecasting cycle.

Figure 2. Choice hierarchy.
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Table 1. Variables used in the
model.

MODAL
SPLIT

Category

Variables Used in Model

Level o[ service to work

In-vehicle time, out-of-vehicle time, and
out-of-pocket cost by both car and transit

Dummy variable representing downtown
destination

Car-owners hip costs
Locational attributes

Housing attributes
Spatial opportunities

Socioeconomic variables

Table 2. Variables and constants
denoted by coefficient.

No.

Variable

Definition

1 car and car taken to
work (constant)
1 car and transit taken
lo work (constant)
2 ca rs and car ta.ken
to work (constant)
2 cars and transit
taken to work (constantl
Cars per licensed
driver
2--: (remaining income}

1 for 1 car and car taken to work;
otherwise
1 for 1 ca1· and transl! taken to work;
otherwise
1 for 2 cars and car taken to work; 0
otherwise
1 for 2 cars and transit taken to work;
0 otherwise

Sing le -family dwelling
dummy

In-vehicle time
Exc ess time/distance
ratio

10
11

Cost o( $1,000/car assumed

Not explicitly introduced into model (level
of service, traveling distances, and
spatial opportunities are [or residential
and job locations)
Dummy variable indicating single-family
dwelling
Expected generalized prices for shopping
trips by both car and transit
Income, household size, and number of
licensed drivers (life cycle and occupation a re used for market segmentation)

Inverse licensed
drivers
Generalized price
ratio1

12

Generalized price
ratlo2

13

CBD workplace
dummy

Number of cars per licensed driver for
car taken to work; 0 otherwise
Household annual income- (800 x number or persons in household) - (l,000 )<,.
number or cars) - cost of 250 daily
round trips
1 if llousehold lives in single-family
dwelling for 2 cars; 0 otherwise
Daily round-trip in-v ehicl e commuting
time in minutes
Daily round-trip out-or-vehicle commuting time in minutes/1-way distance
of work trip in miles (kilometers)
Number o[ cars/number of licensed
drivers
Generalized t1·avel cost of shopping by
car/generalized trave l cost of shopping by transit ror 1 car; O otherwise
Generali?.od travel COS« of shopping by
car/gc.ncrnlized tc•a\'t:l cost of shopping by transit tor 2 cars; O otherwise
1 if work trip is CBD oriented for car
taken to work; 0 otherwise

LONG RUN CHOICES

1

MEDIUM RUN
CHOICES

1

SHORT RUN CHOICES
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Table 3 gives a summary of the structure of all the utility functions. Each type of
variable is given, and the coefficient with which this measure is multiplied appears
for each alternative. Zeros appear where the variable has no effect on the utility of
the alternative.
SET OF AVAILABLE ALTERNATIVES
The underlying choice theory of the logit model requires that the choice set consist only
of feasible alternatives. This implies that, to properly estimate a joint car-ownership
and modal-choice model, one must know which of the possible set of 5 alternatives is
actually available to every household. However, data on the available alternatives
were not included in the survey, and even if data had been included, they would have
limited usefulness because of various reporting biases (14). This does not mean that
the issue of available alternatives can be ignored. Even without data on reported
choice set, it is possible to state with fairly high reliability that some households will
not consider some alternatives as being available. For example, households without
drivers only have the 0-car-ownership and transit-to-work alternative. Thus, no
model need be estimated for them at all because they will always select the 0-car option with probability 1. A more interesting possible restriction of available options is
that households living in fringe suburban areas do not have a transit-to-work option.
These households would have only 2 alternatives: 1 car and car to work and 2 or more
cars and car to work.
By using a series of rules such as these, one can approximate the set of feasible
alternatives fairly well. This process has been termed screening the alternative set,
and is an important part of the modeling process. Failure to do this will result in estimates that are biased and inconsistent, and, therefore, will result in unreliable forecasts of future conditions.
ESTIMATION RESULTS
By using the variables previously described, we estimated a number of joint carownership and travel-mode-to-work models. The first models developed were for
each of the market segments defined in the section on issues in model development.
However, some of these segments were too small for reliable results to be obtained.
For this reason, segments 2A and 2B, blue-collar and white-collar young married
couples without children, and segments 4A and 4B, blue-collar and white-collar older
married couples without children, were collapsed into 2 segments corresponding to
life cycles 2 and 4. Furthermore, segment 3B, households with children, was so
large that, to reduce computational requirements, only half of the available data were
used.
Some of the market-segment models are slightly different from the general form described in the section on specification of the joint utility functions. For example, life
cycle 1 consists of single-person households; therefore, the 2-car alternative is not
relevant. In the model for this segment, the single-family housing variable was redefined to apply to 1-car alternatives rather than the multiple-car options. For the
same reason, the generalized price ratio for the 2-car alternatives and the constant
terms in the 2-car utilities were omitted in the models for this life cycle. Because
the number of licensed drivers in these segments is always 1 (if the number of licensed
drivers is O, only the 0-car and transit-to-work alternative is available and the observation is omitted from the data set), the cars per licensed driver and the inverse
licensed drivers variable also were omitted.
The model for the market segment consisting of life cycle 5, those households with
no primary worker, is also quite different from the typical joint model. Because no
work trip is made by members in this life cycle, only car ownership is considered.
All the variables describing the attributes of the alternative models for the work trips
(cars per licensed driver, in-vehicle time, excess time / distance ratio, and CBD-
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work-place dummy) are omitted entirely. The set of alternatives is reduced from the
5 car- ownership and travel - mode - to-work alternatives to 3 options: O, 1, and more
than 1 car. Therefore, the 4 constants measuring the pure alternative effects are reduced to 2 constants; as before, the 0-car alternative is taken as a base. The omission
of all level-of-service-to-work variables does not mean that transit level of service is
excluded entirely from the market-segment- 5 model. The generalized price ratio variables representing shopping accessibility still enter into the utility functions.
The remaining models are almost identical with 1 exception: The cars-per-licenseddriver variable was significant only for households with children. In the remaining life
cycles, it is probable that the variation in the number of licensed drivers was insufficient to measure its effect on choice of travel mode to work. (The licensed-driver variable still entered into the model through its effect on the inverse licensed-driver variable, which only distinguishes among car-owners hip levels but not travel modes to
workJ Furthermore, experimentation with alternative measures leads to the formulation of a similar variable defined as the number of cars per licensed worker in the
household.
Table 4 gives a summary of the final 7 models ultimately selected for the market
segments. Each model is listed, the segment to which it applies is described, and the
important characteristics of how the model specification differs from the general form
described in the section on specification of the joint utility functions is given.
In addition to these models, a 1-in-5 sample of households in life cycles 1 through 4
was taken, and the model described in the section on specification of the joint utility
functions was estimated. Because the behavioral process being modeled for this group
is so different, members of life cycle 5 were not included in this pooled sample.
Coefficient estimates and "t-statistics" for the variables or constants of each of the
models are given in Table 5. (The statistic in this computation is not distributed the
same as the t-statistic is in ordinary least squares regression. However, for large
data sets, both the t-statistic and this statistic approach a normal distribution.) Where
a variable was not used, the entry is left blank. Table 6 gives the log likelihood function if all values were 0, L *(O) , the log likelihood function for the a ctual estimates ,
L*(,8), the number of obs er vations , NOBS, a nd t he total nu mber of alternatives in excess of the number of observations for the entire data set, NCASES. (NCASES typically
is given in reporting the results or choice model estimation because it reflects the number of degrees of freedom in the data set, that is, the number of alternatives in excess
of 1 per observation .>
All coefficients in all of the models have the anticipated sign, and virtually all are
significantly different statistically from 0 at the 90 percent confidence interval. Only
1 of the t-statistics is less than 1, and only 3 are less than 1. 5. In each of these cases,
the strong theoretical justification for including the variable overrode statistical considerations.
In no case is the question of whether the estimates, taken collectively, are significantly different from 0 in doubt. However, this is an extremely weak test because of
the unreasonableness of the null hypothesis that all parameters are 0. Zero values
imply that all the alternatives are equally likely. Nevertheless, failure to pass this
test would indicate a serious problem with the models .
In all models in which the 2- car alternatives were available, the coefficients for the
generalized price ratio variables were both negative, and the magnitude of the coefficient for the 2-car alternative was always greater than the corresponding value for 1
car. For a given household, both of these variables have the same value but each applies to a different utility. This indicates that any increase in car-shopping generalized
price will produce a shift toward 0- and 1-car ownership. That is, the utility of 2-car
ownership will decrease more than that of 1-car ownership. The 0-car alternative is
unaffected because it was selected arbitrarily as the base against which the effect of the
generalized price ratio is measured. Conversely, an increase in transit-shopping
generalized cost will produce a shift toward multiple-car ownership.
In general, the coefficient of the natural logarithm of remaining income decreases
sharply as one considers life cycles in the order in which a household might progress.
Figure 3 shows this progression and a hand-fitted curve for the 8 models. This shift

Table 3. Coefficients appearing in utility functions.

Constant

Care/
Licensed
Driver

0

0

Alternative

O car and transit taken to work
1 car and car taken to work
1 car and transit taken to work
2 care and car taken to work
2 care and transit taken to work

p,
p,

0

p,

/!,

/!,

p.

0

SingleFamily-

Excess

CBD-

Time/

Inverse

Remaining
Income

Dwelling
Dummy

In-Vehicle
Time

Distance

Licensed
Drive re

Generalized
Price Ratio

Dummy

p,
p,
p,
p,
p,

0
0
0

p,
p,
p,
p,
p,

p,
p,
p,
p,
p,

0

0

0

p,
p,

Ratio

Work-

p,,
p,,
p,,
Pio

Pu
Pu

Place

Pu
0

p,,
p,,

Pu
0

Table 4. Summary of market-segment models.
Model

Set-::ment

Description

lA
lB

No 2-car alte rnati ve s considered; variabl e s relating to these alternatives omitted
Same as model 1
Cars per licensed driver omitted
Same as described in se ction on specification a[ joint utility fun ct ions: on ly halr of data used
Same as model 4
Cars per licensed driver omitted
No mode to work consid ered: 4 alternative dummy variables redu ced "to 2: vari able s relatin~ lo
mode attributes omit ted

2A and 28

3A
313
4Aand 4B
5

Table 5. Model coefficients and t-statistics.

Variable

Pi
fl,

Model 1,
Segment lA

Model 2
Segment lB

Model 3, Segments 2A and 2B

Model 4,
Segment 3A

Coeff.
Est.

t-stat.

Coe ff.
Est.

I-stat.

Coeff.
Eet.

t-stat.

Coeff.
Eet.

t-stat.

5.98
3.85

7.39
5.25

7.39
5.55

6.64
5.33

7.11
5.14

6.67
5.16

8.63
6. 44

9.49
7.66

Model 5
Segment 3B

Model 6, Segments 4A and 48

Model 7,
Segment 5

Model 81 Segmente Pooled

CoeH.

CoeCf.
Est.

Coe ff.
Est.

Coeff.
Eet .

t-stat.

7.95
7.20

9.79
9.28

9. 58
?. 35

9.89
7.59

1.92

5.29

Est.

11.3
9.89

t-stat.
6.65
5.90

I-Stat.

12.3
10.5

7.54
6.60
6.54

J car

p,
p.

9.13

7.07

10.1

8.22

13.9
11.0

7.22
5.62

15.9
15.4

7.08

p,

1.92

{i,

p,•
p,•
p,

fl,

8. 74
0.578

5.47
1.71

8.33
0.232

4.55
0.440

-0.0117
-0.0831

-1.92
-2 .05

-0.131
-0.169

-1.83
4.54

-5.65

-5.25

-6.59

-4.54

-0.821

-3.01

-0.982

-3.18

P10

Pu

p,,

Pu
'1 car.

3. 14
0.778
·0.00789
-0.0951
-2.33
-3.38
-4.72
-1.33

6.31

0.249
1.07

5.11
-1.54
-2.12
-3.39
-2 .39
-3.27
-4.84

1.50
-0.00658
-0.0879
-3.47
-5. 14
-6.49
-1.40

1.19
5.37
9.55
-1.35
-2.03
-5.56
-4.68
-5.70
-5.63

1.55

5.51

0.829

2.07

1.88

4.82

2.22

7.43

1.32
-0.017
-0.100
-6.29
-5.11
-6.45
-2.15

9.86
-3.19
-1.81
-6.33
-2 .07
-2.60
-6.25

0.970
-0.0146
-0.107
5.17
-7.07
-9. 35
-1.58

6.27
-2.72
-2.51
-5.92
-3.15
-4. 13
-5.92

0.734

2.27

1.26
-0.0120
-0.0742
-3.59
-6.46
-8. 17
-1.40

9.49
-1.78
-2.19
-6.45
-6.04
-7.42
-6.46

-2.04
-5.31
-6.11

Model

Segment

L•(O)

L'(~)

NOB S

NCASES

t

!A

2

18
2A and 28
3A
3B
4A and 4D
5
P ooled

-535.0
-608.6
-1.454
-2.053
-2,576
·l,97 3
c110.2
-2,465

-325.5
-281.3
- 893
-1.158
-1. 295
-1. 080
-441 . 0
-1. 392

487
554
1,092
1,583
1,982
t.47 5
853
1.899

974
1.108
3,317
4.526
5,846
4,500
1.11 6
5.514

3

4

5
G
7
8

8.75

3.80

b2 can

Table 6. Model log functions and other data.

11.3

8.32
6.59

2 care

No. care/
licensed
worker

t-stat.

-5.15
-6.50
-6.24
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in coefficient value reflects a change in how households perceive the marginal utility of
added income for households with equal value of remaining income. Mathematically,

fJ rtim~luinn Income

Marginal utility of income = r emaining i ncome
where p,•.,.1 .. 111slncomo is t he coefficie nt of the variable. At first glance, this result might
seem incor r ect. One would thi nk that hous eholds in their childbearing stage of life
would have a higher marginal value of money than households in the other life cycle
groups. To properly interpret this, however, one must recall that 2 households with
equal values of the remaining income variable do not necessarily have equal income.
The variable includes a deduction of $ 800 / household member so that, given 2 households with equal remaining income, the larger household generally will have greater
total income. Thus , if all else is equal, the households with children typically will
have higher total incomes than those in other life cycles and therefore may not necessarily place a higher value on additional income. This argument still leaves open the
question of why the marginal utility of money for a given value of r emaining income
should dec rease so markedly. This effect can be attributed to an u nm ea sured s ocioeconomic a ttribute, wealth. Wealth is highly correlated with income and hence is
highly correlated with remaining i ncome. Furthermore, as hous eholds pass through
life cycles 1 to 4, they typically accumulate wealth, in terms of both savings and property. Thus their car-ownership behavior shifts subtly; for example, they may no longer
pay financing charges to purchase automobiles and therefore would perceive lower costs.
For this reason, the households trade off the benefits and costs of car ownership in different ways depending on which life cycle they are in, and the relative weight of money
decreases as the household accumulates wealth.
Another interesting effect is the value of the coefficient of the single-family-dwelling
dummy vari<',ble. The way in which the coefficient varies across life cycles is shown
in Figure 4. Note that this curve is unimodal; its peak is around life cycle 3. This is
entirely consistent with the behavioral justification underlying this variable presented
in the section on choice of variables. In that section, the effect of multi-family-dwelling
ownership on car ownership was attributed to a number of factors one of which was the
need to chauffeur children to a variety of activities. This behavioral factor, however,
applies only to life cycle 3 because the households in the remaining life cycles have no
children residing at home. Thus one would anticipate that the coefficient of the singlefamily-dwelling dummy would be higher for households in life cycle 3 than for households in the other life cycles.
FORECASTS FOR A TYPICAL

HOUSEHOT~D

To test how various types of transit service improvements might influence car owners hip, we cr eated a "typical s ubur ban hous ehold" and applied the models to predict its
expected automobile ownership in a variety of policy cases. (To measure aggregate
impacts o ne needs to r epeat the application of the model fo1· a representative sample
of households not just for a single typical hous ehold.) TJris household is not an average
urban household; it is representative of a large group of suburban households residing
in single-family dwellings outside the area now served by transit. It is this type of
household toward which major transit extensions are most frequently directed. The
typical household
1. Has a $13, 500 income;
2. Resides in single-family dwelling;
3. Has a white-collar head of household who has a driver's license and works in
downtown Washington, D.C.;
4. Has 2 children;
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5.
6.

Has a spouse who has a driver's license; and
Lives in suburban location (Montgomery County) 5 miles (8.0 km) from workplace.

The choice probabilities for this typical household were evaluated for a base case and
3 other cases. Fare policy was held constant for all 4 cases. The level of service used
was based on actual network travel times for a Washington, D.C., traffic zone in Montgomery County, Maryland, lying just outside the "10-mile square" (16-km square).
The model used to predict the choice probabilities was model 5, which applies to all
households with a white-collar breadwinner and with children under the age of 18 years
residing at home. Table 7 gives some of the most significant findings resulting from
this policy testing. Because the model predicts the probability with which various carownership levels will be selected, the expected or average car ownership is reported.
Each of the successive levels of transit improvement influences car ownership. However, the greatest shift along the sequence occurs when transit of even relatively low
quality is offered. Thus, the mere availability of transit service can have a substantial impact on car ownership. Furthermore, the model results indicate that, even
with futuristic transit service offering extremely fast service for both work and shopping travel, approximately 65 percent of typical suburban families still will own 2 or
more cars.
CONCLUSIONS
Car-ownership modeling typically has been paid little attention in the transportation
planning process; however, the causal linkages between car ownership and the travel
patterns in urban areas have long been recognized. The models described in this paper
provide a behaviorally sound method of incorporating these linkages and provide a set
of reliable, policy-sensitive forecasting tools by which car ownership and choice of
travel mode to work can be predicted. In the course of study, 4 things have been demonstrated.

1. To deal with car-ownership and travel-mode-to-work decisions as jointly determined at the household level is feasible. Furthermore, by using disaggregate choice
models, one can make effective use of readily available transportation planning data.
2. Car-ownership decisions are made on substantially different criteria by different
households depending on their life cycles and occupations. The failure to adequately
reflect these behavioral differences in a model will result in inaccurate and possibly
misleading forecasts and will fail to adequately represent the distribution of changes
in car ownership over various socioeconomic groups.
3. Transportation policy can have a small but measurable impact on the level of
car ownership in an urban area. Furthermore, the effects of various aspects of the
transportation system such as in-vehicle time, out-of-vehicle time and cost for the
work trip of the household's primary worker as well as shopping-trip level of service
can be isolated.
4. Introducing transit service to areas where it had been unavailable can have a
marked effect on car ownership; the effect of improvements in existing transit is only
marginal.
Future research efforts should be directed toward extending the scope of household
decisions considered in a joint, disaggregate behavioral model. Research is currently
under way to explore how residential-location and housing decisions can be incorporated
into a joint model and thereby span the long-term transportation-related decisions a
household makes. An improved understanding of these decisions and the role car
ownership plays in determining the pattern of urban location should aid in the formulation of more behaviorally structured models for transportation planning.
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Figure 3. Remaining income coefficients for
various life cycles.
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Figure 4. Type-of-dwelling dummy variable coefficients for various life cycles.
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Table 7. Findings from policy testing of
cases.

Change in Car
Ownerehlp From
Case

Description

Base ·

No transit available

1

Low-level transit

~

Good service (rail rapid transit)

Expected Car
Ownership

Base Case

(j,ercent)

1.825
1.710

6.3

1.660

9.0

1.622

II.I

for work trips, case 1 transit
service for shopping trips
Extremely high quality transit
service (dense area, wide
personal rapid transit)
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DISCUSSION
Fred A. Reid, University of California, Berkeley
The paper presents a clear model structure for joint choice consistent with a behavorial
theory of car ownership and travel mode to work. It also gives a convincing empirical
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test of the model with a comprehensive set of explanatory variables. The model is
sufficiently simple that its joint-choice behavior and the influence of individual variables
may be seen clearly, yet it still includes many of the variables influencing the choice
set and a simple theory for the functional form of their entry. It seems to be a good
base for building a more precise model of transportation ownership and modal choice.
The paper also presents a valuable contribution to the evidence that stratification of a
sample by life cycle or occupation or both can add to the explanatory power of a traveler
model.
The brief theoretical arguments for the construction of the explanatory variables,
though plausible and efficient because they include many important factors, are not
supported sufficiently. The reader should expect some evidence or at least more comment about the forms considered or tested and rejected. The definition and form of
entry of the remaining income variable left questions such as the constancy of car costs
per unit and the logarithmic entry of all costs, particularly trip costs.
The stated assumption that ownership and choice of travel mode to work precede the
non-work-trip decisions is partially inconsistent with the model structure and tests.
Because travel mode to work neither enters the definition of the generalized non-worktrip price ratios nor is distinguished by a separate coefficient estimate for each mode
to work, the opposite choice hierarchy is implied by the model. The non-work-trip
choice, reflected through the price ratio variable, though conditioned on the carownership level, is established before the work-trip modal probability. Several other
alternative choice hierarchies and corresponding model structures should be tested in
any case because, for example, the originally intended precedence of ownership level
over non-work-trip choice is not obviously true , especially for the second car.
The variable for number of licensed drivers is potentially dependent on behavioral
choice, especially in good transit areas, and this possibly biases the corresponding
coefficient.
The example of the effect of a policy change on a typical case by using the calibrated
model is a helpful illustration of the application of and conclusions from this model.
In conclusion, the paper presents valuable initial results and a good base for further
revelation of this type of joint traveler choice.

DISCUSSION
Joseph Berechman, Department of Civil Engineering,
State University of New York at Buffalo
The purpose of these remarks is to examine critically the 2 major hypotheses that underlie Lerma n and Ben-Akiva's pape r. This dis cussion will argue that these hypotheses are weak and unsubstantiated and will question the analysis that follows the
hypotheses.
In brief, the hypotheses contend that the decision to purchase a car is a function of
the individual's life cycle and is highly dependent on employment and residential decisions. More generally, Lerman and Ben-Akiva argue that choices of employment
and resident ial lo cation precede car ownership and are viewed as medium-term choices.
This hierarchical structure of decision making· strongly influences (albeit in a somewhat
vague way) the selection and specification of variables for their model. However, when
the major findings and conclusions are presented, they do not, in any meaningful way,
reflect these assumptions. In particular, a change in the dis tribut ion of e mployment
and residential locations is not shown to have significantly reduced (or increased) the
expected level of car ownership. In general, I feel that these assumptions are questionable at best and most likely incorrect when applied to real-world data. For example, in 1970, there were approxilnately 54 million cars in all standard metropolitan
statistical areas (SMSAs) (1 5); the average nwnbe r of cars per household was 1.22 (and
1.42 cars/household outs idethe city center). The cor respondi ng figures for 1960 were
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34 million cars and 1.01 cars/household, which are changes of 56. 7 and 20. 5 percent
respectively. As a first approximation, it can be argued that an average of more than
1 car /household indicates a tendency to own at least 1 car regardless of changes in the
so-called long-term decisions. Furthermore, in the same period (1960-1970), 18 percent of the metropolitan labor force changed its employment location (54 percent outside city center) and about 45 percent of all households changed their residential location. These gross figures, although they conceal some fundamental trends, essentially reflect the suburbanization process in which households from cities and from
outside the SMSAs (including other suburbs) migrated to suburbs. Given the state of
public transportation systems, a precondition to such a movement is the availability of
a private car purchased long before the actual relocation. For these reasons, the assumption regarding the household's sequential decision process is not supported by the
facts.
It seems more plausible to argue that the decision to own an automobile (at least the
first for households that own 2 or more) is mainly insensitive to locational decisions
and rather should be ascribed to cultural, socioeconomic, and perhaps psychological
factors. Indeed Lerman and Ben-Akiva's findings tend to support this contention. Table
7 indicates that the introduction of extremely high quality transit service to a hypothetical area where public transit services were previously unavailable will reduce expected
car ownership from an average of 1.82 to 1.62. In other words, the desire to own a car
is largely unaffected by the state of the transit system.
Another objection to Lerman and Ben-Akiva's hypotheses is based on the unavoidable
feedback between short-term choices and long-term choices. For Figure 2, the block
representing nonwork travel and employment and residential decisions should have been
linked to reflect such interdependencies. In recent years, there bas been a growing
literature to indicate relationship between (a) residential amenities, environmental
qualities, and neighborJ1ood conditions (social and ethnic> and (b) employment and residential locational decisions. On a more general level, such relationships may be interpreted as implying a simultaneous decision process rather than a hierarchical one, and
separation of choices into well-distinguished categories is, therefore, unjustifiable.
[Interestingly enough, some authors (16) make the distinction between long- and shortterm choices (residential location, place of work, and mode of travel to work) to characterize the behavior of low-income, unskilled laborers. Needless to say, the Lerner
and Ben-Akiva study implicitly assumes middle-class white-collar households.]
The major assumptions that underlie Lerman and Ben-Akiva's paper are not supported by any available statistics nor by any known theory of urban spatial structure.
Consequently, the methodology used in their study to explain car ownership is, in my
opinion, rather questionable.
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AUTHORS' CLOSURE
Both Reid and Berechman raise a number of interesting points in their discussions of
our paper. Some of these comments provide useful directions for future research;
others raise some significant problems that were considered in the course of model
development but were not resolved because of insufficient data or resources.
Reid notes the weakness of assuming a constant cost per automobile. In part, this
simplification was required because the models focused only on the number of automobiles a household would own rather than on their age, make, power rating, or other
aspects. Thus there is no way in the model to distinguish an old, dilapidated vehicle
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from a new, luxury-class car. Ultimately, when appropriate disaggregate data about
households' choice of type of car become available, developing more detailed carownership models will be feasible.
Reid points out the partial inconsistency in formulating the generalized price measures of shopping trips; travel mode to work does not enter into the choice model used
to generate these measures, and trip frequency is ignored. When the work described
in our paper was performed, no known shopping-choice model included such interactions,
and a reestimation of Ben-Akiva's model to allow for such effects was infeasible because
of project resources. However, recent models described by Adler and Ben-Akiva (17)
have explicitly included the effect of car-ownership and travel-mode-to-work decisions
on non-work-trip frequency, destination, and modal choice. This should be a useful
base for later extensions of our methodology.
Reid raises the question of the extent to which the number of licensed drivers is itself determined jointly with car ownership. In an attempt to explore the potential effect
of this factor, some models that replaced the number of licensed drivers in the household with the number of household members old enough to drive were estimated. The
results indicated that, at least within the groups tested, the coefficient estimates were
not sensitive to the assumption that the number of licensed drivers is determined exogenously. This does not, however, exclude the possibility that, among specific household groups (most notably lower income and inner-city households), the effect that Reid
hypothesized does not exist. Further work directed at understanding the car ownership
of these particular groups should yield useful insights into such phenomena.
Berechman argues that the decision to own a first car is relatively insensitive to
household-location decisions and is more closely linked to cultural, socioeconomic,
and psychological factors. No attempt was made to measure either cultural or psychological factors, nor do we feel that the inclusion of variables measuring such factors is desirable in a model designed principally for forecasting the impact of alternative transportation policies. However, a wide range of important socioeconomic factors
explicitly influence car ownership in our model, and the results given in Table 7 reflect
their relative importance (compared with transit level of service) in determining firstcar ownership.
Other criticisms raised in the discussions seem somewhat less well founded.
Berechman suggests that the coefficients of the models are inconsistent because they
represent car ownership and travel mode to work conditionally on location. He cites
somewhat unconvincing aggregate statistics about the suburbanization process to argue
the possibility that location decisions may be conditional on car ownership rather than
the reverse.
As Ben-Akiva (18) points out, conditional-choice models produce consistent estimates of the utility:function parameters as long as the conditional structure is explicitly included in the utility specifications. Indeed, if this were not the case, the entire
body of research into choice of travel mode to work would be invalidated. A conditional
model, however, should be carefully applied because, in forecasting, some of the
choices on which the forecasts are conditional may change. This is the reason that
we term our model a medium-term model in the proposed-choice hierarchy. More
comprehensive models that include jointly residential location, housing, car ownership,
and travel mode to work have been developed recently by Lerman (19) and are more
applicable to analyzing longer term policy impacts.
Berechman incorrectly concludes that nonwork travel and employment and r esidential location decisions are not linked in our model. In reality, exactly the opposite is
true. This is precisely why the shopping generalized prices in our model are denoted
by r esidence zone . Different places of residence have different shopping-trip patte rns
associated with them, and these trip patterns are linked directly to car-ownership
choices.
The final significant area of concern raised in the discussions is the role of analytic
theory in the development of behavioral models. we do not perceive our modeling approach and the more formal utility theory of Burns, Golob, and Nicolaidis as conflicting
efforts. Explicit theories of how household members interact in making car-ownership
and other decisions are important additions to understanding choice processes. We
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believe that such theories are the first steps in what will prove to be a fruitful research
area.
However, strict theoretical approaches currently yield models that are not sufficiently rich in behavioral content to describe observed behavior in a way that is directly
useful for analyzing transportation policies. This is the principal motivation for our
using the household as the decision-making unit and including factors such as the number of licensed drive1·s, the number of licensed workers, and household size (as part
of the remaining-income variable) in the model. These variables represent in an abstract way the outcome of the extremely complex bargaining process that takes place
when a household makes a collective decision on car ownership. Including such variables is consistent with the basic goal of the study, the development of a useful analysis
tool with which planners can assess the effect of transportation policy on car-ownership
and travel-mode-to-work choice.
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THEORY OF URBAN-HOUSEHOLD AUTOMOBILE-OWNERSHIP
DECISIONS
Lawrence D. Burns, Thomas F. Golob, and Gregory C. Nicolaidis,
Transportation and Urban Analysis Department,
General Motors Research Laboratories, Warren, Michigan
Automobile-ownership behavior is modeled as a function of socioeconomic
factors and the availability and levels of service of public transportation
systems. Decision makers are assumed to maximize their individual and
household utilities within budget and time constraints. The benefits of increased mobility are weighed against the loss in other consumption attributable to ownership of 1 or more automobiles. Variables specific to
residential and activity-center locations include the attractiveness of destinations served by public transit, the attractiveness of those not served by
public transit, and respective travel times by automobile and transit. Estimation equations are developed through the introduction of functional forms
for utility components and random utility terms representing variances in
perception and taste and omitted factors. Multinomial logit models are used
to define the probability of homogeneous groups of households choosing to
own a specific number of automobiles. Calibrations are performed by using
data from home-interview surveys and network simulations in the Detroit
metropolitan area. Results are encouraging. All coefficients representing
partial equilibrium market parameters are signed correctly and are significantly different from 0 where expected, and goodness-of-fit measures indicate acceptable model descriptive power.
•THAT an association exists among the number of automobiles available to an urban
household , the total number of trips made by individual household members by various
modes of transportation, the time of day of these trips, and their destinations ( 14, 28)
is strongly supported by empirical evidence. That these empirical relationshipsare
indicative of processes of the supply and demand of transportation services is axiomatic in well-known economic theories.
The research reported in this paper concerns the supply and demand relationships
involved in household automobile-ownership decisions. These decisions are modeled
in light of the accessibility of travel destinations by automobile and by alternative public
transit modes, the service characteristics of these modes, and the income and demographic characteristics of the households themselves.
An earlier paper covering this research project proposed a theory for explaining
automobile ownership in terms of generalized concepts of urban spatial-location factors
( 1). In this paper a model is developed from this theory for use as a tool in urban
transportation planning procedures. First, theoretical considerations are addressed
with· the objective of accounting for the decisions of individual travelers within a framework of household-level automobile-ownership decisions. Second, the simplifying assumptions necessary before the theoretical model can be made operational with data
from traditional transportation planning home-interview surveys and land use surveys
are detailed. Third, estimation equations are formulated by postulating functional
forms of model components and introducing stochastic terms.
Results are given from empirical calibrations of the model and initial tests of its
hypotheses by using data from the transportation and land use study conducted in the
Detroit metropolitan area (35). A multinomial logit model is employed to estimate the
values of the coefficients forthe postulated utility functions. The results are encour56
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aging in that the estimated coefficient values of the model variables are in all cases
correctly signed and have sufficiently small standard errors to reject the null hypotheses within traditional confidence limits. Traditional goodness-of-fit measures are at
values that are quite acceptable for nonlinear estimation equations of the multinomial
logit type. A new technique is introduced for assessing the goodness of fit of such nonlinear probabilistic choice models. The current model also looks good in terms of the
various measures generated through use of this technique.
BACKGROUND
Forecasts of changes in automobile ownership resulting from changes in transportation
systems or spatial activity patterns have been recognized as being important to the
evaluation of costs and benefits for roadway or public transit investment levels.
Most previous models developed for use in transportation planning have involved de scribing a utomobile ownership for spatially defined aggr egations of households in the
following terms: as a function of measures of r esidential dens ity (!Q, ~ 30); as a fun ction of family income ( 16, 29); and as a funcl:ion of household socioeconomic and demographic char acteristics(3 ~2 , 26, 31). The research efforts by Shindler and Ferreri (33)
and by Dunphy (15) wer e U1e1irst known to us to explicitly incorporate transpor tation system characteristics into automobile-ownership forecasts. As discussed by Beckmann, Gustafson, and Golob ( 1), the current model differs significantly from these and
other related efforts. The difference is primarily in terms of the use herein of an economic theory of decision-making behavior instead of the correlative relationships that
characterize most other studies. Empirically, the definitions of accessibility and mobility also are different.
The current model, after it was further tested and refined, was judged to be an appropriate complement to traditional travel demand models. These traditional models
usually are focused on the short-term demand and supply aspects of transportation such
as choice of mode for a fixed destination trip, or, perhaps, choice of destination and
time of trip given fixed residential l ocation and automobile ownership.
Because this model is based on the use of individual households and individual travelers as the units of observation, the model is consistent with the class of short-term
demand models referred to as disaggregate travel demand models (!!,, 34) . Also, be ca us e the model is based on utility theory fr om micr oeconomics and welfare economics ,
it is intimately related to a series of model s fo r mula ted by us and by others to explain
various travel phenomena in terms of that theory(~,~ 17, 18, ~ ~. 27).
BASIC THEORY
In Beckmann, Gustafson, and Golob (1), the decision-making behavior of households is
postulated to be a result of individuals making trade-offs between the costs and benefits
perceived to be associated with transportation-related alternatives. The idea that, if
such household preferences are transitive and continuous, they can be represented by
a numerical function called a utility function is well developed in economic theory ( 13).
The total utility to a household is defined here to be dependent on consumption ofall
goods, available leisure time, and travel to all destinations visited within a certain time
period. The household increases its mobility with the purchase of an automobile but
sacrifices other consumption; the decision to purchase is made when the utility to the
household of the increased mobility exceeds the loss of utility of consuming other goods.
A car is assumed to be a homogeneous good having a given fixed price. The extent to
which an alternative to the car mode is available to satisfy the travel needs of the household is represented by the sets of destinations accessible by the alternative mode and by
the travel times required to reach each destination. Assume that this alternative mode
is the "best" public transit mode perceived to be available to a decision maker. Specifi cally, the utility to a household not owning an automobile is a function of income
(representing all consumption) , nontravel time, and trips to the set of destinations
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accessible by the modes of transportation that are alternatives to travel by personal
automobile:

U~ = U

(y,

T -

I:

r1kX1k, X1k)

(1)

kEDo

where
U~ = utility to a household without a car at location i,

y =total disposable income of the household,
T = available household leisure time,
r 1k = travel time from the household at location i to destination k by alternative
mode,
X1k = number of trips the household makes to destination k by using alternative
mode, and
Do= set of all destinations accessible to the household by alternative mode.
Assume that when an automobile is available household members will make an insignificant number of trips by the alternative mode of transportation. Total utility for
automobile-owning households then is specified as a function of the number of trips to
destinations accessible by automobile:

u~ =

u(y -p ,

T -

I:

S1kZik• Z1k)

(2)

kED1

where
U~ = utility to a household with a car,

p = annual cost of owning and operating an automobile (assumed to be independent
of the number of trips) ,
s 1k = travel time for the household at location i to destination k by automobile,
Z1k = number of trips for the household to destination k by automobile , and
D1 = set of destinations accessible to the household by automobile.
The ownership of a single automobile is advantageous to the household whenever
l'vfaX U~ > l'.IJ:ax U~

zk

xk

(3)

The household thus assesses the maximum utilities t hat can be derived from making the
most out of travel by automobile or travel by alternative mode. It compares these
utilities and then makes its decisions regarding automobile purchase. Changes in income, automobile or alternative mode costs, aut omobile 01· alternative mode travel
times, or accessibilities call for reassessments . Note that travel times, costs, and
accessibilities to all destinations, visited or not visited, are taken into account here be 1!ause these factors cause readjustments in utility-maximizing travel patterns. Also
note that residential location is a very important factor in this model because change
in residential location dictates changes in each of the explanatory variables.
This theory makes explicit a proposed relationship between automobile -ownership
decisions and transportation system characteristics. Specification of functional forms
for the utilities and the introduction of proxy variables are ne cessary before the theory
can be implemented on currently available household home-interview and transportation
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system data. Also, to assess total automobile ownership, one must extend the theory
to include decisions about additional automobiles. And, in both the single-car and
multiple-car cases, one must consider the interactions of individual household members with respect to their travel needs and desires and their roles in automobileownership decisions.
MULTIPLE TRAVELERS AND MULTIPLE AUTOMOBILES
In looking at the increased household mobility due to the purchase of an automobile, the
previously formulated theory considers the change in utility to the entire household as
the result of the purchase. To properly assess the utility the household obtains from
an automobile, one must consider the travel utilities of each individual trip maker in
the household. Thus one must develop postulates about the way individual trip makers
in the household interact in their usages of 1 or more family automobiles. Briefly,
there are 3 postulates.

1. Each trip maker in the household maximizes his or her individual travel utility
independently of the other trip makers in the household.
2. When a household purchases an automobile, 1 trip maker in the household is considered to have the exclusive use of this automobile. Thus the utility of 1 automobile to
a household is reflected in the utility of the automobile to 1 trip maker in the household.
3. Trip makers who do not have the use of an automobile are indifferent about
whether to use public transit (with greater travel times and limited accessibility) or
postpone trips until the automobile becomes available. (For purposes of simplifying
terminology, refer to travel by automobile when it becomes available as travel by alternative mode.)

Based on the 3 simplifying assumptions, the total utility of a household can be viewed
as the aggregation of the travel utilities of individual trip makers within the household
and the household-level residual-consumption term. The travel utility of each trip
maker within the household is a function of his or her available leisure time and travel
to all destinations visited within a specified time period.
In general, the set of destinations accessible by automobile differs from the set of
destinations accessible by alternative mode of transportation. Also automobile travel
times usually differ from the travel times of the alternative mode; walking and waiting
times for public transit service are reflected in additional, perhaps more heavily
weighted, time penalties for the alternative mode. Travel utilities of individual trip
makers thus are dependent on whether the trip maker has the use of an automobile or
whether he or she must rely on the alternative mode of transportation.
Specifically, the net travel utility to an individual j from travel by the alternative
mode of transportation is considered to be separable into 2 components: net leisure
time and satisfaction of travel purposes (the household location subscripts i are dropped
here for simplification) :

TU~=

u(T 3

-

L:

rkxkj, xkj)

(4)

kE"Do

where
TU~

= net utility to an individual j from travel by alternative mode of transportation,
T 3 = total leisure time of individual j, and
XkJ = number of trips individual j makes to destination k when relying on alternative
mode.

Similarly, the net utility to an individual j from travel by an automobile is:
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TU~ = u (T 3

L

-

(5)

skzkJ, zkJ)

kED1

where
TU~= net utility to an individual j from travel by exclusive use of an automobile,

and
ZkJ = number of trips individual j makes to destination k when using an automobile.

If next t he a.ssumption is mad e that t he total ut ility to a household at location i is ad ditive with respect to the utility from income available for other consumption and total
household travel utility, then

u~. = ¢ y -
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where
¢ = functional form of the residual consumption contribution to utility, and
=total utility of an m-trip-maker household at location i owning n automobiles.

u~.

Thus by substituting equations 4 and 5 in equation 6,
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This is the foundation for the model specifying the conditions under which automobileownership decisions are undertaken. To test the model hypotheses however, one must
specify mathematical forms for the ¢ and U functions and develop estimation equations.
FUNCTIONAL FORMS

A utility function that is logarithmic in terms of both time and trips was selected on the
basis of its theoretical properties (such as its property of "diminishing marginal utility") and on the basis of its success in describing spatial interactions ( 19). This functional form also is related intimately to entropy formulations of trip distributions (41)
and other transportation phenomena (42). Equations 4 and 5 then can be written respec tively as follows (for simplicity the household location subscript has been dropped):

TU~= atlog(l + TJ

-

L
kE"Do

rkXkJ) +

L
kE"Do

aklog(l + XkJ)

(8)
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where
ak = the value or attraction of destination k, and
at= the value of leisure time.
Each trip maker in the household maximizes his or her individual utility by adjusting
number and distribution of trips. This maximization is performed independently of
other members of the household in all matters not related to the availability of the
household automobile or automobiles. In this process, the maximum household utility
is not necessarily achieved.
Finding the maximizing solution for TU~ is facilitated through the introduction of a
new set of variables:
l'.:ki = 1 + x"i

:E

R~ = 1 +Tl+

rk

kEDo

:E

Ao= at+

( 10)

a"

kEDo
Maximizing equation 8 with respect to Xkl then implies
ak
atrk
1 + X"l = 1 + Ti - :E rkXkl
kEDo

(11)

This equation may be solved for l'.:kJ:
l'.:•i = a1:R~
Aor l<

(12)

Similarly, let
Tiki = 1 + z.i

R1

= 1+

:E
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Maximizing equation 5 with respect to Zki and solving for

7/kJ

yield

akR~

7/kj

(14)

= A1Sk

Substituting l;kJ and 1hci into the utility equations 8 and 9 and simplifying yield

a R0
a R0
Max (TU~ = at log ~At + L ak log Ak J
Xki
o
krDo
ork

( 15)

a R1
~
a R1
Max (TU~) = at log~ + LJ ak log Ak J
zkJ
Ai
kE"D1
isk

(16)

Distinguishing among the individual trip makers within a household is not within the
scope of this theory. Thus
Max (TU~ = Max (Tug, = ... = Max (TU~

( 17)

Max (TU}) = Max (TU~) = ... = Max (TU 1)

(18)

The travel-utility-maximizing form of the utility function given in equation 7 for a
household at location i then becomes

U~,. = ¢ (y

-

£:

l=l

p2)

+ n Max (TUD + (m - n) Max

(TU~

( 19)

where Max (TU ) and Max (TU~ are given by equations 15 and 16 and P.i., =annual cost
to a household of owning and operating the t th automobile.
Hypothesizing that the utility of all other consumption has a similar logarithmic
"diminishing marginal utility" functional form, one can write equation 19 without any
general terms as
1

U~. = bo log (y

-

£:

l=l

p 2 ) + bt [n Max

(TU~)

+ (m - n) Max

(TU~]

(20)

where
b0 = additive parameter adjusting the scale of the utility of residual consumption to
that of overall utility, and
bt = additive parameter adjusting the scale of the utility of travel to that of overall
utility.
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CONDITIONAL AUTOMOBILE-OWNERSHIP DECISION
Assume that the maximum number of automobiles the household will own does not exceed the number of driver-aged trip makers in that household m. Now whenever

U~m > U~. for 0

-f T/,

0

= O, 1, ... , m

(21)

the household will purchase T/ automobiles. Specifying this condition in terms of the
indirect utility function (equation 20) means

O<

U~m - u:m = b{log(y - t~l P~ ) - log(y - t~l PQ)]
+ bt [T/ Max (TU~) + (m - T/) Max (TU~ - 0 Max (TU~)

- (m - 0) Max (TU~]
for 0

-f

T/, 9 = 0, 1, ... , m.

Simplifying means
T/
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(22)
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+ bt(ri - 0) [Max (Tut) - Max (TU~ J

(23)

e -f ri, e = o, 1, ... , m.
Substituting the indirect maximum travel utilities of equations 15 and 16 into this
condition for ownership of T/ automobiles yields

for

0 < ui. - u:m

= bo[log(y - .;: pQ)- log(y t=l
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or k

e -f T/, e = o, 1, ... ' m.
However, by using the definitions of Ai, Ao, R1, and R 0 specified earlier, one can
simplify equation 24:

for
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t~/£) - log(y -
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for 0 I- ri, 0 = O, 1, ... , m. The set Di - Do is the set of destinations accessible by
automobile but not accessible by transit; it is a simplified notation for the set represented by the intersection of Di with the complement of Do.
Strictly speaking, Ai, Ao, R1, and R 0 depend on household location i. However,
these terms are rather insensitive to exact location; they will be treated as constants
in the initial tests of the model hypotheses given herein. Thus,

i: p£) - log(y - l=l
~ P£)~~

0 < U{m - u:m =a+ bo[log(y -
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for 0 I- 11, 0 = 0, 1, ... , m where a= (77 - 0) (Ao log~~ - Ailog~~).
The second term on the right side of equation 26 indicates the difference in utility
to the household from consumption of all other goods when the household owns 0 automobiles compared to 77 automobiles. The third term on the right indicates the utility
(77 - 0) that trip makers in the household receive from travel time savings when traveling by automobile to destinations that can be reached by transit (destinations in set Do),
and the fourth term on the right indicates the utility (77 - 0) that trip makers receive
from potential travel to destinations not accessible by public transit but accessible by
automobile. The third and fourth terms together comprise the travel component.
ESTIMATION EQUATIONS
The model of automobile ownership developed in this paper is, of course, a simplification of reality. It does not take into account all of the differences in the tastes and perceptions of individual decision makers. Also data are not available to measure all of
the stimuli that decision makers might consider important. Thus the values of the
utility differences given in equation 26 are random variables across samples of households.
By letting E~ represent an unobserved random variable containing excluded decision
factors and individual differences, one can specify the probabilistic utility function for
an m -trip-maker household owning 77 automobiles as
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RU~= f(U~, €~)

(27)

This function generally can be scaled so that it can be written as the sum of the deter ministic component and the random component E~:
RU,;1 =

U~ + €~

(28)

The probability that a sampled household finds ownership of T/ automobiles more advantageous than ownership of any other number of automobiles 0 can then be denoted by

Pi= Prob [(U~ +

€~) > (U~ + €~)]

(29)

for 0 -IT/, 0 = O, 1, ... , m where P~ =probability that the household will desire to own
T/ automobiles. Equation 29 can then be rewritten as
P~

=Prob [(Eg -

€~)

< (U~ - U~)J

(30)

for 0 -IT/, 0 = o, 1, ... ' m.
The problem of developing estimation equations for the current automobile-ownership
model is now one of specifying a distribution for the probabilistic components in equation 30. The one chosen here is the reciprocal exponential distribution; random variables are assumed to be distributed independently as
Prob (E:

~

w)

= exp(-e-i

(31)

Probability equation 29 then takes the form

p~ =

exp(m)
1
=
m
m
~ exp(m)
:E exp(ug - U~)

~~~~~~~~~-

0=0

(32)

0=0

This function is termed the conditional or multinomial logit function. It was first de veloped systematically by Gurland, Lee, and Dolan (20). A more general formulation
in. terms of choice behavior is provided by McFaddenT~ 25). Other general developments are provided by Bloch and Watson (~, Bock (~, and Theil (~ 38). Applications
of the functional form to transportation mode, destination, and trip-time choice were
made by Rassam, Ellis, a.nd Bennett (32) and Charles River Associates (9).
The probability that an m-trip-maker household decides to own T/ automobiles thus
is specified by equation 32; the u~ - u g utility differences for the alternative choices of
0 = 0, 1, ... , m, 0 f '17 are given by equation 26. By observing the actual choices made
by households when they are faced with various values of the independent variables, one
can make estimates of the constant ~ and the b 0 and bt coefficients in equation 26 through
the application of a maximum-likelihood procedure proposed by McFadden (24) and implemented by Manski (23). Statistics ·generated in this first empirical test Ofthe model
hypotheses are the subject of the i·emainder of this paper.
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DATA
The data employed in the empirical test were obtained from individual household observations and network simulation results from the 1965 Detroit Transportation and Land
Use Study {TALUS) (35) . The variables to be used in the folloWing analysis are defined
as follows:
y = disposable income of the household (calculated by subtracting estimated taxes
from respondents' reported gross i.ncome) ;
P1~ = annual cost to a household at location i of owning and operating the l th automobile (assumed to be independent of the number of trips);
r1k = travel time from household at location i to destination k by public transit [generated from the 1965 Detroit transit network by using the Urban Transportation
Planning System (UTPS) (40) including walking, waiting, transfer, and running
times];
sik = travel time from household at location i to destination k by automobile (taken
directly from network simulati011 results generated in the TALUS study);
D~ = set of destinations accessible to an individual trip maker at location i by public
transit (a destination k was consicJered accessible by ti·ansit if it could be
reached within a specified period of time by transit);
Dt = set of destinations accessible to an individual trip maker at location i when this
trip maker has the exclusive use of an automobile (a destination k was considered accessible by automobile if it could be reached within a specified period
of time by automobile) ;
f =number of automobiles a household owned in 1965; and
a1k = attraction of destination k to a household at location i.
Individual household observations were taken from the 4 percent survey of all households within the Detroit urbanized area, and the origin and destination subscripts (i and
k) correspond to traffic analysis zones. The limit of the study spatial a.Tea is defined
by the inclusion of all traffic analysis zones in TALUS that are located within the Detroit urbanized area as defined by the 1960 Census (34).
For the purposes of this initial test of the theory ,households with the same number
of driver-aged trip makers m were assumed to be homogeneous with respect to their
automobile-buying behavior. The data were sor ted into 3 sets:

1. Households with 1 driver-aged trip maker,
Households with 2 driver-aged trip makers, and
Households with 3 or more driver-aged trip makers.

2.
3.

Certain assumptions were made in preparing the data. These assumptions are the
subjects of model-sensitivity analyses.
1. Automobile ownership cost p 12 is constant for all automobiles and is independent
(= P2) of location i; an average figure of $1,000 (1965 prices) was selected on the basis
of automobile cost data provided by Botzow ( 7).
2. A destination is a member of the set D1 if it can be reached from i in 60 min by
tJ.·ansit; a destination is a member of the set Di if it can be reached from i in 60 min by
automobile; D~ c Di.
3. The attraction of a destination k is independent of the location of the household
(= ak) and is given by

E""' P1t
ak = >'tF~ ' p .
.K.

(33)
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where
Ek = total employment at destination k, and
Pk = total population residing at destination k.
The summation in the denominator is over all traffic analysis zones in the Detroit ur banized area.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The multinomial logit estimation equation 32 for the utility differences of equation 26
was calibrated for each of the 3 population segments ( 1 trip maker, 2 trip makers,
and 3 or more trip makers). Random samples of between 500 and 1,000 households in
each segment were selected from the set of all households responding to TALUS (35).
These samples were structured to obtain an approximately equal number of observed
households that chose each of the alternatives; this structuring resulted in a higher
sampling rate for 0-car households. Samples that were held out were employed for
assessing goodness of fit of the models.
Two different forms of the model were calibrated for each of the 3 segments. In
the simplest (choice-abstract) form, the utility scale weights be and bt are assumed to
be independent of the choice alternatives. This is the usual assumption underlying use
of multinomial logit functions in modeling travel-mode choice. It is the only form of
the model applicable to the binomial 1-trip-maker case in which only the 2 choices of
0 car and 1 car are theorized to be relevant.
The second and more complicated form of the model for the 2-trip-maker and 3-ormore-trip-maker segments is developed by assuming that the be and bt coefficients are
specific to each sequential choice alternative. That is, it is proposed that the weights
people place on consumption and travel components of utility may be different when they
are evaluating the 0-car and 1-car choice alternatives than when they are evaluating the
1-car and 2 -car alternatives and so forth. In the calibration of this form of the model,
freedom thus is incorporated to estimate as many be and bt coefficients as there are
choice alternatives minus 1. Referring to these coefficients as bi and b~, where i denotes the choice between i and 0 automobiles, is convenient.
For purposes of clarifying the previous arguments, the following estimation equations can be written for the most general case of 3 or more trip makers in which 4
choices (O car, 1 car, 2 cars, and 3 cars) are relevant (P., probability that a household made up of m driver-aged trip makers will decide to own 'YI automobiles, takes the
form of equation 32 for 'YI = O) :

U~ -U~=ao+b.}[log(y-p)

-logy]

+b~(~

ke-Do

u::i - u~ = ao + b; [log (y - 2p) - logy J + b~ [2 (

+

:E

kEDo

ak log rk
sk
(34)

:E

ak log ak )]
kED1-Do
sk

U~ -U~=ao+b~[log(y-3p)
+

aklogrk+
:E aklogak)
sk kED1 -Do
sk

:E

kED1-Do

-logy]

ak log :: )]

+b~[3( :E

kEDo

aklogrk
sk
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Estimation equations for the other 2 population segments merely eliminate 1 or 2 of the
utility differences in equation 34. The choice-abstract form of the model will have
b; = b~ = b~ = b 0 and b~ = b~ = b~ = bt. The constant ao includes the constant a: of equation 26 and the mean of the unobserved additive random term.
The results of the logit estimations for the 3 population segments for the choiceabstract form of the model are given in Table 1. The ratios are asymptotically dis tributed as t-statistics in a linear model by Theil (3 8) and thus can be used with large
samples (as in the current case) to evaluate the probability that the coefficient estimates are in actuality 0. In the -2 log A statistics for each model, A. is the ratio of the
initial likelihood for the model with all coefficients as 0 and the final (maximum) likelihood with the coefficients as listed. This statistic, the so-called likelihood ratio statistic, has an approximate x2 distribution. Therefore, it can be used to test the joint
hypothesis that the data are a result of processes inconsistent with the proposed theory
(that is, the joint hypothesis: bo = bt = 0).
The -2 log A. statistics in Table 1 indicate firm rejections of the joint hypothesis
b 0 = bt = O for all population segments. Moreover, the estimated coefficient values of
the variables of the models derived from the theory are in all cases correctly signed,
and the t-statistics indicate firm rejections of the hypothesis bo = 0 or bt = 0 for all
population segments. These are encouraging initial results for internal tests of the
current automobile-ownership theory, but further goodness-of-fit assessments are
called for.
The results of the logit calibrations for the choice -dependent form of the model were
judged to be inferior to the r esults of t he choi ce-abstract for m . The cr iteria for this
judgment were the x2 statis tics for the over all models and the t-statistics for the individual model coefficients . T he x2 s tatistics did not significantly increase in spite of
the increase in the degrees of freedom in the choice-dependent form. The hypothesis
that individual b~ and b~ values were insignificantly different from 0 was accepted for
some coefficients at as high as the 10 percent confidence limit.
Sensitivity analyses were performed by using 3 different values of the annual automobile cost parameter p; the values were $750 , $1 ,000 , and $1 ,500. The model based
on the original $1,000 estimate was judged to be best on the basis of having the greatest
t-statistic absolute values for the coefficients. The model based on the $750 estimate
was only slightly different from the chosen model, and the model based on the $1,500
price was definitely inferior. Sensitivity analyses on other direct and definitional model
parameters are within the realm of further research.
EVALUATION OF EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The statistics discussed in the preceding section provide insufficient information for
assessing the goodness of fit of probabilistic or quanta! choice models such as multinomial logit. The single overall measure of fit, the likelihood ratio test, is a rather
insensitive test because of the questionable validity of the null hypothesis bo = bt = 0.
Also model significance generally becomes easier to obtain with this test as sample
size increases.

Table 1. Results of logit estimations.
b.

Clo

Population Segment (number
of trip makers)

Constant

Ratio of Estimat ed
Coe ffi ci ent Value
to Estimated Standar d Error

3 or more

-3 . 17
-0. 71
-0.33

-6.84
-3 .78
-1.80

~
•3 degrees of freedom.

bt

utility
Weight

Ratio of Estima ted
Coefficient Value
to Estimated Standard Error

1.34
8.77
6.8 1

13 .2
12.0
9.70

-

Utility
Weight

Ratio of Estimat ed
Coefficient Value
to Estimated Standard Error

-2 log I."

1. 28
0. 48
0.34

9.05
12.3
10.2

323
354
144
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Other measures of goodness of fit have been developed that are comparable to the
coefficient of determination r 2 in linear models. Use of the r 2 formu1a directly to
measure proportion of variance explained is inappropriate because the dependent observations by definition lie on the asymptotes of the logit function. It can be shown that
the maximum value of r 2 for continuous ind ependent variables cannot be equal to 1.0 as
it is in the continuous dependent variable case, and this maximum value cannot be determined deductively. More important, r 2 is a measure of linearity, and this is not a
correct criterion for the logit model.
Two statistics have been developed that are attempted analogies to r 2 • Both are referred to as "pseudo r 2 " and usually a re denoted by p 2 • The first, p1, applied by Cragg
(11), makes assumptions about the error term distribution resulting in the following
mathematical expression:
p~ = 1 - exp {-2[L*(S) - L*(O)J/N}

(35)

where
L*(§) =value of log likelihood function for vector of estimated coefficients (S),
L*(O) = value of log likelihood function with all coefficients equal to 0, and
N = number of observations.
A second pseudo r 2 statistic, p~, applied by McFadden (24) and discussed by Ben-Akiva
(4) , is equal to the ratio of explained log likelihood ove1~otal log likelihood and is expressed as follows [L*(9) and L*{O) are defined as they are in equation 35 ] :

p~

=

L *(S)
1 - L *(O)

(36)

Values of these pseudo r 2 statistics for the automobile-ownership models of Table 1 are
tabulated as follows:
Population Segment (number
of trip makers)

p~

p~

1
2
3

0.259
0.428
0.348

0.216
0.255
0.155

Four problems are associated with using either pseudo r 2 statistic (p~ or p~ as a
measure of goodness of fit.
1. No well-developed distribution theory or associated statistic exists (such as an
F-statistic) for either measure to permit an assessment of the statistical significance
of the measure.
2. Neither statistic is comparable between models with different functional forms.
3. Maximum value for each statistic is not defined clearly.
4. Neither statistic provides an intuitive interpretation (comparable to percentage
of variance explained) of goodness of fit.
In an effort to improve the understanding of the goodness of fit of probabilistic choice
models, we propose a new technique. To describe this technique in detail and discuss
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its purported strengths and weaknesses are not within the scope of this paper. A brief
explanation is advanced, instead, and 1 example application is presented with the objective of providing insight into the performance of the models derived from the current
automobile-ownership theory. Research publications directed to the specific subject of
the goodness-of-fit evaluation technique are anticipated.
The proposed technique entails the formation of homogeneous groups of individual
observations belonging to cells (classes) defined jointly by ranges of the independent
(explanatory) variables of the model. fudividuals in every cell, to an extent, we assumed to be faced with identical stimuli when evaluating their choice alternatives. Thus
a hypothetical observation described by the mean values of the independent variables for
all observations in a particular cell can be considered a representative observation for
all the observations in this cell. The predicted probabilities for this particular representative observation then can be computed by using the estimated choice models. These
predicted probabilities for each choice alternative finally can be compared to the probabilities given by the proportion of individuals in a particular cell that choose that alternative.
Figure 1 shows a typical scatter plot of predicted versus actual proportions of households owning no automobiles for a hold-out sample from the 1-trip-maker population
segment. Each point represents a unique cell; the number corresponding to each point
reflects the number of households in that cell. Ideally, all of these points should lie
along the 45-deg line.
To compare actual and predicted proportions, r 2 (weighted by the number of households in each cell) is calculated for the best linear fit between these measures. Also
the slope and intercept of this best linear fit are calculated to reveal any systematic
biases in the :;:~::~"S ~, :::::~ :~_:::~: :..; ::.:. ::~ =-~:-..~:~::0
: ~~ = = :.::=: :.- ~ :-..: : ~o:,:::~-.-.- ~~'t~ :!? ::~ ! ~- !i-:..
and the 45-deg line can be estimated through use of an F-statistic.
To determine the sensitivity of this approach to different ways of defining cells,
actual versus predicted comparisons were made for various cell formation criteria.
:

:

Figure 1. Predicted probability versus actual probability for 1-trip-maker case.
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Specifically, for the 1-trip-maker model, 10 completely different sets of cells were
for mulated by specifying different sets of ranges for the independent variables. The
ave rage value for the best fit r 2's was r~est = 0.81, and the va riance was cr,2 = 0.016.
The relatively small variance in this statistic is an initial indication that the technique
is rather insensitive to the manner in which the independent variables are divided in
order to assign observations to cells as long as a degree of homogeneity is maintained
within each cell and care is taken to create cells that have a similar number of observations.
The average slope and intercept of the best fit lines for the 10 sets of cells used are
"ff= 0.84 and~= 0.076 respectively; variances are ~ = 0.016 and cr~ = 0.007 respectively.
These average slope and intercept values suggest that the model predicts too high for
small actual probabilities and too low for large actual probabilities. Thus there appears to be a systematic conservative prediction bias in the 1-trip-maker model. The
relatively small variance for both of these statistics is further evidence that the proposed technique is rather insensitive to empirical issues such as the range of the variables defining the cells.
For the 1-trip-maker case overall, the technique reveals a relatively good correspondence between actual and predicted proportions. However, further work is required to determine exactly how good this correspondence is in a statistical sense. Assessing the goodness of fit in the manner presented here begins to give one insights into
how well the logit model predicts disaggregate behavior. That the proposed technique
is applicable only where large samples are available should be emphasized. Developing this procedure for choice settings with more than 2 alternatives and in a more statistically rigorous sense is within the realm of important further research.
CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Results from the initial tests of some hypotheses of the automobile-ownership theory
are encouraging. The estimated coefficient values of the variables of the models derived from the theory are in all cases correctly signed and are significantly different
from 0. Also traditional goodness-of-fit measures are at values that are acceptable for
nonlinear estimation equations of the multinomial logit type. And a relatively good correspondence exists between predicted and actual probabilities for groups of hold-out observations in the 1-trip-maker segment model.
The current models developed from a specific theory of automobile-ownership decisions help to begin to identify causal mechanisms in urban-household travel behavior.
However, much remains to be done before these models can be effectively applied in
predicting automobile-ownership changes as results of transportation system changes.
Sensitivity analyses are required for a number of variable definitions and assumptions
of the models. In particular, the models need to be tested for different measures of
destination attraction ak, different accessibility cutoffs (used to define sets Do and D1)
and different urbanized area definitions. Improved understanding of how individual
trip makers in the household interact in their uses of 1 or more family automobiles
also must be sought. Finally, better understanding of the goodness of fit of probabilistic choice models, such as the multinomial logit model, must be obtained on both
aggregate and individual observation levels before any of these types of models can be
employed confidently in prediction. We hope that the goodness-of-fit technique proposed
herein and the criticisms it encourages will lead toward a better understanding of the
complex goodness-of-fit phenomena.
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DISCUSSION
Fred A. Reid, University of California, Berkeley
The paper by Burns, Golob, and Nicolaidis is a contribution to behavioral modeling and
a utility theory of automobile ownership. Noteworthy points of the theory are expressing household choice in terms of the travel utilities of the individuals and maximizing
budget and overall utility at the household level. Trip-frequency and destination-choice
factors are included, although modal choice is considered only for adults in excess of
the household automobile count. The theoretical development is valuable for identifying
the construction of the utility function and the interplay of individuals in a household.
However, if one is trying to develop accurate, manageable models in terms of available
data, the theory seems too complex in relation to the number of parameters estimated
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(only 3 per population segment) and the restrictive assumptions necessary for calibration. The relation between trip level of service and attraction variables for all types
of trips is completely specified by the theory rather than by allowing separate parameters to be estimated or different functional forms for alternate theories to be tested.
For example, service variables have been found to best describe travel behavior entering as linear rather than logarithmic differentials in other studies.
The failure to characterize the individual attributes of the household work trip is a
weakness when one considers the role these major trips play in ownership and because
of the generality of the destination-attraction variable used. As only the percentage of
total p opulation and e mployment at a destination , this variable also does not distinguish
non-work-trip ends as being unique to a household.
The assumption that owned automobiles are always used.if they are available seems
particularly restrictive. It leaves modal-choice alternatives to only a portion of the
household members, weakening the advantage of the individual utility maximization.
The paper has shown some useful theoretical development, but I believe it has raised
more questions than it has answered.

AUTHORS' CLOSURE
We are pleased that Reid viewed this paper as a contribution to behavioral traveldemand modeling in general and to the understanding of automobile demand specifically.
We thank him for his comments. Comments on his discussion are warranted.
We are aware of the limitations of a rigid theoretical approach. However, we judge
that attempting to assess causal mechanisms in urban household automobile-ownership
decisions by merely studying ad hoc empirical correlations is a much less satisfactory
alternative. Consequently, the development of an economic theory of decision-making
behavior placed significant restrictions on the empirical study performed to test the
hypotheses of the theory. The objective of establishing a valid causal model with sound
theoretical underpinnings justified acceptance of these restrictions. Given that a predefined theory was r igidly followed , greater value can be placed on the significance of
the empirical results because probabilities of uncovering random phenomena are minimized.
Admittedly, the existing theory assumes independence among household members in
their trip-making behavior. As a result, the utility of additional automobiles to a
household is not accurately modeled. Attempts to account for the interdependence of
household members' trip - making behavior significantly complicates the model. These
complications are not warranted in an initial study of automobile-ownership decisions.
As noted in the original paper, however, such concerns, which were uncovered by following the theoretical approach, indicate important directions for further research.
The theoretical model can be adapted to include

1. Purpose-specific attraction measures ;
2. Variances in the cost of automobile ownership due to residential location, household income, and type of automobile (first, second, or third household automobile) ; and
3. Travel times broken down into walking, waiting , and in-vehicle time components.
Including these features in the initial empirical study was prohibited by data availability.

Also the final model allows assessment of impacts of improvements in public transportation or changes in automobile travel characteristics on automobile ownership. Improvements in public transportation are reflected in reduced travel times and increased
service areas. Such changes can be incorporated directly into the model transit utility
term, making assessment of the effects of public transportation improvements a relatively straightforward procedure. In a similar manner, the effects of increased or de creased automobile travel times can easily be reflected in the automobile travel utility
terms.
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We would like to emphasize again, as we did in our conclusion, that the objective of
our research was to identify the structure of causal mechanisms in urban-household
travel behavior. We are aware that, before the models resulting from this research
can be effectively applied in predicting changes in automobile-ownership levels as results of transportation system changes, sensitivity analyses will be required to test
further variable definitions and assumptions of the model. Specific areas of future re search were covered in the paper.

TIME-STABILITY ANALYSIS OF TRIP-GENERATION AND
PREDISTRIBUTION MODAL-CHOICE MODELS
Robert L. Smith, Jr.,* University of Wisconsin-Madison; and
Donald E. Cleveland, University of Michigan
Data from home-interview surveys in Detroit for 1953 and 1965 were used
to test the time stability of disaggregate trip-generation and predistribution
modal-choice models. Initial cross-classification analysis showed 4 to 18
percent increases in household trip-generation rates for households with
cars available. A statistical test of the overall time stability of multiple
linear regression trip-generation equations indicated that the equations
were not stable unless non-trip-making households were removed. The individual regression coefficients also were tested for time stability, and, despite the lack of overall statistical time stability, disaggregate work- and
home-based trip-generation equations for 1953 produced reasonable estimates of 1965 zone-level trips. Disaggregate regression equations for the
automobile-driver and bus modes also were found to exhibit only limited
time stability. Interaction between cars available and number of persons
employed was particularly important in explaining bus trips. Tests of the
time-stability assumption at the zone level were limited by the lack of zonelevel interaction variables.
•THE CONVENTIONAL sequential models of urban travel demand (UTD models) require 3 basic assumptions for use in forecasting: (a) independent variables can be accurately forecast; (b) models provide an accurate, behaviorally correct simulation of
base-year travel demand; and (c) model variables, structure, and parameters are
stable over time ( 1). Early researchers in transportation planning were well aware
of the need for accurate forecasts of independent variables. During the 1960s, considerable effort was devoted to developing sophisticated urban land use activity models
to provide the required forecasts. Although the problem of producing accurate forecasts has proved more intractable than initially thought, the models can generate alternative land use patterns ranging from trend to normative statements of future development patterns such as centralization, radial corridors, or satellite development (2).
The last 2 assumptions required for forecasting travel demand are closely related.
Behavioral models that accurately predict base-year travel also should be valid in some
future year. Deutschman (1), however, has argued that trip-generation models that
produce a good fit for the base year nevertheless may fail completely when used for
forecasting. Clearly, the goodness of fit of base-year data should not be the only criterion for model selection. Behavioral models are needed to provide not only time
stability but also meaningful responses to changes in transportation systems, land use
activity patterns, and socioeconomic conditions.
Considerable research has been devoted to developing better behavioral UTD models.
Emphasis has focused on modal-choice models and, to a lesser extent, trip-generation
models. Reported research, however, largely has ignored the other possible sources
of error in forecasting travel demand. The attitude toward the accuracy of forecasts
of independent variables appears to be that, if an independent variable is behaviorally

*Mr. Smith was with the Southeast Michigan Council of Governments when this research was performed.
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significant, then some attempt should be made to forecast it. Roberts (3), however,
has argued that, in view of the current difficulties in making accurate lolig-range forecasts of independent variables, the current UTD models are valid only for the short
range. Such a view could also make time-stability errors relatively less important.
If, however, the short range includes time periods of 5 to 10 years (which are not unreasonable periods for implementation of major transportation projects), time stability
still may be an important criterion. Time-stability analyses have been limited by the
lack of adequate time-series data. Even where data have been available for 2 or more
time periods, operational pressures to produce travel demand forecasts as quickly and
cheaply as possible generally have resulted in the use of only the latest data for model
calibration and forecasting.
PURPOSE
The primary purpose of this research was to reevaluate the Detroit trip-generation
model so that any new data requirements could be incorporated in the development of
a new regional activity allocation model (4). The new data requirements also would
provide a framework for an updating of the1965 home-interview survey data by using
1970 census data.
In reevaluating the Detroit trip-generation model, emphasis was placed on developing a behavioral trip-generation model that would exhibit time stability. Because relatively consistent home-interview survey data were available for both 1953 and 1965,
disaggregate trip-generation models were developed for both years and then were compared graphically and statistically for stability. Predistribution modal-choice models
for both years also were developed to aid in understanding how changes in modal choice
affect trip generation.
The substantial changes in population, residential density, and job location and in
automobile ownership, household income, and level of service of the transportation
system between 1953 and 1965 provided a significant test of trip-generation-model time
stability. The sharp decline in transit use from 1953 to 1965 (16.2 percent of person
trips by bus in 1953 versus 4.8 percent by bus in 1965) subjected the predistribution
modal-choice model to an even more severe test of time stability.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Household files with merged trip-record data for 1953 and 1965 were developed to be
as nearly compatible as possible. The major limitation of the 1953 file was the lack
of individual household income data. The 1953 variable, cars owned, was assumed to
be equivalent to the 1965 variable, cars available; a compatible stage of life cycle variable was developed as a function of family size, age of youngest trip maker, and age of
the head of the household. An additional limitation of the 1953 household file was the
lack of complete data for variables obtained from the trip files. If no trips were made,
then no data were available for these variables. Thus use of the trip file variables was
limited to models for trip-making households.
A summary of the major independent and dependent variables that were compatible
for 1953 and 1965 is given in Table 1. All but 1 of the variables that generally have
been considered to be most significant in household-level trip-generation analysis are
included (5, p. 96). The variable omitted is number of persons 16 years old or older
who drive:- One variable, AREA, requires some explanation. The AREA variable
stratifies the region into 4 roughly concentric rings centered on the central business
district ( CBD) : inner city, city center, suburbs, anq rural area. The rural area is
outside the 1953 study-area boundary; thus, no data are presented for this location.
The AREA variable is a substitute for such variables as density, distance from CBD,
and, to some extent, accessibility.
Recently, there has been considerable discussion of the desirability of including
measures of the level of service provided by the transportation system at each stage
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of the urban transportation planning modeling process (6, 7). However, little empirical
evidence exists to support the notion that transportation accessibility as currently measured is significant in explaining trip generation. For a household-level model Kannel
(8, p. 116) concluded that "the effect of accessibility [to employment] on trip production
rates would appear to be an indirect effect due to its influence on auto ownership." For
zone-level models, both Nakkash (9) and Gur (10) found that accessibility variables con tributed little to the explanatory power of the models. Nakkash (9) found that a simple
stratification of zones into central and noncentral areas was more significant than inclusion of acce ssibility variables. The number of work trips is r elatively inelastic
with respect to accessibility or transportation cost. The level of non-work-trip making
appears to be primarily a function of the number of automobiles available although the
level of automobile ownership may be affected by transportation system accessibility,
as shown by Kannel (8). Dunphy (11) has shown that automobile ownership also may be
affected by transit accessibility toemployment, thus holding 2 variables, income and
family size, constant.
Multiple linear regression analysis was selected to develop trip-generation relationships for 1953 and 1965 because of the ease with which statistical measures of both
goodness of fit and time stability can be obtained. Cross-classification techniques were
used to examine the extent to which the data met the standard assumptions required for
regression analysis. In addition, the automatic interaction detection program (AID) was
used to identify potential interaction terms ( 12).
Four different approaches to trip-generation time-stability evaluation were used:

1. Graphical comparison,
2.
3.
4.

Test of overall equality of regression-equation coefficients,
Test of equality of individual regression coefficients, and
Prediction of 1965 zone and district trips by using the 1953 equations.

The second approach used Chow's test for the equality of 2 sets of linear regression
coefficients ( 13). In Chow's test of the equality of 2 sets of regression coefficients, the
null hypothesis of equality of the regression coefficients for the 2 years (Ha: f3i = {32) is
rejected at a (1 - Cl!) percent level of confidence if the test statistic Fis greater than
F,.., with k and (m + n - 2k) degrees of freedom. F is computed

F "'

(Q.1 - ~ /k
+ n - 2k)

QJ(m

( 1)

where
Qi = sum of squared errors from pooling the observations,
Q 2 = sum of squared errors from separate regressions for the 2 years,
m = number of observations in year 1,

n = number of observations in year 2, and
k = number of independent variables plus 1.
The practical application of the technique requires both a separate regression for each
year and a regression on the pooled observations for both years. The difference between Qi and Q2 provides a measure of the closeness of the 2 sets of regression coefficients. If the reg ression equations are identical, the difference between Qi and Q2 will
be 0.
The third approach used the time interval as a dummy variable to test each regression coefficient for change over tiine. The time-period dummy variable T is included
as an interaction term with every independent variable, including the constant term.
For example, the regression equation
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HB = ao + a1CARA + a2NRES

(2)

becomes
HB = ao + boT + (a1 + b1T)CARA + (a2 + b2T)NRES

(3)

where each interaction term has been combined with its respective independent variable.
The coefficient of each independent variable is tested for time stability under the null
hypothesis that the interaction term regression coefficient b 1 equals 0 (Ho: b 1 = O).
Identical analyses were used to develop predistribution modal-choice models and
evaluate their time stability. Considerable attention was given to the development of
appropriate interaction terms.
TRIP-GENERATION MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Primary emphasis was placed on developing trip-generation equations for TTF, HB,
and WK. Equations also were developed for PB, SR, and SHOP trip purposes.
The 2 types of independent variables found to be most important in explaining total
trip generation were (a) some measure of household size and (b} some measure of
household economic status. The available household-size variables for the Detroit
area were LC, NRES, and FIVE. CARA was the only economic variable available for
both years. The impact of INC, however, could be analyzed at the household level for
1965. EMP was important for explaining work trips. The other available variables
given in Table 1 also were evaluated for significance in explaining the various trip pur poses.
An initial cross-classification analysis provided an indication of the extent to which
the standard assumptions required for regression analysis were met as well as a
graphical measure of the degree of time stability. The cross-classification of TTF
by CARA and NRES for both 1953 and 1965 (Figure 1) showed relatively consistent
change over time. The mean daily trip rates for household-size classes with 1 or
more cars available were approximately 10 percent greater in 1965 than in 1953. (The
actual range was 4 to 18 percent; the increase for the individual car-available classes
ranged from 1 to 9 percent.) The relatively uniform upward shift suggests an additional
income effect or a uniform regional increase in accessibility. A shift from neighborhood walk trips (no data available) to vehicle trips for shopping, social-recreational,
and similar purposes also might have contributed to the increase.
In contrast, households in each household-size class with no cars available made
approximately 20 percent fewer trips in 1965 than in 1953. The no-car-available class
in 1965 was composed primarily of poor and elderly people , many of whom reported not
making any trips. Underreporting of trips also might be more of a problem here.
When non-trip-making households were removed, the difference in trip making between 1953 and 1965 for the household-size classes with no cars available was reduced
from a 20 percent decline to a range of -3.9 to +8.7 percent change. Almost all households with 1 or more cars available made trips. Thus little change in the trip rates of
the 1- and 2-cars-available classes as a fuaction of NRES occurred when non-tripmaking households were removed. Further stratification by AREA of the CARA versus
NRES curves for trip-making households showed a generally higher level of suburban
(AREA = 3) trip making and a lower level of inner city (AREA = 1) trip making in 1965.
Trip making by city center residents (AREA= 2) remained relatively constant. Figure 2 shows the relationships for a family of 4 (NRE S = 4).
Cross tabulation of home-based WK for both years by EMP and CARA showed the
expected essentially constant rate of WK/ person employed. To expect WK generation
to be independent of INC and CARA is reasonable. There should also be little change
over time unless, for example, the 4-day work week were to be adopted widely.
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Table 1. Household variables.

Designation

Variables
Independent
Cars available, 1965
Cars owned, 1953"
Incomeb

stage in the family life cycle
Number of household residents•
Number of persons 5 years old and older•
Number of persons employed
Race of house]\old head
Type of structure (single or multiple)•
Occupation of household head
Sex of household head
Labor force status of household head
Age of youngest trip maker
Location in the region•
Small area location•
Dependent
Total factored person trips
Total home-based person trips
Work trips
Personal business trips
Social and recreational trips
Shopping trips

CARA
CARA
INC
LC
NRES
FIVE
EMP
RACE
STR

occ
SEX
LF

y

Al, A2, A3, A4
ZONE
TTF
HB
WK

PB
SR
SHOP

•Available for all households in 1953.
bAvailable only at the census tract level for 1953.

Figure 2. Trip rates for trip-making households
with 4 residents.

Figure 1. Household trip rates.
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The linearity assumption required by regression analysis (unless dummy variables
are used) appears to be generally satisfied for the TTF trip relationships so that little
advantage would be obtained from using dummy variables for CARA or NRES. The
main restriction on the regression analysis appeared to be the lack of normal error
terms with constant variance. The distributions of the dependent variables were
skewed, which indicates that the distributions of the error terms probably were not
normal. Also the variance of the dependent variables tended to increase with the independent variables, which indicates heteroscedastic error terms. Similar results
have been reported by Oi and Shuldiner ( 14) and Kannel (8). Thus the statistical reliability of the significance tests on the regression coeffic1ents is likely to be overstated.
The graphical cross-classification analysis indicated that the additivity assumption
required for regression analysis generally was satisfied. There was little evidence of
interaction among the independent variables. More detailed analysis of interaction by
using the AID program confirmed the assumption of negligible interaction.
Household-level trip-generation regression equations were developed for both years
by using a systematic 1-in-8 sample of the more than 40,000 households in both the
1953 and 1965 household files to reduce computing costs (Table 2). The analysis was
concentrated on the home-based-trip purpose because home-based trips provided the
control total for the individual home-based-trip purposes in the 1965 Detroit tripgeneration model. Selecting a household-size variable for the RB-FIVE equation
resulted in a slightly higher coefficient of determination r 2 than for the HB-NRES
equation. However, for forecasting purposes NRES probably would be better because
it is available in the 1970 census transportation planning package. LC provided
greater explanatory power than did either NRES or FIVE. However, even if LC were
available for all households, the potential error in forecasting it probably would outweigh the improvement in base-year accuracy. The AREA variable was significant for
the home-based equation but not for the work or personal-business equations.
The trip-generation equations for trip-making households only were developed by
using the same independent variables as were used in the all-households equations. The
coefficients of NRES were essentially the same as for the comparable all-households
equation; however, the constant terms and the coefficients of CARA changed substantially. The trip-making-only equations exhibited consistently lower coefficients of determination than did the all-households equations.
TIME-STABILITY EVALUATION
Test of Overall stability
The results of the test of the null hypothesis of no difference in the trip-generation
equation regression coefficients (Ho: 8s3 = ~s) are given in Table 3. Only 2 equations
were concluded to be stable at the 1 percent level of significance-the HB equation for
trip-making households only with CARA and NRES as independent variables and the SR
equation for all households with CARA, NRES, and AREA as independent variables.
Even these 2 equations were not stable at the 5 percent level of significance. Thus the
statistical analysis indicates that, in general, the overall differences in trip-generation
rates that were observed both in the graphical analyses and in the comparison of the individual regression equations for the 2 years are statistically significant.
Test of Regression Coefficient stability
The test of the time stability of the individual regression coefficients confirmed the results of the overall time-stability analysis for the home-based purpose (Table 4). The
constant term was found to change over time (at the 1 percent level) for all of the HB
equations except the trip-making-households-only equation with CARA and NRES as independent variables. The results for the individual home-based-trip purposes (WK,
PB, SR, and SHOP), however, showed that stability of each of the coefficients in an
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Table 2. Trip-generation equations.

Households

Year

Regression Equation'

r'

Standard
Error

Mean

An•

1965
1953

HB = -0.65 + 2.43CARA + 0.93NRES
HB = 0.11 + 2.02CARA + 0.81NRES

0.355
0 .276

3.93
3.42

5.61
4.72

1965
1953

HB = -0.84 + 2.30CARA + 1.14FIVE
HB = -0.29 + 1.82CARA + 1.13FIVE

0.377
0.314

3.86
3.33

5.61
4.72

1965
1953

HB = -1.41 + 2.20CARA + 0.93NRES + O. 76A2 + 1.48A3
HB = -0.31 + 1.87CARA + 0.80NRES + 0.67A2 + 0.89A3

0.364
0.282

3.90
3.41

5,61
4.72

1965
1953

WK = +0.08 + 1.63EMP
WK = -0.06 + 1.65EMP

0.582
0.582

1.01
1.05

1.82
2.01

1965
1953

PB = -0.18 + 0.62CARA + 0.18NRES
PB= -0.07 + 0.46CARA + O.l!NRES

0.102
0.069

1.97
1.43

o. 72

1965
1953

HB = +0.17 + 2. lOCARA + 0. 92NRES
HB = +O. 90 + I. 84CARA + 0. 76NRES

0.272
0.233

4.02
3.38

6.40
5.39

1965
1953

HB = -0.81 + 1.87CARA + 0.92NRES + l.01A2 + 1.68A3
HB = +0.47 + 1.69CARA + 0. 75NRES + 0.63A2 + 0.91A3

0.283
0.240

3.99
3.36

6.40
5.39

1965
1953

WK= +0.20 + 1.59EMP
WK = -0.04 + 1.66EMP

0.534
0.501

1.03
1.09

2.08
2.30

Trip making only'

3

1.21

Al l coefficients are significant at the 1 percent level.

bSample size: 2,586 for 1965 and 2,529 for 1953.

'Sample size: 2.265 for 1965 and 2,216 for 1953.

Table 3. Summary of overall time-stability test, Ho : {3 1 = {32 •
r'
Dependent
Variable

Independent Variables

1965

HB
HB
HB
HB"
HB"
WK"
WK
PB
SR
SHOP

CARA, NRES
CARA, NRES, A2, A3
CARA, FIVE, A2, A3
CARA,NRES
CARA, NRES, A2 , A3
EMP
EMP
CARA, NR1':ti, A2, A~
CARA, NRES, A2 , A3
CARA, NRES, A2, A3

0.355
0.364
0.388
0.272
0.283
0.534
0.582
u.108
0.115
0.110

F (ratio of

mean stan-

1953

Degrees of
Freedom

dard error)

0.276
0.282
0.3 22
0.233
0.240
0.501
0.582
0.070
0.085
0.082

3
5
5
3
6
2
2
5
5
5

5.22
4.68
4.20
3.65'
3.51
11.9
8.36
10.46
2.83'
5.99

•tncludes trip·making households only.
bStable at 1 percen t level.

Table 4. Summary of regression slope and intercept stability.
Households

Regression Equation

All

HB = 0.11 - 0. 76T + (2.03 + 0.41 T)CARA + (0,81 + 0.12T)NRES
t values = 3.03'
17.3
2.67"
16.2
1.80

All

HB = -0.30 - 1.llT + (1.87 + 0.33T)CARA + (0.80 + 0.!3T)NRES + (0.67 + 0.09T)A2 + (0.89 + 0.59T)A3
t values=
3.45'
15.4
2.06
16.0
1.96
3.35 0.27
4.36 1.84

All

HB = -0.75 - 0.92T = (1.64 + 0.39T)CARA + (1.12 + 0.02T)FIVE + (0.69 + 0.11T)A2 + (0.98 + 0.61T)A3
t values=
2,93'
13.6
2.52
19.8
0.27
3.51 0.34
4.94 1:97

Trip making
only

HB = 0.92 - 0.75T + (1.84 + 0. 26T)CARA + (0.75 + 0.16T)NRES
t values= 2.52
15.4
1.56
14.1
2.30

Trip making
only

HB = 0.50 - l.31T + (1.69 + 0.18T)CARA + (0.74 + 0.17T)NRES + (0.62 + 0.39T)A2 + (0,91 + 0 . 78T)A3
t values = 3.46'
12.8
1.04
13.9
2.46
2.80 1.06
4.0 2 2.18

All

WK= -0.06 + 0.14T + (1.65 - 0.02T)EMP
t values=
2.67'
60.6
0.56

All

PB= -0.07 - O.llT + (0.46 + 0 .16T)CARA + (0.11 + 0.07T)NRES
t values =
0.97
8.33 2.27
4.54 2.38

All

SR= -0,35 - 0.24T + (0.44 - 0.lOT)CARA + (0.18 + 0.llT)NRES + (0,36 - 0.15T)A2 + (0.45 + 0.06T)A3
1.47
7. 01 1.22
6. 96 3, 19'
3.42 0,90
4.29 0.35

t values= -

All

SHOP= -0.24 - 0.17T + (0.28 + 0.07T)CARA + (0.12 + 0.04T)NRES + (0.21+0.12T)A2 + (0.46 + 0.21 T)A3
t values=
1.33
5.67 1.05
5.94 1.57
2.58 0.92
5.61 1.67

asignificant at th e , percent level and therefore unstable,
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equation does not guarantee the overall time stability of the equation. Neither the PB
nor the SHOP equation had any unstable coefficients, yet neither equation exhibited overall time stability. In contrast, the SR equation exhibited overall time stability, but the
coefficient of the independent variable NRES changed over time. The results of this
test should not be overemphasized because the assumptions required for multiple linear
regression analysis were not analyzed for the individual home-based-trip purposes.
Application of the Zone Level
The final test of the time stability of the regression equations was to forecast 1965 zone
trips by using the equations developed for 1953. The 1953 HB trip-generation equation
with CARA, NRES, and AREA as independent variables was applied to 1965 zone-level
data. The resulting estima~es of 1965 zone HB trips were reasonable (r 2 for actual
versus estimate was 0.950). The 1965 zone estimates produced by the comparable 1965
HB equation were only slightly more accurate than those produced by the 1953 HB equation (Figure 3). When stratified by AREA, the 1953 HB equation (and probably the 1965
HB equation as well) was more accurate for estimating the city center and suburban
areas than it was for the inner city and rural areas, which indicates that additional
study of the latter 2 areas is needed.
Comparison With Other Urban Areas
Ideally, household-level trip-generation regression equations developed in one urban
area also should be valid for other urban areas. Comparison of home-based tripgeneration equations for urban areas ranging in size from 250,000 (Madison, Wisconsin)
to more than 14,000,000 (New York City) shows substantial variations in the regression
coefficients although the same independent variables are significant for all of the U.S.
cities (Table 5). Part of the variation may be attributed to differences in data collection
and definitions of the variables. The wide variation in the CARA coefficients also may
be the result of differences in transit service and household income. There is relatively little variation in the FIVE coefficient. Madison, Wisconsin, may be a special
case because of the large college-student population.
A comparison of household-level regression equation slope and intercept stability
between Pittsburgh and Detroit shows generally similar results although the magnitude
of individual regression coefficients differs substantially (Table 6). The slopes for the
SHOP equation are stable (at the 1 percent level), and slopes for the TTF equation are
generally unstable. The independent variables for other purposes in the Pittsburgh
study were not compatible with the Detroit variables.
PREDISTRIBUTION MODAL-CHOICE ANALYSIS
The 2 most important trip purposes, home based and work, were analyzed for both the
automobile-driver and bus modes. In contrast to the person-trip-generation relationships, the AID analysis indicated significant interactions between the 2 primary independent variables for the bus mode-CARA and EMP. The subsequent crossclassification analysis of the bus purposes indicated that the interaction variable, EC,
which is defined as the nonnegative difference between the number of employees in the
home and the number of cars available, that is,
EC =

1(EMP

10

- CARA) ;;, 0
otherwise

should be a good predictor of bus-work and bus-home-based trips.

A graphical analysis
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of the stability of the bus-work trip relationships is shown in Figure 4. As expected,
a generally lower level of transit use is observed in 1965.
statistical analysis of the bus-work and bus-home-based regression equations for
trip-making households indicated that none of several sets of independent variables provided overall time stability. When only households with convenient access to transit
were considered (households in the bus service area) , however, stable relationships
for both the work and the home -based bus purposes were found with EC and AREA as
dummy variables. The individual regression coefficients also were found to be stable
for both equations. Additional research is needed to evaluate the feasibility for forecasting EC. EC is likely to be a complex function of the income level and the level of
transit service.
As for the bus purposes, the AID analysis for the automobile-driver purposes indicated interaction between CARA and EMP. Subsequent cross-classification analysis
indicated that the interaction variable, CE, defined as the nonnegative difference between CARA and EMP
CE _ ~ (CARA - EMP)
- I 0 otherwise

:<:

0

should be a good predictor of automobile-driver trips. CE was significant as an explanatory variable for both automobile-driver-WK and automobile-driver-RB regression equations; however, neither equation exhibited overall stability for the entire re gion. Within the bus service area the automobile-driver-RB equation with CARA, FIVE,
and AREA as independent variables exhibited overall stability. The individual regression coefficients also were stable.
Application of the bus-purpose equations to estimate zone bus trips was limited by
the lack of interaction variables at the zone level. Reasonable estimates of zone trips
for the 2 automobile-driver purposes, however, were obtained. The error curves
(cumulative percent of zones versus percentage of error in the zone estimate) were
virtually identical to the error curves for person-trip purposes, which is reasonable
when one considers the lo\v level of transit use in Detroit.
CONCLUSIONS
Cross-classification analysis of 1953 and 1965 total person-trip generation as a function
of cars available and number of persons in the household showed unexplained differences
in the trip-generation rates of 10 to 20 percent. The largest differences were observed
in the no-car-available class. Thus, when non-trip-making households (which were
concentrated in the no-car-available class) were removed, the resulting regression
equation was concluded to be stable.
The relatively uniform increase in trip rates for all automobile-owning householdsize classes probably is due to changes in income, regional accessibility, and the level
of walking trips. Additional time-series data are needed to evaluate the impact of these
variables. In the absence of such time-series data, the disaggregate trip-generation
relationship s for 1965 and 1953, as shown by the zone -level estimates, can provide an
upper and a lower bound for reasonable estimates of future trip generation in Detroit.
The high degree of explanatory power of the work-trip -generation equation suggests
that peak-hour UTD models based on Vlork trips should be developed for Detroit. The
lack of time stability probably was due primarily to differences in defining the employment variable between 1953 and 1965 rather than any inherent change in the level of
work-trip making. Peak-hour models would be particularly useful because data are
available from the 1970 census transportation planning package on work-trip and employment patterns. Thus the updating of the 1965 travel survey data is provided for.
The predistribution modal-choice analysis indicates the importance of the joint consideration of the number of persons employed and the number of cars available at the
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Jre 3. Zone test of time stability.
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Table 6 ·

Year

Regression Equation

r'

standard
Error

1962

HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB

0.36
0.384
0.309

3.89
2.33
5.03

1964
1965
1953

- 0.69 + 1.94CARA + 1.39FIVE
= 0. 91 + 1.07CARA + 1.07EMP
= 0.24 + 3 .1 7CARA + 1. 0 6F.IVE
= -0.19 + 3.17CARA + l.15FlVE
= -0.84 + 2.30CARA + l. 14"FIVE
= -0.29 + 1.82CARA + 1.13"FJVE

0.377

5.61

5,87

-

3.86
3.33

0.314

Mean
5.20

4.72

comparison of trip-generation slope and intercept time stability for Pittsburgh and Detroit
.
Regression Equation

r'

Standard
Error

SHOP= 0.18 + 0.51T + (0,33 - 0.27T)CARA + (0.08 - O.OlT)NRES
2.63 '
2.11
0.11
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_
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t values=
TTF = 1.66 + 1.82T + (2.00 - 0.38T)CARA + (0.57 - 0.69T)NRES
t values=
3.44'
1.10
2.81 •

Detroit

TTF = 0.16 - 1.26T + (3.13 + BOT)CARA + (0.98 + 0. 29T)NRES
t values=
3.06' 16.3
3.20•
12.0
2. 69'

a"
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A SYNTHESIZED TRIP-FORECASTING MODEL FOR SMALLAND MEDIUM-SIZED URBAN AREAS
M. R. Zaryouni, Civil Engineering Division, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; and
E. J. Kannel, Department of Civil Engineering,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Because of the high monetary and time costs associated with home-interview
surveys for urban transportation studies, planning analysts have sought to
model travel demand byusing other data sources such as 1970 census worktrip data. The purpose of the research reported in this paper is to examine
trip distribution functions that may be appropriate for estimating zone trip
interchange in small- to medium-sized urban areas. Several functional
forms of travel impedance were investigated. For the city sizes studied,
model accuracy is shown to be relatively insensitive to the form of the travel
impedance function. Analytical deductions are used to develop a calibration
technique for a 2-way, constrained gravity model using the simple negative exponential function. Calibration of the model can be accomplished
withoutusing extensive origin-destination survey data. The model is tested
by using data from actual studies, and an outline is suggested for calibrating the distribution model by using the 1970 census data.
•ORIGIN-DESTINATION (O-D) data collection is the most time consuming and costly
part of any transportation study. Furthermore, the level of accuracy of 0-D surveys
is frequently so low that the interzone trip forecasts based on them are unreliable.
This occurs because the number of dwelling units in a traffic zone is small and the
number of traffic zones within the system is large; therefore, the trip exchange between 2 given zones is a rare attribute of the zone population, and a very high sampling
rate is required to provide acceptably accurate 0-D data. Long (6) has shown that,
when a city with a population of 100,000 is divided into 200 traffic zones, the error of
non-home-based interzone trip exchanges based on a 5 percent home-interview sampling rate could be as high as ±270 percent. The problem is compounded further if
financial constraints force a sampling rate as low as 2 percent for small- or mediumsized urban areas (2).
The cost, time consumption, and inaccuracy of 0-D surveys demonstrate the merit
of exploring synthesized models that can be calibrated by using available information
and, therefore, do not call for conducting a particular 0-D survey. Given that 0-D data
have inherent inaccuracies and that given the inaccuracy inherent in 0-D data and that
synthesizing models are structured on the state of the art, it is not clear that the predictions based on an appropriate synthesizing model would be less reliable than those
based on costly and time-consuming travel surveys. In fact, the ultimate goal of transportation science may be perceived as the reaching of a mature stage where models and
not particular surveys are capable of providing sufficiently accurate predictions for decision making.
This paper presents a gravity-distribution model for small- and medium-sized urbanized areas that can be calibrated by using trip-end information. The suggested
calibration method eliminates the need of having extensive home-interview 0-D data
for the distribution stage of the trip forecasting procedure. Furthermore, the paper
outlines how use of this distribution model eliminates the need for conducting an 0-D
study for trip forecasting in small- and medium-sized cities. The elimination of 0-D
surveys from transportation studies is based on 3 premises.
1. Estimates of trip productions and trip attractions of home-based work person
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' .-ips are available from government or private data sources.
"' A trip-distribution model for small- and medium-sized urban areas can be cali1-iy using available trip-end information.
necessary information for traffic planning, the average daily traffic and the
Jlumes, can be deduced from the home-based work trips .
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one can write a 2-way, constrained gravity model

j

( 1)

T13 = r1S3F(C 1J)

where
Tq = number of trips originated from zone i and destined to zone j as predicted
by a 2-way gravity model;
F(C 13) =distribution (impedance) function, which is a function of the travel cost
C 13 ; traditionally, travel cost is expressed in minutes of travel time; and
r 1 and s 3 = normalization factors established so that trip productions and trip attractions predicted by the gravity model become equal to the original trip
productions and attractions (definition of a 2-way, constrained gravity
model).
Therefore, r 1 and

Si

are solutions of the following equations:

Er1s 3F(C1 3)

= P1

(2)

Er1s 1 F(C1~

= A3

(3)

i

which also satisfy
EE r 1s3F(C11) = T
i j

(4)

where
P 1 = trip production of zone i,
A 3 = trip attraction of zone j, and

T = total trip exchange within the system.

This notation of the gravity model is basically the same as the conventional use of the
2-way, constrained gravity model (3). In the conventional use, trip attractions are
iteratively changed for meeting the trip end constraints; in this notation, the normalization factors r 1 and SJ are iteratively set to meet these constraints. This notation is
being used in this paper only for clarification. The distribution function quantified for
equation 1 can be used for the conventional use of the gravity model without any change.
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Selection of Distribution Function
The principal problem in developing a distribution model is the selection of the form of
F(C 1 J) and the quantification of the parameters of this function. The appropriate functional form of the distribution function has been the subject of many research efforts
(1, 7, 13, 14). Both simple and complex functions have been suggested. However, examfnationof the nature of the small- and medium-sized cities reveals that using a complex distribution function for such areas is not necessary.
Because of the limited destination opportunities available to travelers in a small- or
medium-sized urban area, travelers usually do not face a real choice among equivalent
but locationally different opportunities. Therefore, the cost of reaching an opportunity
cannot be a major factor in selecting a given opportunity by a class of travelers. Furthermore, because of the insignificance of the travel cost in such areas, travelers may
not differentiate meaningfully among the cost of reaching different opportunities. A
study by Zaryouni ( 15) shows that the consideration of travel cost provided a model
only 7 to 10 percentmore predictive than a gravity model with no consideration of
travel cost [F(C 1J) = 1] for Billings, Montana (population 60,000), and Decatur, Illinois
(population 110,000). It may be concluded that the consideration of travel cost has a
marginal effect on the predictivity of a gravity model compared to trip-end information
for small- and medium-sized urban areas; therefore, the predictivity of a gravity model
cannot be very sensitive with respect to the functional form of the distribution function.
This logical conclusion has been supported empirically by the Zaryouni study ( 15). The
study (15) demonstrated that the inverse power and the negative exponential distribution
functions provide practically the same goodness of fit for the gravity model as the more
complex gamma function does. In this study, the distribution model results were compared with actual trip tables developed from traditional transportation surveys. The
principal measure used as the criterion for the predictivity of a gravity model wa:s the
relative deviation d defined here as
d ;; I: I: (Tu - S1 1) 2/S1J

(5)

i j

where S11 = interzonal trip volume from actual survey. The lower the dis, the better
the goodness of fit and the more predictive the model will be. The parameter or
parameters of each distribution function are determined by using an iterative procedure
to minimize d.
The minimum deviation d obtained for 3 different distribution functions is given in
Table 1. The table shows that the minimum deviation is practically the same for the
3 functions tested. Therefore, the negative exponential function that is a more appropriate function for calibration purposes is suggested for use in small- and mediumsized urban areas. Equation 1, then, becomes
T1J = r1SJ exp(-8C1J)

(6)

Model Calibration
The calibration problem is to estimate parameter {3. One way to find f3 is to equate
average travel cost predicted by the model
to actual travel cost measured from
actual 0-D data (4, 11). However, to do so, one would need actual average travel cost,
which, in turn, would require a more extensive 0-D survey. Instead, here, the value
of {3 will be estimated by deriving a relationship between f3 and
that can be solved
iteratively for {3.
The average travel cost predicted by a 2-way, constrained gravity model can be
written as:

c.

c.
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!:: !:: T13C13 !:: !:: r1s 3C1 3 exp(-f3CtJ}
_ ij
c - ij
• - r: r: T 13 - ---=r::-:r,:...r_1_s_3-e xp
-r(--13=-c'"1'j)
i j

(7)

i j

The product r1si is a function of the average travel cost of all trips that originated
at i and the average t r avel cost of all trips that ended at j. Being a function of an overall average, the r 1sl dependency on a particular value of C13 is not significant when the
number of zones is relatively large ( 5). Therefore, r 1 si can be replaced by its expected
value and can be taken outside the summation sign and cancelled from the numerator
and the denominator. Equation 7 may then be written and reduced to

c. =

J:
J:

C exp(-f3C)dC
exp( -,BC)dc

1
=

~

(8)

Equation 8 suggests a procedure for estimation of fj. The value of B should be
selected so that c. equals 1/ fj. This value of f3 can be obtained by using an iterative
procedure. For each selected /3, a trip table is computed by a 2-way, constrained
gravity model. Then, the c. associated with the selected f3 is computed from
1
C.= T ~~CuT1J
l J

(9)

By using this proceclu re for a range of values of f3, one can plot c. against fj. The
intersection of the
cur ve and 1/ f3 curve gives the optimum value of f3. Figures 1 and
2 show the calibration method for the cases of Billings, Montana , and Decatur, Illinois.
In these figures, the d associated with each value of 8 also is shown. The figures
demonstrate that the value of f3 determined by the suggested method provides practically the minimum d for the gravity model.

c.

A SYNTHESIZED MODEL FOR TRIP FORECASTING
This section, by using the result of the previous section, will demonstrate the possibility of trip forecasting without conducting an extensive 0-D study. The aim is to suggest not a detailed procedure but a general outline. Published census tract data of 1970
provide many useful data other than those that will be mentioned. Indeed, other studies
are being conducted to analyze the potential of census data for urban transportation
planning ( 12). These research efforts are more detailed and often require significantly
more manipulation and adjustment of the data. When this experience in estimating tripgeneration rates from census studies is available this information should be exploited
and, where appropriate, the more detailed procedures should be used.
The proposed synthesized model may be thought of in 4 parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
major

Production of and attractions for home-based work (HBW) trips,
Interzone trip exchanges for HBW trips,
Assignment of HBW trips, and
Computation of peak-hour volume (PHV) and average daily traffic (ADT) for each
link.
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Table 1. Minimum deviation and
corresponding parameters for
selected distribution functions.

Billings, Montana
Distribution
Function

ct

(){

F(CJJ) = C~,(){

37,026

-1.10

F(Cu)
F(C 1 ,)

= exp(-/lC.,)
= C~exp(-,BC,,)

36,504
36,474

-0. 2

Decatur, Illinois

f3

d

(){

34,489

-1.0

0.11

34,305

0.09

34,233

f3

0.09
-0 .4

11~-,-,....---,r-.-----,r---,---.....--~ so,000

Figure 1. Model calibration
relationships for Billings, Montana.
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Figure 2. Model calibration
relationships for Decatur, Illinois.
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Production of and Attractions for Home-Based Work Trips
An HBW trip is defined as 1 tr1l;>/employee/day that originates from the place of residence and is destined for the place of work of each employee. Clearly, the total number of HBW trips for the whole study area is the same as the total number of employed
people who live and work within the area.
Publis hed census tract data provide the number of employed people who live in each
census tract. This number is assumed to be the same as the number of trip productions
for the HBW trips. Furthermore, census tract data of 1970 distinguish between those
employees who work outside and those who work i nside the s ta ndard metropolitan statistical area (SMSA). This distinction makes it possible to obtain the i nternal trip pro duction for the HBW trips more accurately if the SMSA is s elected as the study area.
Also, in the census , the number of people employed in their residences is given for 15
industries. Therefore, stratification of the trip productions is possible.
If 1 HBW trip/employee is assumed, then the number of trip attractions for the work
zones would be the number of employees in the work zone. Although the 1970 census
recorded employee work address, the level of detail and accuracy is questionable. Employment location data may be supplemented , however, from other data sources such
as state employment security records and the major employers. These government
and private data sources provide an opportunity to stratify the attraction component of
the HBW trips and to obtain information regarding work trips produced by employees
outside the SMSA.
Because the production and attraction components of the HBW trips usually are not
provided by the same source, the data components may not be consistent with each
other. Some modification may be needed to make these components consistent. Rather
than use the zone productions and attractions directly from these sources, one might be
better advised to estimate the total number of HBW trips in the entire area first and
then to compute the distribution of trip ends from the available data sources. Hence
T equals the total number of people who live and work within the area and could be obtained now from existing data sources and later from lane use and economic forecasting.
Then, if (ER) 1 is the total number of employed people who live at zone i and (EW) J is the
total number of employed people who work at zone j, let

U1

ER)1
= ~· (ER)1
i

((W)J J

VJ =

(10)

(11)

j

Then the production and attraction components of HBW trips become, respectively,
P1 = Tu1

(12)

AJ

(13)

=

TvJ

If the trip-end data base has been stratified according to industry, this procedure
may be carried out for each industry separately.
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Interzone Trip Exchanges for Home-Based Work Trips
Based on knowledge of the trip productions and attractions from the previous step, a
2-way, constrained gravity model with the negative exponential distribution function
provides an interzone-trip-exchange model for the HBW trips:
F( C1J) = exp( -,BCiJ)
8 is computed according to the previous section of this paper.

When the data have been stratified according to industries, a separate distribution
choice for each industry should be followed. The results then must be added into a
single interzone trip matrix for the next step.
Assignment of Home-Based Work Trips
Based on knowledge of interzone HBW trips from the previous step, one can determine
the routes that travelers use when going from one zone to another and assign HBW trips
to the street network on the basis of route choice. This step could be done by any existing assignment model, including the simple method of judgment.
Computing Peak-Hour Volumes and Average Daily Traffic
for Each Major Link
Other researchers have examined the work trip to evaluate peak-hour and daily travel
patterns (7, 10). Shunk, Grecco, and Anderson (10) have shown that a strong linear relationship-exists between the HBW trips passing through a major street and the PHV
and ADT of that major street. For link l it may be written
(PHV)Q = K1 x (HBW)Q

( 14)

(ADT)Q = K2 x (HBW)Q

(15)

or more accurately,
(PHV)Q =a+ b(HBW)Q

(16)

(ADT)Q = a' + b '(HBW)Q

(17)

Some actual vehicle counts in major streets should be made (existing traffic maps
may provide ADT information as well) , and the PHV and ADT should be computed.
Next, with the corresponding HBW from the previous step, K1 and K 2 can be computed:

K1 =

1 N(PHV)

N ~ HBW Q

(18)
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l N(ADT)
HBW ~

K2 = N ~

(19)

If the second more complex model is used, a, b, a', and b' can be derived by using an
appropriate regression analysis. It should be noted that for each type of major street

(freeway, arterials, and collectors) a different set of indexes preferably should be developed. Also the values of K1 and K2 or a, b, a', and b' derived for the present must
be assumed to prevail in the future unless data forecasting a change are available.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The principal objective of this research was to evaluate trip-distribution models that
can be calibrated with minimal travel-survey data and can be used to estimate travel
patterns in small- and medium-sized urban areas. The 2-way, constrained gravity
model was found to be relatively insensitive to the functional form of the distribution
function for the cities studied. Therefore there is no need for oversophistication in
the form of the distribution function. The negative exponential function is simple but
not meaningfully less predictive than other complex functions. The calibration method
for the model is based on analytical deductions. The primary advantage is that the interzone travel patterns can be estimated with limited travel-survey data.
The model is proposed to be used where trip-generation and trip-attraction estimates can be obtained primarily from census data. Although the validity of the distribution model has been tested, the total synthetic modeling approach still must be
examined in an initial study.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A SIMULATION MODEL FOR
REGIONAL RECREATIONAL TRAVEL
W. D. Berg and P.A. Koushki, University of Wisconsin-Madison;
C. L. Krueger, Chicago Department of Public Works; and
W. L. Bittner, City of Antigo, Wisconsin
A simulation model for recreational travel was developed for use in analyzing the impact of outdoor recreational travel by residents of a 9-state
Upper Midwest region to Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. Travel data
were collected for 6,441 randomly selected households by using a telephone
home-interview survey procedure. After the trips were stratified into
summer-vacation and summer-weekend categories, cross-classification
analysis was used to relate household trip-making frequencies to the
socioeconomic characteristics of the household and its accessibility to
recreational attractions within the study area. Gravity models then were
calibrated to distribute recreational trips within a county-level system of
demand and supply zones. Zone trip productions were estimated by applying the cross-classification model to those households within each demand zone; zone trip attractions were established synthetically on the
basis of the reported trip ends from the telephone home-interview survey
and the distribution of seasonal homes across the region. The gravitymodel trip tables then were assigned to a regional highway corridor network for comparison with automatic-traffic-recorder data.
•TOURISM and outdoor recreation are key elements in the economy of the sparsely
developed Upper Great Lakes region, which consists of the upper half of the states of
Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. To help meet the growing leisure-time demand
of the heavily populated Upper Midwest states, the water-based recreational potential
of the area is being furthered by the development and expansion of private, state, and
U.S. parks and recreational facilities. Of. concern to planners, public officials, and
environmentalists is the resulting increased population pressure that will be exerted
on environmentally sensitive locations.
If critical land and water use problems are to be anticipated and overcome, officials
at the federal, state, and local levels must have information on future levels of recreational demand. This becomes a complex, long-range planning problem because of the
many factors that influence recreational travel and participation. Among these are
transportation network improvement plans; state and federal recreational development
plans; energy conservation policies such as reduced highway speed limits and fuel
allocation programs; and the growth and spatial distribution of the regional population.
To address these problems, a multidisciplinary, recreational planning study was
undertaken for the Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission (8). The research reported in this paper concerns the simulation model for regionil recreational travel
that was developed in the transportation phase of the study.
DATA COLLECTION
Several early constraints were placed on the development of the recreational travel
simulation model because of earlier work that had been completed on the phase
of the project concerning the recreational demand survey and forecasts. Most of
the demand for outdoor recreation to the Upper Great Lakes region was assumed to
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originate in the 9-state Upper Midwest region (UMR) consisting of North Dakota, South
Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio. Travel
originating beyond these states would not be measured in the study. In addition, the
University of Wisconsin Survey Research Laboratory had been hired to develop an interview procedure by which residents of the UMR could be questioned about their participation in outdoor recreational activities. A telephone· home-interview survey was
being pretested when authorization was received to proceed with the transportation phase
of the project. Several final modifications to the questionnaire then were made so that
it might provide certain origin-destination (0-D) information considered essential for
the development of the travel simulation model. One of these was a request by the 3
state transportation agencies to consider travel to any point within the entire states of
Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, the Great Lakes region (GLR).
Recreational Travel Patterns
The survey questionnaire then was applied to a sample of 6,441 households from the
UMR during the late summer and fall of 1972. Households were selected from a
computer-generated frame of all possible telephone numbers in the 9 states. Each
respondent was to provide information about 2 types of outdoor recreational trips:
those that involved at least 5 days away from home and those that involved at least 2,
but not more than 4, days away from home. This essentially defined vacation trips and
weekend trips respectively. Although all respondents were to submit information about
each outdoor recreational trip taken by a member of the household during the 12 months
preceding the interview, detailed data pertaining to their travel and activity participation were collected only for trips that occurred during the five "summer" months of
May through September and that were destined to or passed through the GLR.
It was found subsequently that trips made by children under 18 years of age by
themselves could not be included in the model because of a lack of sufficiently complete
0-D data. Although the survey revealed a large number of person trips by children,
most of these likely involved some type of group excursion such as travel to a summer
camp or a weekend scouting camp-out. Trips of this nature generally would be made
by bus and therefore would play a minor role in the simulation of vehicle travel.
Because each reported trip was a round trip, the return portion of each trip was
assumed to follow the same path as the outbound portion and the majority of travelers
were assumed to follow a somewhat direct, or minimum-path, route to and from their
main destination. These assumptions were not considered overly restrictive because
the objective of the study was to simulate travel over major corridors of a 3-state
region, and any minimum-path routing over this network generally would encompass a
relatively wide band of potential, intermediate recreational stops.
Transportation Network
Before establishing the corridor network, we defined a system of county-level traffic
analysis zones. Within the 3-state GLR, each of the 243 counties represented 1 traffic
analysis zone. For the remaining 6 states, 41 multicounty zones were defined on the
basis of population distribution and distance from the GLR. Zone centroids were
selected by considering the location of population centers, major highways, and prominent recreational facilities.
The Interstate Highway System and the major state arterial highways within the 3state GLR were used to define the recreational travel corridors for the region. This
network was more generalized than a complete statewide highway traffic assignment
network would be, and yet it provided a more realistic identification of major corridor
travel flows than a spiderweb network linking adjacent county centroids would provide.
Although the study was concerned only with corridors in the GLR, the network was extended in a similar fashion throughout the remaining 6 states of the UMR study area.
Corridor links in these states were defined for the most part by the Interstate Highway
System.
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Link lengths were determined from state highway maps for the various states. The
average travel speed for each link was based on the location and functional classification of the corridor. If a particular link represented 2 or more parallel highways or if
it was characterized by 2 or more distinct subsections having different average travel
speeds, the multiple sections were weighted by their length or travel speed or both to
yield a single average link. Each zone centroid then was connected to the network by
1 or more dummy links depending on the nature of the local transportation system.
Recreational Supply
Because the study was concerned with travel to the 3-state GLR, an inventory was made
of the availability of recreational supply data on a county-level basis for the region.
Although detailed data were maintained by each state, there was a lack of uniformity
in the type of information that was recorded and the units of measurement that were
used. As an alternative, the Public Outdoor Recreation Areas and Facilities Inventory
(9) undertaken in 1972 was used. Although this survey could provide detailed data on
state- and U.S.-administered recreational facilities in each county, no comparable data
set was available for the extensive supply of privately operated recreational facilities
throughout the GLR.
As a result, the problem of measuring the recreational attractiveness of a county
was approached on a generalized basis by assuming that privately owned and privately
operated recreational facilities were likely to predominate in those counties that also
possessed certain natural recreational resources. If the total attractiveness of a
county could be estimated by simply measuring natural recreation resources, such as
lakes and major public recreational areas, then detailed recreational supply data would
be unnecessary. Therefore, the total area of state- and U.S.-administered parks plus
the total area of lakes was established as thE: county-level recreational supply variable.
Water area for those counties bordering one of the Great Lakes included an area of
that lake equivalent to the length of its shoreline times 0.5 mile (0.8 km).
TRIP GENERATION
The recreational trip making frequencies of the sample dwelling units are given in
Table 1. It is important to note that, for all categories of vacation and weekend recrea tional trips, most respondents made either 1 trip or no trips. Looking specifically at
summer trips to the GLR, one finds that only 1.5 percent of the households made more
than 1 vacation trip and that only 4.1 percent made more than 1 weekend trip. This
had the 8ffect of making recreational trip production a dichotomous variable.
Although subsequent phases of the recreational travel simulation model would require zone trip productions as input data, the small 0-D survey sampling rate (approximately 0.05 percent) precluded the development of a zone trip production model. Instead, effort was directed toward the formulation and testing of a household trip
production model based on the 6,441 dwelling units that had been surveyed. The frequency of summer recreational trips per dwelling unit to the GLR was assumed to be
a function of the socioeconomic characteristics of the household, the relative supply of
outdoor recreational facilities available to the household, and the relative travel cost
associated with taking a trip to a recreational attraction in the GLR.
The recreational supply and travel cost parameters for the trip-generation model
were formulated as an accessibility index:

SJ
AI1 = m
E [ t-n
j=l
IJ

J

(1)
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where
AI 1

=

m
SJ
t!J

=
=
=

accessibility of a dwelling unit in production zone i to the recreational supply
of the GLR,
total number of attraction zones in the GLR,
total area of lakes plus state and U.S. parks in attraction zone j, and
minimum-path travel time from the centroid of zone i to the centroid of zone j.

Because the small sample size used in the telephone home-interview survey did not
permit the building of a base-year 0-D trip table, computing a set of gravity-model
friction factors for the travel time function could not be done. The value of 1.5 for the
travel-time exponent was selected on the basis of a correlation analysis between the
trip-rate variables and alternative formulations of the accessibility index.
Cross-classification analysis then was selected as the technique by which summer
recreational trip productions to the GLR would be related to household socioeconomic
characteristics and recreational-attraction accessibilities. Because the accessibility
index represented a zone characteristic, all dwelling units in a given zone were assumed to have the same accessibility to recreational attractions in the GLR. To compare and evaluate the several models that were to be tested, an analysis of variance
was performed on the trip-rate variable for each model. Consideration also was given
to the ease with which the distributional characteristics of the independent variables
could be measured and forecast on a county-level basis.
Of the several cross-classification trip-production models that were formulated, the
2 selected for use in the travel-simulation model expressed summer-vacation trips and
summer-weekend trips as a function of family income, occupation of head of household,
and accessibility to the recreational attractions of the GLR. The complete sets of tables
for both models are available from the authors. Each model has the same structure: 5
classes of family income, 10 classes of occupation of head of household, and 5 classes
of accessibility index.
Figure 1 shows the relationship between family income and recreational trip rate.
As income increases to $25,000/ year, both vacation and weekend outdoor recreational
trip rates increase. This supports the frequently observed tendency for higher income
families to make more trips of all types. The decline in both trip rates for families
with annual incomes of more than $25,000 probably is due to their ability to take a more
expensive type of trip than one involving outdoor recreation in the GLR.
Figure 2 shows the relationships between occupation of head of household and recreational trip rate. The figure shows that those occupations that traditionally provide
higher incomes are associated with higher trip rates. However, the fact that occupation
also reflects the nature of the leisure time available to the head of the household possibly is of greater importance. People in occupations associated with high trip rates
(especially those who are professionals or are in business) ordinarily can set their own
working hours. This would not be the case for people who are employees. Although
the farmer ordinarily is self-employed, his or her free time is confined generally to
the winter months, which results in the fact that summer trip rates for farm families
are the lowest for all occupation categories.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between accessibility to recreational attractions and
trip rate. As accessibility to the recreational areas of the GLR increases, the likelihood
of a family's making a recreational trip to the area also increases, particularly for
weekend trips in which a high premium is placed on minimizing travel time. This relationship underlines the importance of an efficient transportation system to those regions
whose economies are tied closely to tourism and outdoor recreation.
The coefficients of determination (r2 's) for the vacation-trip and weekend-trip models
are O.11 and 0 .17 tespecti.vely. Although zone -level trip-production models have
yielded r 2 val ues above 0.90, they have been sl10wn to be equivalent to household-level
trip-production models with r 2 val ues near 0.25 because of the natm·e of the variance
that is being explained (10). As a demonstration of the effect of level of aggregation on
the variance explanationof recreational trip rates, a set of zone-level trip-production
models were formulated. Multiple linear regression analysis then was used to relate

Table 1. Percentage of sample dwelling
units that took summer recreational trips
in 1972.
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the 1970 estimated zone trip productions to the total population of zone i (POP1 ), average
family income of zone i (INC1 ), and AI 1 of the zones. Models for vacation and weekend
trips weretested in log form, and a summary of them is given in Table 2. The regression statistics reveal that, when the within-zone trip-production variance is removed, 78
to 92 percent of the remaining between-zone variance can be explained by the selected
zone characteristics.
The basically unstable nature of outdoor recreational trips is another explanation of
the low variance of the cross-classification models. Work trips are predictable on an
hourly and daily basis, but a household's recreational travel can exhibit a large variation
in destination from year to year even though it may begin on a certain day of the week
or month with some consistency. This characteristic creates a built-in variance within
a recreational travel model that has been estimated to be as much as 20 percent (!).
TRIP DISTRIBUTION
The gravity model was selected for allocating zone recreational trip productions to the
243 county-level recreational supply zones in the GLR.
Trip Productions and Attractions
Because only 0.05 percent of the dwelling units in the UMR had been interviewed (the
number of summer recreation trips to the GLR totaled 961 vacation trips and 1,386
weekend trips), many zones were found to have no reported trip ends whatsoever. As
a result, base-year trip productions and attractions had to be developed synthetically.
Summer-vacation and weekend trip productions for each of the 284 UMR zones were
estimated by applying the cross-classification model to 1970 household data. The resulting 1970 zone trip productions for the 9-state UMR totaled 1.59 million vacation
trips and 2.34 million weekend trips over the 5-month period of May through September.
Base-year trip attractions for the 243 zones in the GLR then were established by using
a 2-stage procedure. First, total base-year trip productions were allocated to each of
36 districts proportional to the trips reported by the survey respondents:

Ak = (rP1) [ f~]

(2)

where
Ak

= number of summer-vacation or

weekend recreational trips attracted to district k,
P 1 = number of summer-vacation or weekend recreational trips produced in zone i,
and
Dk = mean number of reported summer-vacation or weekend recreational trips to
district k.
Second, the trip-attraction total of each district was allocated to the individual zones
comprising each district on the basis of the number of seasonal homes in the zones
within a given district:

AJ = Ak

fSJx J
SJk

[

(3)
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where
AJ = estimated zone trip attractions, and
SJk = number of seasonal homes in zone j within district k.
Although the availability of seasonal home data was not discovered until late in the
study, it proved to be a conceptually sound and statistically significant indicator of the
recreational attractiveness of an area.
The relationship between AJ and selected zone characteristics then was tested in log
form by using multiple linear regression analysis. Independent variables included
number of seasonal homes SHJ, total area of lakes plus state and U.S. parks RECJ, and
accessibility of the zone to the population of the UMR Ali. The accessibility variable
was computed as

AIJ

n

!;

i=l

[POP1]
t

(4)

1. 5

!J

where n =total number of zones in UMR. The resulting regression models for vacation
and weekend zone trip attractions are tabulated as follows (level of significance is 5
percent):
Type of
Trip
Vacation
Weekend

·Model
Log AJ = 0.78 log SHJ + 0.35 log RECJ
Log AJ = 0.78 log SHJ + 0.42 log AIJ

Number of
Observations

r2

243
243

0 .99
0.99

The regression statistics indicate that the models explain 99 percent of the variance
in the estimated trip attractions for the 243 zones in the GLR. In comparing the 2
models, one finds that the number of seasonal homes in a zone has a significant influence on both vacation and weekend recreational trip attractions. Also vacation trips
tend to be attracted to those zones with extensive natural recreation resources, and
weekend trips tend to be attracted to those zones that are most accessible to regional
population concentrations. These relationships demonstrate a trade - off between the
drawing power of major recreation areas and the impedance of travel time. For extended recreational trips, people are willing to spend more time traveling to reach
prominent outdoor recreational attractions. For weekend recreational trips, however,
travel time becomes more important than the character of the recreational supply at
the point of destination.
Gravity-Model Calibration
After the estimated number of base-year (1970) zone trip productions and zone trip
attractions for both vacation and weekend recreational trips were established, 2 sets
of gravity-model friction factors were calibrated by using 30-min travel-time intervals
(5). The calibrated friction factors fo r both vacation and weekend recreational trips
are shown in Figure 4. A comparison of the associated t r ip-length frequency distributions shown in Figures 5 and 6 again reveals the previously noted influence of travel
time on recreational-travel patterns. The mean trip length for summer-vacation trips
is 261 min. For summer weekend trips, it is 170 min. This is a difference of 1.5
hours or approximately 90 miles (144 km) of additional 1-way travel.
Because of the structure of the gravity-model trip-interchange equation, large devia-

Table 2. Zone trip-production models for summer recreational trips to the Great Lakes region.
Type of
Trip

Population

Model

Number of
Observations

r'

Vacation

<500,000
>500,000

Log P 1 = -6.61 + 1.52 log INC 1 + 0.82 log POP 1
Log P 1 = -10.5 + 1.37 log INC 1 + 1.02 log POP, + 1.08 log AI,

259
24

0.78
0.92

Weekend

<500,000
>500,000

Log P 1
Log P 1

259
24

0.90
0.89

=
=

-8.11+1.12 log INC 1 + 0.84 log POP, + 1.02 log AI,
-12.4 + 1. 72 log INC 1 + 0.96 log POP 1 + 1.39 log AI 1

Note: Level of significance is 10 percent.
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Figure 4. Calibrated gravity-model
friction factors.
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weekend trips.
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Figure 7. Simulated 1970 peakweekend-day recreational traffic flow for
Wisconsin.

tions existed between the synthesized trip attractions and the distributed trips when
they were compared on a district level. The zone trip attractions therefore were adjusted and another iteration of the gravity model was performed (10). The results of
the second iteration revealed that a reasonably good balance had been achieved, although
a slight increase in trip length did occur. Because those districts that received too
few trip ends generally were in the more remote parts of the region and those that
received too many trip ends were located close to major metropolitan centers such as
Chicago and Detroit, it was judged that further iterations of the model would yield only
an improved trip-end balance at the expense of an imbalance in trip-length distribution.
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Therefore, the simulated trip interchanges from the second iteration were accepted as
a reasonable and sufficient estimate of base-year recreational travel to the GLR.
TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT
In the final stage of the simulation model, the combined trip table for the estimated
1970 summer recreational trips to the GLR was assigned to the corridor network by
using an all-or-nothing assignment (10). The trip table represented 1-way summer
recreational trips from zone of residence to zone of main destination. On the basis of
the peaking and modal characteristics of the trips reported in the telephone homeinterview survey, the assigned trips were factored to represent the peak nondirectional
vehicle-travel flow on an average weekend day in July or August. Figure 7 shows the
resulting estimated 1970 recreational traffic flow pattern for Wisconsin.
An important aspect of the entire recreational travel simulation process was the
testing of the link assignments. The usual statistical accuracy criteria could not be
applied directly because of a lack of traffic count data for recreational travel. As an
alternative, a series of comparisons were made between the assigned link volumes and
the total traffic counts at cut lines defined by selected automatic-traffic-recorder stations in each of the 3 states.
A total of 87 stations located on the Interstate Highway System and the state highway
systems were identified as being compatible with a particular link of the corridor assignment network. The average Saturday and Sunday volumes for July and August then
were averaged for each station and compared with the corresponding link volumes for
an average weekend day in July and August. The results of the cut-line analysis revealed that the assigned link volumes generally varied from 5 to 60 percent of the total
traffic count at the automatic-traffic-recorder stations. Those links representing
routes with a high functional classification tended to have a higher percentage of recreational traffic than did other corridors offering a lower level of mobility, which supports
the assumption that recreationists want to minimize the travel costs incurred in reaching their final destination.
Some of the assigned link volumes in the extreme northern part of the region were
relatively low because travel to Canada was not incorporated in the model. Inspection
of traffic-flow maps for the region revealed sizable volumes of traffic on routes that
lead directly into Canadian provinces. Subsequent modeling and assignment of these
trips would increase the percentage of recreational traffic along these corridors to the
expected higher levels.
APPLICATION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL
Although the cut-line analysis was quite subjective, the recreational travel simulation
model was considered to offer a reasonable level of accuracy for system-level corridor
planning purposes in the GLR. Furthermore, because the cross-classification tripproduction models and the multiple regression zone trip-attraction models are sensitive to the level of service provided by the regional transportation system, analyses can
be made of the impact of alternative transportation investment and pricing policies on
levels of recreational travel demand. When analyzing specific highways within a corridor, one can make the corridor flow proportional to parallel highways through the use
of travel-time diversion curves. However, these flows will reflect only overnight
recreational travel from place of residence to point of main destination and return.
An additional use of the corridor flow data is in the analysis of the direction and
magnitude of external traffic entering and leaving a given local study area. This can
be of aid in the planning and development of major thoroughfares that provide access
to prominent recreational attractions. However, the trip-attraction models were developed by using synthesized trip-end estimates for the established zones. This approach was followed because the telephone home-interview survey procedure could not
provide a sufficient sample of trips for direct expansion to total trip attractions.
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Although measures of privately operated recreational attractions, quality of recreational
facilities, or degree of crowding within the county-level zones could not be included,
trip-attraction forecasts nevertheless can be adjusted subjectively to account for such
factors.
CONCLUSION
The experience gained during the course of this study indicates that the application of
traditional urban transportation planning methods can offer a workable approach to the
analysis of statewide recreational travel. However, additional research is needed in a
number of areas. For example, the most efficient methods of collecting recreational
travel data need to be established. This problem is related closely to the need to achieve
a better understanding of recreational travel behavior, especially trip frequency and
choice of destination. Little is known about the role played by promotional campaigns,
degree of crowding, and quality of recreation in attracting travelers to various locations.
And how recreational and nonrecreational travel models can be integrated to provide a
composite view of total statewide travel patterns needs to be established.
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DISAGGREGATE MULTIMODAL MODEL FOR
WORK TRIPS IN THE NETHERLANDS
Moshe Ben-Akiva,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Cambridge Systematics, Inc.; and
Martin G. Richards, Buro Goudappel en Coffeng, b.v., Netherlands
This paper des cribes a disaggregate modal-choice model with 6 travel
modes (walking, bicycle, moped, car, bus, and train) for work trips. The
data used in the study were from 2 communities adjacent to Eindhoven,
Netherlands. A number of alternative model specifications were tested,
and the results of these tests were analyzed. The model specification that
was considered to be the most satisfactory overall is based on treating invehicle travel time as a generic variable and out-of-vehicle travel time as
a series of modal-specific variables. Out-of-pocket travel costs were
found to have no significant influence on modal choice. Although a number
of socioeconomic variables were tried, the only ones included in the most
satisfactory model were 3 vehicle -availability variables (car, moped, and
bicycle) . Analyses of the coefficients estimated in a number of different
subsamples of the main sample showed that the marginal decreases in the
standard errors of the coefficients were very small for samples containing
more than 250 observations. A simple test of the most satisfactory model
estimated as an aggregate predictive model indicated that effects of the
theoretical problems of using a disaggregate model with aggregate data
can be minimized by use of suitable market stratification.
• THIS PAPER presents some of the results of a study to develop disaggregate, behavioral travel demand models in the Netherlands. The general disaggregate modeling
methodology and the multinomial logit model used in this study are described in detail
elsewhere (1, 3, 4) and will not be repeated here. The purpose of this paper is to describe the mode.IS that were developed for work trips.
The models predict the short-term modal-choice behavior of a worker; residential
location, work place, and automobile ownership are considered as predetermined. The
models, therefore, predict the choice of travel mode fol' a given work trip . Other
choices that received some attention in this study were between (a) a single trip to work
and a double work chain that is taken by wo1·kers who go home for lunch and (b) the
choice of both destination and mode for shopping trips (3, 4, 13).
The urban transportation scene in the Netherlands is- characterized by the number of
modes available and in common use; bus, car, bicycle, moped, and walking all play a
significant part. In the larger urban areas, the train also is used for intraurban trips.
In Amsterdam, The Hague, Rotterdam, and Delft, there is an extensive streetcar network; the streetcar network in Rotterdam is supplemented by a metro. In 1966, 9.4
percent of all weekday trips in the west of the country were made by public transport.
Buses and streetcars accounted for 7.6 percent, and trains accounted for 1. 8 peTcent
(7). Although 10. 7 pe rcent of all trips made within the 4 major urban areas were by
bu s or streetcar, only 1.6 percent of all weekday trips made in the other urban areas
were by public transport. In these other urban areas, bicycle and moped predominated
and accounted for 55.6 percent of all weekday trips. Even within the 4 major urban
areas, bicycle and moped were used for 35. 7 percent of all trips.
The bicycle is a well-established and well-known Dutch phenomenon. The moped is
more recent, and the numbe r in use has doubled between 1960 and 1971. The moped is
a motorized bicycle with an engine of not more than 50-cm 3 capacity; it ca11 be r idden
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by anyone 16 year s old or older . Officially, mopeds are limited to 30 km/ h within
built -up areas and 40 km/h elsewhere . In practice, these speed limits are not enforced.
Under congested urban conditions, because mopeds have a high degree of maneuverability, journey times of mopeds are considerably shorter than those of bus and equal
to those of car. Passengers are allowed to be carried, and the Dutch Central Bureau
of Statistics estimated that, in 1971, mopeds were used for 9. 77 million passenger-km;
private cars were used for 78.4 million passenger-km (5). Thus a conventional binary
modal-split model for car and public transport clearly has only limited usefulness, and
the bicycle, moped, and walking modes also must be modeled explicitly.
THEORETICAL MODEL

The choice-of-mode-to-work model explains the conditional probabilities of choosing a
mode of travel for the work trip given residential and employment locations and given
that a trip is made. Thus the dependent variable can be denoted as follows:
P(m:Mt)

(1)

Pt (m)

(2)

or

where
m

=

an alternative mode, and

Mt = set of available modes for traveler t.

The logit model predicting this probability is written as
eVn11

P(m :Mt) =

:E

ev .. ·,

(3)

m '€M1

where v. 1 is the utility of mode m to traveler t for the work trip and can be expressed
in the general form
V.1

= V. (z., St)

where

z.

=a vector of characteristics of mode m, and
S1 = a vector of socioeconomic characteristics of traveler t.

v. 1 is

assumed to be a linear function in the parameters.

(4)
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V.t=X:,t9
K

=

I: x.tk ek

(5)

k=l
where

x.t = a K x 1 vector of finite functions constructed from the varioos z. and St variables and different from one alternative to another = (X,,u, x.t2, ... , XmtK), and
e =a K x 1 vector of coefficients to be estimated for each model= (01, 92, ... , eK).
If a variable appears only in the utility function of mode m, then it is a mode-mspecific variable that takes a value of 0 in all other modal utilities. If a variable appears in the utility function of all modes, then it is a generic variable. The value of a
generic variable must not be equal for each alternative (that is, each mode) for all observations, or, mathematically, this variable is canceled out.

DATA

The data for the estimation of the models were taken from a 1970 home-interview travel
survey conducted in Eindhoven, the fifth largest city in the Netherlands (1970 population:
190,000), and 4 adjacent municipalities : Best, Veldhoven, Geldrop, and Son and Breugel
(2, 12). One particularly rel evant cbara cteristic of these data was that the originc1estri1ation (O-D) data had been coded to a 10-m rectangular coordinate system. This
made identifying the precise locations of the 0-D addresses possible. For this study
only, the data for residents of Best and Son and Bruegel were used. Son and Breugel
(1970 popult'l.tion: 10,800) is a medium- and high-income area with bus but no train s ervice to Eindhoven; Best (1970 population: 16,500) is a low-income area with both rail
and bus links to Eindhoven.
The trip and socioeconomic data available from the survey were supplemented by
transportation level-of-service data collected for this study. Level-of-service data
were derived by manually locating each pair of home and work addresses on large-scale
plans and by using a variety of information sources including original measurements.
The sample used for estimation was limited to home-work-home chains as opposed
to simple home-work trips. This was done to minimize the influence of other choice
considerations such as use of car for business purposes during the day. The sample
included 390 observations of a single home-work-home chain during the day.
For model evaluation and practical considerations, the sample was divided into 2
different sets of subsamples. One was a random division into 2 equal groups based on
whether the reference number of the household was an odd or an even number; these 2
groups were coded SBBl and SBB2. The other was a geographic division into Son and
Breugel (SB) and Best (B). The total set of data was coded SBB. This division was
intended to allow evaluation of model stability, by comparing the 2 random subsamples,
and geographic stability.
The household and personal socioeconomic data were examined to determine whether,
on the basis of household vehicle ownership and possession of a driver's license, car,
moped, or bicycle could be r egarded as alternative modes. If no vehicles were owned
in any of the 3 classes (car, moped, bicycle) then that mode was assumed not to be a
valid alternative. Similarly, if the individual was not in possession of a valid driver's
license for cars, even if a car was available within the household, then car was not
considered to be a valid alternative. (Only car driver was considered as an alternative;
car passengers were excluded.) If a destination was more than 2 km away, walk was
not considered a relevant alternative mode. Train was considered relevant only from
Best to Eindhoven. Bus was not considered a relevant alternative for work trips within
Son and Breugel because no such trips by bus were observed.
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Table 1 gives the distribution of the chosen mode for work trips in the SBB sample.
This is compared with the moda l split of weekday trips fo r all p ur poses in t he west of
t he Netbel'lands ( 7) .
VARIABLES USED IN THE MODELS
The explanatory variables used in the work modal-choice models are of 2 types: levelof-service and socioeconomic variables . We have denoted the variables by abbreviations. Table 2 gives a list of the variable codes and their descriptions. The following
are the code prefixes and what they represent:
Prefix

Meaning

Prefix

Meaning

B
BF

Bus
Moped
Car
Bicycle

PT
T

Public transit
Train
Two-wheel vehicle
Walking

c
F

TW

w

Level-of-Service Variables
Three level-of-service variables were used in the models.
1. IVTT represents in-vehicle travel time (in minutes). For walking trips, IVTT
is always O; for all mechanical modes it is the time spent in or on the vehicle.
2. OVTT represents out-of-vehicle travel time (in minutes). For walking trips,
OVTT is the total walking time of the trip. For car, bicycle, and moped, it is denoted
as POVTT, which is defined as the time taken to walk to and f:rom the parked vehicle,
bicycle, or moped as well as to park and unpark. Bus and train OVTT consists of 2
parts: WSOVTT and SOVTT. WSOVTT is defined as the time spent walking to and from
the bus stop or station. SOVTT is the time spent at a bus stop or station as well as in
transferring from a bus to a train or vice versa.
3. OPTC represents out-of-pocket travel cost (in Dutch cents). For walking and
bicycle trips, OPTC has a value of 0. For car and moped trips, it has a value equal
to fuel costs in keeping with the traditional expectations of perceived motoring costs;
no parking charges were included. For bus and train, OPTC equals the costs of the
fares.
Socioeconomic Variables
Seven socioeconomic variables were used in the models.
1. HHINC represents annual household income. Annual income data were cod!=!d according to the following 6 classes (in guilders): (a) less than 5,000, (b) 5,001 to 25,000,
(c) 10,001to15,000, (d) 15,001 to 20,000, (e) 20,001 to 25,000, and (f) more than 25,000 .
2. PER represents number of persons in the household 5 years old or older.
3. AOD represents number of private cars and noncommercial vans reported as
owned by the household divided by number of licensed drivers in the household. AOD
was not permitted to have a value of more than 1.0.
4. BOP represents number of bicycles reported as owned by the household divided
by number of persons 5 years old or older in the household.
5. MOA represents number of mopeds reported as owned by a household divided by
number of persons 15 years old or older in the household.
6. HHPOS represents position in household . This variable equals 1 for head of
household and 0 for others. Because the purpose of this variable in the modal-choice
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model was to represent car availability, it also was assigned a value of 1 for adults
with drivers' licenses who were not heads of households if there was perfect car availability, that is, if AOD for that household was equal to 1.0.
7. OCC represents occupation of traveler. This was used as a simple dummy variable taking a value of 1 for professionals, managers, and executives and 0 for others.
A number of other variables available from the original data files, such as age and
sex, were considered as was a more detailed description of the variable OCC, but these
were excluded during the course of the work because of deductive considerations or
simply because of the limited number of different specifications that could be estimated.
Socioeconomic variables do not vary across alternatives. Because of the form of the
model, these variables somehow must be transformed either by combining them with
other variables or by making them alternative-specific (that means including them in
the utility function of some modes and not in others or allowing their coefficients to
vary across modes).
Modal Constants
Modal constants have a totally different function than the other variables have. If the
variables included in the modal utility functions fully explain modal-choice behavior,
then the modal constants, or more generally, the pure alternative effects, should equal
0. Thus, with a perfect model specification and with perfect data, it can be argued that
no constants are necessary. However, estimating a model without constants is not
recommended in practice because the estimated values of the coefficients of the variables included could be seriously affected if those variables do not explain fully the observed behavior. The constants therefore represent the effect of those variables that
influence modal choice but are not included explicitly in the model. The formulation of
the logit model is such that constants have to be alternative-specific, or, in this case,
modal-specific.
If we have reason to believe that those variables that should have been included in
the model to make it complete were excluded and have different values for different
situations, then the values of the constants also will differ. Under such circumstances,
the use of a model estimated on data for one area to predict behavior in another area,
at a different time, or for a different socioeconomic group may be questionable. In a
modal-choice model, the modal constants partially represent travelers' evaluations of
level-of-service variables, such as reliability, comfort, privacy, and convenience,
which are either difficult or impossible to measure, and unobserved preferences of
travelers. An attempt was made in this study to account for the pure alternative effects through the introduction of various modal-specific socioeconomic and vehicleavailability variables that usually could be expected to be highly correlated with the unobserved variables. The exclusion of constants then was considered acceptable if the
coefficients of the various level-of-service variables were not affected significantly.
In a model with a maximum of 6 alternatives, only 5 (alternative-specific) constants,
or coefficients of a given socioeconomic variable, can be identified. The walking mode
therefore was used as the base alternative and the coefficients of modal-specific variables, such as income, should be interpreted relative to the walking mode. The constants and the coefficients of socioeconomic variables introduced for the public transit
modes were combined for bus and train primarily because of the small number of trips
by both of these modes.
ALTERNATIVE SPECIFICATIONS
The initial estimation runs were deliberately restricted to rather simple specifications
and were initially done with only half of the total sample (SBBl) because level-of-service
data for the full SBB sample were not available until later in the study.
The results of these initial runs indicated that OPTC (whether or not it was divided
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Table 1. Chosen modes.

Work Trips in Son and
Breugel and Best Sample

Percent

Observations

Car
Bicycle
Moped

40
28
20

156
108
79

23
30
11

5
3
4

21
11
15

8
2
22
4

-

-

(percent)

Code

Description

Alternative to Which Applicable

BFCON
BFHHINC
BPHlllNC/PER
BFMOA

Constant

Moped
Moped
Moped

BFOCC
BFOVTT
CAOD

Household income
Houru!hold 1ncanu1 divided by number of persons
Mo1)~ owno.r:tiMp (number of mopeds divided by
number of persons 15 years old or older)
Occupation

Total out-of-vehicle travel time
Car availability (number of cars divided by number
of licensed drivers)
Household income
Occupation

CHHINC

cocc

COVTT
FBOP

Total.siut-of-vehicle travel time

FCON
FHHINC
FHHINC/PER .
FOCC
FOVTT
HHINC
HHINC/PER

Constant

Bicycle ownership (number of bicycles divided by
number of persons 5 years old or older)

IVTT
OPTC
OVTT
POVTT
PT CON
PTHHINC
PTHlllNC/PER
PTOCC
SOVTT
TWOCC
WOVTT
WSOVTT

Table 3. ·coefficients
and standard errors of
in-vehicle travel time
estimated for SBB 1
sample.

Netherlands

Mode

Bus (and
streetcar)
Train
Walk
Other

Table 2. Summary of
variable codes.

Weekday Tripe
in West of the

Household income
Household income divided by number or persons
Occupation
Total out-of-vehicle travel time
Household income
Household income divided by number of persons in
household
Jn-vehicle travel time
Out-al-pocket travel costs
Total out-of-vehicle travel time
Parking out-of-vehicle travel time
Constant
Household income
Household income divided by number of persons
Occupation
Waiting and transfer time
Occupation
Walking time
Walking time to and from bus stop or station

Mode

Coefficient

standard
Error

Car

-0.0997
-0.0995
-0.1273

0.0584
0.0258
0.0516

Bicycle
Moped

Moped
Moped
Moped
Car
Car
Car
Car
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle

All except walking
Car, moped, hue, and train
Car, bicycle, and moped
Bus and train
Bus and train
Bus and train
Bus and train
Bus and train
Bicycle and moped
Walking
Bus and tram

Mode

Coefficient

standard
Error

Bus

-0.759
-0.0881

0.0297
0.0580

Train

by income) had a small positive coefficient, which was not significantly different from
0. This means that OPTC does not significantly influence modal choice, at least in this
case. This result corresponds with a deductive assumption made in a modal-choice
study with data from Amsterdam and Rotterdam (8) in which OPTC was assumed to
have no influence on the choice of whether to drive a car to work in existing Dutch
urban transportation conditions. The results obtained from this study could, however,
be explained by the small differences between the costs of the different modes because
of the generally low level of transport costs and the relatively short length of the trips
in the sample.
Previous modal-choice models have tended to introduce level-of-service characteristics as generic variables (1, 6, 10). In this study, this practice was not necessarily
justified for the various components of OVTT. This is one of the few studies ever conducted with totally disaggregate data (data in which the home and work addresses could
be located precisely), and thus the walking time to and from bus stops or stations could
be appraised accurately. Parking time, however, could only be estimated because no
information was available on the location of the parking place; waiting and transfer
times also could only be estimated. Thus the different components of OVTT were es-
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timated with varying degrees of reliability; aggregation to give total OVTT therefore was
avoided in most of the specifications tried. The work by Stopher, Spear, and Sucher
(14) on the measurement of inconvenience in urban travel suggests, however, that a
division of OVTT into its various components would be preferable to aggregation into a
single variable.
An exploratory run on the SBBl sample in which IVTT was used as a modal-specific
variable indicated that IVTT reasonably could be applied as a generic variable because
little difference was found between the modal-specific coefficients as shown by the data
given in Table 3.
From the results of some of the early models estimated, HHPOS and OCC were observed to have no significant influence on modal choice for the sample of data used for
this study.
In general, the variables were introduced into the modal utility functions in a linear
form. Only in a few cases was an attempt made to explore nonlinear finite functions of
the variables; this was done with the time variables and AOD, which was only used as
a car-specific variable CAOD. For the time variables, a natural log transformation
was tried. For the CAOD variable, 2 finite .functions were tried; one was a product of
CAOD and HHINC, and the other was the product of CAOD and the natural log of IVTT
by car.
The estimation results for the alternative specifications tried with the full SBB
sample (390 trips) are given in Table 4; models 5 to 14 are based on the same specification for the level-of-service variables. The differences among models 5 to 14 are in
the specifications of the various alternative-specific constants and the socioeconomic
and vehicle availability variables. Table 5 gives for the model data in Table 4 the en
likelihood function of e = 0 (which corresponds to all alternatives being equally likely ),
L *(O), and the en likelihood function of e =
L *(~)* where ~~is the vector of estimated
coefficients. Table 5 also gives the statistic - 2 [L (O) - L*(a)J, which is asymptotically
distributed as x2 with degrees of freedom equal to the number of coefficients . p 2 is a

e,

measure of goodness of fit; it is equal to 1 - L**(o ) , or the ratio of the explained
L

likelihood to the total
degrees of freedom.

en

likelihood, and it lies

(~ ) ,

b~hveen 0 and

1.

p

2

en

2

is p adjusted for

DISCUSSION OF ESTIMATED COEFFICIENTS
Values of Estimated Coefficients
The strongest deductive knowledge that we have about the estimated values of the coefficients is on their signs. We expect that, with everything else held equal, a deterioration in the level of service offered by any mode will reduce the probability of that
mode's being chosen. Thus an essential requirement is that the utility of any one mode
should decrease as the value of most level-of-service variables increases. (This is
not the case, of course, with a level-of-service variable such as comfort if comfort
was measured on a scale that increased with increasing comfort.) If a given level-ofservice variable enters a utility function only once, then, with the exception of some
specific transformations, the coefficient of that variable can be expected to be negative.
If, however, the variable is entered in more than 1 form, such as a simple variable and
in a logarithmic t r ans formation, then it is possible t hat only 1 of the coefficients need
be negative. Thus in model 3 ( Table 4), for instance, the s um of a (-0. 14 OVTT + 0.52
enOVTT) decreases with i ncreasing values of OVTT, if OVTT is greater than 3.5 min
(OVTT was always greater than 3.5 in t he data set used fo1· estimation); in fact, in this
particular case, the coefficient of enOVTT was not significantly different from 0. This
general requirement is satisfied in all the models estimated except for OPTC in every
model in which it was included. Because the coefficient of OPTC was never found to be
significantly different from O, OPTC was assumed not to have any significant influence
on modal choice in this particular sample; therefore, OPTC was ultimately excluded.
There are also some deductive expectations with respect to the relationships between

Table 4. Estimation results of alternative specifications for SBB sample.

Coeffi-

Standard
Error

Cue({icient

dan.J
Error

Coetlicient

Standard
Error

-0. 0757

0,0106

-0.0672
-0.0343
-0, 1419
0. 5106

0 .0116
0, 5016
0.0346
0. 7366

Variable or Constant

cient

IVTT

· 0.0673

0,0091

- 0. 1193

0 .0172

Stan-

e.t JVTT

OVTT
"OVTT
WOVTT

Model 4

Model 3

Model 2

Model 1

-0. 1676

0. 0291

-0. 3290
-0 ,2501
-0, 5141
-0. 1206
-0.0674

0. 0003
0.1015
0.1040
0, 0210
0, 0236

l.1363

0.0520

l..'o etl1
cient

-1 , 5639
-0. 1610

0.3971
0,0234

POVTT
COVTT
FOVTT
BFOVTT

WSOVTT
SOVTT
OPTC/HH!NC
CHH!NC
CAOD
CAODxHHlNC
CAOD ' HHINC/ PER
CAOn x 1111. IV'T'T

0. 0066

0 .0101

0, 5077

0.4396

Model 7

Model 6

Model 5

Standard
Error

coern clent

Stantl:inl
Error

Cuefficient

Uard

Error

coefficient

Standard
Error

-0.0644

0.0101

-0. 0732

0.0101

-0,0664

0. 0107

· 0,1661
-0 .2933

0. 03 21
o. 0794

-0. 1545
-0. 2372

0.0293
0.0727

-0.2535
-0.2314

0.0535
0. 1010

0.0218
U.Ua44
0 0107

-0 ,1149
-0.088 7
0.0119

0.0209
0.0329
0 0105

-0. 1131
-0.003 6
0.0067
-0. 5690
0 7647

0.0222
0, 0341
0.0113
0.2616
0. 5046

0_1416
0. 2963

0.4163

-0. 5294

0.2422

0. 2400

o. 3527

0,0006

0.0115

0.0304

0, 0100

-0.1195
-0.0962
0.0081

0, 2400

0. 1110

0.4966

0. 1162

0.2435

Stan-

co cc

FCON
FHH!NC
FHH!NC/PER
FBOP
FOCC

BFCON
BFHHINC
13 FHHINC/P ER
BFMOA
BFOCC
TWOCC
PT CON
PTHHINC
PTHHINC / PER
PTO CC

0.3254

0.3514

0 74R6

1.4463

0. 5795
0. 0286

-0. 7645

-0.3064

0. 3517

0.4712

0 ,3563

0. 1136

0-3673
-0.2562

0, 1081
-1.1043

1.66! 5

0, 5976

1.6904

0, 8316

3.1672

0 1823
0, 1670

Model 10

Model 9
Stan-

Model 12

Mode l 11

0 3037

0. 5665

-0. 0109

0.2411

-0.1390

0.6262

-0 4557

0. 2707

0.1654

0,6759

0. 3626

0.7681
0. 1099

Mode l 8"

IVTT

0. 6009

0. 4505

Mod e l 14

Model 13

Coe fficient

Standard
Error

Coeffic ient

dard
Erro r

Coerticient

dard
Error

Coe fficient

Slandard
Error

stan-

Coe rncient

dard
Error

Coern clent

Standard
Erro r

- 0 .0649

0.0105

-0 , 0643

0. 0102

-0.0644

0.0103

-0. 0665

0.0094

-0. 0715

0.0090

-0. 0721

0. 0092

-0. 0600

0.0093

-0,2527
-0. 2255

0.0535
0. 1013

-0. 2511
-0. 2145

0. 0530
0.0907

-0. 2201
-0. 2539

0. 0527
0_0920

- 0.12 57
- 0. 3559

0.0266
0.0706

· 0.1333
· 0. 3590

0.0266
0.0795

- 0. 1095
- o 2675

0 0201
0 0919

-0.1192
-0. 3260

0.0295
0,0946

-0, 1113
-0.0834
0 ,0071
-0 .5764
0 ,7721

0. 0220
0.0341
0.0113
0. 2616
0.5034

- 0.1101
- 0. 0820
0 0071
- 0.5099
0,7636

0. 0213
0.0340
0.0113
0. 2559
0. 5024

-0, 1041
-0.0936
0.0210
-0 5066
1.5314

0. 0214
0.0345
0.0119
0.2567
0. 5444

-0. 0907
-0, 0853
0, 0109

0.0193
0 0306
0. 0113

-0_1034
-0,0511

0.019 3
0.0216

-0. 1269
-0.0824

0. 0230
0.0209

- 0.1136
-0.0856

0,0234
0.0288

2. 1651

0. 4753

2.2928

0. 4709

2.2025

0. 4690
l.0056

O. IBOO

-0.1213

0. 4928

-0 . 5332

0 2421

Coemcient

Standa rd
Error

Stan-

b:IVTT

OVTT
2, QVTT
WOVTT
POVTT
COVTT
FOVTT
BFOVTT

WSOVTT
SOVTT
OPTC/ HHINC
CHHINC
CAOD
CAQDxHHlNC
CAOD < HHlNC / PER
CAOD K 1-. JVTT

cocc
FCON
FHH!NC
FHH!NC/PER
FBOP
FOCC
BFCON
BFHHINC
BFHHINC/ PER
BFMOA
BFOCC
TWOCC
PT CON
PTHHINC
PTHHINC/ PER
PTO CC

0.8209

0 .2409

0.0197
0.0497

0 .4537
0.4537

-0.4594

0.2696

0.1066

0.5097

-0. 5393

- 0. 0236

-0. 4553

0.240 8

0.2406

-0. 6860

0. 2440

1. 5790

0,3841

-0. 0091

0. 2530

1.0492

0,7457

1.4690

0. 3399

1.3272

0. 3263

1.4936

0.3410

J.4340

0.3211

2.2659

0. 5556

-0.0132

0. 5375

0. 2201

0. 5527

0.6609

o. 5536

1. 7404

0.9155

1.5057

0.9252

0.2690

•3 different 11ersions of model 8 were estimated, each of which incorporated only 1 of the 3 11ariables COCC, TWOCC. and PTOCC; atl ot lhe coefficients, except lor those of TWOCC and PTOCC, and standard
errors are those for the model in which COCC wasjncluded.

Table 5. Likelihood functions and other data
for models in Table 4.

Model
l

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

L•(O)

L•(S)

x'

p'

p'

-435.13
-435.13
-435.13
-435.13
-435.13
-435.13
-435.13
-435.13
-435.13
-435. 13
-435.13
-435 .13
-435.13
-435 .13

-272.81
-271.69
-271.17
-292. 60
-269.14
-272. 00
-266.55
-266.03
·266.06
-257.59
-260.69
-270.10
-266.29
-260.54

324.63
326.06
327.92
285.05
331.97
326. 10
337. 16
336.59
366.53
355.07
332.60
330.04
333.60
349.17

0.37
0.38
0.30
0.33
0. 30
0.37
0. 39
0.39
0.39
0.41
0.38
0. 30
0.30
0.40

OH
OH
OH

on
0.37

OH

on
0. 30

on
on

ow
OH

0 .30

ow
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certain coefficients of level-of-service attributes. For example, one would expect the
coefficient for an OVTT var iable to be greater than the coefficient for IVTT. In all the
specifications tried, IVTT was, indeed, found to have a lower coefficient than any of the
OVTT variables; the coefficients of walk as a mode WOVTT and WSOVTT are almost
equal and have approximately twice the value of the coefficient for IVTT. Thus walking
appears to be twice as inconvenient as riding in or on a vehicle. This relationship corresponds to the usual assumption used to create generalized costs in Wilson-type models
in the United Kingdom , where the coeffi cient fo r excess time is us uall y taken to be twice
that for IVTT (9). Wait time at a bus s top or station appears to be more i nconve nient
than IVTT b ut not so bu1·dens ome as walki ng. This is a departu re from t he us ual assumption previously mentioned as well as from U.S. studies in which the coefficient for
wait time usually is taken to be 2.5 times that of in-vehicle time (11). However, the
relatively low coefficient of wait time in this sample might be attributable to a highly
reliable transport service and therefore to an overestimate of the value of wait time.
It also could reflect other errors in estimating the wait times used in this study. It
also should be noted that, compared with the coefficients of other level-of-service variables, the coefficient for SOVTT has a relatively large variance. This probably is due
to the low variability of headways in the public t ransit s ervices available to the individuals in the sample (that is, low variability in SOVTT values).
Expectations with respect to the values of both the constants and the coefficients of
the socioeconomic variables are more complicated and rely on very limited or nonexistent past experience. One particular problem encountered in the design of the study
was the limited availability of results from previous studies using similar models especially for European circumstances.
If everything is equal, one would expect that as car ownership increases the probability of choosing car as the mode of transport would increase and thus that the probability of choosing other modes would decrease. One would therefore expect that the
coefficient for CAOD would be positive and, for similar reasons, that the coefficients
of both bicycle and moped availability also would be positive.
Household income and modal constants appear in the utility function of more than 1
mode , and, therefore, interpretation must r ela te to their r elative values and not their
absolute values. In model 5 (Tabl e 4), for example, the relative values of the coefficients of household income indicate that, as household income increases and everything
else is held constant, the increase in the probability of using car is relatively greater
than that of using other modes, and the probability of choosing a moped will decrease
relative to all other modes . Between these extremes are (a) public transit, which clec1·eases in relation to car but increases i n relation to the other modes; (b) bicycle,
which decreases relative to car and public transit a nd increases r elative to walking
and moped; and (c) walking, which is a base mode. Thus the proba bility of walki ng increases relative to moped but decreases relative to all other modes; this could reflect
the socioeconomic status of a moped as a transit mode.
The modal constants and socioeconomic variables could be interpreted as representing the pure preferences for the alternative modes if the utility derived from the levelof-service characteristics was equal across all modes. A direct interpretation of this
kind i s easier when all the level-of-s ervice cha r act er istics are i ntroduced as generic
variables . For example these variables in model 1 (Table 4) imply that, if I VTT a nd
OVTT are equal across modes, t hen an i ndividual with perfect car availability (AOD = 1)
will rank the modes in the following order: public transit, car, bicycle, walking, and
moped. The place of public transit in this pure ranking appears to be too high. However,
the pure ranking for a person with all modes perfectly available, which is given by
model 13 (Table 4) (which represents an improved specification), is: car, public transit, bicycle, moped, and walking. This preference ordering agrees more closely with
deductive expectations; this ranking also is implied by model 14 (Table 4), which was
the last specification estimated with this sample and which we considered to have the
most satisfactory specification of the models estimated.
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Stability and Statistical Reliability of Estimated Coefficients
The reliability and stability of the estimated coefficients can be observed in several
ways including the relative magnitudes of the standard errors and the variability of the
estimates across both different specifications and different subsamples.
The magnitude of the standard errors of the estimated coefficients is relatively
small (compared with the magnitude of the estimated coefficients) for the travel-time
variables but is relatively higher for some modal constants and socioeconomic variables,
particularly the moped-specific variables (Table 4). This also could be observed from
the variability of the estimated coefficients of the same variables across different specifications.
From Table 4, the coefficients of the travel-time variables are quite stable, in particular the coefficient of IVTT. On the other hand, some of the coefficients of the socioeconomic variables and the constants appear to be less stable. This pattern also was
observed in the comparison of different subsamples.
As recorded in the section on data, 2 types of subsamples were created from the SBB
sample. One was a random division into SBBl and SBB2, a division that proved of value
in the evaluation of the statistical stability of the estimated coefficients compared with
the estimated values of the standard errors. The second was a division into 2 selected
geographic subsamples, SB and B. This allowed a comparison of coefficients between
2 different areas; differences between coefficients from the 2 areas were used to trace
possible specification errors. We assumed that travel behavior in both areas is similar
and, therefore, that a specification that has similar coefficients for both areas is superior to a specification with divergent estimates.
Table 6 gives the estimation results for models 5, 13, and 14 for the different subsamples. From this table, one can see that the coefficients estimated for model 14 are
quite stable between the SBB and B samples. The variability between the estimates of
the coefficients for SBBl and SBB2 is considerably higher, but this can probably be attributed to the fact that the standard errors are larger because of smaller sample sizes.
This pattern of decreasing standard errors with increasing sample size for the 3 models
and the subsamples as shown by the data given in Table 6 is shown in Figures 1, 2,
and 3. These figures indicate that an increase in sample size beyond 300 observations
does not reduce significantly the standard errors of the coefficients of most of the variables. This pattern suggests that, for these models, a desirable sample size would
be between 300 and 400 observations.
To compare the stability of the estimated coefficients between 2 independent random
samples, one would need at least 600 observations rather than the 400 observations
available. Samples larger than 300 to 400 observations, however, might be necessary
if more or other socioeconomic variables were to be included. With the existing sample,
these have been found to have very large standard errors in contrast to coefficients of
level-of-service variables for which reasonable levels of reliability at smaller sample
sizes were achieved.
Geographical comparison of the estimated coefficients between B and SB is not
conclusive because of the small number of observations in the SB sample. However,
the stability between SBB and B seems satisfactory in view of the fact that, although B
is included in SBB, there are still significant differences between both the means and
distributions of several of the explanatory variables.
Table 7 gives likelihood functions and other data for the information in Table 6.
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE SPECIFICATIONS
The specification for model 14 appears to be the most satisfactory of all those tried.
The reasoning leading up to this conclusion, as well as aspects of some of the other
models estimated, is discussed in this section.
As discussed in the section on alternative specifications, the formulation of the levelof-service variables in models 5 to 14 seems to be superior to that used in models 1 to
4. The coefficients of all the level-of-service variables in models 5 to 14 have the ex-

Table6. Estimation results for data sets for models 5, 13, and 14.
SBB
Variable or

SBBl

SBB2

standard

B

standard

SB

Constant

Coefficient

Error

Coefficient

Error

Coefficient

Error

Coefficient

Standard
Error

PTHHINC
FHHINC
BFHHINC
CAOD,HHINC
lVTT
WOVTT
POVTT
WSOVTT
SOVTT
OPTC/HHINC

0.1099
0.0286
-0.2562
0.2435
-0.0644
-0.1661
-0.2933
-0.1195
-0.0962
0.0081

0.1823
0.1138
0.1081
0.1418
0.0101
0.0321
0.0794
0.0218
0.0344
0.0107

0.3866
0.3703
0.0265
0.5316
-0.0739
-0.1365
-0.2356
-0.0887
-0.1803
0.0278

0.3205
0.1777
0.1711
0.2341
0.0155
0.0526
0.1225
0.0306
0.0650
0.0175

-0.0633
-0.2722
-0.4835
0.0739
-0.0573
-0.2028
-0.3675
-0.1591
-0.3968
-0.0062

0.2362
0.1678
0.1576
0.1945
0.0140
0.0447
0.1140
0.0333
0.0361
0.0137

-0.0955
-0.2247
-0.4710
-0.0685
-0.0689
-0.2075
-0.3418
-0.1333
-0.0704
-0.0071

0.2274
0.1626
0.1563
0.1860
0.0117
0.0426
0.0969
0. 0272
0.0380
0.0144

13

IVTT
WOVTT
POVTT
WSOVTT
SOVTT
CAOD
FBOP
BFMOA
PT CON

-0.0721
-0.1095
-0.2675
-0.1269
-0.0624
2.2025
1.4936
0.2261
1.7404

0.0092
0.0281
0.0919
0.0238
0.0269
0.4690
0.3410
0.5527
0.9155

-0.0636
-0.1074
-0.3036
-0.0649
-0.1121
3.4796
2.3249
1.3823
1.2698

0.0146
0.0494
0.1459
0.0331
0.0516
0.6296
0.5569
0.8503
1.5645

-0.0664
-0.1148
-0.2699
-0.1776
-0.0585
1.5391
0.9527
-0.5096
2.2079

0.0123
0.0349
0.1247
0.0376
0.0339
0.6052
0.4516
0. 7479
1.1724

-0.0769
-0.1098
-0.2732
-0.1374
-0.0766
1.4234
1.3537
0.1806
1.7068

0.0110
0.0313
0.1106
0.0264
0.0307
0.5504
0.3969
0.6329
0.9961

14

IVTT
WOVTT
POVTT
WSOVTT
SOVTT

-0.0600
-0.1192
-0.3260
-0.1136
-0.0856
1.0056
1.4348
0.6689
1.5057

0.0093
0.0295
0.0946
0.0234
0.0288
0.1800
0.3211
0.5536
0.9252

-0.0679
-0.1210
-0.3753
-0.0701
-0.1167
1.5746
2.2351
1.8694
1.0927

0.0148
0.0532
0.1580
0.0317
0.0511
0.3570
0.5483
0.8818
1.5822

-0.0556
-0.1253
-0.3464
-0.1668
-0.0583
0.7718
0.9502
-0.0314
1.6657

0.0127
0.0366
0.1279
0.0378
0.0335
0.2221
0.4213
0. 7496
1.1676

-0.0688
-0.1164
-0.3241
-0.1269
-0.0028
0. 7254
1.3529
0.5000
1.5553

0.0122
0.0324
0.1130
0.0280
0.0308
0.2145
0.3724
0.6267
1.0075

Model

CAODx 01lIVTT

FBOP
BFMOA
PT CON

Figure 1. Standard error of estimated
coefficients and sample size for model 5.
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L'(O )

x'

p'

p'

0.38
0. 46
0.3 6
0.34
0. 52

0. 37
0. 44
0.34
0.33
0. 50

333 , 68b
159.47b
1B6.58b

0.38
0.47
0.34
0.3 3

0.38
0.46
0.33
0. 32

349.17°
201.11°
166.44°
192.47°
169 .18°

0 . 40
0. 50
0. 36
0. 34
0.5 5

0.40
0. 49
0.34
0.33
0. 54

-432.13
-201.98
-233.15
-282.25
-152.88

-269. 14
-109. 53
- 149.72
-186.92
-73 , 09

SBB
SBBI
$882
B

390
182
208
241

-435.13
-201.98
-233 . 15
-282.25

-268.29
-106.2 6
- 153. 41
-188.96

SBB
SBBl
SBB2
B
SB

390
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149

-435 .13
-201 ,98
-233.15
-282 . 25
-152.87

-260. 54
-101 .43
-149 .92
-186.02
- 68.29

=

9

400

331.97'
184.89'
166.86'
190. 65'
159.57'

390
182
208
241
149

bDegrees o f freedom

300

L'(B)

SBB
SBBI
$882
B
SB

"Degrees of fr eedom = 10.

200

No of obse"valioos

191.4-5b

coegrees o f freedom= 9.

Table 8. Disaggregate prediction results.
Pe rcentage

or Shares

Sample

Sample
Size

Type of
Data

Walking

Car

Bicycle

Moped

SBB

390

Predicted
Observed

2.75
3, 85

40.01
40.00

27.60
27 . 69

21.43
20.26

5.66
5. 38

2. 54
2.82

SBBI

182

Predicted

2. 88
2.75

40.50
42.86

29. 13
29 . 67

19.10
18. 13

5.55

Obser ved

3. 30

2.85
3.30

Bus

Train

SBB2

208

P r edicted
Observed

2.65
4.81

39.57
37. 50

26. 27
25. 96

23.48
22.12

5.7 6
7.21

2.27
2 .40

B

241

Predicted
Observed

3.03
5. 39

31.93
29.46

31.29
31.12

22 . 89
22.82

6.43
6. 64

4 .11
4.56

SB

149

Predicted
Observed

1.95
1.34

53. 07
57.05

21 . 64
22.15

18.92
16.11

4.42
3.36

Zones 100, 103, and 110 to
Eindhoven center

37

Predicted
Observed

0
0

44 .92
48.65

6.96
2 .70

14.09
13.51

15.03
16. 22

18.99
18,92

Zones 100, 103, and 110 to
Eindhove n e lsewhere

74

Predicted
Observed

0
0

45.26
37.64

15. 50
17.57

24.92
28.38

ID. BO
10.81

3.52
5,41

Zones 200 and 210 to
Eindhoven cente r

19

Predicted
Observed

0
0

61.30
68.48

12.35
5.2 6

14.25
15.79

12.11
10. 53

Zones 200 and 210 to
Eindhoven e lsehwere

52

Predicted
Observed

0
0

59.47
63.46

14.81
19, 23

19.26
13. 41

6.45
3.65

Zone 100 total

86

Predicted
Observed

2. 61
2. 33

53. 78
59. 30

22.1 6
22 .09

15.17
11.63

6. 28
4. 65

0

Zone 210 total

23

Predicted
Observed

1. 61
0

49.43
56.52

26 .15
17 .39

21.72
26.09

1.09
0

0

Table 9. Aggregate prediction
results.

0

0
0

0
0
0

P erce ntage ol Shares
Sample
Si ze

Type or
Data

Car

Bicycle

Moped

Best to Eindhoven,
zone 2

46

Predicted
Observed

66. 85
41.30

8.43
26.09

20.37
30.43

2. 78
0

1.59
2.17

Best to Elndhoven,
zone 3

40

Predicted
Observed

60.35
45.00•

4.48
2.50

17.83
15.00

6.98
17.50

8.45
20.00

Son and Br eugel to
Eindhoven, zone 2

27

Predicted
Obse rved

64.03
62 . 16

8.95
18.92

25.22
13 . 51

1.78
5.41

Son and Bre ugel to
Eindhoven, zone 3

25

Predicted
Observed

70. 96
64.00

6.72
8.00

20.16
20 .00

2 . 16
8.00

Sample

Bue

Train

0
0
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pected signs (except for OPTC, which is not significant) as well as the expected relative
values. Therefore, any preference among specifications 5 to 14 must be based on the
behavior of the socioeconomic variables and the model constants.
Models 5 and 6 have identical specifications except for household income, which was
included in model 5 but replaced in model 6 by income per person. It would seem reasonable that the pure modal preferences would be more closely related to the total
household income rather than the average income per person after income pooling. Although model 5 has a slightly better goodness of fit than model 6 has, the estimation
results are by no means conclusive evidence that model 5 is, indeed, any better than
model 6. However, this, together with the previous statement, caused us to consider
model 5 superior to model 6.
In models 7, 8, and 9, the car-specific variable CAOD x HHINC was split into 2
separate variables CAOD and CHHINC. In addition, an attempt was made in models 7
and 8 to introduce OCC as a variable (in the form of a modal-specific variable), but in
neither model were any of its coefficients significantly different from 0. Model 9 was
considered to be less satisfactory than model 5 because of the relatively larger variance
of the coefficient of CAOD; this is probably attributable to a high level of collinearity
between car availability and household income.
The specification of model 10 includes the same variables as model 9 with the additional variables bicycle BFOP and moped availability BFMOA. In model 10, however,
the variances of the coefficients of the socioeconomic variables were large, and thus it
appeared desirable to select only a subset of these variables for the following models.
This was done in models 11, 12, and 13 in which only the vehicle-availability variables
were included. These variables were selected because it seemed reasonable to assume
that they have a greater direct bearing on modal choice than household income has.
Furthermore, the coefficients of these variables in earlier models were more significant than those of the income variables.
Models 11 and 12 are identical except for OPTC, which was excluded from model 12.
In model 13, a public transit constant PTCON was reintroduced. Because it is highly
probable that the specification of model 12 was not perfect, and that, therefore, the
absence of a public transit constant could considerably affect the values of the coefficients of other variables, model 13 was considered the best of the series of models
7 to 13.
Thus far, therefore, model:;; 1 to 13 have been evaluated and models 5 and 13 have
been selected as 2 of the best models. These 2 models represent 2 essentially alternative specifications of the socioeconomic variables. Model 5 is based on modal-specific
income variables, and model 13 is based on modal-specific vehicle-availability variables.
These 2 models also were estimated for the various subsamples and the results of these
estimations are given in Table 6. A comparison of these 2 sections of Table 6 and a
comparison of Figures 1 and 2 show that it is evident that model 13 is more stable
than model 5. From a consideration of both goodness of fit and the significance of the
coefficients, one can conclude that model 13 is superior to model 5.
Examination of the variability of the estimated coefficients for the different subsamples of model 13 in Table 6, however, shows the coefficient of CAOD to be p~rticu
larly unsatisfactory. Examination of the characteristics of the various subsamples
showed that the coefficient of CAOD had a smaller value in those subsamples having a
shorter average trip length and that it had a larger value in subsamples with a longer
average trip length. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that, when a car is
perfectly available to an individual, the longer the trip the more likely he or she
is to choose the car. When a car is not perfectly available, and there is some degree
of competition among different users of a car within a household, it would seem reasonable to expect that those individuals making longer trips will tend to have priority in
use of the car over those making shorter trips. Thus it seems reasonable to specify
the coefficient of car availability as a function of trip length. If this is so, then it
could be expected that this function will show a diminishing marginal effect with increasing trip length and therefore the CAOD variable was multiplied by the natural log
of IVTT by car. This change was implemented in model 14.
A comparison of model 13 with model 14 (Table 6 and Figures 2 and 3) shows that
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model 14 is superior to model 13 in terms of stability of the coefficients, significance
of the coefficients, and goodness of fit. Thus, model 14 appears to have the most
satisfactory specification of those models estimated and given in Table 4.
PREDICTION TES TS
'l\vo types of prediction tests were applied. The first was a disaggregate test designed
primarily to determine how well the model fit the observed data. The second test was
with aggregate data and was designed to test the applicability of the model for aggregate
predictions.
Disaggregate Predictions
In disaggregate predictions, explanatory variables are used to predict individual modalchoice probabilities. These individual probabilities are summed across a group of
travelers and compared with the observed modal shares for the same set of individuals.
When the group of travelers consists of the complete set of individuals used in the estimation of the model, this test can be viewed as a test of goodness of fit. However,
the estimation procedure used in this study guarantees that, if a model specification
includes a constant, the modal shares calculated in such a test will be perfect for the
alternative to which that constant relates. For model 14, this implies that a disaggregate prediction test with the complete data set used in model estimation will reproduce
perfectly the total public transit share because PTCON was included. However, because no constant was used for any of the remaining 4 modes, this test is still meaningful for the split between the 2 public transit modes and the 4 other modes. The results
of this test are given in the first row of Table 8, and as has been stated, one can see
that the split between public transit and the other 4 modes is reproduced perfectly. The
results among the individual modes within these two sets, however, also are extremely
satisfactory.
To provide a thorough test of the model, one would ideally apply it to a second set of
data not used in the model estimation. Unfortunately, because of budget and time constraints pertaining to this study, a second set of data was not available. Instead, the
test was applied to several subsets of the data set used for model estimation; the results of these also are given in Table 8. The subsets used include the subsamples
SBBl, SBB2, SB, and Band 2 other types of subsamples that were created. The first
of these consisted of groups of individuals with a home address in a specific zone and
the second was formed of groups of individuals with a home address in a specific zone
and a work address either in the center of Eindhoven or elsewhere in Eindhoven.
All the modal shares of these various subsets were predicted satisfactorily. The
differences between the observed shares and the predicted shares are minimal for the
larger subsets (more than 100 observations). For the smaller subsets, the relative
differences between the observed and predicted shares are especially large for bicycle
and moped. There is, however, a tendency for some mutual compensation here in that,
when one share is overestimated, the other is usually underestimated. This means that
the total share of bicycle and moped is more satisfactorily reproduced than the individual shares are.
Aggregate Predictions
In normal predictive work, disaggregate data are not usually available, and thus the
model must be applied by using aggregate data. Simple substitution of group averages
for the explanatory variables will result in a biased forecast of the average probability
or share; this bias will disappear only if all individuals in the group for which predictions are being prepared are identical in terms of the values of all the explanatory variables. Between the 2 extremes of disaggregate predictions and use of averages for the
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entire group in aggregate predictions, identifying a stratification scheme or system of
market segmentation so that the aggregation bias can be assumed to be small and, within
the context of the application, negligible is possible.
Table 9 gives the results of aggregate predictions prepared with model 14 for 4 0-D
pairs by using a very coarse zoning system. For this application of the model, all the
travelers making a trip between any pair of zones were grouped together, and the average value of each variable for the members of that group was used. Furthermore,
no account was taken of different sets of available modes for individuals in the group.
The calculated shares are clearly not satisfactory in comparison with the observed
shares. In particular, the share of car trips is significantly overestimated for the
first 2 groups, which consist of people residing in Best. Although the car-share forecasts for the Son and Breugel groups are better, they are not satisfactory. The divergence between the observed and predicted shares serves as a good illustration of
the errors that can occur from simply taking averages for each individual variable and
directly applying them in the model.
In Son and Breugel, the majority of the residents are car owners; in Best, many
families are without cars. Therefore, the model evidently performed better when there
were high levels of car ownership than when there were lower levels of car ownership.
Through the use of one set of average values of all variables, including CAOD, applied
to all travelers, cars have effectively been made available to people for whom they were
not available.
The forecasting error can be reduced by a stratification of the travelers between
any pair of zones. Of course, the ultimate stratification is that of complete disaggregation, but this would also produce some prediction errors, the magnitude of which
would depend on the validity of the model itself. The errors in the predictions given in
Table 9 are therefore a combination of both disaggregate prediction errors and an aggregation bias. Given a specific model, reducing the aggregate prediction error by
attempting to reduce the aggregation bias is possible.
In Table 10, the results of aggregate predictions are given for travelers between the
same sets of specific zone pairs as were used for the work summarized in Table 9, but
now it is stratified into those who are car owners and those who are not car owners.
This sort of stratification is quite common in travel demand forecasting (15), and it is
evident from the analysis of the differences in the errors of the predicted shares of car
between Son and Breugel and Best that such a stratification scheme would improve the
aggregate predictions. The improvement in the aggregate predictions that is due to
stratification by car availability is shown by the data given in Table 11. Further stratification by choice set (such as by moped availability) could be expected to lead to improved aggregate predictions. The results given in Tables 10 and 11 can be considered
acceptable in view of the coarse zoning system adopted and the consequential effects of
this on the values of the level-of-service variables applied. Furthermore, for each individual group, there is also an error in the observed share, relative to the total population, that is due to sampling. Because this error increases with decreasing sample
size, the greater the number of the observed travelers is that is used to compute the
observed aggregate share, the more meaningful the aggregate prediction tests are.
Thus an adequate evaluation of the aggregate prediction errors can be undertaken only
for those zone pairs with a high trip density, that is, those where the error in the observed share could be assumed to be negligible.
The disaggregate prediction tests have demonstrated that model 14 reproduces the
average choice of individuals satisfactorily. The aggregate predictions have much
more important implications with respect to the usefulness of the models because the
model is tested in the same way as the way in which it will be applied generally. The
aggregate modal-choice predictions based on a stratification of travelers into those
with a car available and those without a car available can be considered satisfactory
given the limitations of the data used for this test. This implies that the model can be
applied usefully to aggregate predictions in transportation planning studies.
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Table 10. Aggregate prediction results with market stratification by car
availability.
Pe r ce ntage of Shar es

Car
Available
Yes

Sample
Size

Car

Bicycle

Moped

30

Predict ed
Observed

81. 67
63.33

4.47
13.33

11.10
23. 33

1. 73
0

1.03
0

Best to Eindhov en,

29

Predicted
Observed

70. 93
62.07

3.07
3.45

15. 59
6.90

5. B3
17.24

4.5 9
10. 34

Predicted
Observed

74.1 0
76.67

6.00
20.00

18. 50
3. 33

1.07
0

77. 24
76. 19

zone 3

Son and Breugel to
Eindhoven, zone 2

No

Type of

B est t o Eindhoven,
zone 2

Sample

30

Data

Son and Bruegel t o
Eindhoven, zone 3

21

Predict ed
Obse rved

Best t o Eindho ven,
zone 2

16

Predicted

Best to Ei ndhoven,

11

zone 3

B us

Train

4.71
4 .76

16. 71
14.29

1.29
4. 76

Obser ved

0
0

22.69
50. 00

68.81
43. 75

5.56
0

2. 88
6.25

Predict ed
Observed

0
0

12.00
0

35.36
36. 36

21.09
18.18

31.54
45. 45

Table 11. Aggregate prediction results with and without market stratification.
Percentage of Shares
Sample

Sample
Size

Best to Eindhove n,

Type or Data

Car

Bicycle

Moped

46

P r ediction without stratification
Predi cti on with stratHi cati on
Observed

66. 85
53 . 26
41. 30

8. 43
10.81
26.09

20.37
31.17
30.43

2.7 8
3.06
0

1. 59
1.67
2.17

40

Prediction wit hout s trat iri cation
P red iction with st r atification
Observed

60. 35
51. 42
45 ,00

4.4 8
5. 53
2.50

17.83
21.03
15. 00

8.98
10.03
17.50

8.45
12. 00
20.00

zone 2
Best t o Ei ndhoven,
zone 3

Bu s

Train

CONCLUSIONS

The modal-choice model for work trips described in this paper was probably the first
attempt to consider the full variety of travel modes available in medium- and smallsized Dutch communities where the conventional binary choice model for car and public
transit that commonly is used is clearly not suitable. Although the models developed
require further work before they could be considered standard operational production
techniques, existing models could serve usefully in various transportation planning
s tudies .
A number of conclusions can be drawn from the models estimated. One is that the
probability that anyone will choose a given mode is determined largely by factors other
than the level of service offered by that mode. If a car is perfectly available to a
traveler, then there is a very high probability that he or she will choose it regardless
of the characteristics of the alternative modes. The policy implications of this as
proposals for traffic restraint in urban areas increase, at least in Europe, are considerable. The estimation results tend to confirm the general assumptions about the
relative weights of IVTT and OVTT, although it would appear that there could be significant differences in the evaluation of different types of out-of-vehicle travel time.
IVTT would, on the contrary, seem to be viewed similarly for all modes. Travel costs
do not significantly influence modal choice for the particular data set, nor do socioeconomic characteristics other than vehicle availability.
It has been suggested previously that the estimation of disaggregate models requires
fewer observations than does the calibration of aggregate models. Estimating the same
model with different data sets tends to confirm this belief in that the marginal value of
increasing the sample size above some 300 observations was found to be small.
The transformation of disaggregate models to aggregate models for use as predictive
models presents a number of theoretical problems. It would seem possible, however,
that, for all practical purposes, the effects of the problems can be minimized by use
of market stratification.
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STRUCTURAL TRAVEL DEMAND MODELS:
AN INTERCITY APPLICATION
John B. Peers and Michael Bevilacqua, Alan M. Voorhees and Associates, Inc.
Conventional sequential transportation models clearly have limitations as
estimators of intercity travel demand. Despite their theoretical advantage, little work has been carried out in the full application of behavioral
or "structural" models. Structural-model development is focused primarily on disaggregate models, particularly for modal split. This paper
discusses the development of an alternative approach, that of developing a
set of direct-demand models for estimating intercity transit travel for a
Sacramento-Stockton-San Francisco Bay Area corridor study. A series of
judgments are described that identify why structural models rather than
sequential models were chosen and why direct-demand models rather than
probabalistic-choice models were used. The methodology of calibration,
including variable selection and equation development, validation, and
forecasting, is outlined. Emphasis is placed on the trade-offs to be made
among policy responsiveness, accuracy, and the practical problems of developing and using such forecasting tools. The material has been oriented
toward the planner-engineer faced with the practical issues of selecting
and using intercity travel demand forecasting procedures.
•ENGINEERS and planners in transportation-forecasting have become more aware
recently of the changing and searching questions that they are required to answer.
They also are aware that existing modeling techniques, particularly the best known
models forming the sequential decision-making process, have severe shortcomings in
their abilities to answer these questions (1). In the planning of the 1950s and 1960s,
the emphasis was on building new transportation facilities, which were nearly always
highways, to maintain or improve existing levels of service and to match a long-term
demand forecast. The major restraint on such plans was the budget. Large quantities
of money, particularly the Highway Trust Fund, were set aside for rural and urban
freeway facilities. The physical structure had been anticipated, and concern was on
the size of structures in terms of the number of freeway lanes and capacities at
intersections.
For a transportation corridor study between Sacramento, Stockton, and the San
Francisco Bay Area, concerns were with the development of a staged plan for transportation (specifically transit) improvement. Putting all the findings in a format that
could be understood by many people rather than precisely understood by a few also was
necessary. The clients for the study, the California Department of Transportation, the
California State Senate, and the U.S. Department of Transportation, reinforced the need
for general understanding. In addition, the clients wanted to know what kind of assumptions were included when patronage estimates were made, whether the assumptions
(such as parking or fare costs or frequency of service) were open to public policy
change, and what effect such changes would have on transit programs in terms of market response of riders and consequent financial costs and revenues.
In such an environment, to combine the benefits of the structural models with the
advantages of logical behavioral relationships, responsiveness to differing assumptions
of policy issues, and speed of turnaround when questions arose that required additional
analysis clearly was mandated.
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PROBLEM OF CHOICE-MODELING DECISION
The history of travel forecasting has been one of successively more comprehensive attempts to move from models that simply project demand to those that provide a coherent
representation and organization of the complex of consumer attitudes, behavior, and
perceptions of service attributes that produce travel demand. The structure of such
models should, in theory, permit them to respond to significant changes in the
transportation service variables specified for the model regardless of whether the
level of service associated with a specific model has been experienced previously.
A primary objective of the Sacramento-Stockton-San Francisco Bay Area corridor
study was the assessment of the feasibility of alternative forms of transit systems and
the evaluation of their impacts across a wide range of issues. In conjunction with this,
the necessity to effectively forecast the possible demand for intercity travel became
apparent. For most of the systems proposed for the corridor, no previous operational
experience existed within this region from which data on travel characteristics could be
monitored and collected. Therefore, if a model that could effectively estimate travel
on these "new" systems was to be employed, the model had to be responsive to service
as well as to user attributes. The underlying strategy associated with the estimation
of the demand for intercity travel was to develop a series of models that established
predictable relationships among physical systems, demographic characteristics, activity distributions, and travel behavior. Several specific criteria were defined in the
effort to develop a demand-estimation tool that would have
1. The ability to incorporate a broadened range of such service characteristics of
the transportation system;
2. The capability of incorporating responsiveness to nontransit events, such as
gasoline price increases and speed limits, into its structure;
3. Transferability to other corridors; and
4. Both long-range and short-range usefulness not only as a planning tool but also
as a link-specific design tool for new system improvements.
Conventional urban transportation models for estimating travel demand have a number of deficiencies that limit their validity and utility in estimating both travel behavior
and patterns and the impact assessment of new transportation facilities and modes.
1. The estimated number of trips produced by a household is typically not sensitive
to the quality of service provided by the transportation system. Accordingly, conventional models show travel demand as being insensitive to service whether there are 1,
2, or 3 transportation modes available and whether the transport facilities available
are continually overloaded or are continually free-flowing. As a consequence, no
direct mechanism exists in the demand-estimation process to deal with latent or induced travel demand or to reflect transportation system quality or transportation
pricing effects.
2. Most conventional models are sequential and involve 4 step functions in estimating
demand: trip generation, trip distribution, modal choice, and route assignment. The
sequence in which these functions are carried out predetermines the underlying behavioral rationale and presupposes a travel-decision process that is not substantiated
with factual behavioral research.
3. Too many conventional models are derived from empirical data-fitting without
taking account of any underlying theoretical foundations or behavioral hypotheses.
Consequently, their behavioral properties are suspect and their utility for traveldemand forecasting or policy analysis under differing conditions and constraints is
highly unsatisfactory.
4. Many conventional models lack any direct expression of public policy variables
in their formulation. As a result, their use and value in planning analysis are restricted substantially.
5. The lack of fundamental theory and behavioral properties underlying most conventional models, as well as their failure to incorporate policy sensitivity, makes the
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transferability of most models highly dubious. This means that the model relationships
developed for that area can seldom be translated for use in other urban areas; it also
means that the issue of "new mode" or facilities introduced into an urban- or intercitycorridor setting poses a serious problem for conventional models because of their behavioral deficiencies and questionable forecasting reliability. The record to date in
widely varying patronage projections for the new system is ample evidence of this
problem.
The first 4 of these limitations could not be readily accepted for the intercity-corridor
study. Such features as the identification of causal relationships between trip making
and user and system attributes and the ability to express the decision to travel as a
simultaneous function of mode, destination, and route made it clear that structural
models should be selected as the most effective technique for satisfying intercitytravel requirements.
The terms behavioral and structural are commonly interchanged freely in modeling.
Structural models that can be specified so that they relate the decision to travel to the
characteristics of the trip maker can be considered behavioral (~).
STRUCTURAL MODEL ALTERNATIVES
Structural models can be separated into 2 distinct classes: direct demand and probabilistic choice. Direct-demand models estimate travel demand by origin, destination,
and mode with a single equation (3). Probabilistic-choice models estimate the probability of choosing 1 alternative from a set of available alternatives (4). More specifically, the probabilistic-choice model potentially estimates the prObability or likelihood of a traveler's making a trip conditional on 6 decisions - frequency of trip, des tination, mode, time of day, choice of route, and purpose-or on a subset of these 6
decisions. These probabilities are evaluated on a per-person or per-household level.
To determine the absolute number of trips within each category, one must multiply this
function by the total number of households or persons at the origin zone.
The decision to choose the aggregate direct-demand model to estimate future travel
demand in the Sacramento-Stockton-San Francisco Bay Area corridor was based on
several issues including the availability and requirements for data, experience of model
use, special features of each model, and subsequent costs in time and money.
Data requirements perhaps constitute the foremost constraint to the development of
a probabilistic-choice model. Both direct-demand and probabilistic-choice models can
be calibrated with either aggregate or disaggregate data. It is accepted that modal
split, or market share, is a function of socioeconomic indicators such as income. It
follows that probabilistic-choice models, which define market share, respond best to
market-segmented, or disaggregate, data. This presents several problems. Existing
travel information as compiled by the origin-destination surveys conducted in the 1960s
generally is not in a format that is compatible with the calibration of disaggregate
models. Therefore, expending significant efforts to reformat the data becomes necessary. In most cases, and in this study, the time required for the compilation of baseyear household data to obtain information on choice of mode, frequency of travel, choice
of destination, time of day, choice of route, and purpose precluded pursuing this course.
In the corridor study, the option of using market segmentation that stratified the data by
income class, household-ownership category, and household size was considered to
minimize base-year data reformatting; however, it would have been necessary to calibrate 90 models for the transit mode alone (5 purposes x 3 household sizes x 3 income
classes x 2 household-ownership categories). In contrast to this, it was estimated that
only 5 direct-demand models for transit need be calibrated.
In addition to base-year data format needs and the number of models requiring calibration, there is the issue of aggregate or disaggregate modeling in the future year.
Estimating future-year population and employment to produce reasonable and reliable
results is difficult. Reliable techniques have not been devised by which reasonable estimates can be expected for substratifications of population and employment. To obtain
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such figures would require the application of extrapolated "factors" that, in turn, are
highly wlnerable to error. The suggestion is that, the higher the level of disaggregation is, the less reliable the data become.
Experience and competition by destination and mode also were important issues.
With regard to experience, an additional disadvantage associated with the development
of probabilistic-choice models is that there is practically no production experience in
their development and application as predictive models. Although a maximum-likelihood
technique for the calibration of probabilistic-choice models has been developed, there
have been limited opportunities to apply and test the results of this procedure. Until
recently, most probabilistic-choice models, developed as operational rather than research tools, have been used as modal-split or explanatory models (5).
An advantage of the probabilistic-choice model is its sensitivity to competing activities and competing systems. The problem of competing activities has been partially
overcome by the proper specification of the direct-demand model, that is, by the expression of the attraction variables in a form that represents the market share as opposed to the magnitude. The ability of direct-demand models to respond to alternativemode system changes depends to a large extent on the ability to include a comprehensive
set of alternative-mode system variables in the model. This could be achieved for transit models in the corridor study.
Having considered the problems associated with assembling base-year disaggregate
data, the significantly increased effort implied by calibrating and estimating 90 models,
the forecasting of market-segmented data, and the inadequate production-oriented experience of probabalistic-choice models, we decided that an aggregate direct-demand
modeling procedure would be the most feasible approach to pursue. We decided to calibrate less precise models with good forecast data rather than to define highly refined
models with forecast data of questionable reliability.
DIRECT-DEMAND MODELS
Direct-demand models can be specified as either modal-abstract models or modalspecific models. The primary advantage of a modal-abstract model is that only 1 equation is necessary to estimate travel demand (6). This is particularly advantageous
when one is estimating demands for new modes that are not in operation or for which
there are no existing prototypes. The primary disadvantage associated with developing
a modal-abstract model, however, is that it requires that each alternative mode be described by a single set of variables. The selection of a set of attributes that can effectively represent the wide range of system features characterizing different modes
can present a major problem because homogenizing attributes means the loss of model
responsiveness to policy changes. Further, the ability to identify cross elasticities becomes impaired. An attempt was made, however, to calibrate a set of modal-abstract
models; it was unsuccessful because of data inadequacies.
Modal-specific models require separate formulation of generically different modal
forms. Although it may be possible to develop separate models for automobile, bus,
rail, and airplane modes, the distinction generally is limited to automobile and transit.
The separate formulation of models by mode provides the opportunity to achieve the
maximum flexibility in model specification. Furthermore, by modal-specific modeling,
those intrinsic qualities associated with the automobile, such as privacy and convenience,
as well as those associated with transit, will be reflected in the model calibration.
Given the provision for greater system and user sensitivity that is afforded by modalspecific models, we decided to adopt these functional forms (that is, automobile and
transit) in the development of the direct-demand models.
It was necessary to determine which model form would be best suited for the intercity
application. Various mathematical. forms have been suggested and applied in the development of p1·evious demand models. Basically, there are 3 forms (with respect to
the variables} that the model function can assume: linear, nonlinear, and mixed. The
nonlinear form includes product forms of powers and exponentials. The decision to
choose one form over the other is more pragmatic than theoretical. Relatively little
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research has been conducted to assess the influences of model form on the performance
of the model. However, several observations can be made with respect to the most
reasonable form for a model. From an examination of the function one can see that the
dependent variable in nonlinear models is much more responsive to a given change in
an independent variable than it is in linear models. In addition, travel data do not support the idea that trip makers behave in a manner that is responsive to changes in individual causal variables that have been arranged in a linear function. Finally, nonlinear functions have been shown to be more effective in describing observed tripmaking behavior. Although the issue cannot be definitively resolved, we found that a
mixed-form model provided the necessary versatility and fitted the survey data best.
MODEL CALIBRATION
Before calibration could begin, the data fo r caU.bration had to be developed. The prime
source of trip data was the Bay Area Transportation Study (BATS) files, developed from
home-interview surveys taken in 1965. The data required reformatting into zone data
a 123-zone system covering the San Francisco Bay Area, Sacramento, and Stockton.
Ninety zones were included in the Bay Area. For the base year, the highway network
was derived from California Department of Transportation data. Four transit networks
were coded for the base transit system, 1 pair for off-peak travel and 1 pair for peak
travel. Each pair had 1 network for public transit access and walk connectors to the
transit facilities. The second network had only private automobile access to the transit
facilities. Production-zone socioeconomic data related to households were developed
by using expanded home-interview data in the Bay Area from BA TS and in the Sacram0nto and Stockton areas from the equivalent home-interview data collected in 1967 and
1968. The attraction-zone socioeconomic data related to employment categories were
developed from surveys that were conducted in conjunction with the home-interview
surveys.
The data available for use in calibration included 14 household statistics; 3
automobile-service statistics (walk time, in-vehicle time, total cost per car trip);
8 transit-mode statistics for automobile access by submode; 7 transit-mode statistics
for nonautomobile access by submode; 10 destination-zone statistics (mainly subsets of
employment data); and 4 subsets of trip data for the classes of purpose (home:..based
work, shop, other, and non-home-based trips).
The first step of the calibration process was that of atte mpting to find and identify
causal variables. Sample statistics of zone means were listed, and a correlation matrix
of variables, including the log and exponential forms of the variables, was developed
for identifying correlations between independent variables and trips, the dependent
variable. Each variable also was plotted against trips. The matrix and plots were
reviewed to produce the best set of variables in their best forms for explaining the
variance of trip making. In addition, it was necessary to check for levels of independence or low correlation between independent variables. Constraints were applied to
some variables, for example, to a relationship between in-vehicle transit time and
out-of-vehicle transit time. This was required because the path-builder algorithm requires weighted values of out-of-vehicle travel time to calculate the minimum time paths .
The constraint applied to the model variables, therefore, maintained this minimumpath practice by replacing the 2 variables in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle time by 1
variable:
QLT + 2.5 QXT
where
QLT =transit line time, and
QXT =transit out-of-vehicle time.

(1)
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INITIAL MODEL SELECTION
Because an array of variables was known that satisfied the 2 criteria of (a) being
strongly correlated with the dependent variable, trip making or demand, and (b) maintaining orthogonality among the exogenous variables, a series of models was produced
by using these variables and a nonlinear regression program specifically adopted for
this study. The primary virtue of using a nonlinear regression program for estimating the models was that it obviated the need to transform the dependent variables into a
linear form. This process of using linear transformations, which is a requirement
when applying standard linear regression programs, introduces bias in parameter estimation. The application of a nonlinear regression means that techniques such as restraining variables with reasonable limits need no longer be applied. As a result, the
use of nonlinear regression was a significant improvement over standard estimation
procedures.
The final set of variables used in specifying the transit models was divided into 3
groups: extensive variables, intensive variables, and system variables. The extensive
variables are as follows:
1. Residential population;
2. Employment, by type;
3. Workers; and
4. Locations, magnitude, and net density according to "alternative futures" of
moderate northern re gional growth with environmental constraints versus slow,
southern, dispersed regional growth (current trends).
The intensive variables are as follows:
1. Persons per household,
2. Income per household and income per worker,
3. Cars per household and cars per worker, and
4. Employment per acre (hectometer 2 ).
The system variables are as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Automobile speeds (travel time),
Automobile out-of-pocket costs,
Transit s peed (travel time for feeder and line-haul),
Transit costs (for .feeder and line-haul),
Walking and waiting time,
Parking costs,
Service frequency (peak and off-peak),
Terminals per station locations, and
Mode and service path.

For each set of models, 4 major statistics were developed that compared the synthesized trips with surveyed data:

1. Error mean,
2. Absolute error mean,
3. Error mean squared, and
4. Coefficient of determination r 2 •
It was important to ensure that all the variables open to policy action and variation,
such as parking pricing or fare structure, were included wherever possible in the
models. In some cases this meant accepting one model form over a better fitting
model because the better fitting model did not include these important variables. Many
techniques were used to analyze and compare the different models produced by this
process. However, the most important single criterion was judgment. Because the
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models selected had to make sense, relationships implied by their structure and parameters had to be reasonable.
An initial set of models was calibrated by using a sample set of data taken from half
of the surveyed information. A second set of models was subsequently calibrated for
the entire surveyed data. Both sets of models were nearly identical. The 5 transit
models developed covered the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Home-to-work trips by transit,
Home-to-work trips by automobile,
Home-to-shop trips,
Other home-based trips, and
Non-home-based trips.

The generic form of all the models was :
(ir1P1 + ir2P2) (~1A1 + ~2A2) Z~' Z~' X~' X~' e.P, x,e.P, x,
where
P 1, P 2, A1, and A2 = extensive production and attraction variables describing zone
size (such as zone populations, employment, and workers);
Z1 and Z2 = intensive production and attraction variables such as cars per
worker and retail jobs per area;
X1 and X2 = interchange service variables by mode such as in-vehicle time,
out-of-vehicle time, and out-of-pocket costs; and
1T, ~, ~' e, and¢ =model parameters.
MODEL VALIDATION
The models had been calibrated entirely on base-year data (1965) for the Bay Area only.
Even though the Bay Area includes most of the zones and socioeconomic activity, there
was a requirement to validate the synthesized trips against corridor travel. At the beginning of the study, some effort had gone into surveying intercity travel for both highways a nd transit (bus) modes . No corridor travel data for transit travelers were available from the BA TS files because transit travelers traveling outside the Bay Area had
been recorded only to the transit terminals-airport, bus terminals, and railroad stations.
Interchange pairs along the corridor, particularly those with one end outside the
BATS area, were compared for synthesized trips from 1965 socioeconomic data and
the 1973 surveys plus some data from the Greyhound Bus Company files and the California Division of Highways annual vehicle counts. Trip-length distributions for survey
and synthesized trips also were compared. When we amended the constant for each
model for each 5-min interval of weighted trip length, the synthesized trips and surveyed
trips maintained close relationships for both trip-length-frequency curves and specific
corridor interchanges. Finally a stepwise approach was taken to forecast trips by
using future socioeconomic data and future transit and highway networks. Initially, the
1995 networks were used together with 1965 socioeconomic data to produce trip tables.
Total trips plus major interchanges along the corridors were inspected to see the effect
of the presence of an upgraded set of transit networks. Then the 1965 networks were
used together with 199 5 socioeconomic data to produce trip tables. Again the total trips
and the corridor movements were inspected. Two problems became clear from these
analyses. One related to maintaining as linear the extensive variables in the models;
the other related to large increases in trips due to increased income. The extensive
variables defining zone population, employment, and subsets of population and employment always were kept linear; that is, they were kept in a power-product form without
exponents other than unity. The maintenance of this linearity was an important con-
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dition because the models were independent of zone size and potentially were more
transferable to differe nt zone sizes within t he study area or elsewhere. The result of
this de ci sio n, together with the inclusion of both production (population) and attraction
(employment) variables in the model, was that, where, for example, both population and
employment doubled, the total number of trips increased 4-fold. To overcome this
problem, the attraction variables had to be normalized in each model. This was accomplished by replacing the extensive attraction variable by a new variable that reflected the relative increase in the attraction activity. As a result, the models also
became sensitive to the notion of market share; that is, if a large number of attractions
were to be added to one zone, then the market share of attractions would increase for
that zone and the interchanges between the origin zone and that zone would increase
relative to the unchanged zones.
The income issue was a problem mainly because the future income was forecast to
increase substantially. Average incomes per household at zone levels in 1965 ranged
from $ 4, 700 to $13,800. For 199 5, estimated average incomes measured in real terms
ranged from $11,700 to $35,000. A number of the models were highly elastic with respect to increases in income. Work trips for automobile access and shopping trips, for
example, had exponents 2.0 and 1.9. That the models become steadily more unstable as
the data stray farther from the base-year ranges is accepted. For future data, constraining income values to reduce the effect of this potentially explosive variable was
necessary.
In summary, the calibration, validation, and forecasting of the models were developed in 4 steps:
1. Development of calibration data for trips, socioeconomic data, and networks;
2. Development of equations;
3. Validation against corridor movement; and
4. Cautious manipulation of the models to produce future forecast trip tables.
Each step took considerable levels of both time and effort, but for the transit models
each step was carried out successfully.
MODEL APPLICATION
On completion of the calibration and validation stages, we produced a final set of transit
models. The specifications of these models are given in Tables 1 through 5. The dependent variable in all of these models is 1-way transit trips. The coefficients of determination and forms of the models are given in Table 6. K is the constant in all of
the forms. All of the models yielded reasonable r 2 values. The work-purpose models
were the best correlated models with r 2 values of 0.65 and 0. 72 for the publictransportation-access and automobile-access models respectively. The remaining
purposes had lower correlations. However, in terms of total transit trip making, the
effective r 2 value is better than these values might imply because of the dominance of
work trips. A weighted average of the r 2 by purpose and percentage of intercity transit
trips by purpose will yield an effective r 2 value of 0.64 for the total trip demand.
The transit and highway networks that would be employed in estimating future-year
travel demand were developed at the same time as the transit models were developed.
Seven distinct transit system alternatives were chosen to be analyzed. System technologies included express bus and conventional and high-speed rail options. For each
of these systems, networks representing each of 3 access modes and 2 time periods
were constructed. In all, 42 future-year transit networks were built. In addition, 1
future-year highway network was built.
With regard to the application of the transit models, approximately 84 distinct program packages were defined. These program packages were derived from combinations
of the system line-haul alternative, the access mode, the line-haul fare, the access
fare, and the demographic growth alternative. Additional program packages were
derived from combinations of these independent corridor-specific program packages
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Table 1. Model for home-based
work trips, public transportation
access.

Variable

Description

Coefficient a 7

x,
x,

Automobile out"of-pocket cost/transit fare
Income/worker at zone of origin
Vehicles/worker at zone of origin
Transit line time/ (2. 5 + transit wait time)
Transit line time - automobile line time
Automobile out-of-vehicle time
Workers at zone of origin
Jobs at zone of destination

0.188
0.564
-1.494
-1.355
-0.028
0.275

x,
x,

Xs

x.

x,
x,

Table 2. Model for home-based
work trips, park-and-ride.

Variable

Description

Coefficient a,

x,

-1.13 7
0.838
2.073
3.864
-1.161
0.401
1.806

x.

Transit fare
Automobile out-of-pocket cost
Income/household at zone of origin
Vehicles/household at zone of origin
Transit wait time+ (transit line time/2.5)
Automobile line time
Automobile out-of-vehicle time
Workers at zone of origin
Jobs at zone of destination

Variable

Description

Coefficient a,

x,

Transit fare - automobile out-of-pocket cost
Transit wait time - automobile out-of-vehicle time
Income/ household at zone of origin
Persons/ household at zone of origin
Retail jobs/ acre at zone of origin
Vehicles/household at zone of origin
Transit line time + (2.5 x transit wait time)
Adults at zone of origin
Retail job at zone of destination

-0.0075
0.0316
1.868
3.839
0.233
-2.479
-1.619

x,
x,
x,
Xs

x,
x,

x.

Table 3. Model for home-based
shopping trips.

x,
x,
x,
Xs

x,
x,
x,

x,

Note: 1 job/acre

Table 4. Model for home-based
other trips.

2.50 jobs/hm 2 •

Variable

Description

Coefficient a,

x,

X10
Xu
X12

Transit fare
Income/ household at zone of origin
Automobile out-of-pocket cost - transit fare
Automobile line time
Automobile out-of-vehicle time
Transit line time + (2. 5 x transit wait time)
Persons/ household at zone of or igin
Vebicles/ housebold at zone of orig.in
T ransit line time/( 2. 5 + transit wait time)
Population at zone of destination
Service jobs at zone of destination
Population at zone of origin

-0.231
-0.045
0.0046
0.0439
0.0189
-0.0238
3.214
-1. 53 7
-2.27
0.00015
0.00024

Variable

Description

Coefficient a,

x,

Transit fare
Automobile out-of-pocket cost
Transit line time/ (2 .5 +transit wait time)
Automobile line time
Automobile out-of-vehicle time
Population at zone of origin
Jobs at zone of origin
Population at zone of destination
Jobs at zone of destination

-1.352
1.403
-4.00
0.951
0.184
0.00044
0.0002
0.00044
0.0002

x,

x,
x,
Xs
x,
x,
Xe
x,

Table 5. Model for non-homebased trips.

=

x,
x,
x,
Xs

x,
x,
x,
x,
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(such as a rail system between the Bay Area a nd Sacramento combined with a bus sys tem between the Bay Area and Stockton). Together , more than 100 program packages
were described. Trip tables subsequently were e stimated for approximately 40 s el ected
program packages. The analyzed program packages were selected so that intercity
travel demand for the remaining alternatives could be estimated by interpolation if
desired.
As a final evaluation of the transit models, the 1995 rates for interzone transitdemand generation were compared to the rates observed in 1965. In both cases, the
total number of interzone transit trips was compared to the area population. In 1965,
the transit trip generation rate was 0.09 trip/person; in 1995, for the high-growth
alter native, the rate increased to 0.12 to 0.16 trip/person depending on the program
pack~e anal yzed. Because the interzone t r a nsit-trip totals are biased toward longer
trips (s horter, i ntrazone t rips are excluded) , to expect gene ration rate to increase with
the improvement of intercity transit is not unreasonable. The stability of these generation rates further substantiated the validity of the models and their demand estimates.
RESPONSE TO ALTERNATIVE POLICIES
Sensitivity analysis is an important result of model development. The capability of the
direct-demand models to respond accurately and quickly to alternative assumptions regarding the system and the user, and, therefore, to enable policymakers to see the effect of the policy alternatives they suggest, is a powerful feature. The response of the
model to changes can be assessed by the analysis of the elasticities of the transit travel
demand with respect to the components of the model. Elasticity can be defined as a
dimensionless number that represents the percentage of change in the travel demand
for a 1 percent change in any of the independent variables. In defining the elasticity,
only 1 variable is changed and the others remain constant. By applying the concept of
elasticities, we could analyze the sensitivity of the demand to ranges of the values of
the system and user inputs. This technique is useful in analyzing the impact of various
policy changes, such as increased fuel prices, decreased automobile speed, and increased transit service frequency on demand for transit travel.
Table 7 gives the elasticities derived for the household variables. Values for the
system elasticities have not been shown because they are not always constant. In many
cases, they are complex functions and have a meaning only within the context of a specific interchange movement.
As a result of the sensitivity analysis, several interesting relationships can be identified and generalized for the total intercity travel demand in the region.
1. The 30-year increase in corridor population between 19 65 and 199 5 represented
by the low-growth alternative is equivalent to a 60 percent population increase causing
a 60 percent increase in total regional transit demand. The moderate-growth alternative is equivalent to an 80 percent population increase causing an 80 percent increase
in demand.
2. A 25 percent increase in income per household causes a 26 percent increase in
transit demand for intercity travel.
3. A 25 percent increase in car ownership per household causes a 20 percent decrease in total transit trips with transit access, but a doubling of those transit trips
with automobile access (mostly long trips).
4. A 100 percent increase in the current price of gas representing a 50 percent increase in out-of-pocket operating costs for automobile travel causes a 60 percent increase in total transit demand for long trips. A 200 percent change in the current
downtown parking charge will have the same effect for downtown-oriented trips.
5. For long trips with a 40-min wait and transfer time (assuming that the 40 min
is made up of 20 min of walk time and 20 min of wait time), a 50 percent reduction in
headway will cause a 60 percent increase in demand. A 10-min reduction in wait time
for long trips would produce a similar increase in demand. For shorter trips, this effect would be halved.
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Table 6. Coefficients of determination and forms of models in Tables 1 through 5.
Model

Table

r'

Form

Home-based work, public access

0.6 5

Trips1 3 = KX13 1 X 232 X 333X434 easxsX6 3 6X1X 8

Home-based work, park-and -ride

0.72

Trips1 J

0.43

Trips1J

0.47

Trips1J = KX 131 X 232 eaJx3 e 34 x4 e sxse 96X6 X717 X 818 X939 (a10X 10 + a11Xu)X12

Home-based shop
Home-based other
Non-home-bas ed

4
5

0.54

= KX/ 1 X/ 2 X 3a 3 X 434 Xs15 X51 6X 13 1 XiJ{g
= Ke<:1 ,X,·a2X2)XJ31 X434 Xs35 Xe36 X131XsX9
1

Trips1J

=

KX1a1X 2• 2x

Table 7. Elasticities for household variables.
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3

X.t 4X s85 (a.eXs + a1X1)(aeXe + as]{g)

Trip Purpose

Persons/
Household

In come/
Household

Vehicles/
Hous ehold

Work, public a ccess
Work, park-and-ride
Shop
Other

N.A.
N.A.
3.84
3.21

0.56"
2.07
1.87
-0.05

-1.49b
3. 86
-2 .48
-1.54

Note: N.A. = not applicable.
• 1ncome/worker4

nvehic les/wo rker.

6. For long trips (more than 1 hour), an automobile speed limit decrease from 65
to 55 mph (104 to 88 km/ h) will cause a 45 percent increase in total transit demand.
For short trips, the same change in automobile travel time will result in a 14 percent
increase in transit demand.
7. A 50 percent decrease in transit block time , such as the difference between
track-levitated vehicle and turbotrain between Oakland and Sacramento, will cause a
200 percent increase in transit demand.
8. An increase in total fares (access and line-haul) for a long trip, such as from
San Francisco to Sacramento, from $ 5.00 to $10 .00 will cause a 40 percent decrease
in transit demand.

SUMMARY
In the past few years , awareness of the limitations associated with the application of
conventional sequential models (generation, distribution, and modal-split models) has
been increasing. The structural models that have been recommended as replacements
have covered a wide variety of model forms and calibration processes. Yet, despite
the large number of alternative modeling choices made available, few studies attempted
to use other than sequential models.
We feel that, at least in part, the lack of acceptance of structural models stems
from a lack of a basic understanding of the features and applications of these models.
For the intercity-corridor study in Northern California, we have found that a powerproduct, aggregate direct-demand model most successfully satisfied the objectives
that were developed early in the study. These objectives included policy sensitivity
and demand response to alternative transportation systems.
In the calibration of the direct-demand model, we found that the use of a nonlinear
regression technique overcame many of the problems of variable transformations and
constraints that have been encountered in previous studies. In addition, however, application of the model equations in the future still will require the careful, judgmental
processes used in the sequential models. Particular attention needs to be paid when
one attempts to estimate future demand by using future socioeconomic and system data
that are outside the range of the base-year data.
Finally, the results of the modeling work provided an opportunity for a clear and
useful dialogue between the technicians and the policymakers. As a result, the policymakers were afforded a technique by which they could test and assess the effects of a
variety of alternate policy assumptions.
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JOINT-CHOICE MODEL FOR FREQUENCY, DESTINATION,
AND TRAVEL MODE FOR SHOPPING TRIPS
Thomas J. Adler and Moshe Ben-Akiva, Department of Civil Engineering,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
This paper describes the estimation of a disaggregate joint-choice model
for frequency, destination, and travel mode for shopping trips. The model
builds on earlier research by Ben-Akiva in Transportation Research
Record 526 that argued for the replacement of aggregate conditional (or
sequential) model systems with disaggregate joint (or simultaneous) models
and presented a model for the joint choice of destination and mode for
shopping trips. The extension of this general model by use of the same
multinomial logit form and a similar specification to include travelfrequency choice is an attempt to provide a more complete version of the
joint-model structure. Estimation of the expanded joint-choice model
proved to be feasible and resulted in behaviorally and statistically acceptable
parameter values. All variables produced coefficients of the expected
signs and magnitudes consistent with the behavioral notions on which the
model specification was based. In general, the estimation of joint-choice
models for travel demand was shown to be a computationally tractable
alternative to the less acceptable conditional approaches that have been used
in the past. An example of the application of the shopping model (combined
with a previously estimated modal-choice model for work trips) to the
evaluation of transportation policy options is used to highlight some of the
features of both the particular models used and the general modeling approach that they represent.
• THIS PAPER describes a disaggregate travel demand model based on a joint-choice
structure. The development of disaggregate travel demand models has led from initial
work on binary modal-choice models to continual expansion of the context of choice in
an effort to produce a complete set of models for predicting urban travel patterns.
Two recent research projects have set the stage for the results reported in this paper.
The first project estimated a disaggregate travel demand model for the choices of
frequency, destination, mode, and time of day for shopping trips (4). This model was
based on the assumption of a conditional-choice (or sequential-c hoice) structure. Then
Ben-Akiva (; ~), using theoretical arguments, proposed the joint-choice structure
as a more realistic approach for travel demand models. His empirical study centered
around the choices of destination and mode for shopping trips. Models were estimated
for modal choice followed by destination choice, destination choice followed by modal
choice, and the joint (or "simultaneous") choice of destination and mode from the set of
alternative combinations of mode and destination. As anticipated, empirical evidence
has shown that the coefficient estimates are sensitive to the choice structure on which
estimation is performed. This finding, along with theoretical arguments, forms a
convincing case for the use of a joint-choice structure for all hierarchical equivalent
and interdependent choice dimensions such as frequency, mode, destination, and time
of day for shopping trips.
The model described in this paper extends the joint-choice model for destination and
travel mode estimated by Ben-Akivatotheinclusionofthethirdchoicedimension that is
commonly of interest in travel demand forecasting-frequency choice. Consistent with
the previous model, the unit of travel demand that is modeled is a round trip (homeshopping-home). The behavioral unit is the household, which is recognized as the
relevant decision-making unit for shopping travel choices. As in most of the previous
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disaggregate choice models with multiple alternatives, the multinomial logit model was
used because of its many desirable theoretical and computational advantages over other
techniques.
The first part of the paper is devoted to the description of the joint-choice shopping
travel demand model, its specification, and the estimation results. [A more complete
description of the accompanying research and findings is given elsewhere (!).J Following the sections that describe this model, an example of the application of the shopping
model (combined with a previously estimated modal-choice model for work trips) is
described. This demonstration highlights some of the important features of both the
particular models used and the general modeling philosophy that they represent.
MODEL
This model forecasts the short-term travel choices of a household given predetermined
residence location, automobile ownership, and choice of mode to work. By using the
multinomial logit form, one can express the joint-choice travel demand model for a
given trip purpose as follows:
exp (Vrd.)

P(f, d, m)

L
f'd'm'

E

exp

(1)

CVt'd'a')

FDM

where
P(f, d, m)
vtdm

FDM

probability of choice of a given frequency, destination, and modal combination;
utility of an alternative fdm combination; and
set of available alternatives where an f, d, m combination represents an
alternative trip.

V rd. is a function of the independent variables as follows:
Vrd• =

x;dmefd•

+

x;e' + X:ed + x:e· + x:derd + x;.erm + x.:,,ed•

(2)

The es in equation 2 are vectors of coefficients to be estimated, and the Xs are vectors
of variables defined as follows:

= variables
Xr = variables
Xd = variables
X. = variables

Xr<lAI

that
that
that
that
Xu = variables that
X,. = variables that
Xdm = variables that

differ
differ
differ
differ
differ
differ
differ

among all alternatives,
only among frequencies,
only among destinations,
only among modes,
only among frequencies and destinations,
only among frequencies and modes, and
only among destinations and modes.

The most important variables that can be strongly justified on deductive grounds, for
the shopping joint-choice model, fall into 4 of these classes:
Xrdm
X,

=

travel cost (such as time, money, and convenience);

= socioeconomic characteristics of the household (such as household size, life
cycles, occupational status, income, and automobile ownership);
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Xrd

= attractiveness of destination to the given trip purpose (such as retail employ-

X,,,

=

ment and floor area); and
modal-specific variables (such as availability of the automobile for shopping
travel and transit convenience).

This decomposition of the joint utility function is useful for the interpretation of conditional probabilities. For example, the conditional probability of modal choice for
given frequency and destination derived from the joint-choice model is:
exp CV.1u)

P(m If, d)

L

(3)

exp (V, w)

m' E m,d
The choice set M,d includes all alternative modes available for the given frequency and
destination, and the conditional modal-choice utility is

vmlfd

= x:d.etd•

+

x:e· + x:.etm + x;.ed•

(4)

The variables x,, Xd, and X,d have no effect on the conditional modal-choice probability.
Similarly, Xd, x., and xd. have no effect on the conditional frequency choice, and Xr, x.,
and x,. have no effect on the conditional destination choice. It should be noted, however,
that all the variables in the joint utility function affect the marginal choice probabilities
for all the 3 dimensions of choice. For example, the marginal probability of frequency
choice could be expressed as:
exp_(~~a'

P(f)

L

;.. 0n P~)

exp (X(a' +

(5)

en Pn

iEF

where
P~

= .E exp (Xfed

+ x: 3efd + enP~J), and

jE"D1

Pr

3 =

L
kE"M3f

exp (x: 3k9fdm + X~e· + X/ke'• + Xfked•)

Thus a change in the value of any variable in the joint-choice model will affect all of
the marginal choice probabilities.
The logit formulation not only allows specifications of models, including all of these
types of variables, but also permits considerable freedom in the composition of alternative sets (FDM) so that the definition and number of alternatives made available to each
individual observation in the sample can be varied. The specification of the model consists of the formulation of the utility functions and the definition of the alternatives in
the choice set.
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DATA
The data used for model estimation were derived from the Metropolitan Washington (D.C.)
Council of Governments (WCOG) 1968 home-interview survey and from additional information compiled by WCOG and R. H. Pratt and Associates. The travel information in the
home-interview survey consists of household questionnaire responses detailing the
travel activity for a 24-hour period of all household members 5 years old or older.
For this modeling effort, the surveyed households first were reduced to 25 percent of
the original sample, and then the remaining observations were screened for missing or
poorly coded information. This left 4,097 households in the working sample. However,
of the households in which some shopping travel was reported over the survey period,
not all exhibited the simple home-shop-home behavior that was to be modeled. Of the
1,259 households that reported 1 or more shopping sojourns, 501 had traveled in the
simple pattern to be modeled, and 403 of these had used either automobile or bus (the
2 modes to be modeled). Because of the systematic reduction of the sample of households that had made shopping trips, the sample of households reporting no shopping
travel also had to be reduced to maintain correct proportions of the 2 types of household.
(Sensitivity runs were performed to determine the bias in alternative-specific variables
due to incorrect proportions in the estimation sample. Although the bias was significant
for extremely nonrandom proportions, it became negligible within 10 to 20 percent of
the true proportions.) Thus these were reduced to 910 leaving a total estimation sample
size of 1,313 households. [The sample of households making shopping trips was reduced
to 32 percent of the original (from 1,259 to 403); therefore, the sample of households
not making shopping trips was similarly reduced to 32 percent (2,838 to 910).] The
relation of this final estimation sample to the original survey sample of households is
shown in Figure 1.
In addition to the travel observations, a major data item to be prepared was levelof-service information not only for the observed travel but also for all alternative
shopping trips. These data for highway and transit networks had been compiled previously for the Washington, D.C., area.
ALTERNATIVES AND VARIABLES
The frequency alternatives, as represented in the model, were a choice between a simple
home-to-shopping-to-home round trip and the no-travel option. However, one aspect
of the no-travel alternative deserves specific note. The original home-interview survey
from which the estimation samples were derived included travel information for vehicular trips only (except for the first journey to work for which walk trips were
recorded). Thus, the no-travel alternative for the shopping model implicitly includes
a walk-to-shopping option. This was a factor that had to be accounted for directly in
the derivation of the utility functions for the frequency alternatives.
In modeling frequency choice, it was assumed that 3 sets of effects influenced a
household's probability of making a shopping trip. The first set is called here the
generating effects, which are those characteristics of the household that would make
that household more likely to reach the threshold of need for a shopping sojourn on a
given day. One such effect is household size, which would account for the rate of
growth of a need for shopping activity as well as for the availability of household members to devote time to the activity. Additional variables to measure the structure of
the household, such as the ratio of workers to nonworkers and the life cycle of the
household, also were considered to be household generating effects. Similarly, income
was hypothesized to represent the ability of a household to stock large quantities of
goods and thus avoid the general disutility of travel.
A second group of attributes that is seen to affect frequency of shopping travel is the
set of variables that measure the impedances of travel to shopping destinations and the
attractiveness, for shopping purposes, of these destinations. The notion that the threshold
level of need for shopping travel varies with the costs of travel and with the probability
of finding the desired goods ('.£) corresponds behaviorally with the inclusion of this set of
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effects. Measurement of the levels of service to the various destinations is relatively
straightforward, but determination of attractiveness to the household is less apparent.
T he third factor included in frequency choice is a measure to account for the accessibility of shopping destinations by walking trips. This is necessary compensation
for the fact that the no-travel alternative includes possible walking trips (these were
not recorded in the survey). However, because most travel-forecasting applications
deal with vehicle-transportation options, the ability to separate walking trips (which,
in the home - interview survey, were defined to include bicycle, motorcycle, and other
"miscellaneous" modes) from no travel was not considered important for this model.
The modal-choice alternatives were limited, for this model, to automobile (driver
and passengers from the same household) and transit. Other modes and modal combinations accounted for 71 of the original 501 observations of simple shopping trips.
Although automobile passengers (with drivers not from the same household) accounted
for the largest number of these (42), these were not explicitly modeled because they
were interhousehold shared rides for which no information was collected on the number
of persons in the automobile or sharing of costs. (All intrahousehold shared rides
were explicitly identified and modeled as single shopping trips; transit fares were
multiplied by the number of persons making the trip together.) The next largest category was taxicab passenger; however, there were only 7 observations for this category.
The automobile alternative was given only to those households that owned at least 1
automobile; automobile ownership was assumed here to be a predetermined choice for
shopping travel choices. The bus transit alternative was given only to those households
for which a station was accessible within 0.5 mile (0.8 km) of the residence location
(the household's location also was assumed as a predetermined choice). For those
households that did have transit accessible, the alternative was allowed only to those
destinations that also were served by transit.
The types of variables used to model the modal choice include, of course, generic
level-of-service variables and additional variables to account for modal-specific effects.
The level-of-service variables in this model are in-vehicle travel time (IVTT), out-ofvehicle travel time (OVTT), and out-of-pocket cost (OPTC). IVTTs for both automobile and bus were taken from networks and computer over the shortest path. OVTTs,
howeve r , were measur ed differ ently for the 2 modes. For bus, the measured OVTT
includes an average walk time to the station, wait time for the bus (a varying percentage
of the headway), and additional wait times if transfers are necessary. For automobile,
OVTTs were taken from zone vectors supplied by WCOG, which set origin terminal
times at an average of 2 min (to allow start-up time and the like) and computed destination terminal times depending on the expected difficulty of finding a parking place near
the actual destination.
OPTCs for bus trips were the designated fares (multiplied by the number of persons
in the same household making the trip). For automobile trips, costs were in 2 portions.
The first was expected parking costs (taken from zone vectors); the second was calculated based on origin-destination (0-D) highway distances and travel times. The
travel times were used to compute a cost per mile (kilometer) (which varied according
to the computed average speed) for fuel and maintenance costs. This was then multiplied
by the travel distances to provide an 0-D travel cost.
The only other useful piece of modal information available was the number of bus
t ransfers required, but, because transfer time was included in the computation of
OVTTs for the bus, the number-of-transfers variable proved to be insignificant for
explanation in models that also included OVTTs.
The selection of an alternative set for destination choice was much less straightforward than for frequency and modal choices. To begin with, all of the available information that was to be used for model estimation was based on the WCOG Transportation
Planning Board zone and district boundaries. These data included levels of service to
zone destinations as well as figures on zone-based retail employment. Although an
attempt might have been made to identify specific activity sites, as has been done elsewhere (6), the time and money required for this task were not available. Therefore, an
alternative scheme was developed to use the zone-based data.
The selection of a candidate set of destination alternatives for each household was
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based on district-level trip matrices for the shopping purpose (134 districts in the
metropolitan area). All districts for which at least 1 shopping trip was recorded from
the household's residence district were allowed as destination alternatives to that
household. The idea for using the trip matrix for this initial assignment of alternatives
was to ensure that all destinations with positive probabilities (at least in the estimation
sample) were given as alternatives. The district level was chosen both because it was
convenient to use with the available level-of-service and attraction data and because it
seemed to correspond most closely with a perceptual breakdown of the urban area into
shopping opportunities. For example, almost all districts (each of which is composed
of several zones) were found to have a single zone (or small cluster of adjacent zones)
that had a large retail employment relative to the others. This concentration of retail
activity (which was easily distinguished from corner stores or other predominantly
local retail outlets) could be seen as the general attractor that forms the basis of comparison for the destination alternatives. Thus the level of service for each destination
alternative was computed to this "shopping zone."
Beyond the allocation of destination alternatives by the trip matrix, however, additional alternatives were given to all households, based on deductive notions of the perception of alternatives. Specifically, "local" alternatives (intrazone and intradistrict)
and the central business district (CBD) were allowed as destination alternatives to all
households. Because of the household's almost certain familiarity with these alternatives, they were singled out to be included as part of the perceived set of alternatives
for all households. In fact, as would be expected by their more favorable levels of
service, intrazone and intradistrict travel were observed quite frequently in the sample
(almost 40 percent of all shopping trips). The CBD alternative was defined by an aggregate of 6 downtown districts that are all small in area but represent a dense retail area
that would be perceived as a single alternative. For households without an automobile,
the set of destinations was reduced to those for which bus access was possible.
The final representations of destination alternatives thus were based primarily on a
zone system but were adjue:ted to a more appropriate set corresponding to the more
perceptual notion of activity sites by adding specific alternatives that were assumed to
be highly attractive alternatives for all households. The inclusion of intrazone and
intradistrict alternatives is justified further by the expanding web of perception notion
that describes an individual's spatial perceptions as being most detailed in the region
immediately surrounding his or her residence and progressively less complete and
more aggregate as distance from the home increases.
SPECIFICATION OF UTILITY FUNCTIONS
Table 1 gives the variables and their codes and definitions that were used in the utility
functions to describe the 3 choice dimensions. [Annual household income data were
coded according to the following classes (in 1968 dollars): (a) 0 to 2,999, (b) 3,000 to
3,999, (c) 4,000 to 5,999, (d) 6,000 to 7,999, (e) 8,000 to 9,999, (f) 10,000 to 11,999, (g)
12,000 to 14,999, (h) 15,000 to 19,999, (i) 20,000 to 24, 999, and (j) more than 25,000. ]
This specification of the joint-choice model for frequency, destination, and mode initially was based in its destination-modal components on a specification developed by BenAkiva (2). Several changes were made from that specification, however, to arrive at a
form that seemed to better fit the expanded set of choice dimensions being modeled.
As a first step, 2 of the level-of-service variables, those representing excess and invehicle times, were restructured. The disutility perceived from excess time was seen
to be affected by the length of the trip being made. For example, a waiting time of 20
min would seem more onerous on a 1-mile (l.6-km) trip than on a 10-mile (16-km) trip.
This was represented by a variable that is formulated as excess time divided by distance
for the trip. The other level-of-service variable that was changed for this specification
was IVTT, which had been included directly as a measure of disutility. This was restructured, however, as a total travel time (excess plus in-vehicle time) to be included
in a logarithmic form in the utility function. Behaviorally, this corresponds to the
hypothesis that the sensitivity to absolute changes in total travel time decreases for
longer trips.

Figure 1. Creating the estimation sample.
ALL HOUSEHOLDS IN 1968
WCOG HOME INTERVIEW SAMPLE
25% RANDOM SAMPLE
AND SCREEN ING
WORKING SAMPLE
(4097)
HOUSEHOLDS WITH
NO SHOP SOJOURNS

2838)

HOUSEHOLDS
WITH SINGLE
SHOP CHAIN
(173)

HOUSEHOLDS
WITH MULTIPLE
SHOP CHAINS
(425)

COMPLEX
CHAIN

SIMPLE
CHAIN

(160)

(501)

SIMPLE CHAINS
BY AUTO OR
BUS ( 403)

32%
RANDOM
SAMPLE

HOUSEHOLDS
WITH SINGLE
SIMPLE
SHOPPING TRIP
( 403)

HOUSEHOLDS \fl TH NO
SHOP SOJOURNS
(910)

Table 1. Definitions of variables and constants.
Number

Code

Definition

DC
OVTT/ D!ST
IVTT + OVTT
OPTC/INC
AAC

1 for car, 0 otherwise
Round-trip out-oi- vehic le lrnve.l timC! Jn ml.nu•cs/ L-wny dlstnnce in miles (kilometers)
Round-trip in-vehicle trave l tim e in mhrnle s .. rcund-trlp out-or-vehicle travel tim e in minut e s
Round-trip out-of-pocket t r·nvcl cost ln <1onl:i; f nnnutll. household income
Number of automobiles QVA.it:.bto to household - number of automobiles used for work trips by
wotkor11 In household for CJ:u. 0 otherwise
l/1-wny dl~lnncc In miles (kllom•ters)
R etail emp loymunt of shOJ)plng destination in number of employe es

11

I / DIST
REMP
DCBD
DF
HHSF
DENF

12

INCF

6
7
8
9
10

1 for CBD shopp ing destl_r:u1Llou, O otherwise

1 for 0 frequency, 0 otherwise
Number or persons ln household for 0 Crequency, U otherwise
R etai l employment density in residence zone in employees per acre (hectometer 2 ) [or 0 frequency, 0 otherwise
Annual household in come foJ.' 0 frequency, 0 othe rwise

Note: Alternatives are no trip = 0 frequencv ; items I through 8 • 0; trip to shopping destination d and bv modem is for all relevant shopping deslinations including the CBD and for car and transit modes.

Table 2. Utility functions for choice alternatives.
Alternative

8,

a,

a,

a,

a,

a.

a,

a,

~.

a,.

a.,

8.,

f =0
f = 1, m

0
I
1
0
0

0
OVTT / DIST
OVTT/ DIST
OVTT / DIST
OVTT/ DIST

0

0
OPTC / INC
OPTC/ INC
OPTC / INC
OPTC / INC

0
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC

0
I / DIST
I / DIST
I / DIST
I / DIST

0
1<(REMP)
1<(REMP)
l<(REMP)
1<(REMP)

0
I

I
0

DENF
0

INCF
0

0

0

0

0

I
0

0
0

HHSF
0
0
0
0

0
0

0

= auto, d

=

CBD

f = 1, m = auto, d = nonCBD
f = 11 m = bus, d = CBD
f = 1, m = bus, d = nonCBD

I< (OVTT + IVTT)
I< (OVTT I IVTT)
I< (OVTT • lVTT)

l<(OVTT + IVTT)

0
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The second major modification to the model form used by Ben-Akiva (2) was the
inclusion of a variable representing automobile availability for daytime shopping trips
(AAC). This variable is used to explain both frequency and modal choice (more cars
available should mean increased likelihood of going shopping and of using a car). This
represents one of the areas of complementarity in household decisions that is important
to their travel choices: the allocation of automobiles in a household among the variety
of household activities. The behavioral hypothesis that leads to inclusion of this form
of the variable in the shopping model is that the allocation of automobiles among activities begins with work trips (which are more regular and more important to the
household than discretionary purposes) and that the number of automobiles available
for daytime shopping is conditional on this choice of mode to work.
A third change from the initial specification was a reformulation of the destinationattraction variables. A logarithmic form of the attraction variable represented by
retail employment was chosen because of the large relative value of CBD employment,
which caused a high negative value on the CBD dummy variable. Also, instead of using
only the retail employment of alternative sites to indicate preferences for larger and
more diverse shopping areas over smaller areas, a second destination-specific factor
was added to explain destination choice. This was in the form of a variable that is the
inverse of 1-way distance from the home zone to the shopping area. The attraction of
alternative shopping destinations now is expressed (by the destination-specific factors)
as arising from both its relative size and its proximity to the household. This is justified
by the hypothesis that a household's knowledge of alternative shopping areas depends on
how close it is to them; closer shopping opportunities are more attractive (even beyond
the fact that levels of service to them are better) because the household more likely will
have better information about the nature of shopping opportunities available and generally will be more likely to actively consider them in its choice set.
One final detail of the specification was that 4 frequency-specific variables were included (along with the level-of-service and attraction variables) to explain frequency
choice. These correspond closely to the general classes of variables recommended
earlier. They represent household size, ability to stock larger quantities of goods
(income), and walking accessibility to shopping alternatives.
The utility functions for the choice alternatives given this specification are given in
Table 2. As can be seen, the 3 level-of-service variables enter at positive levels for
all alternatives except for 0 frequency when they are also 0. The alternative-specific
variables such as automobile availability enter only for the given alternative (in this
case, automobile). The dummy variables are 0 or 1 for the specified alternatives.
ESTIMATION RESULTS
Coefficients and other information for this specification of the model are given in
Table 3. All of the important policy variables are significant at the 99 percent confidence level. The coefficients of the level-of-service variables (time and cost) have the
expected negative signs and result in reasonable values of time. For a typical shopping
trip of 2.5 miles (4 km) and a total round-trip travel time of 40 min, OVTT has a disutility that is about twice that of IVTT. Of the attraction factors, 1/ DIST has the expected positive sign, indicating that closer destinations are, overall, preferred to those
that are more remote. The AAC variable has a relatively large positive parameter,
showing that the greater the number of automobiles available is the more likely the
household is to make a shopping trip and use the automobile for it.
Of the frequency variables, HHSF has a negative sign, indicating (as expected) that,
for a larger household, the probability of not making a shopping trip on a given day becomes less. The variable formulated as DENF is an attempt to account for walk trips
to shop, which are not recorded in the home-interview survey. This variable is a proxy
for the availability of suitable shopping destinations within walking distance of the home.
The expected positive sign of the coefficient of this variable means that a household
living in a zone with dense retail employment is more likely not to embark on a
vehicle-shopping trip (but is likely to choose a walk-shopping trip instead). The
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positive sign on the INCF variable, consistent with results obtained elsewhere (4),
indicates that higher income households are able to maintain larger stocks of goods
and thus will shop with lower frequency.
By using this model specification, we estimated 2 of the important conditional-choice
models. Table 5 gives for the conditions in Table 4 the number of observations, number
of alternatives, log likelihood for coefficients of 0 L* (0), log likelihood fOl' estimated
coefficients L* (e), and explained log likelihood/total log likelihood p2 • In Table 4, parameter estimates for the conditionals of mode given frequency and destination, destination given mode and frequency, and the joint choice of frequency, destination, and mode
are compared. As expected and as previously demonstrated by Ben-Akiva (2), the estimated coefficients show great variability depending on the structure used for estimation.
The 2 conditionals use less information than the joint estimation uses, and they can be
expected to be generally less reliable, theoretically as well as statistically, than the
parameters from the joint estimation.
EMPIRICAL APPLICATION OF SHOPPING JOINT-CHOICE
MODEL TO EVALUATION OF TRANSPORTATION
POLICY OPTIONS
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate how the disaggregate choice models developed in this research can be used to illustrate the behavioral effects of various
transportation options on the demand for travel. The emphasis in this analysis was on
highlighting the varying effects that several transportation alternatives would have on 3
different types of households. The types of households were represented by 3 of the
samples taken in the 1968 Washington, D.C., home-interview survey. A similar analysis
could be performed by using a random sampling of all households in the area or by constructing segments on which the effects could be compared. A larger scale case study,
which also is being conducted in this research project, is using a set of disaggregate
models, including this one, in a full network equilibration framework. The use of 3
typical households (for which frequency, mode, and destination, but not route choice,
were forecast) was chosen for this study primarily for reasons of simplicity of presentation and ease of computation.
Policy Alternatives
Five policy alternatives were chosen to be compared to the base case. These alternatives a!·e representative of the range of options currently being considered in response
to, among other issues, air -quality and energy-conservation programs. The alternatives can be summarized as follows:
1. Base case-conditions existing in Washington, D.C., in 1968;
2. Case 1-gasoline prices 3 times greater than those of 1968;
3. Case 2-parking costs 3 times greater than those of 1968;
4. Case 3-employer-based car-pool incentives and special car-pool lanes to decrease travel time to work to 70 percent of 1968 base times;
5. Case 4-transit available for all trips [IVTT as good as forautomobileand OVTT =
20 min+ (10 min x number of transfers) but no more than existing conditions]; and
6. Case 5-combination of cases 1 through 4.
Typical Households
Three households were chosen from the Washington, D.C., area to represent a range of
characteristics, from low - income, captive-transit inner-city residents to high-income,
automobile-captive suburban residents. The specific characteristics of these house holds that are relevant as inputs to th~ model are given in Table 6. Not given (but used
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Table 3. Model coefficient values.
Variable

Coefficient

t-Statistic

Variable

Coefficient

t-Statistic

DC
OVTT/DIST
"'(IVTT + OVTT)
OPTC /INC
AAC, car only
I / DIST

-0.555
-0.100
-2.24
-0.0242
0.557
0.0686

-2.13
-3.38
-11.85
-4.20
5.61
l.66

"1(REMP)
DCBD
DF
HHSF, 0 rrequency on1y
DENF, O frequency only

0.161
0.562
-3.78
-0. 186
0.383
0.0414

3.29
2.07
-4.51
-4.57
1.38
1.18

INCF, 0 frequency only

Note: Number of observations = 1,313; number of alternatives= 44, 718; log likelihood for coefficients of 0"' -3,BJO; log likelihood for estimated
coeflicients = 2,511; and explained log likelih ood/total log likelihood "' 0_ 36~

Table 4. Comparison of
conditionals and joint estimation.

Table 5. Log functions and
other data for conditionals and
joint estimation of Table 4.

(f,d, m)

(dif,m)

(mlr,d)
Constant

Estimate

Standard
Error

DC
OVTT/DIST
"'(OVTT + fVTT)
OPTC/INC
AAC
I / DIST
"'(REM P)
DCBD
DF
HHSF
DENF
INCF

- 1.35
· 0.116
· 2 ,21
· 0.0243
1.63

0.732
0.623
0.367
0.0151
0.667

Variable or

---

Estimate

Standard
Error

-0.0399
-2.60
-0.0237

0. 0277
0.240
0. 00726

0. 0341
0.370
0. 354

0.0634
0.0533
0.284

Estimate

Standard
Error

-0.555
-0.100
-2.24
-0. 024
0. 557
0.0686
0.161
0.562
-3. 78
-0. 186
0.383
0.0414

0. 260
0.0296
0. 189
0.00576
0. 0992
0.0414
0.0489
0.271
0.839
0.0404
0.276
0.0350

or

Number of

Number

Condition

Observations

Alte rnatives

L*(O)

L'(B)

p'

(mll,d )
(dlr, m )
(f,d,m )

225
403
1, 313

450
8, 732
44, 718

-15 6
-1,210
-3, 830

-62
-988
·2,5 11

0.60
0.19
0.36

Table 6. Typical households.

Household

Househ old

Characteristic

'l

2

Household
3

Income per year, dollars
Number of automobiles owned
Household size
Distance to CBD, miles
Retail employment density at
residenti al zone
Transit availability
Distance to worki miles

5, 000
0

13, 500
1
4
6

22, 500
2
5
9.5

Medium
Medium
4

Low
None
6.5

4

3

High
Good
2.5

Nuh'.1• 1 m1l1111 • 1,6 'fl;m.

Table 7. Model forecasts for
households 1, 2, and 3.

Mode lo Work
(percentage of indi\'iduals)
Household

Alternative

Drive
Alone

Car
Pool

Mode to Shop
(household trips/day)

Transit

Cai•

Transit

Total

Base
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

case
1
2
3
4
5

0
0
0
0
0
0

13.8
12. 0
13.8
42.2
7.6
37.6

86.2
88. 0
86.2
57.8
92.4
62 . 4

0
0
0
0
0
0

0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010
0. 072
0. 072

0. 010
0. 010
0.010
0. 010
0.072
0. 072

Base
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

case
1
2
3
4
5

89 .4
89.1
89.4
81.2
76. 7
65.8

2.9
1.4
2.9
11.9
2.6
11 .9

7,7
9.5
7. 7
6.9
20. 7
22.3

0.482
0.420
0.454
0.494
0.463
0. 389

0.012
0.013
0.013
0. 012
0.083
0.094

0.494
0. 433
0.467
0.506
0.546
0.483

Base
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

case
1
2
3
4
5

96.2
95.7
95.4
83.2
82.4
63. 7

3. 8
4. 3
4.6
16.8
3.3
17. 7

0
0
0
0
14. 7
18.6

0. 499
0 .441
0.478
0. 517
0.468
0.418

0
0
0
0
0. 096
0. 105

0. 499
0.441
0.478
0. 517
0.564
0.523
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in the model calculations) are the residence locations of the households, which affect
the set of relevant shopping destination and modal alternatives. Also not given are the
work locations, which, however, are notable only in that household 3 alone has a worker
who commutes to a downtown location that requires a parking fee.
Use of Models to Forecast Effects of Transportation Options
The 2 models that are used for this application are the joint model of choice of mode to
shop previously described and model of choice of mode to work (also multinomial logit)
developed in related research that forecasts the probability of choice among the
automobile-driven-alone, car-pool, and bus modes (5). The choice-of-mode-to-work
model takes as inputs level-of-service and modal-specific variables similar to those
used in the shopping model. To distinguish the effects of car-pool incentives on the use
of car-pools, we included a variable indicating the presence of employer-based car-pool
incentives (as they existed in 1968 for government workers) in the model.
The forecasting procedurethat was used for eachpolicy alternative is as follows: First,
the independent variables were introduced in the choice-of-mode-to-work model to
produce forecasts of modal-choice probabilities; then, the shopping model was applied
with the independent variables including the residual automobile-availability variable
that resulted from the forecast probabilities of choice of mode to work. This procedure
was repeated for each household.
The forecasts of the models for all the policy alternatives for each household are
given in Table 7. The 3 modal probabilities for mode to work reflect the availability
as well as the characteristics of the alternatives: Car pool was allowed for everyone,
drive alone was allowed only for those owning automobiles, and transit was allowed only
where it was available. The number of household shopping trips per day is given
directly by the model, and this is multiplied by the modal probabilities (also taken
directly from the model output) to give trips per day by automobile and bus (car pool is
not a relevant mode for shopping).
Results of Comparisons
Tables 8, 9, and 10 give a summary of the important results of the analysis. The data
given in Table 8 show how the number of shopping trips made by each household varies
for the 6 alternatives (trip frequency for the work trip, of course, remains constant).
The first household, which is captive to transit, makes more shopping trips only when
transit improvements are implemented (increases more than 6 times over base levels).
For the second household, decreases are observed, as expected with price disincentives
on automobile use. However, the introduction of car-pool incentives shifts use of the
household's automobile away from the work trip and leaves it available for daytime
shopping by other household members. Thus, car-pool incentives increase the amount
of shopping travel by automobile. Transit improvements increase shopping travel by
transit, as expected, for all households. The data given in Table 9 translate the shopping
and work travel into daily vehicle miles of travel (VMT) (vehicle kilometers of travel)
for each household (based on forecast probabilities and known distances to alternative
destinations). As expected, the 2 price increases on automobile travel reduce VMT
(vehicle kilometers of travel) for all households for both work and shopping travel.
Car-pool incentives, however, increase VMT (vehicle kilometers of travel) for shopping
in those households that own automobiles and increase work-trip VMT (vehicle kilometers
of travel) for households that previously had no direct access to an automobile fortravel
to work, but now are encouraged to use car pools. The total VMT (vehicle kilometers
of travel) over all 3 households and across the 2 trip purposes of work and shopping is
less than for the base case; however, inclusion of other travel purposes, such as recreation and personal business , which also are affected by automobile availability, easily
could make the total VMT (vehicle kilometers of travel) for the car-pool-incentives
option greater than that for the base case.
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Tables. Effect of policy alternatives on household shopping trips.
Household 1

Alternative

Base case
Case 1

Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5

Household 2

House hold

Change

Shopping
Trips/Day

From Base

Household
Shopping

(percent)

0.010
0.010
0.010
0. 010
0. 072
0.072

0
0
0
0
+620

+620

Household 3
Change

Household

From Base
(percent)

Shopping

Change
From Base

Trips/Day

T rips/Day

(percent)

0.494
0.433
0.467
0.506
0.546
0.483

0
-12
-5
+3
+10
-2

0.499
0.441
0.478
0.517
0.564
0.523

0
-12
-4
+4
+13
+5

Table 9. Effect of policy alternatives on vehicle miles (kilometers) of travel.
Work

---Change

Total

Shop

Change

Alternative

0.276
0.240
0.276
0,844
0.152
0. 752

Base case
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5

Base case
Case 1
Case 2

Case 3

Base case
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5

Base case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

0
-13
0
+206

-45
+172

1
2
3
4
5

From Base

(percent)

VMT

VMT

(percent)

0
0
0
0
0
0

0.276
0.240
0.276
0.844
0.152
0.752

0
-17

0
-7
-2
-2
-10
-22

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
+206

-45
+172

-22

4.020
3. 327
3. 844
4.127
3.870
3. 127

12 . 70
12. 66
12.64
11.69
10.88
9.20

0
-0 .3
-0.5
-8
- 14
- 28

4.48
3.62
4.26
4.64
4. 21
3.41

0
-19
-5
+4
-6
-24

17. 18
16. 28
16. 90
16. 33
15.09
12.61

0
-5
-2
-5
-12
-27

20.22
20.07
20.16
19.41
17 ,25
15.60

0
-1
0
-4
- 15
- 23

8.50
6.95
8. 10
8. 77
8. 08
6.54

0
-10
-5
+3
-5
-23

28. 72
27.02
28.26
28.18
25.33
22.14

0
-6
-2
-2
-12
-23

7.245
7.173
7.245
6.877
6.2 19
5.645

Case 4
Case 5

l, 2, and 3

(pe rcent )

VMT

Change

From Base

From Base
Household

Note: 1 vehicle mile o f travel= 1.6 vehicle km

0
-1
0
-5

-14

+3
-4
-22

11.265
10.500
11.009
11.004
10.089
8. 772

-4

or tra11el ,

Table 10. Bias from assuming no effect of level-of-service changes on frequency of household
shopping trips.
Household 1

Alternative
Base
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

case
1
2
3
4
5

VMT Given
Base-Trip
Generation

Actual
VMT

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0

0

Note : 1 vehicle mile of travel

=

Household 2
Bias

Actual

(percent )

VMT

VMT Given
Base-Trip
Generation

4. 020
3, 327
3, 844
4. 127
3. 870
3, 127

3.729
4.065
4. 025
3. 500
3.197

0
0

0
0

0

Household 3
Bias

Actual

(percent )

VMT

VMT Given
Base-Trip
Generation

Bias
(percent}

+12
+6
-2
-10
+2

4.480
3.623
4.263
4.642
4.205
3.407

4.095
4. 445
4.480
3.716
3.249

+13
+4
-3
-1 2
-5

1.6 vehicle km of travel

The data given in Table 10 show the bias that results from assuming that level-ofservice changes have no effect on the frequency with which households make shopping
trips. Actual VMT (vehicle kilometers of travel) given base-trip data are as predicted
by the full joint-choice model; the VMT (vehicle kilometers of travel) given base-trip
data are as computed by the conditional model P(d, m / fb ... ), which assumes frequency
to be unaffected by the transportation options. The bias percentages are those that result in this application of the model. Although the biases from not including price effects
on travel frequency are not overwhelming in magnitude, they are consistent in under-
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estimating the effectiveness of disincentives to decrease automobile use and of transit
improvements to increase public transit patronage. Thus, to accurately model these
policy alternatives, which often have impacts on demand only on the order of magnitude
of the observed biases, it would seem extremely important to consider, in the model
structure, the effects of level-of-service changes on frequency of travel.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF RESULTS
The estimation of this joint-choice model provides what is an encouraging, though not
final, step in the development of a full set of disaggregate choice models of travel
demand. The relative ease of estimating the single joint-choice model compared to
calibrating 3 separate models by using arbitrary sequence assumptions is a clear
advantage (even beyond the general acceptability of joint over conditional models).
All the estimated coefficients have reasonable signs and magnitudes and relatively
small standard errors that primarily are due to the full use of the data by joint estimation. The joint model was estimated by using a maximum likelihood procedure that
consumed less than 1 min of central processing unit time in 80,000 bytes of core on an
IBM 370/165.
Several important properties of the disaggregate choice model set were demonstrated
in the example application of the models. It was shown how the models can be used
directly to compute the quantitative effects of transportation policy options on the travel
demand of either specific types of households or of more generally constructed market
segments. The inclusion of a large set of policy- relevant variables in the model specification allows for the testing of a wide range of options, and the model forecasts can
be computed directly for many types of impacts-from the effect on CBD shopping frequency of parking cost increases to the effect of car-pool incentives on areawide VMT
(vehicle kilometers of travel).
Another set of properties that were demonstrated in the case study were some of
the effects of model structure on the resulting forecasts. One feature of the model set
used here is the explicit linking of household decisions in choosing among travel alternatives. The choice situation that is represented in these models is the automobileallocation decision: whether the automobile will be used for the work trip and how this
affects household choices for other types of trips. That an automobile left at home will
stimulate automobile travel for discretionary purposes (shopping) is an extremely important effect in evaluating car-pool incentive programs. Other household travel
choices that involve complementarity among trip purposes (such as the consolidation
of travel through trip chai11ing) can and should be similarly represented to present a
more complete behavioral picture of travel demand.
Another structural property of the shopping joint-choice model that has been shown
to be important is the representation of level-of-service effects on travel frequency.
The bias from not including this effect is significant in that it is consistent in underestimating the effectiveness of some of the currently relevant transportation options.
Thus use of a model structure that represents effects of levels of service on all choices
(in this case, a joint-choice structure) is necessary to realistically appraise policy
options.
Two areas of further work are logical continuations of the effort documented here.
The first is in the development of improved specifications to increase the sensitivity
of the model toward a larger variety of policy options. This might include extension
of the model to treatment of additional modes or simply inclusion of additional variables
to either strengthen the behavioral representation or allow an expanded set of policy
variables. A group of alternative specifications for which estimation already has been
performed is documented by Adler (1).
A more fundamental gap between current travel demand models and existing theories
of travel behavior still exists. All modeling efforts to date have stratified trips by trip
purpose and used a single link as the unit of travel demand. The most recent choice
models such as the one reported in this paper have assumed simple round trips as the
relevant unit. It is becoming inc1·easingly obvious, however, that estimation of these
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models is not adequate to describe the large numbers of more complex trip patterns
that are observed in urban travel. In the 1968 Washington, D.C., home-interview survey, patterns of travel that integrated shopping trips with other trip purposes (shopping
on the way home from work) are observed in greater numbers than the simple patterns
in which a household makes a single 2-link round trip for shopping. The recent trend,
which largely is due to rising fuel prices, has been toward increased traveler tendencies
to consolidate their needs for transportation by linking several purposes in a single,
expanded round trip from home. There are several trade-offs involved in the households' comparisons among travel patterns. One is the desire to satisfy needs for travel
as they accumulate to a threshold level against the attempt to unite them temporally to
allow for a single, more efficient round trip. Clearly, there are behavioral issues here
that have potentially great impact on energy-conservation programs as well as on other
modally oriented incentives (relative advantages of the various modes in servicing these
more complex patterns of travel) but remain unaddressed in any current travel demand
models.
The problem with the most recent efforts in addressing the issues posed by complex
patterns of travel seems to be their orientation around single trip purposes as a means
of stratification of behavioral responses. A more integrated approach would be in the
use, as a unit of demand, of complete patterns of household travel and in the identification of the general classes of travel that can be decomposed from those patterns. For
example, a useful classi:{ication might distinguish among fixed patterns of travel (such
as travel to work or school where the destination is generally static in the short term),
discretionary travel (where mode, destination, and frequency are active choices), and
patterns where fixed and discretionary travel purposes are combined (as in a shopping
trip on the way home from work). Such a scheme would allow for behavioral comparis""!S among all patterns of household travel rather than exclude the more complex
patterns that are of increasingly greater interest to transportation planners as the more
restrictive travel-purpose-based stratifications do.
This expansion of the scope of disaggregate behavioral models will, of course, benefit
from the research of the past few years. In particular, the general format of the jointchoice model is seen as being a key to the modeling of dimensions of choice (for example, among morphologically different multipurpose round trips) that are even less
subject to the imposition of a sequence assumption than the frequency, mode, and destination choices now being modeled.
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